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Abstract
The growth of aviation needed to cater for the needs of society might be undermined by
restrictions resulting from the environmental implications of air traffic. Hydrogen could
provide an excellent alternative to ensure a sustainable future for aviation. Several chal-
lenges remain to be addressed though before its adoption can become reality. The liquid
hydrogen tanks are one of the areas where considerable research is needed. Further in-
sight into unusual restrictions on aircraft classes that would be thought of as ideal can-
didates for hydrogen is also required. Hydrogen fueled very large long range transport
aircraft for instance suffer from the  m airport box constraint which leads to a strong
decrease in performance compared to other aircraft classes.
In this work  main tools are developed to look into some of these issues. An aircraft
conceptual design tool has been set up to allow a comparison between kerosene and hy-
drogen on a common and hence fair basis. An engine performance assessment routine is
also developed to allow the coupling of the design of engine and aircraft as one integrated
system. As the link between both subsystems is the liquid hydrogen tank, a detailed de-
sign method for the tanks has also been created.
With these tools it has been shown that the gravimetric efficiency for large transport air-
craft varies by only a few percent for a wide range of fuel masses and aircraft diameters
with values in the order of  to %. The performance of the long range transport aircraft
itself however varies strongly from one class to another. For aircraft with a passenger load
around  passengers, takeoffweight reductions around % can be obtained for similar
operating empty weights and fuel weights of about % of the equivalent kerosene fuel
weight. For  passenger aircraft however, the takeoffweight reduction reduces strongly
due to the need for a triple deck fuselage and the resulting increase in fuselage mass.
Whereas for the first category of aircraft, a  to  times higher fuel price per energy con-
tent can be afforded for similar direct operating costs, this cost advantage is reduced by
about a third for the  passenger aircraft. A twin fuselage configuration alleviates the
geometrical restrictions and restores the potential for an aircraft family but does not yield
strong weight reductions.
In a subsequent study, the implications of unconventional engine cycles as well as drag
reduction resulting from natural laminar flow through surface cooling should be assessed
using the developed set of tools as this will reveal the full potential of hydrogen as an
aviation fuel.
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Introduction
From its very earliest days about a century ago, the aviation industry has undergone a
steady and fast growth which is predicted to continue in the long-term for all of its seg-
ments (Airbus () and Boeing ()). After a temporary setback at the beginning of
this century, the aeronautical sector seems to be recovering with passenger numbers on
record levels and aircraft load factors as high as ever. Projected traffic increases lie in the
order of % for passenger travel and slightly higher values for cargo transport despite the
challenges arising from the slowing world economy and high fuel prices (Airbus (),
Boeing () and Rolls-Royce ()). Partially due to the increasing tendency to travel
in the developing countries and emerging economies, aviation continues to be one of
the fastest growing industry branches and is forecasted to expand faster than the average
world economy over the next  to  years. This growth and the replacement of older
aircraft results in the need of around  new airplanes in the coming  to  years
(Airbus () and Boeing ()).
The increasing public awareness and attention of policy makers and media to the im-
pact of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases on the climate might however un-
dermine this foreseen growth as it is very unlikely that aviation will be privileged and
exempted from emission trading schemes. Even though advances in aeronautical tech-
nology have lead and will continue to lead to a significant improvement in the energy effi-
ciency of transport aircraft, there is no realistic prospect that those gains will be sufficient
to compensate for the anticipated traffic growth even if the aviation industry imposed
very ambitious targets upon itself. On that account aviation faces a mounting conflict to
sustain growth in a way that meets the needs of society while aiding to protect the envi-
ronment (amongst others Cordina (), Green (), Green (), Greener by Design
(), Greener by Design () and Smith ()).
As hydrogen is a versatile and, most importantly, clean energy carrier which can be pro-
duced from many sources in various ways, it can, along with electricity, "satisfy all the
energy needs and form an energy system that would be permanent and independent of
energy sources" (Sherif et al., a). Being ’green’, hydrogen might aid in the sustain-
able development and growth of aviation. Consequently hydrogen holds great promise
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for meeting the challenges related to energy supply and climate change. Its utilization as
a fuel for long range transport aircraft is therefore investigated in this work.
Section . addresses why hydrogen is appealing for a sustainable development of the
aviation industry. As the idea of adopting hydrogen as an aviation fuel is not new, an
overview of previous work on hydrogen fueled aircraft and engines is then given (sec-
tion .). This work is concerned with passenger transport aircraft, so the survey focusses
on this particular sector too. The numerous studies on supersonic aircraft or unmanned
aerial vehicles, for instance, are for this reason not reviewed here. After this digest, the
objectives and scope of this thesis are detailed in section .. Finally the structure of the
thesis and the contents of the various chapters is given (section .).
. Why is hydrogen attractive for aviation?
Even though a secure supply of fuel at a stable price is of paramount importance for most
industry branches it is even more the case for aviation since it is a highly competitive sec-
tor in which fuel costs represent a big share of the overall costs. As such fuel price fluctu-
ations can have a significant impact on the economic success of aeronautical companies.
As hydrogen can be produced from any primary energy source, its adoption would reduce
the dependence on (imported) fossil fuel energy and could enable a stable fuel price level.
Due to the absence of carbon particles the adoption of hydrogen might also enable an en-
vironmentally benign aeronautical industry even though an increased contrail cover due
to the higher water vapor emissions could reduce the environmental benefit or even an-
nul it. Both potential problems facing the aviation industry in its current form are briefly
addressed below.
.. Security of fuel supply
Today the fossil fuel resources are concentrated in a few regions, with the Middle East
holding over  % of the total and about two thirds of the known conventional oil re-
serves (BACAS () and Schnieder & McKay ()). Currently, this concentration al-
ready creates geopolitical tensions and problems. These will most likely dramatically in-
crease when depletion of the reserves is faced if alternative solutions are not developed
and implemented by that time. After all both the United States and Europe will see an
increased dependency on imported oil (DOE/EIA () and EC ()). The import of
’foreign’ oil for Europe is for instance forecasted to grow from around % in  to over
% in  (EC, ).
An energy carrier which could be produced from any primary energy source - especially
from renewables - would therefore improve the reliability and security of the energy sup-
ply. This is not only true for aviation but also for the complete energy sector as such. How-
ever, the situation for the aeronautical sector is slightly different, as less alternative energy
sources are at our disposal. For ’ground-based’ applications, electricity could namely be
a viable alternative or complement to hydrogen. The use of hydrogen as an energy car-
rier would furthermore facilitate the valorisation of energy sources far remote from the
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consumers as (gaseous) hydrogen could be more easily stored and transported than elec-
tricity. This could thus enable the exploitation of remote energy sources, as solar energy,
even in deserted areas (BACAS ()).
However, the adoption of hydrogen as an alternative to fossil fuel energy strongly depends
upon the price level of both hydrogen and fossil fuels. This depends on its turn mainly
upon the speed of depletion of the fossil fuel sources and the total quantity of hydrogen
produced. When fossil fuel reserves will be exhausted is nonetheless hard to judge and
a considerable variation of the estimated reserves exists over time and between experts.
Values ranging from approximately  million barrels of proven reserves (EIA, )
to an ultimately recoverable amount between  and  million barrels are found in
literature (IEA () and Benner & van Geuns ()). This large deviation is mainly ex-
plained by the different assumptions made for the potential new discoveries and the vari-
ations in expectations of the ultimate recovery factors of conventional resources. Even
though resources might be abundant over the next decades, the unlimited availability of
oil till the point of depletion is not a certitude. The level of demand could after all be
higher than the rate at which they can be exploited if investments are not made in due
time (IEA, ).
The wide range of forecasts on fossil fuel recources leads to an even bigger spread in the
prediction of the fuel prices of both hydrogen and kerosene. All things considered fore-
casts are not able to take the offer-demand mechanism of the market into account which
for instance lead to the peak in crude oil prices lately, exceeding $  per barrel. As far as
hydrogen fuel prices is concerned, the price scatter is even bigger since its level strongly
depends upon the efficiency of the (future) production method. As an indication, accord-
ing to Oelkers & Prenzel () prices for kerosene and liquid hydrogen will be the same
around , after which hydrogen would be cheaper. Schnieder & McKay (), on the
other hand predict equal prices for both fuels as early as . Taxes upon emissions
of CO2 could for that matter significantly impact these forecasts moving the ’break-even
point’ forward in time (Svensson () and Westenberger (b)).
In conclusion, it is virtually impossible to predict the timeframe in which hydrogen will
become competitive with kerosene as an aviation fuel seen the large number of uncer-
tainties. However, at a given moment in time, it will most likely happen. Besides future
economical benefits hydrogen also offers the potential to improve the reliability of the
energy supply chain as well as a reduction of the depency on fossil fuels and the related
geopolitical tensions. Finally, the adoption of hydrogen as an energy carrier in general
and an aviation fuel in specific, facilitates the diversification of the energy production
sources, which entails a longer term price stabilization. An excessive increase in price
of one primary energy source would namely be less imperishable as the switch towards
another supply would be possible.
The ultimate recovery factor is defined as the percentage of oil in place that can economically be ex-
tracted.
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.. Reduction of the environmental impact of aviation
The combustion of hydrocarbon fuels generates several ’pollutants’ that can either im-
pact the earths radiative balance or alter the chemical composition of the atmosphere. As
such aircraft have an impact on the climate of our planet which will become more impor-
tant over the next decades seen the considerable growth predicted for aviation. Together
with the risen public awareness on the problem of global warming and the emission of
greenhouse gases, questions are raised whether the environmental impact of the aero-
nautical sector could limit the expansion of air travel (amongst others Antoine & Kroo
(), Green ()). Even though the adoption of hydrogen as an aeronautical fuel does
not completely eliminate the environmental impact of aviation, it could enable a long-
term sustainable future for aviation as is shown below by a comparison of the emissions
of kerosene and hydrogen fueled aircraft and their impact on the environment.
... Emissions of pollutants from kerosene fueled aircraft
The combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel as kerosene produces carbon dioxide (CO2), water
vapor (H2O), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOX ), soot, aerosols and un-
burned hydrocarbons (UHC). The total fraction of combustion products in the exhaust
amounts to about .% of which the majority are the so-called primary emissions CO2
and H2O. The products of non-ideal combustion only constitute about .% of this frac-
tion (Penner et al., ). Typical emission index (EI) levels of the main greenhouses gases
emitted by aircraft engines are given in Table ..
Table .. Typical emission index levels (g/kg fuel) for different engine operating regimes,
adopted from Penner et al. ().
Species Idle Take-off Cruise
CO2   
H2O   
CO  (-)  -.
HC (as CH4)  (-) . .-.
NOX (as NO2)
- Short Haul . (-)  (-) .-.
- Long Haul . (-)  (-) .-.
SOX O (as SO2) . . .
Carbon Dioxide is an inherent consequence of the combustion of any hydrocarbon and
the quantity of emitted CO2 is linearly related to the fuel consumption of the engines as
shown by the constant EI in Table .. Aviation is currently responsible for roughly %
of all anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Penner et al. () and Sausen et al. ()) but this
share is likely to increase significantly in the future seen the forecasted growth of aviation.
As CO2 has an atmospheric lifetime of - years (Green, ), its effect on the earths
radiative balance does not depend on the location of the emissions and the accumulated
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emissions over the last century need to be considered when assessing the radiative forc-
ing. It is this long lifetime that makes carbon dioxide such a strong greenhouse gas.
WaterVapor is the secondprimary combustion product of aviation kerosene. Water emit-
ted in the (lower) troposphere precipitates quickly after release. In the stratosphere, how-
ever, the lifetime of water can be up to one year with a consequent higher radiative forc-
ing (Svensson & Singh, ). When emitted in the lowermost stratosphere, accumu-
lation times of water are nonetheless still considered to be small (Ponater et al., ),
which makes that the direct contribution to the climate impact from water released from
aviation can be considered as marginal ((Penner et al., ) and Sausen et al. ()).
Indirectly water vapor however also contributes through the formation of contrails and
possible cirrus clouds as described below (Schumann, ).
Soot and Aerosols only have a small contribution to the global warming effect of aviation.
Their mass concentrations are namely very small and will continue to be so, even at a
very high rate of growth of the aviation sector (Penner et al., ). Soot emissions tend to
warm the atmospherewhereas aerosols do the opposite. The latter also play an important
role in the formation of (aviation) cirrus clouds as nuclei for condensation. As such they
lead to an increased cloud cover and can furthermore alter the radiative properties of
natural cirrus clouds (Schumann, ).
Nitrous oxides (NOX) primarily form through the dissociation of atmospheric nitrogen
at temperatures higher than about  K and the recombination with dissociated oxy-
gen to NO, that is further oxidized to NO2 (Lefebvre, ). NO and NO2 are considered
together and called NOX . NOX concentrations increase exponentially with temperature
and linearly with residence time (Lefebvre, ). At ground level NOX emissions lead
to an increase of ozone concentrations, which may entail respiratory illness, headaches,
. . . (Lefebvre, ). Upon emission in the upper troposphere up to altitudes of about 
km, NOX has an indirect climate effect as it provokes the formation of ozone, which is
a greenhouse gas. At higher altitudes, in the stratosphere, NOX emissions cause on the
other hand ozone depletion, which inflicts increased ground-level ultra-violet radiation
(Gauss et al. () and Singh ()). NOX emissions furthermore also reduce concen-
trations ofmethane, which leads to a cooling of the atmosphere and therefor partially bal-
ances its effect on ozone formation (Gauss et al. () and Sausen & Schumann ()).
Contrails or condensation trails are line-shaped ice-clouds that can appear in aircraft
wakes when the atmospheric conditions are right. Their formation depends on many
variables including ice microphysics, chemical reactions in the wake, wake dynamics,
atmospheric dispersion rates and engine technology (amongst others Meerkötter et al.
(), Noppel (), Marquart et al. (), Penner et al. (), Ponater et al. (),
Schumann () and Stordal et al. ()). Depending on the atmospheric conditions
during the flight, the contrail can either evaporate quickly or persist for time periods up
to several hours. The ice crystals in contrails scatter terrestrial long wave radiation back
to the surface of the earth and reflect the short wave solar radiation. As the former ef-
fect is predominant, they lead to a warming of the earths surface (Ponater et al. ()
Besides atmospheric NOX , several other forms exist. A small part of NOX forms from nitrogen present
in the fuel, so-called fuel NOX . Further NOX formation mechanisms are related to the formation of nitrous
oxides (N2O) and so-called prompt NO (Lefebvre, ).
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and Schumann ()). Although they have a global heating effect, contrails reduce lo-
cal temperatures during the day and increase them at night (Ponater et al., ). The
radiative forcing of contrails depends on their global coverage and is currently believed
to consitute about % of the total climate impact of aviation (Sausen et al., ). This
is expected to increase considerably due to the foreseen traffic growth (Marquart et al.,
).
Contrail cirrus clouds develop from contrails when the ambient humidity is not high
enough for natural ice-cloud formation. The added moisture and nuclei from the engine
exhaust change the meteorological conditions so that contrails can develop into clouds
with similar radiative properties as contrails. Despite large uncertainties in understand-
ing the formation of contrail cirrus clouds, their radiative forcing is believed to be several
times larger than that of the contrails the clouds originated from (Sausen et al., ).
All the aforementioned effects are summarized in Figure .which shows the original esti-
mates from Penner et al. () and updates based on improved understanding resulting
from the TRADEOFF research project (European Commission, Framework Program V).
Although the current level of scientific knowledge and understanding of atmospheric cli-
mate science does not allow precise estimates of the radiative forcing of contrails and
cirrus, the figure shows that they might cause a radiative forcing bigger than that of all
other aviation pollutants combined.
Figure .. Radiative forcing from aviation in  and , adopted from Sausen et al.
().
The particles emitted by aircraft can even cause the formations of cirrus long after the aircraft has
passed. This happens if the background atmosphere changes in the mean time to a supersaturated state
that enables cloud formation. The aerosols can also modify the micro-physical properties of clouds, alter
particle sizes and forms,. . . (Sausen et al. () and Stordal et al. ()).
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... Emissions of pollutants from hydrogen fueled aircraft
When burning hydrogen the only primary combustion product is water vapor and the
only secondary emissions of any significance are oxides of nitrogen. The emissions of
CO2, CO, soot, SOX and unburned hydrocarbons are completely eliminated solely by the
nature of the fuel. As hydrogen is a pure fuel without many contaminants, the number of
particles in the exhaust of the engine will also be strongly reduced.
Water vapor emissions from hydrogen are approximately . times higher compared to a
typical kerosene fuel, on an equal energy content basis (Ponater et al. () and Westen-
berger (b)). Due to this increased rate of water emissions in the upper troposphere-
lower stratosphere region by the adoption of a cryoplane fleet, the amount of water accu-
mulated in this region can no longer be neglected, as shown on Figure .. Nonetheless,
the direct contribution of water vapor is still small compared to the overall climate effect
of aviation.
Figure .. Annual mean increase of water vapor mixing ratio (in nmol/mol) due to
emissions of a purely LH2 fueled air fleet using the  inventory, adopted from Ponater
et al. ().
Nitrous oxides emissions could be significantly reduced when adopting hydrogen as a
fuel as a direct consequence of the combustion-related properties of hydrogen (see Ta-
ble A.). The wide flammability limits of hydrogen, and more particularly the low lean
blowout limit, namely enable operation of the hydrogen combustion chambers at lower
equivalence ratios, compared to conventional kerosene combustion chambers, as indi-
cated on Figure .(a). The high burning velocity of hydrogen further enhances this effect
as it results in a shorter combustion chamber and in consequence reduced cooling re-
quirements (Svensson & Singh, ). The injection of hydrogen as a gas in the combus-
tion chamber and its high diffusivity are final contributors to its low-NOX potential. Both
effects after all enable the avoidance of local fuel rich regions which lead to hot spots.
Various programs have shown that single digit NOX emission index numbers are possible
in practical combustion chambers (amongst others Brand et al. (), Dahl & Suttrop
(), Marek et al. (), Ziemann et al. ()). This is shown on Figure .(b).
Ponater et al. () indicate that a wide variety in the radiative forcing of water vapor due to hydrogen
fueled aircraft exists in literature. They attribute this to a difference in the assumed strength in water vapor
sink (through condensation and subsequent sedimentation) and background water vapor concentrations
around the tropopause.
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(a) Combustor primary zone temperature (b) Low-NOX potential of H2 combustion
Figure .. Temperature characteristics and low NOX potential of hydrogen combustion
chambers, adopted from (Faass, ).
Contrails and contrail cirrus are the main contributors to the climate impact of hydro-
gen fueled aircraft. Due to the increased amount of water vapor emissions, cryoplanes
would lead to the formation of contrails over a wider range of altitudes than kerosene-
fueled aircraft, for a similar propulsive efficiency of the engines (Marquart et al. (),
Noppel () , Ponater et al. (), Svensson & Singh (), Svensson et al. ()). A
typical annual mean contrail cover for a pure cryoplane fleet is shown on Figure .. How-
ever, the absence of particles in the engine exhaust when using hydrogen fuel would lead
to contrails and cirrus clouds that have less but larger ice crystals, hence modifying the
radiative forcing of the clouds (Noppel () , Ponater et al. (), Svensson & Singh
()). Ponater et al. (, pg. ) claim that "the net effect of cryoplane contrails"
(on the warming of the atmosphere) "is likely to be less positive than for contrails from
conventional aircraft, because smaller optical depth dominates over higher occurrence
frequency on a global scale".
The current understanding of the climate impact of hydrogen fueled aviation is summa-
rized on Figure .. The figure shows the separate contributions of CO2, O3, contrails and
H2O vapor for  different transition scenarios. Ker indicates the standard future projec-
tion of aircraft emissions of a pure kerosene fleet. In Cryo a smooth stepwise transition
approach, beginning in  in the European Union is assumed, followed by a transition
start in North America  years later and another  years later for South America, Asia and
the Middle East. In all regions, small aircraft are replaced first, followed by long-range
aircraft some  years later. Cryo assumes a faster world-wide transition of small and
medium-sized aircraft in  and of large aircraft in , leading to a complete switch to
hydrogen fuel in . Finally for Cryo the world-wide transition starts in  continu-
ing as fast as Cryo towards the end of the period (Ponater et al., ).
As shown on the figure, the contributions of aviation CO2, ozone and contrails reduce for
In this figure, the surface temperature changes are used as a metric rather than radiative forcing since
they account for the delay between forcing and response due to the thermal inertia of the climate system
(Ponater et al., ).
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Figure .. Annual mean contrail cover from a purely LH2 fueled air fleet for a predicted
 traffic inventory, adopted from Ponater et al. ().
each of the transition scenarios compared to the pure kerosene scenario. The increase
in CO2 radiative forcing reflects the large lifetime of the pollutant and the consequent
huge delay between changes in emissions and the corresponding climate forcing. Due
to the reduced NOX emissions of cryoplanes, the contribution from ozone drops sharply
for each of the transition scenarios. Contrail radiative forcing is slightly smaller for each
of the transition scenarios due to the aforementioned effects, but still increases as the
effect of increasing air traffic dominates over the benefits from adopting cryoplanes. Fi-
nally, water vapor radiative forcing increases sharply for the cryoplane cases but stays the
smallest contributor for each of the scenarios.
Figure .. Global mean radiative forcing (in W/m2) and temperature change (K) due to
conventional air traffic and cryoplane transition scenarios up to , adopted from
Ponater et al. ().
Ponater et al. ()) assumed an advance in combustion chamber technology leading to reduced
NOX emissions for both kerosene and hydrogen fueled engines.
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A few notes need to be added to this climate change assessment though, as raised by
Ponater et al. (). First of all, the absence of aviation induced cirrus in the analysis is
noted as an important limit to the current assessment. However, the authors "deem the
scientific basis" of contrail cirrus formation "to drawquantitative conclusions to be insuf-
ficient for assessment purposes"(Ponater et al., , pg. ). They however "suggest an
even enhanced environmental benefit of cryoplanes: These do not emit particles (mean-
ing no indirect effect due to background aerosol accumulation) and cause contrails with
smaller optical depth and, potentially, a shorter lifetime" (Ponater et al., , pg. ).
Measurements in contrails from a cryoplane prototype would however be necessary in
order to evaluate model calculations. Furthermore, the authors also note that "the as-
sumption of a linear dependency between emissions and radiative impact for spatially
in-homogeneous climate forcings as contrails or aircraft induced ozone may only be jus-
tified as long as the air traffic density pattern with respect to latitude and altitude does not
substantially change with time"(Ponater et al., , pg. ). According to the authors
these shortcomings seem to be acceptable as they lead to uncertainties within the range
given by Penner et al. ().
As a final note, Ponater et al. stress that the advantage of the absence of CO2 emissions
would become more obvious for longer time horizons. If constant fuel consumptions and
emissions are assumed for a period of  years from  onwards, the total radiative forc-
ing would be reduced by between % and % whereas the reduction of the temperature
change would increase from % in  to about % in  (Ponater et al., ).
. Previous work on hydrogen fueled aircraft
and engines
Hydrogen has been considered as an alternative to hydrocarbon fuels for almost as long
as powered aviation exists. As early as , P. Meyer wrote an article entitled "Is There
Any Available Source of Heat Energy Lighter than Gasoline?" which the NACA adopted
as Technical Note  in the early s (Meyer, ). Meyer drew attention to hydrogen
indicating it has a higher heat content per mass than any other known fuel. He however
only considered it in gaseous form under pressure and remarked that the containers had
to be strong and heavy, which counterbalanced the energy advantage (Meyer ()).
The research on hydrogen fuel for aviation continued during World War II when Simon
befuddled the fuel experts in the United States by suggesting that liquid hydrogen should
be used to increase aircraft range. This lead to an investigation of the application of liq-
uid hydrogen to aircraft and rockets. As hydrogen’s very low density made its application
in volume-limited airplanes appear totally impractical these studies did not go in detail.
The very low availability of hydrogen as a liquid and its handling hazards were further-
more used as arguments against it (Sloop, ). Interest in hydrogen was however not
lost completely in the United States. It resurfaced towards the end of the war when re-
searchers at Wright Field looked into future projects (Sloop, ).
As the larger size particles are heavier they could fall out of zones with ice supersaturation quicker
than ice particles in contrails from kerosene fueled aircraft.
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In the mean time, von Ohain was the first person to actually use hydrogen as an aviation
fuel. In  he successfully ran a hydrogen fueled gas turbine engine, rig testing the He S-
 experimental engine, a radial turbojet which delivered a thrust of  lbs (Conner, ).
Von Ohain chose gaseous hydrogen combustion as it allowed an early demonstration of
the jet engine principle whereas the gasoline-fueled combustion chamber still required
extensive further development before becoming practical. As such Von Ohain proved his
concept and obtained the necessary budgets for continuing the work on the gasoline-
fueled combustor. Besides being the first person to ever run a turbojet aero-engine he
unintentionally became the pioneer of hydrogen fueled aviation.
Figure .. He S- radial turbojet with hydrogen, adopted from Conner ().
About two decades later the United States Air Force asked Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in 
to look into the possibility of using LH2 as a fuel for aircraft engines. The study con-
sisted among others out of the testing of the J engine modified for hydrogen and the
development of a hydrogen-fueled demonstration engine (Sloop, ). Figure . shows
a schematic drawing of the J engine adapted to use hydrogen fuel.
Figure .. Sketch of the J engine modified to use H2 fuel, adopted from Sloop ().
As the military was on a quest for longer range and higher cruising altitudes, testing with
hydrogen was at the same time performed at the NASA Lewis Research Centre (Conrad
(), Dahl & Suttrop () and Sloop ()). The poor combustion efficiency of hy-
drocarbon fuelled combustors at altitude namely resulted in operational ceilings around
 meters while the goal was set at  meters. Around early , Silverstein saw
the synergies between high altitude aircraft and the superior combustion characteristics
of hydrogen and thought it would be possible to cope with its low density (Sloop, ). At
high altitudes and low speeds, big wings are after all needed and these require a propor-
tionately large fuselage leading to substantial available volumes. According to Silverstein,
this could favor the use of low-density liquid hydrogen, provided lightweight hydrogen
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tanks proved feasible. Together with Hall, he looked into the possibilities in more detail,
which lead to a report on the advantages and issues of hydrogen for high-altitude flight,
issued in April  (Silverstein & Hall, ).
Of the problems associated with the use of hydrogen for aircraft, the authors identified
hydrogen tanks as the major problem. Looking at the technology of long-range missiles,
they proposed liquid hydrogen tanks constructed as cylindrical balloons of light-gage
metal which rely on internal pressure to maintain shape (see Figure .). Their tank was
 m long,  m in diameter with a volume of  m3 and could store  kg of liquid hy-
drogen. The estimated tank mass was  percent of the fuel mass (Silverstein & Hall, ).
As the feasibility of a lightweight, insulated tank was a key assumption, a more detailed
study was carried out on this subject. The conclusions of the study were that a tank with a
mass less than  percent of the liquid hydrogen was possible with hydrogen vaporization
rates of less than  percent of the hydrogen consumption during cruise (Sloop, ).
Figure .. Liquid hydrogen tank suitable for aircraft as envisioned by Silverstein & Hall,
adopted from Sloop ().
Using this basic hydrogen-tank design, Silverstein and Hall analyzed the use of liquid hy-
drogen for  types of aircraft (Silverstein & Hall, ). Their subsonic reconnaissance
airplane had a gross mass of  kilograms with hydrogen tanks in both wings and
fuselage. The operational altitude was set at  meters and the aircraft could make
observations up to  kilometers from its base. Advanced turbojet engines weighing
about half those in use at that time were assumed. Silverstein & Hall concluded from their
study that "within the state of the art and the progress anticipated, aircraft designed for
liquid-hydrogen fuel may perform several important missions that comparable aircraft
using hydrocarbon (JP-) fuel cannot accomplish." They also concluded that a "substan-
tial applied research and development effort will be required in many technical fields to
achieve the goal outlined" (Silverstein & Hall, ).
Simultaneously, six type of injectors for burning gaseous hydrogen were investigated in
September , with a subsequent evaluation of three different turbojet engines in alti-
tude test chambers (J-, J--B- and J-A-). These tests showed superior combustion
efficiencies with prototype hydrogen injectors compared to production JP-combustors at
altitudes above - kilometers. The hydrogen was extremely stable and an extended re-
light capability was demonstrated albeit at a relatively low combustion efficiency (Dahl &
Suttrop () and Sloop ()) .
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As laboratory testing did not prove whether it was realizable to use liquid hydrogen in an
aircraft, Project Bee was set up in . A modified Curtiss Wright J- turbojet engine
and a hydrogen supply system were installed into a B-B twin-engine bomber and flown
(see Figure .). The airplane was equipped with a hydrogen fuel system that was isolated
from its regular fuel system and the left-engine was adapted to operate on hydrogen as
well as kerosene. During takeoff and climb kerosene was used. After reaching level flight
at about  meters, the engine was switched to hydrogen fuel in two steps. First the
hydrogen lines were purged and the engine was operated on both fuels for two minutes.
Then it was changed to hydrogen alone. After approximately minutes, the fuel flowwas
turned back to kerosene and the airplane returned to its base (Sloop, ). The aircraft
was successfully flown in February  with over  fuel transitions. Helium in the right
wing tip mounted tank was used to pressurize the left wing tip mounted hydrogen tank,
forcing the hydrogen through a heat exchanger to gasify it with ram air (Dahl & Suttrop
() and Sloop ()).
Figure .. The liquid hydrogen fueled B- airplane, adopted from Sloop ().
Project Bee showed that technological progression was still due and that some techni-
cal problems required a solution before application to civil aviation would be possible.
Already at that time, it was concluded from the tests that engine modifications to exploit
the hydrogen characteristics had to be looked into. One particular problem that appeared
during the tests was the considerable fluctuation in engine speed during the transition to
hydrogen. It was believed that unsteady boiling in the heat exchanger leading ro rapid
changes in hydrogen flow to the engine was at the origin of this issue. Project Bee was
stopped in  as studies indicated excessive costs to equip all aircraft bases for hydro-
gen (Sloop, ).
In the ’s, hydrogen gained renewed attention as a consequence of the oil crisis. Due
to this crisis the world realized for the first time that fossil fuel availability might be re-
stricted. The energy security issue resulted in several studies by the General Electric com-
pany (GE) and NASA on hydrogen as an aviation fuel. GE looked into hydrogen for aircraft
propulsion systems and evaluated unconventional cycles. The influence of the uncon-
ventional engines upon aircraft mission performance was also predicted and assessed
(Payzer & Renninger, ).
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Simultaneously, various other studies were conducted under the auspices of the NASA
Langley Research Center (Brewer et al. (a), Brewer et al. (b), Brewer et al. ()
and Brewer ()). In these studies both subsonic and supersonic aircraft were designed
to use synthetic aviation grade kerosene (synjet), liquid hydrogen and liquid methane.
Subsonic aircraft from short range passenger aircraft ( pax -  nm) to very long
range transport aircraft ( pax -  nm to + nm) were designed for all three
fuels. The studies showed that LH2 was an outstanding alternative fuel for use in future
transport aircraft for most of the envisaged aircraft designs. Although the benefit was
larger for missions which require large fuel loads, the study showed that LH2-fueled air-
craft require less resource energy than the corresponding SynJet and the LCH4 vehicles
throughout almost the entire spectrum of sizes which were studied.
Besides the preliminary designs of the different aircraft, detailed investigations on the
fuel systems and subsystems as well as the fuel containment system were also conducted
as part of the research. For all these systems, the critical components were identified and
a design of these components is presented. A big effort was placed on the design of the
cryogenic liquid hydrogen tanks with a detailed design of the tank structure as well as the
insulation. Some work on airport requirements for LH2 and safety aspects of the use of
hydrogen fuel was also performed. Brewer and his team furthermore identified several
possible unconventional engine designs to exploit the heat sink of the liquid hydrogen.
Besides compressor pre- and inter-cooling, cooling of the turbine cooling air with hydro-
gen and regenerative fuel heating, where the fuel is heated in the exhaust pipe before it is
injected in the combustor, were presented as promising technologies to further improve
the overall engine cycle efficiency. A hydrogen expander cycle, where accessory power
would be provided by using a hydrogen expansion turbine, was assessed too. The latter
two concepts showed the highest improvement in direct operating costs for the baseline
cycle whereas the concepts that uses cooling of the turbine cooling air was identified as
being very promising if higher turbine inlet temperatures were used (Baerst & Riple ()
and Brewer et al. ()).
In , The Rand Corporation reported the results of an investigation on alternative fu-
els for very large transport aircraft (Gebman & Stanley () and Mikolowsky & Noggle
()). The alternative fuels were considered to reduce potential energy problems of the
USAF fleet which was a direct consequence of the oil crisis in the early seventies. A va-
riety of candidate applications for the very large airplanes were considered, which lead
to a design radius of  nm, flown at Mach . at  ft with a payload of 
lb. All considered fuels had to be created on a coal basis as significant coal reserves are
available in the U.S. Besides synthetic jet fuel, liquid hydrogen, liquid methane and nu-
clear fuel were selected for the aircraft designs and both life cycle-cost and life-cycle to-
tal energy consumption estimates were used as figure of merit for the comparison be-
tween the different alternatives. For both figures of merit the LH2 fueled very large air-
craft showed poorer performance than the other candidate fuels, due to the energy inten-
siveness of the considered hydrogen production processes, particularly the liquefaction
process (Mikolowsky & Noggle, ). The aircraft was however both lighter and more ef-
ficient in terms of direct energy consumption. Mikolowsky & Noggle () nonetheless
Amongst others, a strategic airlifter, tanker, missile launcher, tactical battle planform and command,
control and communications platform mission were taken into consideration.
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recognized that hydrogen is the only candidate alternative fuel that can readily be derived
from renewable energy sources and, in view of this, liquid hydrogen could according to
them be expected to eventually be employed as a fuel for aircraft as well as other modes
of transportation. They also acknowlegde the distinct benefits of LH2 over the other can-
didates as far as pollutant emissions and noise footprint are concerned.
A couple of years later, NASA-Langley also investigated the potential of liquid hydrogen
and liquid methane as an aircraft fuel, when produced from coal. Witcofski (a) con-
cluded that liquid methane can be produced cheaper and more efficient than (synthetic)
aviation kerosene or liquid hydrogen but that the liquid hydrogen fuelled aircraft con-
sume slightly less energy than the other fuels. This energy consumption advantages in-
creases with increasing mission range. As shown on Figure ., the aircraft onboard en-
ergy consumption favors for the liquid hydrogen fuelled case when the design range is
bigger than  km. When the energy required to produce the fuel is also taken into ac-
count, a range in excess of  km is needed before coal-derived LH2 aircraft are more
energy efficient. Witcofski (a) furthermore decides that it is technically feasible to
provide hydrogen liquefaction, storage, distribution and fueling facilities at a major air
terminal. The time required to refuel a liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft was found to be in
the same order of that required to refuel with conventional aviation fuel.
Figure .. Relative energy consumption of LH2 and Jet-A transport aircraft, adopted
from Witcofski (a).
In , Lockheed-Georgia undertook a similar study as the one that was reported by The
Rand Corporation in  using the same design mission and considering the same al-
ternative fuels. As Muehlbauer () projected an initial operational capability around
, advanced technologies were taken into account for each alternate fuel. Three cri-
teria were used for selecting optimum aircraft designs: minimum ramp (gross) weight,
minimum fuel and minimum trip costs for which different utilizations and fleet sizes
were subsequently considered. It was found that the minimum ramp weight and trip cost
aircraft designs coincided, so that only two categories of aircraft were subsequently con-
sidered. The study showed that the LH2 aircraft were  and  % lighter in ramp weight
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than the corresponding (synthetic) JP aircraft. The extra R& D cost required for the liq-
uid hydrogen aircraft however results in acquisition costs that are % less and % greater
than those for the JP aircraft (Muehlbauer, ). The influence of the fuel price on the
trip costs of the different aircraft was also investigated and it was found that the JP-fueled
aircraft suffer greater relative penalties with higher fuel prices than liquid-hydrogen fu-
eled aircraft as shown on Figure .. According to Muehlbauer () liquid hydrogen fuel
therefore appears to be more promising than either synthetic jet propulsion fuel or nu-
clear power in advanced-technology aircraft, envisioned for the future.
(a) Minimum Ramp weight and trip cost LH2 a/c (b) Fuel price effect
Figure .. Geometrical characteristics and fuel price influence, adopted from
Muehlbauer ().
In the ’s, the practical side of the development was tackled again when the TRUD
consortium performed the first test where an engine was fuelled with hydrogen during
the whole flight (Sosounov & Orlov, ). Kuibyshev Scientific Production Association
(KSPA) and the Central Institute of Aviation Motors (CIAM) jointly developed an exper-
imental Tu- aircraft, which is based on the Tu- passenger aircraft. The starboard
NK- engine was converted to a dual fuel engine, burning either kerosene and LH2 or
kerosene and liquid natural gas (Kaminski-Morrow () and Sosounov & Orlov ()).
The Tu- has an  m3 liquid hydrogen tank installed in the rear fuselage (in blue on
Figure .) and the entire fuel section is, for safety reasons, either filled with nitrogen or
constantly purged with air from the air condition system of the aircraft. An additional he-
lium system is installed for pipeline purging as well as control of the hydrogen fuel system
valves. The first Tu- flight was achieved on April, th  and lasted for about min-
utes. Several flights were accomplished without any shutdowns or operational system
issues for both LH2 and LNG (Sosounov & Orlov, ).
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Figure .. The hydrogen fueled Tupolev TU- aircraft, adopted from
Kaminski-Morrow ().
During the s further research on hydrogen fuelled aircraft was performed motivated
by both environmental concerns as well as the dwindling fossil fuel sources. Airbus Ger-
many and the Russian Aircraft manufacturer Tupolev teamed up to approach these issues
from a system perspective including various fields which are affected by the introduction
of hydrogen as an aviation fuel (Klug () and Klug & Grassl ()). In January , on
the other hand, the Euro-Quebec Hydro-Hydrogen Pilot Project (EQHHPP) was initiated.
This  year program was aimed at reducing the NOX emissions of burning hydrogen and
providing guidelines for the development of real aero engine combustion chambers. Both
analytical modeling as well as experimental tests were performed on low-NOX hydrogen
combustion chambers for aero engines. Besides this, hydrogen safety, regulations, ac-
ceptability and socio-economic aspects were studied and several demonstration projects
were set up, mainly concerning the utilisation of hydrogen in flight and ground trans-
portation (Drolet et al. () and Ziemann et al. ()).
In , a system analysis of liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft, called the Cryoplane study,
was untertaken under the Competitive and Sustainable Growth Programme funded by
the European Commission (Framework Programme ). The main objective of the study
was to provide a sound basis for initiating larger scale activities preparing for the devel-
opment and introduction of LH2 as an aviation fuel. Aircraft were designed for all aircraft
categories in commercial operation and safety, airport and environmental compatibility
and medium/long term scenarios for a smooth transition from kerosene to hydrogen in
aviation were investigated in this  months study lead by Airbus Deutschland (Westen-
berger, b). Figure .(a) shows the hydrogen fueled aircraft for some of the investi-
gated categories.
The study concluded that the energy consumption of the LH2 fuelled conventional air-
craft would increase by  to  % depending on the aircraft category (see Figure .(b)).
This increase is mainly attributed to the bigger wetted area of the aircraft due to H2 stor-
age in bulky pressure vessels inside or on top of the fuselage. Due to this additional tank
The same name was used for this project as for the Airbus-Tupolev project. In this work the name
Cryoplane is used mainly for this project however. When the Airbus-Tupolev project is referred to it is
explicitly mentioned.
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structure, the operating empty weight of the aircraft also increases by roughly  %. The
maximum take-off weight will on its turn vary between plus . % to minus . % de-
pending on the aircraft configuration and mission. All this leads to an increase of the
operating costs by  to  % caused by the fuel only. The study also revealed that the po-
tential for very large long range aircraft was limited due to size restrictions imposed by
the airport  m gatebox which leads to a sharp increase in energy consumption for this
configuration, as shown on Figure .(b). This is mainly a consequence of the triple deck
design that is needed to accommodate both fuel and passengers in a fuselage limited to
 m length. Besides conventional aircraft, various unconventional configurations have
also been assessed. However, none of the investigated unconventional configurations
provided a clear advantage (Westenberger, b).
(a) Aircraft configurations (b) Energy conssumption
Figure .. Configurations and energy consumption from the Cryoplane study, adopted
from Westenberger (b).
A detailed analysis of conventional engines has confirmed that hydrogen-fuelled engines
will be equally or slightly more efficient than kerosene engines in terms of energy con-
sumed when designed for the same takeoff thrust. A redesign of the fuel supply and injec-
tion system is mandatory while an adaptation of the control system may also be needed.
Different design principles for the heat exchanger, needed in the hydrogen fuel supply
system, have been assessed. The investigation showed that the hydrogen-air heat ex-
changer is feasible but requires further research for its design and implementation into
the power plant. For unconventional engine configurations, on the other hand, small but
non negligeable benefits have been found by the utilization of the cooling capacity of liq-
uid hydrogen. Due to the favorable combustion characteristics of hydrogen, substantial
improvements in NOX emissions have furthermore been quantified in the study (West-
enberger, b).
As the Cryoplane study was meant to be a complete system analysis, several additional
aspects of the introduction of hydrogen fuel in aviation were also assessed. Safety as-
pects specific for aviation have been looked at coming to the conclusion that hydrogen
will not be less safe than conventional aircraft fuel. Environmentally, great benefits have
been identified looking at the long-term benefits of hydrogen as an alternative fuel when
produced using renewable energy sources. Extensive computer simulations within the
project have shown that contrails produced by hydrogen fuelled aircraft will, despite the
higher cloud coverage due to the higher water vapour content of the exhaust gasses, con-
tribute less to the anthropogenic greenhouse effect than conventional kerosene fueled
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aircraft, due to a smaller optical thickness of the contrails. It is furthermore shown that
the effect of hydrogen fueled transport aircraft can be significantly reduced by flying at a
lower cruise altitude (and thus paying a small fuel cost penalty).
In , two extra studies were reported by NASA which both looked at unconventional
configurations. In Guynn & Olson (), an aircraft with high bypass ratio turbofans in-
stalled over the wing for noise shielding was investigated. As such the noise level was
brought down by approximately  % compared to current aircraft, partially due to the
higher bypass ratio and partially due to the shielding effect. To make the aircraft, besides
less noisy, also less polluting, hydrogen was adopted as a fuel. The main reason for this
choice was, according to Guynn & Olson (), the reduction of emissions at the airport.
The study was part of NASA’s Revolutionary Aerospace Systems Concepts program and
was called Quiet Green Transport program. The most critical technology was not related
to the aircraft itself but to the provision of economical and environmentally friendly hy-
drogen to the airport.
The emissionless aircraft study from NASA and MSC Technology on the other hand set
itself the aim to completely eliminate all aircraft emissions (Alexander et al., ). To
reach this objective, the power and propulsion system of the aircraft is based on planar
solide oxide fuel cells powering electric motors, which drive fans for propulsion. A bot-
toming cycle is added utilizing turbines coupled to generators to convert the exhaust heat
of the high temperature fuel cells into additional electric power. The liquid water reaction
product of the fuel cells is retained onboard the aircraft until its mission is completed. It
is shown in the study that even at a near term technology level, practical operating ranges
can be attained without exceeding the maximum takeoff weight of its hydrocarbon fu-
elled counterpart. However, the aircraft range would be limited to around  nm for
this technology level. The long-term scenario on the other hand lead to amaximum range
of almost  nm. For both technology levels, the study identified a strong influence of
weight reduction factors on the archievable range for the mission.
Besides these studies several reports on supersonic aircraft or on unmanned aerial vehi-
cles, from small over-the-hill type to high altitude long endurance vehicles, are available.
Some studies on fuel cell propulsion for general aviation airplanes have also recently been
published (Menard (), Romeo et al. () and Wentz et al. ()). As they fall out-
side the scope of this work, the results of these studies are not reported here.
. Objectives and scope of this thesis
The expansion of the aeronautical sector could be restricted by its impact on the envi-
ronment as the forecasted growth will outweigh the predicted technological progress to
reduce emissions. Unless a solution is found to enable a sustainable future for aviation
that does not impose an unsupportable burden on the atmosphere, aviation might not
be able to cater for the needs of society. As a clean energy carrier hydrogen could provide
The maximum designed landing weight must be looked at for the emissionless aircraft as the water
produced by the fuel cells is retained onboard, thereby increasing the weight of the aircraft during the mis-
sion. A maximum weight of  lb was imposed.
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the means to alleviate the impact of aviation on the environment and could at the same
time ensure the long term energy supply for all industry branches in general and aviation
in particular. However, as shown by the overview of previous work on hydrogen fueled
transport aircraft several technical challenges and questions will have to be addressed
before hydrogen can become a real option for aviation and some classes of aircraft are
subjected to severe limitations.
One particular class of aircraft that, despite what may be believed at first sight, is sub-
mitted to restrictions that limit the capabilities for hydrogen fuel is the very large long
range transport aircraft class. As shown in the Cryoplane study (Astaburuaga et al. ()
and Westenberger (b)), this class of aircraft is very hard to convert to hydrogen in
a conventional configuration. The geometrical restrictions imposed by the  m airport
box constraint and the need to house the hydrogen tanks in the fuselage namely lead to
a triple deck design. Airbus however indicates a shift towards high-capacity long range
aircraft to cope with the increasing congestion of airspace and airports and predicts a
potential for over  airplanes of the large long range type in the coming two decades
(Airbus, ). This is clearly reflected by the recent introduction into service of the Air-
bus A. Even though Boeing not explicitly mentions this shift, they foretell a similar
number of large long range aircraft (Boeing, ).
From the early start of research into hydrogen fueled aircraft, the investigations point
towards the need for lightweight yet highly insulated fuel tanks designed for lifetimes,
numbers of cycles and weight goals that are unmet by existing liquid hydrogen tanks.
Most studies indicate that the key challenge for hydrogen to be a viable candidate, left
alone an economically competitive one, is as such related to the design of the tanks. As the
tanks not only dependon the particular aircraft configuration, through the ratio of surface
area to fuel volume imposed by the fuselage diameter, but also on the fuel consumption,
by a reduction of the pressure of the two-phase mixture of liquid and gaseous hydrogen
inside them, a particular design is required for each aircraft type and maybe even for
each aircraft-engine combination. As such the fuel tank ’couples’ engine and aircraft to
an even higher extent than is already the case for kerosene fueled aircraft.
In the light of the issues and challenges that were revealed by the review of studies con-
cerning liquid hydrogen in subsonic civil transport, the aim of this thesis is therefore an
investigation of two main areas:
• The design of the liquid hydrogen tanks and the key factors that play a role on the
configuration that is best suited for large long range transport aircraft. For this de-
sign, the focus will lie on selection of appropriate materials on the one hand and the
tradeoff between mechanical and thermal tank characteristics on the other hand.
• The design of an unconventional twin fuselage configuration that could restore the
potential of liquid hydrogen for large long range transport aircraft. After all, the
larger the fuel mass of the mission is, the larger the (theoretical) gains from the
adoption of hydrogen could be.
To carry out the designs for these two areas several tools are developed to enable a com-
parison between kerosene and hydrogen fueled aircraft on the one side and conventional
and unconventional aircraft configurations for hydrogen on the other side.
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• A design method for liquid hydrogen tanks, taking thermal, mechanical and mass
properties of the materials into account as well as the mission for which the tank
will be utilized and the geometrical restrictions imposed by the aircraft.
• A conceptual aircraft design tool that is sufficiently detailed to allow trade-off stud-
ies between configurations of aircraft and between kerosene and hydrogen fuel.
• A turbofan design and performance analysis routine that can be integrated with the
aircraft conceptual design tool to analyze the impact of the engine configuration on
the ’optimal’ design point for the aircraft.
. Structure of the thesis
The remainder of this work is divided into  chapters and  appendices.
Chapter  completes the literature survey on liquid hydrogen for large long range trans-
port aircraft by addressing its particular effects on the design of both aircraft and engine
and how these are accounted for in the developed tools.
Chapter  looks into detail at the design of the liquid hydrogen tanks. The selection of
materials, the thermal and mechanical sizing as well as the volume determination are
covered extensively. Once all methods are described two widely different applications are
investigated to analyze the implications of the selected aircraft type on the design of the
tank.
In Chapter  the results of the different case studies on large long range aircraft that were
executed in the frame of this study are given. Two classes of long range aircraft are covered
by conventional designs and a twin fuselage design is presented for the very large (
pax) long range aircraft.
Conclusions are drawn from the results on both the tank and the long range aircraft in
Chapter . Several areas for extensions of the models and continuation of the work are
highlighted as well.
Besides the main chapters  detailed appendices are included.
Appendix A touches on some aspects of hydrogen in aviation that are not the main focus
of this work but are still considered to be important. After a review of the main proper-
ties of hydrogen, some production and liquefaction methods are discussed and notes on
airport storage as well as safety and handling of hydrogen are given.
The different models of the conceptual aircraft design routine developed in Matlab® are
consecutively described inAppendix B. Thedetermination of geometrical,mass and aero-
dynamic properties of the aircraft is described. Load andbalance, performance anddirect
operating cost computations are also treated.
The final appendix gives an overview of the turbofan design and performance tool set up
in EcosimproTM . The appendix details the calculation of the thermodynamic properties
and the component building blocks. The set up of a model for design point and off-design
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calculations is also specified and in a last section the gas path analysismethodused in this
work is described.
Even though the tools reported in the last two appendices were vital to obtain the results
presented in this thesis, they are placed in appendices as they are not essential to the
understanding of the different results and design studies. As the design of the liquid hy-
drogen is a relatively new field and contributes significantly to the understanding of the
design trade-offs as well as the results, the developed tank sizing method is covered in the
main text rather than in an appendix.
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Effect of hydrogen on aircraft and engine
design and performance
The utilization of hydrogen instead of kerosene onboard aircraft has a distinct effect on
the design and performance of both the aircraft itself as well as its engines. After all, hy-
drogen has characteristics that are significantly different than those of kerosene. Some
are beneficial, some not at all, as will be shown in this chapter based on the properties of
hydrogen. A more general discussion of the properties themselves can be found in Ap-
pendix A. The scope of this chapter is limited to characteristics that affect the aircraft and
the engine.
Section . describes the effect that hydrogen has on the aircraft. After this the influ-
ence on the engine is reported in section .. After the most important implications have
been identified, the required modifications to the design tools developed in this work
to account for the peculiar aspects of hydrogen are reported. Both the aircraft (subsec-
tion ..) and the engine (subsection ..) are treated. The developed tools themselves
are not described in this chapter. They can be found in Appendices B and C. Here only
changes needed when switching to hydrogen are given.
. Effect on aircraft design and performance
The impact of the adoption of hydrogen as a fuel on aircraft design and performance is
summarized in Table ., which is adopted fromBrewer (). The left columnof the table
gives properties of hydrogen whereas the right column denotes the anticipated effect of
that particular property on the design and the performance of the aircraft in comparison
to aircraft designed for kerosene fuel.
The main advantage of hydrogen as an aircraft fuel lies in its very high heat of combus-
tion. As shown in the table the lower heating value of hydrogen is approximately . times
higher than that of kerosene. If all other factors remain the same, a hydrogen fueled air-
craft would require about . times less fuel to fly themission compared to its kerosene fu-
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Table .. Effect of H2 on aircraft design and performance, adopted from Brewer ().
Property Effect (relative to kerosene
High heat of combustion Fuel weight reduced by factor of .
Quieter aircraft
High specific heat Fuel cools engine and vehicle hot parts
High TIT and OPR
Further reduced specific fuel consumption
Further weight savings
Low density Lesser weight of the fuel requires about .
times more volume, this leads to
Lower L/D
Low wing loading at takeoff
Cryogenic requires
Airtight insulation system
Heavy tank and fuel system
Special tank fill and vent procedures
Constant tank pressure to minimize boil-off
eled counterpart. A ’snowball’ effect can however be anticipated where each saved pound
of fuel mass leads to a cumulating weight benefit (Brewer, ). Due to this reduced fuel
load the aircraft will be able to perform its mission with a lower gross weight, which en-
ables the use of smaller and thus also quieter engines.
The engines of a hydrogen fueled airplane will not only be smaller, they could also be-
come more efficient due to the high specific heat capacity of hydrogen and its low storage
temperature. Exploiting the heat sink offered by the cryogenically stored LH2 could im-
prove engine performance as will be shown in the next section. However the aircraft per-
formance can also benefit from this cooling capacity. For super- and hypersonic aircraft
the cold hydrogen can be used to cool the structures of the aircraft subjected to aero-
dynamic heating. For subsonic aircraft, on the other hand, the drag can be reduced by
cooling through hydrogen to ensure laminar flow (Brewer (), Cunnington & Parmley
() and Theisen & Brewer ()). Through hydrogen a drag reduction near % can
be obtained with an easier and more reliable system than suction which furthermore
does not require power (Theisen & Brewer, ). According to Brewer (), about %
of the wing chord, % of the fuselage and the complete engine nacelles can all be cooled
to the required temperatures with the flow rates required during climb and cruise. Skin
cooling should however only be used when moisture is either already frozen or moisture
content is small to prevent frost buildup on the surfaces. According to Brewer (), this
nonetheless does not restrict its use for the last climb phases or throughout the whole
cruise flight.
The next property listed in Table . is the main disadvantage of hydrogen for aeronautical
The system is more reliable as it is not prone to fouling by bugs or dirt that can block the suction holes
of ’conventional’ systems.
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applications. Due its low density hydrogen requires about  times more volume than an
equivalent kerosene mission fuel. In view of this the designer "must exercise ingenuity
to find an aircraft configuration which will accommodate the fuel volume" (Brewer, ,
p. ). As a consequence of the cryogenic nature of the liquid hydrogen the tanks must
moreover have a low surface-to-volume ratio to limit boil-off and tank and insulation
weight. The low density bulky fuel storage will furthermore generally lead to a slightly
lower lift-to-drag ratio for the aircraft and a lower wing loading than found on aircraft
using conventional fuels (Brewer, ). The fuel should thus preferably be stored in the
fuselage to reduce the surface-to-volume ratio of the tanks. As a result, the fuselages are
generally larger and accordingly have a higher wetted area. As the wing size can be re-
duced due to the lower weight, a penalty in lift-to-drag ratio is by and large found. The
low wing loading (at takeoff) on the other hand follows from the low fuel weight. The wing
loading at landing should namely by in the same order of other aircraft to obtain similar
approach speeds. Brewer () also notes that the shorter span of cryoplanes offers dis-
tinct handling benefits for airport maneuvering.
The last property of hydrogen in the table, its cryogenic nature, is as already explained
an advantage and a disadvantage at the same time. As mentioned, the heat sink of the
cryogenic liquid clearly offers an advantage. The need for a minimal heat input into the
tank and the implications this has on the tank attachment and support structure are on
the other hand undoubtedly is not beneficial. Additionally, the thermal expansion and
contraction of tank and structure should be accounted for. According to Brewer (),
a flight weight cryogenic insulation system does on its own not pose a problem. The
required useful life, the need to absorb shocks from numerous landings and the require-
ment for accessibility are the key challenges related to the insulation. As the tank will be
heavier and bulkier than kerosene tanks, a part of the weight advantage stemming from
the high heat of combustion is thus lost.
. Effect on engine design and performance
Combustion gases of hydrogen clearly have a different composition than those of a hydro-
carbon fuel. Carbon dioxide is absent whereas the amount of water vapor downstream of
the combustion chamber increases. As water vapor has a high specific heat, the specific
heat of hydrogen combustion gases increases compared to equivalent gases from hydro-
carbon combustion. As a consequence of this higher specific heat, the turbine expansion
is modified which results in an energy specific fuel consumption benefit for hydrogen in
the order of % (for a hydrogen injection temperature of  K and equal thrust). The
energy specific fuel consumption or ESFC is defined as:
ESFC = SFC ·LHV = m˙f ·LHV
FN
(.)
where SFC is the (thrust) specific fuel consumption, m˙f the fuel flow rate, LHV the lower
heating value and FN the net thrust produced by the engine. The ESFC is defined to en-
able the comparison between fuels with a different lower heating value. It is a measure of
how efficient the energy present in the fuel is converted into thrust.
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The ESFC advantage (at constant thrust and a high fuel injection temperature) is simi-
lar for both takeoff and cruise and depends on the fuel injection temperature as shown
in Corchero & Montañés (). It is a direct consequence of the changed composition
of the combustion gases. This can be explained based on Figure .. The figure shows
the specific heat at constant pressure and the isentropic expansion coefficient, γ, for air,
kerosene combustion gases and hydrogen combustion gases. The fuel-to-air ratios used
to generate the curves are taken from typical takeoff conditions for a high bypass ratio
GE-like engine for both fuels. As the conclusions from the figure are valid in general
and do not depend on the specific engine type nor the operating conditions, details on
these are omitted here. They are presented in Verstraete et al. (a).
Figure .. Changes in combustion gas properties when using hydrogen, as presented
in Verstraete et al. (a).
As can be seen from Figure ., the specific heat for hydrogen combustion gases is higher
than that of kerosene which leads to a slightly lower temperature drop for a given turbine
work (or enthalpy drop). As shown by the following equation, this effect is partially bal-
anced by the slightly lower gas flow rate due to the smaller fuel flow rate of hydrogen. The
effect of the composition change is however predominant.
Pturb =
(
m˙a + m˙f
) · cp · (Tt , in−Tt ,out )
where Pturb is the turbine output power, Tt , in and Tt ,out the total temperature at the
turbine inlet and outlet and m˙ the mass flow rates or air (a) and fuel (f).
Besides the effect of the specific heat, γ also varies. As γ is higher when burning hydrogen,
the required temperature drop canbe obtainedwith a smaller pressure drop, which leaves
more energy in the gases after the turbine and leads to a higher thrust.
Tt ,out
Tt , in
=
(
pt ,out
pt , in
) γ−1
γ
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where pt stands for total pressure. As a consequence the engine can either run colder for
a given thrust output or can be made smaller. A tradeoff between engine life (through the
turbine inlet temperature) and size (and drag) thus has to be made.
The performance of hydrogen fueled engines can however be further improved in ad-
dition to this composition effect, as was already indicated in the previous section. The
cooling capacity of the cryogenic liquid hydrogen can be used to yield a higher engine
performance in a so-called unconventional cycle. Even though several of these uncon-
ventional cycles have also gained significant attention lately for kerosene fuel (see for in-
stance Doulgeris ()), the availability of hydrogen is definitely beneficial. Its high heat
sink would namely reduce the demands on the heat exchanger effectiveness for an equal
performance improvement compared to kerosene. The heat exchanger size and mass can
therefore be reduced. Almost all studies that have been executed on unconventional hy-
drogen cycles fall back on four main cycles (amongst others Baerst & Riple (), Boggia
(), Boggia et al. (), Brewer () and Payzer & Renninger ()):
• pre-heating of the fuel from the exhaust gases,
• cooling of the compressor air with hydrogen fuel,
• cooling the turbine cooling air with the fuel and
• a hydrogen topping cycle
As the pre- or intercooled and the turbine cooling air cooling cycle seem more promising
than the other cycles as far as a ’practical’ adoption on an aircraft is concerned, only those
two are briefly reviewed here. More information on the other cycles can amongst others
be found in Boggia () and Boggia et al. ().
A first possible way of exploiting the peculiars of hydrogen is cooling the compressor air,
which leads to a reduction of the compressor work. If the limit on the overall pressure
ratio (OPR) of the engine is furthermore set by material limitations (e.g. the desire to use
lighter or cheaper materials) compressor cooling can allow the adoption of a higher OPR
for a given compressor outlet (delivery) temperature CDT. As a higher pressure is available
at the low pressure turbine (LPT) inlet, a higher bypass ratio can be adopted (Boggia et al.,
).
Boggia () shows for instance that inter-cooling through a heat exchanger mounted in
front of the booster leads to an increase in OPR from . to . for a given CDT and TIT.
For the V-A engine investigated in that particular work this meant the installation of
one additional high pressure compressor stage and it allowed an increase in bypass ratio
(BPR) from . to .. Both the cruise and takeoff thrust were raised by about % which
lead to a decrease in TSFC of  and %. To install the heat exchanger and higher bypass
ratio fan, the length and the diameter of the engine ’go up’ and hence the engine is heavier
leading to a slight reduction in thrust to weight ratio.
The main challenge of inter-cooling with hydrogen is related to the freezing of the mois-
ture in the air which could block the heat exchanger passages depriving the engine from
air. Nonetheless, Payzer & Renninger () conclude that it is feasible to design a hydro-
gen air intercooler without freezing issues. Similar conclusions are drawn from a recent
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study performed for ESA on advanced hydrogen-air heat exchangers for oxygen collec-
tion in a two-stage-to-orbit launch vehicle (Hendrick et al. (a) and Hendrick et al.
(b)).
A second promising way to exploit the heat sink is to cool the bleed air, used to cool the
turbine blades and vanes. A lower temperature of the cooling air would after all yield a
more effective blade cooling. An increase in turbine inlet temperature (TIT) would there-
fore be possible while preserving the engine life. The possibility to increase the TIT is
however limited by the cooling of the walls of the combustion chamber (Boggia, ).
Even though hydrogen fuel will lead to a reduction in the combustion chamber liner
cooling air due to the reduced emissivity of the gases (and hence reduced heat transfer
through radiation), the maximum allowable increase in TIT is still judged to be around
 K for the V-A engine (from  to  K) at takeoff (Boggia et al., ).
Due to the higher TIT more energy is available at the inlet of the LPT which means that
the BPR can again be increased. The BPR can be raised from . to . for the V-A en-
gine, which is a significantly higher increase than for the inter-cooled concept described
previously. Despite the  extra LPT stages needed to drive the higher BPR fan, the thrust-
to-weight ratio remained virtually constant. The thrust namely increased by % due to
the increase in bypass ratio. The TSFC on the other hand remained similar to the conven-
tional hydrogen fueled engine.
The main challenges for this new cycle are related to the significant redesign of the cool-
ing air routing. Possibly even more demanding are the severe thermal gradients that the
blades would have to sustain due to the lower cooling air (Baerst & Riple, ). This will
most definitely be the main challenge for the extreme case of turbine cooling proposed
in Brewer () and Payzer & Renninger (): using hydrogen directly in the blade and
as such completely eliminating turbine cooling air. Besides the low cycle fatigue issues
this would entail, safety issues however also arise as the gas temperature in the turbines
is higher than the auto-ignition temperature of hydrogen (K). A small leak or diffusion
through the blades would hence lead to a fire in the turbine section. Material embrittle-
ment of the severely loaded turbine blades and disks will also be a key challenge which
could be solved by the use of an intermittent inert coolant at the price of an increase in
weight.
. Modifications required in conceptual
aircraft design calculations
As described in the previous section, the adoption of hydrogen as a fuel has consequences
for the design of both the aircraft as well as its engines. To assess the difference between
both fuels on a fair basis a common tool is needed to the highest possible extent. After all
this ensures that the same models and assumptions are used for both fuels and prevents
biasing of one fuel over the other. As part of this thesis two tools have been developed for
that purpose. The first routine tackles the conceptual design of the aircraft whereas the
An increase of about  K in metal temperature implies halving of the turbine life (Hendrick, ).
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second is oriented towards the design and performance assessment of gas turbine (tur-
bofan) engines. The models used in the various parts of the tools are not described here.
They can be found in Appendices B and C. Appendix B describes the modular conceptual
aircraft design routine that has been developed in Matlab®. Appendix C deals with the
design point and off-design modeling of the engines in EcosimproTM . Both appendices
primarily report the models for the kerosene fueled aircraft and engines.
As Matlab® and EcosimproTM can be coupled, the design of the engine could be inte-
grated into the conceptual aircraft design. This is not attempted here for various reasons.
First of all, using both tools separately rather than grouped will ensure stability of oper-
ation of both tools. Convergence problems in one model will not provoke errors in the
other. More importantly however, it is believed that more can be learned from keeping
both tools separate. As hydrogen fueled aircraft, despite the long history indicated in the
introduction, are a far from mature field, it is important to allow a ’quest’ for new syner-
gies and to gain understanding in the close coupling of the design of engine and aircraft.
Decoupling also guarantees that modifications to one tool have no implications for the
other.
Below, the modifications required to convert the tools from kerosene to hydrogen fuel are
concisely reported. First themodifications needed for the aircraft designpart are detailed.
Then the changes to the turbofan design and performance model are given.
.. Modifications to the conceptual aircraft design tool
Due to the highly iterative nature of aircraft design and to allow an easier modification of
some of the models when switching from kerosene to hydrogen, a modular approach was
adopted for the conceptual design of the aircraft, as shown on Figure .. Even though the
adoption of hydrogen as an aircraft fuel requires significant modifications to the conven-
tional aircraft architecture, the number of models that have to be adapted on the aircraft
level is relatively limited.
Figure .. The structure of the conceptual aircraft design tool.
The main modification to the existing aircraft architecture is the storage of the fuel in
highly insulated fuel tanks located inside the fuselage instead of in the wings. As the de-
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sign of the tanks is a key challenge to enable hydrogen flights for transport aircraft, the
tanks themselves are not reported here. Their design is described in Chapter  as a de-
tailed investigation on the applicable materials, structures, . . . has been performed.
Besides the tanks the main differences between both fuels lie in the geometry and mass
of the fuselage and wing and in the direct operating cost of the aircraft. These are subse-
quently reported below.
... Fuselage geometry and mass
As the fuel tanks are located in the fuselage, both its geometry and mass will be affected.
For the long range aircraft under consideration the fuel needs to be stored in two separate
tanks. The first tank is located between the cockpit and the cabin, whereas the second
tank is integrated into the tail cone. This configuration allows a proper allocation of the
aircraft center of gravity but does not allow to shift fuel from one tank to the other to
reduce trim drag as is according to Raymer () done on some current kerosene fueled
aircraft. The fuel mass is namely relatively small so that the center of gravity movement
will be limited. More importantly however, moving the fuel from one tank to the other will
result in boil-off and loss of the cryogenic hydrogen and should thus be avoided (Allidieris
& Janin, b).
As the tank separates the cockpit from the cabin, a passageway might be needed by cre-
ating a cutout in the tank as shown on Figure .. Even though this will imply a weight
penalty for the tanks, it is not believed to be much heaver than the alternative of not pro-
viding access between cabin and cockpit (Astaburuaga et al., ). After all, an extra
door, extra lavatories and other facilities need to be provided to the cockpit in that case.
Astaburuaga et al. () also argument that the captain needs to be able to inspect his
cabin. According to Roskam () (personal communication) there is no such regula-
tion at all and the ability to inspect the cabin could either be delegated to the cabin crew
or be done through a camera system. Torenbeek & Jesse () also indicate that a purser
with a higher legal authority can take up a part of the cabin-related tasks of the captain in
a twin fuselage aircraft. Here it is left open what option to decide on.
As the two tanks will provide extra (point) loads to the fuselage structure, the remainder
of the fuselage needs to be beefed up slightly to be able to cope with those. According to
Brewer () this leads to an increment of around % of the fuselage mass. As a detailed
layout of the fuselage structure is outside the scope of this work, this value is adopted
here.
The main change for the fuselage as far as design related calculations are concerned is the
change in fuselage length with the fuel mass. As the weight of the aircraft is determined
iteratively, the length of the fuselage needs to be updated in every step. This is done auto-
matically by moving the passenger cabin aft and forth and adding a cylindrical plug aft of
the cabin to house a part of the aft tank if its length is too high to allow it to fit in the tail
cone completely.
As the federal aviation requirements stipulate that each engine has to be fed from its own dedicated
tank during takeoff, a bulkhead is foreseen in each tank so that it is physically split in two (Brewer, ).
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Figure .. A cutout in the tank to provide access to the cabin, adopted from
Astaburuaga et al. ().
... Wing mass and flutter
As the fuel is no longer stored in the wing, the wing mass will be affected. After all for
kerosene the fuel mass opposes the bending moment on the wing root due to the lift gen-
erated by the wing. This wing root bending moment alleviation will no longer be present
when using hydrogen which will result in an increase in wing mass. In this work this
has been accounted for by selection of proper correlations (from Jenkinson et al. ()
and Howe ()) as reported in Appendix B. Both adopted correlations utilize a bending
relief factor, originally implemented to account for the presence of wing mounted en-
gines. Adaptation of the correlations to take the absence of fuel in the wing into account
is straightforward and is thus not reported here (see Appendix B).
The fact that the fuel no longer is stored inside the wing however also has a consequence
that is not so easy to account for. The fuel mass namely acts as a damper to aerodynam-
ically induced vibrations of the wing, called flutter. As no data was found in literature
describing the influence of fuel on wing flutter, this is not accounted for directly. Flutter
correlations found in literature for kerosene fueled aircraft are generally based on statis-
tics and can thus not be easily adapted to hydrogen fueled aircraft. However, the adopted
correlations principally impose an upper limit on the usable lift coefficient (see Appendix
B). As the fuel damping effect no longer is present it can be expected that flutter will occur
at lower lift coefficients for hydrogen fueled aircraft. A variety of ’reduction factors’ is thus
applied in the hydrogen fueled case studies as reported in the next chapter. A rigorous
analysis is however required for more detailed restrictions on the design space.
... Impact of hydrogen on direct operating costs of the aircraft
As it is virtually impossible to accurately predict future fuel prices for both kerosene and
hydrogen, this is bypassed here by assessing a range of prices for both fuels and calculat-
ing the direct operating costs (DOC) for all of them. This allows to determine the hydro-
gen price for a given kerosene price that results in the same direct operating costs.
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However, not only the fuel cost will be different between kerosene and hydrogen. The
aircraft acquisition and maintenance cost will most likely also change as a consequence
of the differences between both fuels. This is accounted for in two different ways. In a first
step, a general factor is imposed on the airframe acquisition and maintenance cost for the
hydrogen fueled aircraft. This method has the advantage of simplicity and allows to get
ballpark numbers for what if scenarios. It is assumed that the airframe maintenance and
acquisition cost for hydrogen fueled aircraft is either % or % higher than the cost for
the equivalent kerosene aircraft. The latter value is very unlikely but nonetheless gives an
upper limit of the expected changes and indicates trends.
In a second step, the DOC calculation method from Burns () is used to determine
the aircraft acquisition cost as recommendations for its application to hydrogen fueled
as well as unconventional aircraft are reported in Sefain (). These recommendations
can be found in section of appendix B. As shown in the appendix, several factors need
to be adapted which makes the method sensitive to the assumptions made for these fac-
tors. The method additionally requires the specification of a number of aircraft to be built
which calls for further judging. Both methods are therefor used side by side.
.. Modifications to the turbofan design and
performance tool
The thermodynamic changes by switching from kerosene to hydrogen are accounted for
by importing the proper combustion gas properties data into the tool. This will not be re-
ported here as it is described in Appendix C. Below the implications of the fuel switch on
the amount of cooling air required to maintain the turbine metal temperature to a certain
value are described first. A next subsection reports how the influence of the fuel injection
temperature on the engine performance is taken into account. Finally the change in com-
bustion chamber length is commented upon.
... Cooling air
The cooling air fractionψ for kerosene fuel is determined from themodel given inWilcock
et al. () as explained in section C... The model was adopted as it avoids the need for
detailed calculations while still resulting in sufficiently accurate results to model the in-
fluence of an increase in turbine inlet temperature on the engine performance. InWilcock
et al. (), the following equation is proposed to calculateψ:
ψ= m˙c
m˙tot
= Kcool
1+B ·
(
%0−% f ·
[
1−ηint · (1−%0)
]
ηint · (1−%0)
)
(.)
where %0 is the blade cooling effectiveness, Kcool the cooling flow factor, ηint the internal
cooling efficiency, % f the film cooling effectiveness and B a factor to account for the Biot
number of both the blade metal Bimet and the thermal barrier coating (TBC) BiTBC .
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As explained in the Appendix the cooling flow factor Kcool was tuned in Wilcock et al.
() to engine data and values are proposed for the factor for different technology levels
(see Table C.). The factor is according to Wilcock et al. () given as
Kcool =
(
1+χ) · Asur f
Ag
· cp, g
cp, c
·Stg (.)
where Asur f denotes the blade surface area, Ag the exit flow area normal to the axial
direction, cp, g /cp, c is the gas to coolant specific heat ratio. χ is a factor to allow for other
primary cooling flows (mainly end wall cooling), but does not consider secondary cooling
flows for sealing, . . . (Wilcock et al., ). Stg finally is the Stanton number of the gas flow:
Stg =
hg · Ag
m˙g · cp, g
where m˙g denotes the total combustion gas flow rate and hg the mean convective heat
transfer coefficient in the turbine.
As the combustion gases are different between hydrogen and kerosene, the amount of
turbine cooling air needed might be affected. After all, the different composition of the
gases would, according to Brewer (), lead to an increase in turbine life of about  to
%. The changed combustion gases will however also modify the heat transfer which
should be accounted for in the design. There is no carbon dioxide present which leads
to a reduced luminosity of the combustion gases. However, there is a significantly higher
water vapor level in the combustion gases. Chiesa et al. () argue that replacing CO2
by water vapor has no significant effect on the heat transfer at ◦C and  bar. How-
ever, the turbines will operate at a wide range of temperatures and pressures, so a first
order calculation to verify this statement is made here. To fully assess the difference a
full blown CFD simulation should be made on a realistic geometry for different operating
conditions. This is however considered to fall outside the scope of this work.
A simplified verification can bemade by introducing the definition of the Stantonnumber
in the definition of the cooling factor:
Kcool =
(
1+χ) · Asur f
m˙g · cp, g ·hg (.)
which shows that, for constant operating conditions (temperature, pressure and mass-
flow rate) and the same turbine geometry (Asur f ) Kcool is proportional to the convective
heat transfer coefficient:
Kcool ∝ hg
The mean convective heat transfer coefficient can be determined from correlations de-
pending on the geometry and the flow type (laminar or turbulent). Several correlations
for gas turbines can be found in literature (amongst others Harasgama (), Louis ()
and Rubini ()). In a rigorous assessment, different correlations should be used for
the leading edge, the pressure side and the suction side and the transition from lami-
nar to turbulent flow has to be taken into account (Rubini, ). As this requires de-
tailed knowledge of the turbine which is not available here, two different correlations are
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adopted. Only turbulent flow is considered as this leads to a conservative estimate (Ru-
bini, ).
The first correlation is taken from Rubini () where the author indicates that it leads
to a slight overestimation (and thus is conservative):
Nug = 0.235 ·Re0.64g (.)
where Nug is the Nusselt number of the combustion gases and Reg the Reynolds number.
The Nusselt number is defined as
Nug =
hg · c
kg
where kg is the thermal conductivity of the gas and the chord c is the representative length
for the heat transfer phenomenon under investigation. The Reynolds number is on the
other hand defined as
Reg = ρ · v · c
µg
where ρ is the density, v the airspeed and µg the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
The second correlation used to verify the statement from Chiesa et al. (), is the cor-
relation the authors used at ◦C and  bar, which is derived from Louis ():
hg = 0.285 ·
(
ρ · v)0.63 · c1/3p ·k2/3g
d0.37equiv ·µ0.7
(.)
where dequiv is the equivalent diameter based on the wetted area of the turbine blade, ρ
the density of the gases, v the main stream speed based on the cascade exit and cp the
specific heat at constant pressure.
Assuming that the operational conditions do not change when switching from one fuel to
the other and that the turbine geometry does not change either, the ratio of the convective
heat transfer coefficients can be determined. As the various properties of the combustion
gases depend on the fuel to air ratio, a constant ratio for the FAR of the different fuels is
assumed. Based on simulations of a GE like engine (see Verstraete et al. (a)) the
ratio is set to
FARkero
FARH2
= 2.86
The results of the calculations are given for a wide range of turbine temperatures and fuel
to air ratios (of kerosene) in Tables . and .. Table . gives the results based on the
correlation from Rubini () whereas Table . is based on the correlation from Louis
(). Even though not all combinations of TIT and FAR are realistic, the wide range is
chosen deliberately to see the variations in the values with increasing temperature for a
given fuel-to-air ratio or vice versa. After all, changing the overall pressure ratio of the
engine will change the compressor delivery temperature which results in a variation of
the amount of fuel required to obtain a given TIT.
A comparison between tables . and . shows that there is a big variation between the
results for both correlations. The correlation fromLouis () in table . leads to a differ-
ence in cooling air requirements that can be neglected. It is only slightly over %higher for
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Table .. Ratio of cooling air for H2 to cooling air for kerosene from equation (.).
TIT FAR
. . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
Table .. Ratio of cooling air for H2 to cooling air for kerosene from equation (.).
TIT FAR
. . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
extremely high fuel-to-air ratios. Table . on the other hand shows cooling air fractions
that can be around % to % higher for typical operating conditions of modern turbofans.
The increase is still moderate but can be considered to influence the engine performance.
It should definitely be accounted for in a real engine design. The difference in the results
for both correlations indicate that further research into this aspect is mandatory. To be
conservative, the cooling factor Kcool is increased by a factor . compared to the values
given for kerosene fuel in table C..
... Hydrogen fuel injection temperature
In the description of the combustion chamber modeling in section C.., the energy input
of the (kerosene) fuel is implicitly considered to consist solely of its lower heating value
(equation C.). This assumption is valid since the fuel will be injected at temperatures
near to its reference temperature (. K) and the specific heat of kerosene is very small
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(Hendrick, ). The error committed in neglecting the enthalpy of the fuel will therefor
be negligible.
With hydrogen this is however not the case. Hydrogen namely has a very high specific
heat, in the order of  to  J/kg/K (as shown on Figure A. in Appendix A and
in ESDU ()). As it is stored at  K the hydrogen could furthermore also be injected
at temperature much below the reference temperature at which the lower heating value
has been defined. There is however a lower limit on the injection temperature that stems
from the fuel controller for which the injection temperature needs to be higher than 
to K, according to Corchero & Montañés (). Simon et al. () also indicate that
K is a compromise to ensure stable combustion while limiting the heat exchanger di-
mensions whereas Brand et al. () mention that it is the lower limit to avoid large fluc-
tuations in density and viscosity as well as partial liquefaction during expansion in the in-
jector. In any case, the hydrogen needs to be pumped from the tank to the appropriate in-
jection pressure through both a boost pump located in the tank and an engine-mounted
pump (Allidieris & Janin (a) and Brewer ()) which will make its temperature rise.
It is furthermore very likely that the fuel will be passed through and oil cooler and a heat
exchanger to reduce the temperature of the air bled for cabin pressurization as shown on
Figure . (Brewer, ). All of these will rise the temperature of the hydrogen from about
 K close to the  K minimum.
Figure .. Layout of a possible hydrogen fuel system, adopted from Brewer ().
In unconventional cycles a combustion chamber injection temperature as high as  K
could be reached through the introduction of heat exchangers in strategic locations to
improve the engine performance (Boggia (), Boggia et al. (), Brewer () and
Svensson ()). For both extremes, the enthalpy of the hydrogen fuel flow thus has to
be considered in the calculations, as is also pointed out in Corchero & Montañés ().
The enthalpy difference is adopted here from NIST (). As the combustion gas proper-
ties were derived for normal hydrogen through CEA, the enthalpy difference is also taken
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for the normal hydrogen for reasons of consistence. As explained in Appendix A, an er-
ror is introduced by this assumption which is however small for the temperature range
envisaged in this work.
... Combustion chamber length
As the flame speed of hydrogen is several times higher than that of kerosene (see Ap-
pendix A), the combustion chamber length could be significantly reduced to bring NOX
emissions down to a level that is substantially lower than for kerosene combustion cham-
bers as shown in Chapter . NOX levels are after all proportional to the residence time in
the combustion chamber, whereas they increase exponentially with flame temperature
(Lefebvre, ). As hydrogen has very wide flammability limits which allow lean burning
in the combustion chamber much more easily than for kerosene, NOX emissions would
be lower than for kerosene even if the relative residence time would be increased (see
Figure .). Nonetheless the length should be reduced to exploit this to the fullest.
As the final length of the combustion chamber is hard to predict, the fraction of the total
engine length that is allocated to the combustion chamber in the gaspath analysis is not
changed here. All in all, this is slightly conservative as it will increase the hydrogen fueled
engine length slightly thereby increasing its drag. The influence on the final results will
however be small.
. Conclusions
This chapter gives a general overview of the implications of the adoption of hydrogen
on the aircraft and engine design and performance. It is shown that the utilization of
hydrogen as a fuel entails both benefits as well as drawbacks. The main benefits for both
engine and aircraft are related to the high lower heating value of the fuel. This results
on the one hand in a lower fuel mass and as a consequence also in a lower structural and
overall mass of the aircraft. It allows on the other hand to use smaller and quieter engines.
The main drawback of hydrogen is its low density, even if stored as a cryogenic liquid.
This results in bulky and heavy fuel tanks that need to be accommodated in the fuselage
rather than in the wing. For the long range transport aircraft under investigation the pre-
ferred storage option is to locate one tank in front of the passenger cabin and one aft of
the cabin. This is done to obtain an appropriate location of the center of gravity. Both
Astaburuaga et al. () and Brewer () use a distribution of about % of the fuel in
the front tank and % in the aft tank. This will be retained here.
After this general overview, the required modifications to the tools developed for the con-
ceptual design of the aircraft and the performance assessment of the engines are detailed.
The tools themselves are not detailed here. A description of them can be found in Ap-
pendix B and C. The main changes for the aircraft are the longer fuselage length to ac-
commodate the fuel tanks and a slight increase in wing weight due to the absence of the
wing root bending moment alleviation by the fuel. As it is outside the scope of this work to
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assess the impact of the absence of the fuel in the wing on wing flutter, the design point of
the studies will be located away from the boundary imposed for kerosene fueled aircraft.
A similar simplification is adopted to account for the effect of hydrogen (and kerosene)
fuel price. The price of both fuels is varied and the equivalent price, leading to the same
DOC is determined. As these DOC depend on aircraft acquisition cost which will be dif-
ferent, two different approaches for this ’problem’ have been proposed as well.
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Liquid hydrogen tanks
As was pointed out in the very first studies on liquid hydrogen for aviation, one of the key
factors to enable the utilization of hydrogen as an aircraft fuel is the design of adequate
hydrogen tanks (Silverstein & Hall, ). Even nowadays, the design and development
of durable, lightweight, highly insulated cryogenic propellant storage and feed systems is
still regarded as one of the crucial technical challenges confronting use of LH2 in opera-
tional aircraft (Allidieris & Janin (b), Brewer () and Mital et al. ()). After all,
this type of tank currently does not exist as cryogenic LH2 tanks for space applications
are designed for a very short tank lifetime and a limited number of cycles. Space tanks
furthermore require the propellant to be stored and maintained for a relatively short pe-
riod, as it is consumed rather quickly. Because of the short cycle time, a higher boiloff
rate is acceptable for the tank. Space shuttle operation, for instance, accepts a loss rate
of approximately . % of LH2 by weight per hour. For an aircraft operation, however, ac-
ceptable boiloff rates are in the order of .% by weight per hour or less (Mital et al., ).
Automotive applications are, on the other hand, much less influenced by weight limita-
tions, which leads to relatively heavy designs that are not suited for aeronautical applica-
tions. Some preliminary designs have been done for reusable space vehicles (Heyden-
reich (), Robinson () and Robinson et al. ()), but to the authors knowledge,
none have been built and successfully tested for several cycles so far.
Liquid hydrogen tanks furthermore intensify the link between aircraft and engine, who’s
designs are already closely coupled for conventional aircraft and fuels. It is thus con-
sidered mandatory to have a sufficiently detailed tank model that allows to perform the
proper tradeoff studies. After all, the tank design depends on both aircraft and engine.
The aircraft (fuselage) namely sets anupper limit on the tankdiameterwhereas the aircraft-
engine combination will determine the amount of fuel to be stored and hence the tank
length (for a given diameter). The fuel flow rate required by the engine will furthermore
play a key role in the optimum tank design as it sets the required insulation thickness, as
will be shown in this chapter.
Below, the routine developed to analyse the trade-offs in cryogenic LH2 aircraft tanks is
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described. In sections ., . and ., the structure of the tank aswell as the insulation and
tank wall materials are selected based on a literature review of conceptual tank designs.
Then, the sizing methods adopted in this work are given (section .). The mechanical
and thermal design methods are described and the tank pressure rise and volume deter-
mination are elucidated (section .). In a final section (.) designs are presented for a
regional airliner and for the large long range transport aircraft which form the subject of
the next chapter of this thesis.
. Selection of the tank configuration
Several different types of cryogenic hydrogen tanks can be envisaged for aeronautical ap-
plications. As it is not feasible within the scope and timeframe of this work to make an
analysis of all possible types, a preselection is made first. Even though hydrogen could
be stored as a gas under pressure, as a hydride or in slush form, here only liquid hy-
drogen will be considered. All other storage forms appear to be impractical for the type
of aircraft under investigation because of their excessive weight or volume (Allidieris &
Janin (a), Allidieris & Janin (b), Brewer (), Mital et al. () and Westen-
berger (b)).
Two possible types of liquid storage are nonetheless possible: a supercritical liquid or a
saturated liquid. To store the hydrogen as a supercritical liquid, pressures over  bar are
needed to obtain a single phase fluid. The heavier tank design as well as the more com-
plex ground operations at higher pressure lead to the rejection of supercritical hydrogen
in the Cryoplane project (Westenberger (b)). When stored as a supercritical liquid,
the storage pressure furthermore increases about  times faster for a given heat input Al-
lidieris & Janin (b). Therefore, the only remaining possibility is to store the hydrogen
as a saturated liquid, at a combination of temperature and pressure where the vapor is
saturated and in equilibrium with its liquid.
.. Integral or non-integral tanks
Even though, compared to kerosene, a relatively small mass of fuel needs to be embarked
for a given mission due to the high lower heating value of hydrogen, its low density will
result in the need for a large tank volume. Successful configurations will require innova-
tive designs with small frontal and surfaces areas as well as minimal weight. At first sight,
either integral or non-integral tanks could nonetheless provide these features.
In the Cryoplane project, the consequences of the adoption of slush hydrogen on aircraft design,
performance and economics were assessed based on a practical slush of  % solid in terms of mass at
a temperature of -◦C (Westenberger, b). Due to the higher density, a % smaller tank volume was
possible compared to LH2 while the higher heat capacity of the slush also allows to reduce the insulation
thickness and weight. However, due to the higher production costs (in the order of  to %) and the corre-
spondingly higher fuel cost, a direct operating cost reduction compared to LH2 was not clearly identifiable.
It was therefore concluded that the use of slush hydrogen does not offer a convincing advantage to justify
major dedicated efforts.
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Non-integral tanks serve only as fuel containers and are mounted within and supported
by a conventional fuselage skin/stringer/frame structure. Consequently, they only have
to bear the loads associated with the fuel containment, i.e. pressurization and fuel dy-
namic loads, plus thermal stresses.
Integral tanks, on the other hand, form an integral part of the basic airframe structure.
They must thus be capable to withstand all the usual fuselage axial, bending and shear
stresses resulting from the critical aircraft loading conditions in addition to the above
loads. Since the external surface of the integral tank design is not protected by the fuse-
lage structure, as it is in the non-integral case, a protective layer needs to be provided over
the insulation. This extra shield brings protection from aerodynamic heating as well as
from the air loads, which could otherwise inflict structural damage on the insulation.
As shown in Table ., the potential of integral tanks is superior to that of the non-integral
tanks. The integral design namely has a greater structural efficiency, which yields a direct
weight saving for the aircraft. It additionally has a higher volumetric efficiency, leading to
a lower drag and thus a further weight saving. In addition, the tank/fuselage structure as
well as the insulation of the integral design is more readily accessible for inspection and
repair. Any repairs required for the non-integral type would necessitate removal from
the airplane. Local repairs on the integral tank can, on the other hand, be carried out
by simply removing the skin in the area requiring attention (and the thermal protection
system if external insulation is adopted) (Brewer, ). For all these reasons, the integral
tank concept is selected in this work as was also the case in and Allidieris & Janin (b),
Allidieris & Janin (a), Brewer (), Brewer et al. (a), Brewer et al. (b) and
Brewer et al. ().
Table .. Comparison of tank structural concepts, adopted from Brewer ().
Nonintegral Integral
Fuel weight fraction (lb/lb of LH2)
Tanka . .
Thermal protection system . .
Heat shield  .
Fuselage structure . 
Total . .
Volumetric efficiencyb . .
Accessibility for inspection / repair removal of tank removal of heat shield
a Based on a  psi (.MPa) allowable stress
b Volume available for LH2 divided by volume of fuselage section
.. Tank shape
As the integral tank concept is selected, the geometry of the tank needs to be adapted
to the shape of the fuselage in a way that provides a good use of the total free space.
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Therefore, only spherical or cylindrical tank shapes with a diameter equal to the fuselage
diameter are possible. Spherical shaped tanks provide minimum surface area for a given
volume, which minimizes the passive heat flux into the tank and thus also the boil-off
of LH2. However, the spherical shape poses manufacturing problems and has a higher
frontal surface area, resulting in higher drag forces compared with a cylindrical-shaped
tank (Mital et al., ).
Cylindrical tank shapes are on the other hand easier to manufacture but have a higher
surface area to volume ratio thus resulting in a higher passive heat load into the tank. As
they are however easier to integrate into the tubular fuselage, they offer a higher volumet-
ric efficiency. For those reasons, cylindrically shaped tanks are adopted in this work. As
the aft tank is located in the tail cone, it will however not be purely cylindrical but conical
to comply with the shape of the aft fuselage. A weight penalty and increase in length is
applied to the aft tank to account for this, based on Brewer ().
.. Internal or external insulation?
If cryogenic insulation is applied to the inside of the tanks, the tank walls will remain at
near-ambient temperature, which minimizes the differential thermal expansion relative
to the warm aircraft skin and primary structure. Similarly, the problems of attachment
and support for the tanks are simplified. The difficulty for internal insulation is that the
insulation system must be impermeable to GH2. As the insulation is continuously ex-
posed to hydrogen, diffusion of GH2 to the tank wall would namely raise the thermal
conductivity of the insulation to that of GH2, thereby crippling its effectiveness.
If the insulation is applied to the exterior surface of the tanks, the tank structure will sig-
nificantly expand and contract as LH2 is introduced and used. Attachment problems for
the structural support system are therefore severe, not only because of the dimensional
changes that must be accounted for, but also because of the potential for thermal leaks.
External insulation is also more susceptible to mechanical damage. In addition, it must
be impervious to air. Although this is a far less demanding requirement to meet than that
faced by internal insulation, it is still mandatory to prevent cryo-pumping, a process that
ultimately would result in air filling the insulation, which destroys its effectiveness.
Brewer and his team (Brewer () and Brewer et al. ()) selected an external isolation
because of the difficulty of meeting the requirement for a liner impervious to gaseous hy-
drogen if internal insulation is used. Air Liquide also only considered external insulation
for the Cryoplane project (Allidieris & Janin, b). The same approach will therefore be
adopted here.
In the initial phases of the Cryoplane project, tanks on top of the fuselage and in the wing were pro-
posed. This solution maximized the carrying capacity but was rejected later on in the project, as the shapes
are not well adapted to the pressurization requirement and would lead to heavy and thick tank walls and
many stiffeners (Allidieris & Janin, a).
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. Selection of the tank materials
The hydrogen fuel is thus considered to be stored in integral, cryogenic LH2 tanks with
external insulation. However, the design of a lightweight cryogenic LH2 storage tank in-
volves many challenges in selecting the proper materials. The main challengers are con-
cisely reviewed below. Then, a selection of classes of materials is made for both the tank
wall as well as the insulation. Finally, the materials that will be analyzed in detail are
picked from the previously selected groups of materials.
.. Key challenges for cryogenic LH2 tanks
The key material issues for cryogenic hydrogen tanks include the temperature at which
the hydrogen needs to be stored, permeation of hydrogen through the tank walls and
hydrogen embrittlement issues. The importance and the implications of these key chal-
lenges are briefly commented upon below.
... Cryogenic Temperature
The normal boiling point of liquid hydrogen is -◦C thus the LH2 inside the tank needs
to be kept at the lowest possible temperature tominimize boil-off. Vaporization of the fuel
namely implies a loss of usable fuel as the pumps inside the tanks should be designed to
cope with liquid only to ensure continuity of the fuel flow (Allidieris & Janin (b) and
Brewer ()). The boil-off furthermore leads to an increase in pressure inside the tanks
which will only be designed for a relatively low burst pressure to keep the weight as low
as possible.
During both the ground operations as well as the flight, the temperature difference be-
tween the inside and the outside of the tank is thus expected to be in the order of -
◦C. A lightweight, low-conductivity insulation is obviously necessary to maintain such
a large temperature gradient. After all, for long duration flights, excessive boiloff is unde-
sirable and could limit the aircraft range. In addition, the tank and any connecting lines
or attachments will need to be completely isolated from the outside atmosphere because
all gases, with the exception of helium, solidify at the temperatures of LH2 and raise the
potential for obstructing the flow lines and other components (Brewer et al., ). Finally,
frost buildup on the aircraft skin needs to be avoided too, as it would lead to a significant
increase of the aircraft drag.
... Permeation
As hydrogen molecules are very small, they are extremely prone to permeating through
the tank wall. According to Mital et al. (), the permeation by hydrogen might be
the most critical issue in the tank design. Metallic tanks are an obvious solution to this
problem, as hydrogen permeates through metals at a much slower rate than through the
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nonmetallic materials. However, the mass of a metallic tank will be higher than that of its
composite counterpart, which could limit the payload capability and/or range of the air-
craft. A polymer matrix composite (PMC) tank using a thin liner would also solve the
permeability problem, but weight could still be an issue (Mital et al., ). Further-
more, the coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between the composite tank wall
and the metallic layer will make them to contract differently, possibly inducing stresses.
This could result in separation of the liner from the tank and/or fracture of the liner or
tank. Lately, there have been some studies to evaluate polymeric films and coatings that
could be applied to the composite inner skin and act as a barrier to contain the LH2 in the
tank (Mital et al., ).
... Hydrogen embrittlement
Many materials become embrittled when exposed to hydrogen in large concentrations
and under tensile stresses. As the material becomes more brittle, its reliable load-carrying
capacity and ductility are reduced. As hydrogen embrittlement can result in cracking
at stress levels significantly below yield stresses, a catastrophic failure could occur with-
out significant deformation or obvious deterioration of the structural components. Even
though all materials are to some extent susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement, high-
strength alloys and in particular high-strength steels are known to be very prone to this
type of material deterioration (Stroe () and Thompson ()). Aluminum, on the
other hand, is one of the few metals known to show only minimal susceptibility to hydro-
gen embrittlement due to its face-centered cubic structure, which minimizes the solubil-
ity of hydrogen and reduces the speed at which hydrogen molecules move through the
lattice (Dieters (), NASA (), Zielinski () and LLNL ()).
The low strength aluminum alloys  and  are for instance particularly recom-
mended in the nuclear industry (LLNL, ) as materials for high-pressure hydrogen gas
pressure vessels. The  (Al-Mg) alloy is recommended in NASA () for use with liq-
uid hydrogen as the material remains ductile at the low temperatures associated with the
cryogenic storage of the liquid hydrogen. The alloy is also recommended in theCryoplane
project even though alloy  is claimed to have better characteristics after welding (Al-
lidieris & Janin, a). Additionally, alloy  is also suggested in the project as it is used
by Air Liquide in the construction of the LH2 and LOX tanks for the Ariane  launcher.
The material is however not accepted by the European pressure vessel codes (Allidieris
& Janin, a). However, even though aluminum alloys are in general less susceptible,
the proper heat treatment still needs to be applied to the material. The ductility loss is
namely most severe for under-aged tempers, intermediate for peak strength tempers and
minimal for over-aged tempers (Thompson, ).
Hydrogen embrittlement is a reversible process. The absorbed hydrogen can be baked
out of the material by the proper heat treatment at the temperature corresponding to the
trapping sites of hydrogen in the particular alloy under consideration (Zielinski, ).
The failure of the X- demonstrator was, according to Mital et al. (), thought to be initiated by
the microcracking of the polymer matrix in the composite inner skin, which resulted from the coefficient
of thermal expansion mismatch between the carbon fibre and the polymer matrix.
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During the life of the aircraft tanks, possible embrittlement problems might thus be cured
at the expense of an increased maintenance cost.
.. Preliminary material selection
Before down-selecting materials for the insulation and the tank walls, groups of materials
are selected based on the required functionality. For both the insulations as well as the
tank walls, two groups of materials are chosen to enable a comparison of the final tank
designs for each of the groups. Below, the selection procedure as well as the groups of
materials picked out is described. First, the insulation materials are reviewed. Then, the
tank wall material selection is described.
... Insulation materials
An efficient and lightweight insulation system is of prime importance for LH2 storage
tanks, especially for long-duration applications, as it will minimize the boiloff of LH2
while adding minimum mass to the overall tank structure. The insulation system and its
key constituents should furthermore possess a low thermal conductivity along with low
thermal diffusivity and low mass density (Mital et al., ). The conductivity k needs to
kept as low as possible to minimize the steady state heat flux into the tank. The thermal
diffusivity a , on the other hand, is an indication of the time required to reach this equi-
librium condition. The lower the thermal diffusivity, the longer it takes for the thermal
energy to reach the cryogenic fluid. After all, the time required to reach steady state t for
a given wall thickness twa and diffusivity a is given by:
t = t
2
wa
2 ·a
The thermal conductivity and diffusivity also determine the amount of energy stored in a
material for a given temperature rise and time. Minimizing the ratio k/
$
a namely results
in maximizing the energy stored.
Figure .(a) shows the thermal conductivity of various material groups versus their mass
density, as the low weight requirement is crucial for an aviation application. The figure
indicates that low densiy polymer foams are the most suited candidates from the conduc-
tivity and mass point of view. Additionally, so-called multi layer insulations (MLI) com-
bined with a vacuum jacket have a range of densities that is comparable to low density
foams and an apparent thermal conductivity that is approximately two orders of magni-
tude lower than the best low-conductivity foams (beyond the range of Figure.(a)).
Figure .(b) shows thermal conductivity versus thermal diffusivity while figure . gives
thermal conductivity versus thermal expansion coefficient α for the different material
classes, which is an indication of the degree of thermal distortion of the material. Ma-
terials with a high value of k/α namely show small thermal distortions. As insulation
materials have a low thermal conductivity by their functionality, they in general show rel-
atively large thermal gradients and consequently high thermal distortions and thermally
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(a) k versus ρ (b) k versus a
Figure .. Thermal properties of various engineering materials, adopted from Mital
et al. () based on Ashby ().
induced stresses. Once a given class of materials is chosen based on their thermal per-
formance, materials with the lowest value of the thermal expansion coefficient α should
thus be used to minimize the thermal distortion.
Figure .. Thermal conductivity versus thermal expansion coefficient for various
engineering materials, adopted from Mital et al. () based on Ashby ().
It can be noted from Figures . and . that various foams, aerogels and MLI systems
have the most desirable material properties for aerospace applications. This is confirmed
by the selection of foams, aerogels, vacuum jackets and MLI systems for cryogenic insu-
lation systems in previous investigations (Allidieris & Janin (b), Brewer () and
Powders or fibres under vacuum were also considered in the Cryoplane project but they were dis-
carded as being too heavy (Allidieris & Janin, b). Brewer and his team, on the other hand considered
micro-spheres as being excellent candidates (Brewer, ). As micro-spheres also require a (mild) vacuum
but offer a lower thermal performance than MLI, they will not be considered here. After all, Brewer and
his team selected micro-spheres because, at the moment of their study, NASA had an interest in acquiring
more insight in their functionality and application despite offering a slightly worse performance than MLI
(Brewer, ).
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Brewer et al. (). Table . shows a list of advantages and disadvantages of the various
insulation ’methods’ in the order of increasing thermal performance.
Table .. Advantages and disadvantages of various insulation methods, adopted from
Mital et al. ().
Foams
Advantages Currently in use, well established
Low cost, easy to implement
Light weight and low density
Disadvantages Relatively high thermal conductivity
Low resistance to thermal radiation
Potential damage from environmental hazards
Aerogels
Advantages Extremely low thermal conductivitya
Disadvantages New material, not well characterized
Limited mechanical properties
Vacuum
Advantages Near zero thermal conductivity
Well established
Disadvantages Heavier tank walls required
Costly to implement and maintain
No resistance to radiation heat transfer
Near catastrophic failure upon loss of vacuum
Multi Layer Insulation
Advantages Very low thermal conductivity and radiation heat transferb
Extremely low density
Well established
Disadvantages High vacuum required
Heavier tank walls required
Costly to implement and maintain
Near catastrophic failure upon loss of vacuum
a The balance between structural an thermal properties can be altered to
optimize for the application.
b MLI is available in graded form to improve the thermal properties and to
reduce the density, but at a higher cost.
As Table . shows, low-density polymer foams are amongst the most suited candidates
from the conductivity and mass point of view. MLI combined with a vacuum jacket have,
on the other hand, a range of densities that is comparable to low density foams and an
apparent thermal conductivity that is approximately two orders of magnitude lower than
the best low-conductivity foams (Mital et al., ). Low-density aerogels in a flexible
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fibrous matrix offer on their turn a relatively low heat transfer, a great ease of use and
maximum longevity (Allidieris & Janin, b). These aerogels are produced by liquid-to-
gas drying of wet silica gel (Milliken et al., ). Below the different classes of materials
are briefly described.
Several families of open and closed-cell foams are suitable insulations for aeronautical
applications. Flexible open-cell thermo-formable polyimide foams offer the possibility
to insulate more complex shapes easily. They are namely readily adaptable to these com-
plex shapes and can easily be applied as they are thermo-formable. As the foams have
open cells, the risk of cryo-pumping however has to be taken into account (Allidieris
& Janin, b). Polyurethane and polyisocyanurate foams are rigid and not thermo-
formable, which makes their use delicate (Allidieris & Janin, b). Nonetheless, the
still are excellent candidates for this application (Brewer, ). The Rohacell closed-cell
polymethacrylimide foam is on the other hand rigid and thermo-formable, although the
thermoforming is delicate (Allidieris & Janin, b).
As shown on Table ., silica aerogels have a slightly better thermal performance than
foams. They are high-porosity, very low-density solids that consist of interconnected par-
ticles that form an open microstructure. The thermal conductivity of silica aerogels tends
to be very low, typically less than .W/(m·K), due to the very low thermal conductivity
of silica as well as the pore sizes that are on the order of nanometres (Mital et al., ).
However the high porosity and low density, which makes them good insulators, also make
the aerogels inherently fragile and brittle. Thus, their use in load-bearing applications as
aircraft fuel tanks is far from obvious. Nonetheless, at the moment research is going on
to improve the mechanical properties of aerogels without sacrificing their thermal prop-
erties (Allidieris & Janin (b) and Mital et al. ()). In the future, they might thus
become interesting for aircraft cryogenic insulations. In this work, they will however not
be taken into further consideration.
Multi layer insulation systems use a number of thermal radiation shields perpendicular
to the direction of the heat flow. The radiation shields are alternating layers of a low-
emissivity metal foil (often aluminized or goldized Mylar (polyester) or Kapton (poly-
imide)) and a thin insulating spacer (usually polyester, glass fibre paper, silk tissue or
Superfloc separators), combined to avoid metal-to-metal contact. To minimize the heat
transfer by residual gas conduction, the system has to operate at vacuum levels below 
mPa (Mital et al., ). The metal foils are perforated to allow evacuation of residual
gases when setting up the vacuum. Even though MLI insulations offer the potential to
obtain a heat flow roughly two orders of magnitudes lower than foams, its performance
strongly depends on the pressure and type of residual gas in the insulation. The thermal
performance of the MLI degrades quickly for pressures higher than .mbar (Allidieris
& Janin (b) and Nast ()). MLI insulations are furthermore very sensitive to the
layer density (number of layers per unit of thickness) so that local compressions must be
avoided during manufacturing. However, some MLI are less sensitive to this compression
phenomenon than others. The high thermal conductivity of the reflecting screens makes
heat transfer parallel with the layers approximately  times larger than the normal heat
transfer.
As illustrated, a low thermal conductivity, low emissivity and a low mass density are the
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most important parameters for an insulation system used in relatively long-term aero-
nautical applications. In addition, low thermal diffusivity, a low coefficient of thermal
expansion and the ability to accommodate the thermal distortions induced by large ther-
mal gradients are important too. Based on these arguments, the current state of the art
suggests that the use of a high vacuum with highly polished wall surfaces with or with-
out an MLI system could provide the required insulation needs for lightweight long-term
cryogenic applications. Seen the importance of radiation, only vacuum insulations with
MLI will be considered here, despite their slightly higher cost over simple vacuums.
However, this type of system is very sensitive and dependent on maintaining a very high
level of vacuum. Any degradation in the vacuum level significantly degrades the insu-
lating properties, which could lead to a mission failure. Allidieris & Janin (b) shows
that in case of vacuum break venting of boiled-off hydrogen will be necessary after two
minutes at a rate around - times the cruise fuel consumption of the engines. There-
fore, foam based systems will also be evaluated for the designs under consideration. After
all, the use of closed-cell foams only requires a single tank wall while MLI systems need
two relatively thick walls due to the required vacuum. This weight advantage could there-
fore offset the disadvantage of the thicker insulation due to the relatively high thermal
conductivity of foams.
... Structural tank wall materials
Materials that possess high strength, high fracture toughness, high stiffness as well as low
density and low permeation to LH2 and GH2 are needed for the tank wall construction.
However, no single material provides all these attributes simultaneously. Even though
strength and density tend to dominate the design criteria, fracture toughness (KI c) (and
damage tolerant design) becomes an issue especially at cryogenic temperatures, where
many materials become brittle. For this application, this is even more critical as any crack
that propagates the insulation system can compromise the thermal properties of the in-
sulation system and lead to rapid boil-off of the cryogenic fuel, resulting in the loss of the
mission (Mital et al., ).
Two fracture toughness related performance indices need to be considered for the tanks,
namely yield-before-break, KI c/σ f , and leak-before-break, KI c, 2/σ f Mital et al. ().
The first index ensures that the stress required to propagate a critical flaw is greater than
that to yield the material. The vessel would thus deform stably in a way that could be
detected. The second criterion, used primarily on larger vessels, ensures that maximum
pressure carried would result in the stable growth of a crack just large enough to penetrate
both the inner and outer surface so that the leak could be detected prior to catastrophic
failure.
Mital et al. () show that the choice of the material to minimize the mass of a spherical
tank may be limited by the ability to detect a crack of a given size if both the wall strength
and the fracture toughness are not to be exceeded. If only cracks larger than  mm can
be detected, the material choices will be limited to monolithic metallic alloys, while com-
posites could be viable materials if cracks of  µm or larger could be detected (Mital et al.,
). Polymer matrix composites (PMC) and metal matrix composites (MMCs) are both
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viable candidates if small cracks can be detected. Metals that have acceptable properties
from ambient to cryogenic temperatures on the other hand include austenitic stainless
steels, monels and aluminum alloys (Reynolds () and Mital et al. ()).
Composite materials offer lower density and higher strength and stiffness than metals
used for cryogenic applications and are quite suitable for (short duration) aerospace ap-
plications. Mital et al. () indicate that continuous-fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRP)
provide the highest strength yet lightest choice. However, the use of CFRP materials will
most likely involve higher initial manufacturing costs for the tanks. Discontinuous rein-
forced metallic composites (DRX), and specifically discontinuous reinforced aluminum
(DRA) are identified as lower cost alternatives, as they can be cast. The DRX materials
furthermore have the additional benefit of extremely low (if not negligible) hydrogen gas
permeability issues (Mital et al., ).
Because of their lower density and higher strength, composites offer a potential weight
saving. Sharke () reports a  % weight saving relative to the latest monolithic alu-
minium tanks. However, the resins used with PMCs do tend to enable higher hydrogen
permeation than metals (Mital et al., ). Brewer () notes that filament wound
composite structures had not been used for hydrogen tanks due to hydrogen diffusion
through the interstices of the bounding material over long durations. Robinson et al.
() on the other hand report that, based on results from initial studies, hydrogen per-
meability was not believed to be a technical barrier to the development of an unlined
composite tank. However, the design of unlined composite tank will entail significant
non-recurring costs to develop and produce the tank. For space applications, the weight
savings resulting from the composite tank will justify extremely high development and
production costs (Robinson et al., ). It is however not clear whether the same will ap-
ply for aircraft applications and a detailed cost study would have to be executed to verify
this. Heydenreich () also indicates that the cost of composite tanks will probably lead
to Al-Li tanks for aircraft.
The use of monolithic metals, on the other hand, eliminates thermally induced internal
stresses due to different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) such as the typical con-
stituents of a PMC or MMC materials. Furthermore, as the metallic materials are gener-
ally well characterized the safety factors can be smaller than for the newer advanced com-
posite materials. The wide temperature and moisture range in which the composite ma-
terials will be used, will even further raise the safety factor Mital et al. ()
.. Properties of the selected materials
In the previous section, foam and MLI insulations were selected as the prime insulation
candidates while monolithic metals and composites are chosen for the tank walls. Below,
some specific materials will be picked from these groups of materials for further analysis.
In the Space Launch Initiative (SLI) a reusable composite tank for the X- was designed, built and
tested. The tank failed during the high-profile ground test and the failure was at first believed to be material
related (permeability issues). Robinson et al. () however report that the problems on the X- tank were
design and manufacturing flaws and that it is possible to build a good tank with the IM/-material that
was used for the tank that failed the test.
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The criteria used in this selection as well as the characteristics of the chosen materials are
reported below.
... Foam Insulations
Within the class of foam insulations, different materials exist that could be suited for
the application under consideration. In the Cryoplane project, Air Liquide analyzed and
tested  foams in several families of polymers, taking density, conductivity, thermal sta-
bility as well as mechanical properties into account (Allidieris & Janin, b). Three
open-cell polyimide foams, one closed-cell polymethacrylimide foam (Rohacell) and one
spray on foam were recommended for aircraft applications in addition to the H.A
foam , the rigid closed-cell PVC foam used on the Ariane  and  launchers. Lockheed-
California conducted a similar study, which was mainly focused on polyurethane foams
(Brewer (), Brewer et al. (a), Brewer et al. (b) and Brewer et al. ()). Taylor
() shows that temperature will not be an issue as polyurethane foams can withstand
temperatures up to almost ◦C (◦F). Sharpe & Helenbrook () furthermore indicate
that polyurethane foams form excellent candidates for aircraft because of their excellent
cyclic behaviour. After submitting several foams to about  thermal cycles (around 
years), typical for aircraft fuel tanks, the polyurethane foams showed hardly any degrada-
tion both mechanically as well as thermally. The Rohacell foam on the other hand failed
structurally but showed no significant degradation of its thermal characteristics, even af-
ter structural failure.
Based on the available material characteristics, two different foams are selected for fur-
ther analysis: Rohacell and a polyurethane foam. This namely allows a comparison be-
tween two different families of foams. Figure . shows the variation of the thermal con-
ductivity of the two foams with temperature. The density of the Rohacell foam is taken
as . kg/m3 (Allidieris & Janin, b) while the polyurethane foam has a density of 
kg/m3 (Brewer, ).
... Multi Layer Insulations
As mentioned previously, multi layer insulations consist out of alternating layers of a low-
emissivity metal foil and a thin insulating spacer. To minimize the heat transfer by resid-
ual gas conduction, the system has to operate at vacuum levels below mPa (Mital et al.,
). Several materials are available for both the radiation blanket as well as the spacer
and the material choice obviously has an important effect on the thermal performance of
the MLI.
A big range of thermal properties is reported in literature and, due to a lack of exten-
sive experimental data (available), a selection of the most appropriate correlation is not
straightforward. After comparison of the different models available, a general equation
that can be tuned to the specific multi layer insulation under investigation was adopted
(Johnson et al. (), Hastings et al. (), Hedayat et al. () and Nast ()):
q =C1 ·NC2t ·
(TH +TC ) · (TH −TC )
2 · (N +1) +C3 ·%
T 4.67H −T 4.67C
N
+Cg PN ·
(
T
ng
H −T
ng
C
)
(.)
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Figure .. Thermal conductivity of the two selected foams, derived from Brewer ().
where q is the heat flux through the insulation,C1, C2 andC3 coefficients that are empir-
ically determined for each combination of spacer and insulation blanket material, Cg a
coefficient that depends on the interstitial gas in the insulation (1.46 ·104 for GN2), ng an
exponent depending on the interstitial gas (. for GN2) and TH and TC the temperatures
at the hot respectively cold boundaries of the insulation. N is the total number of layers of
the MLI and Nt the layer density of the insulation (in layers/cm). According to Allidieris
& Janin (b), at least  layers should be used in order to obtain an effective insulation
and to ensure that the correlations are applicable. The authors therefore selected a mm
thick insulation even though the calculated required thicknesses are much smaller. The
correlations are valid for layer densities between  and  layers/cm.
The empirical coefficients C1, C2 and C3 are available for several different spacer mate-
rials in Johnson et al. (), Nast () and Allidieris & Janin (b). All reported MLI
combinations only consider double aluminized mylar (DAM) for the radiation shields as
the goldized mylar offers no significant performance improvement despite its higher cost
Johnson et al. (). The three most promising spacer materials as identified in Johnson
et al. () were taken into consideration in this work: dacron, tissuglas and double silk
net (DSN). Besides the normal DAM blanket, a perforated DAM radiation shield was also
considered. Table . gives the empirical coefficients of the different selected materials.
Figure . shows the heat flux through the insulation for the different material combina-
tions under vacuum pressure. The figure shows the results for a hot boundary tempera-
ture of  K and  K, as representative for cruise and a hot day takeoff. The heat flux
is plotted for a layer density of  layers per inch, a typical layer density of an MLI (Nast,
).
As can be seen from Figure ., the combinations DAM/DSN and DAM/Tissuglass offer
a potential to reduce the heat flux through the insulation for a given number of layers in
the MLI, compared to the other investigated MLIs. These two combinations are therefore
selected for a more in-depth investigation. Figure . shows the sensitivity of both MLI to

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Table .. Empirical coefficients for different multi layer insulations, adopted from
Johnson et al. ().
MLI C1 C2 C3
DAM / Dacron 8.95 ·10−8 . 5.39 ·10−10
DAM / Tissuglas 4.43 ·10−11 . 8.03 ·10−10
DAM / DSN 2.11 ·10−9 . 5.39 ·10−10
Perforated DAM / DSN 2.98 ·10−8 . 5.86 ·10−10
Figure .. Heat flux through  different MLI for  hot boundary temperature.
local compression. The figure shows the variation of (k ·ρ) with layer density. The factor
(k ·ρ) is used here as it gives an indication of both thermal performance and weight of the
MLI. The figure clearly indicates that the DAM/Tissuglas MLI is virtually insensitive to lo-
cal compression while the DAM/DSN insulation capacity will degrade significantly when
local compression occurs. At a layer density of approximately  layers/inch, as adopted
in the Cryoplane study ( layers for a thickness of  mm, Allidieris & Janin (b)), the
performance of the MLI with tissuglass spacer is much better than that of the MLI with
the double silk net.
According to Allidieris & Janin (b) minimum  layers are required for the MLI to be efficient. This
minimum value is adopted here too even though it leads to an overly efficient thermal insulation.

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Figure .. Influence of layer density on k ·ρ for both selected MLI.
... Tank wall materials
In the Cryoplane study, stainless steel, aluminium and titanium alloys are considered in
the preliminary phase of the design (Allidieris & Janin, b). The final tank weight cal-
culations are however only performed for stainless steel. In the NASA study, on the other
hand, Al  was selected for the design of the tank wall (Brewer (), Brewer et al.
(a), Brewer et al. (b) and Brewer et al. ()) and this alloy is also used for the
Ariane  and  tanks Allidieris & Janin (b). As Brewer and his team performed an ex-
tensive study of the mechanical design of the tank wall and sufficient data on the used
material characteristics is available, Alloy  was selected as the prime material for this
study. Aluminum is furthermore one of the few metals known to show only minimal sus-
ceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement (Zielinski, ).
A density of  kg/m3 is adopted for the Al  alloy (. lb/in3 (Brewer et al., b).
For ultimate design conditions a stress of .MPa can be sustained whereas the stress is
limited to .MPa for operating conditions (Brewer et al., b). The allowable stresses
are selected using a fatigue quality index (Kt ) of .,  hrs of service life ( cycles)
and a life reduction factor of .
As mentioned previously a % weight reduction is applied to the tank wall for composite
walls. The thickness of the wall itself is however not changed as insufficient data is avail-
able to calculate the corresponding thicknesses, which is slightly conservative but only
has a small influence on the results.
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. Structure of the tank
Until now two alternatives are selected for the insulation material as well as the tank wall
material. Both foams and MLI are considered for the insulation, while monolithic metals
and composites will be evaluated for the tank wall. As the MLI insulation requires a vac-
uum and consequently a double wall construction, two different types of tank structures
will have to be analyzed. Both are elucidated below.
.. Single wall construction with foam insulation
The structure of the cryogenic LH2 tank with foam insulation is shown on Figure .. As
can be seen from the figure, the rigid, closed-cell polyurethane foam is applied to the ex-
terior of the tank wall itself, which takes up the mechanical tank loads. A purged layer
of compressed open-cell foam is added on top of the insulation to accommodate dimen-
sional changes and to support the exterior composite fairing, which serves as the aircraft
skin. As the open-cell foam is purged with gaseous nitrogen, an MAAMF vapor barrier is
added on both sides of the open-cell foam layer. The structure was adopted from Brewer
et al. (b) and Brewer () as an extensive study on different fuel tank architectures
was made by Lockheed-California under the auspices of NASA. Brewer adopted the pre-
sented structure as it leads to a minimization of the direct operating cost of the aircraft.
Figure .. The tank structure for the foam based insulation, derived from Brewer ().
The MAAMF vapor barrier is a multilayer sandwich that consists out of the following lay-
ers Brewer ():
. .mil Mylar, Type A
. Adhesive
. .mil aluminium foil series .
. Adhesive
. .-.mil aluminium foil series .
. Adhesive
. .mil Mylar, Type A
. Dacron or glass net fabric

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The total thickness of the MAAMF is . to . inch and its specific weight is .
kg/m2 Brewer (). The specific weight of the syntactic foam/Kevlar epoxy composite
used as the aircraft skin is . kg/m2 and its thickness is . cm. The compressed open-
cell foam support has a thickness of . cm (face sheets included) and a density of 
kg/m3 (Brewer, ).
.. Double wall construction with multi layer insulation
As the MLI requires a hard vacuum (−4 to −5 torr or  to . mPa), a double wall con-
struction is mandatory. As for the single wall construction of the previous paragraph, the
double wall construction is derived from Brewer () and is shown on Figure .. As
can be seen from the figure, a small layer of closed cell foam insulation is applied to the
tank wall to prevent air liquefaction in event of failure of the vacuum. The multi layer
insulation is then applied on top of the layer of foam. The aluminum honeycomb core
serves on its turn as the external wall to support the loads of the vacuum and to ensure
that no mechanical loads are applied on the MLI. Two aluminium face sheets are bonded
to the honeycomb core, which is also maintained at vacuum pressure. Finally a fairing is
applied to take up the aerodynamic loads.
Figure .. The tank structure for the multi layer insulation, derived from Brewer ().
The closed-cell foam has a thickness of around . cm and a density of . kg/m3. The
aluminium honeycomb core on the other has a thickness of  inch (. cm) and a density
of  kg/m3. Finally, the aluminium face sheets have a specific weight of . kg/m2. For
all other components, the values quoted in the previous section are used.
. Sizing of the tank
The design of a cryogenic aircraft tank for LH2 is a compromise between mechanical and
thermal requirements. During the flight the pressure will namely rise as a consequence
of the heat leaking through the insulation, resulting in the boil-off of some of the liquid.
The pressure will on the other hand fall due to the fuel consumption of the engines. So
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a balance between insulation type, insulation thickness, maximum and minimum allow-
able pressure inside the tank and total tank volume needs to be found for a particular
application.
The model used to calculate the pressure fluctuations in the tank is described in subsec-
tion ... The mechanical design of the tank is treated next (subsection ..). Then the
thermal design of the tank is discussed (subsection ..) before the tank volume deter-
mination is detailed in subsection ...
.. Pressure fluctuation inside the tank
A general form of the pressure fluctuation model for a homogeneous cryogenic storage
tank can be obtained by applying the first law of thermodynamics and conservation of
mass to a control volume that contains the tank liquid-vapour contents and is assumed
to be in a homogeneous state. The control volume corresponds to the inside surface of
the tank wall, not including the internal tank hardware. The model as established here is
derived from Allidieris & Janin (b) and Lin et al. ().
The first law for a variable volume with an inlet and an outlet (neglecting kinetic and
potential energy terms) is:
dE
dt
=Q +W + m˙in ·hin− m˙out ·hout −p · dVdt (.)
where E is the energy of the tank, including fluid and wall, Q the heat input in the tank,
W the power input in the tank, m˙in and m˙out the inlet and outlet flow rate , hin and hout
the specific enthalpy of incoming and outgoing mass flow rate, V the volume of the tank
and p the pressure inside the tank.
At low temperature, the heat capacity of the solid materials is very low and in most cases
the thermal inertia of the wall can be neglected Allidieris & Janin (b). The energy of
the fluid can furthermore be written as:
E = ρ ·u ·V
where ρ is the fluid density, V the tank volume and u the the specific internal energy of
the fluid, which leads to:
dE
dt
= ρ ·V · du
dt
+ρ ·u · dV
dt
+u ·V · dρ
dt
=Q +W + m˙in ·hin− m˙out ·hout −p · dVdt (.)
Conservation of mass for a compression or expansion process is, on the other hand, ex-
pressed as:
dm
dt
= m˙in− m˙out = ρ · dVdT +V ·
dρ
dT
(.)
If the specific internal energy is considered to be a function of pressure and density only
(u = u(p,ρ)), then
du
dt
=
(
∂u
∂ρ
)
p
· dρ
dt
+
(
∂u
∂p
)
ρ
· du
dt
(.)
The total tank volume comprises both the internal volume of the tank as well as the tank wall and
insulation.
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Combining the above equations and using the definition of enthalpy (h =u + p/ρ, the
general-purpose homogeneous equation for pressure change rate is obtained.
dp
dt
= φ
V
{
Q +W + m˙in
[
hin−h−ρ ·
(
∂h
∂ρ
)
p
]
− m˙out
[
hout −h−ρ ·
(
∂h
∂ρ
)
p
]
+ρ2 ·
(
∂h
∂ρ
)
p
· dV
dt
}
(.)
where the energy derivative φ is defined as
φ= 1
ρ ·
(
∂u
∂p
)
ρ
Values for the (homogeneous) energy derivative have been calculated for para-hydrogen
based on thermodynamic data from NIST () using the method proposed in Allidieris
& Janin (b) which consists of using the expressions from this section for two different
conditions in a closed tank. Between the two ’states’ a small amount of energy is added
and the pressure rise is calculated from the data from NIST (). The outcome of this
procedure is shown on Figure . and is compared to data from Allidieris & Janin (b)
(dots on the right hand side of the figure) and Lin et al. () (dashed lines on the left
hand side of the figure). As shown on the figure a good agreement was obtained with the
values found in literature. As shown, the pressure will rise faster (higher value of φ) near
the end of the flight where lower fill levels and higher pressures are obtained.
Figure .. The energy derivative in function of pressure and density.
φ is dimensionless but specifying its dimensions as Pa/(J/m3) adds to the comprehension of the phys-
ical meaning of the derivative. The energy derivative gives the pressure rise per energy input per volume

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If the elasticity of the tank wall is neglected (V=constant), there is no incoming mass flow
rate and the work input is zero, the expression for the pressure change rate is simplified
to:
dp
dt
= φ
V
{
Q − m˙out
[
hout −h−ρ ·
(
∂h
∂ρ
)
p
]}
(.)
This equation can finally be rearranged in the following form (Lin et al., )
dp
dt
= φ
V
{
Q − m˙out ·hlg ·
[
x
ρg
ρl −ρg
]}
(.)
where x is the quality of the fuel (x = 0 for a saturated liquid and  for saturated vapor),
hlg is the heat of vaporization at the tank pressure and ρg and ρl are the density of the
gas respectively the liquid.
Equation (.) gives the pressure rise for a homogeneously mixed tank. However, in real-
ity, some degree of stratification will be present in the tank, which can have a significant
influence on the pressure rise. Allidieris & Janin (b) show that the pressure rise can
be  times bigger than the homogeneous pressure rise for a fully stratified tank, if it
is assumed that all the heat enters the gas phase. A more realistic heat transfer model,
where the heat input into the liquid and the gas is proportional to the tank surface wetted
by the liquid respectively gas, shows pressure rise rates in between the homogeneous and
the fully stratified model. The real pressure rise rate therefore needs to be determined
through full mathematical models or experiments (Allidieris & Janin, b).
Nonetheless, the homogeneous tank model is assumed to be valid for a cryogenic LH2
aircraft fuel tank in the Cryoplane project. The fluid convection due to the acceleration
and vibration levels of the plane and the conductivity of the tank wall will namely result
in a more or less homogeneously mixed tank (Allidieris & Janin, b). Brewer et al.
(b) show that the temperature difference between the bottom and the top of the tank
is smaller than . K for all considered tank architectures in their work. A considerable
degree of stratification was only observed during filling when sub-cooled LH2 is intro-
duced in the bottom of the tank, but disappeared within  minutes. This made the au-
thors conclude that there is little possibility of a sudden pressure reduction due to sudden
maneuvers or turbulence (Brewer et al., b).
Lin et al. (), on the other hand, adopt a pressure rise rate of  times the homogeneous
pressure rate as typical for airborne tanks. As this approach is more conservative than the
assumption of a fully homogeneous tank, the factor  is used in this work too:
dp
dt
= 2 · φ
V
{
Q − m˙out ·hlg ·
[
x
ρg
ρl −ρg
]}
(.)
When the plane is parked, only the free convection (due to gravity) and the conductivity of the wall
of the tank can prevent thermal stratification to build up. However, in that case, the energy dissipated in
the fluid is relatively low (Allidieris & Janin, b). To avoid problems of pressure rise increase due to
stratification, a mixer could be added to the tank if necessary. However, its use (even intermittently) will
provoke an additional pressure rise due to the dissipated power (heat).
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.. Mechanical design of the tank
The tank needs to resist several types of loads resulting from the difference between the
tank pressure and the ambient conditions, the fuel weight, the acceleration of the aircraft
(gusts and dynamic loads), sloshing of the fuel due to maneuvers, vibration, aerodynamic
loads (pressure distribution), . . .As integral tanks have been selected, the tank has to be
constructed to sustain all of these. The loads can however not be determined if the tank
position inside the fuselage is not known (to know the fuselage bending loads) and a fi-
nite element analysis has to be performed in a rigorous analysis as was done in Brewer
et al. (b) for the aft conical tank. For the design of the cylindrical tank in front of the
fuselage, however, the data from the aft tank has been extrapolated (Brewer (), Brewer
et al. (a), Brewer et al. (b) and Brewer et al. ()). For the Cryoplane study, the
tanks are designed for resist only to the pressure loads, as insufficient data was available
on the other loads and the time allocated to the tank design was too limited to allow a
full finite-element analysis (Allidieris & Janin, a). A minimal change strategy was also
adopted for the project (Rostek, ).
Here, the latter approach will be adopted, as a full finite element analysis is not feasible
within the scope of this work either. The tanks will thus be designed for the pressuriza-
tion loads and a safety factor is adopted to take the other loads into account. Below, the
methodology used in the mechanical design of the tank is described.
To allow an assessment of the optimum tank pressure, the tank design has been made
in function of the tank venting pressure. After all, the optimum venting pressure for a
specific mission and aircraft size is a trade-off between tank weight and the amount of
fuel to be vented or insulation weight. For low venting pressures, a significant amount of
hydrogen needs to be vented throughout the flight or a thick insulation is required. High
venting pressures lead on the other hand to thick and heavy tank walls. However, some
additional margin needs to be added to the maximum sustainable pressure to take the
safety valve relief tolerance into account.
As the design loads are known and the allowable stresses have been determined (see sec-
tion ...), the wall thickness can easily be calculated. Here the method from Barron
() has been adopted, which is based on the ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel code:
twa = pdes ·do2 ·σa · ew +0.8 ·pdes (.)
where twa is the tank wall thickness, do the outside diameter of the shell,σa the allowable
tank wall stress and ew the weld efficiency which is taken here as % (Barron, ).
The minimum thickness for spherical shells and elliptical or ASME torispherical heads is
on the other hand determined from Barron ():
th = pdes ·do ·K2 ·σa · ew +2 ·pdes · (K −0.1) (.)
where K is given by the following expression for elliptical heads (Barron, ):
K = 1
6
[
2+ d
d1
)]
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with d1 the minor axis of the elliptical head. In this work, elliptical heads are adopted
with a ratio of major to minor axis of . as this type of bulkheads leads to minimal direct
operating costs for subsonic aircraft (Brewer, ).
The thickness of both the tank wall and the bulkheads is calculated for limit and ultimate
loads and the maximum value of both thicknesses is retained.
.. Thermal design of the tank
In order to prevent excessive boil-off of the LH2 inside the aircraft fuel tank, a very good
insulation of the tank is needed, as described before. To allow an assessment of the effec-
tiveness of the insulation and the influence of the insulation thickness and type, a com-
plete thermal model has been developed for the tank. The model not only takes the heat
flux through the insulation into account but also the convective heat transfer outside and
inside the tank.
The model is based on the electrical resistance analogy (amongst others Buchlin ()
and Lienhard & Lienhard ()). The resistance for the external convective heat trans-
fer, the insulation and the internal heat transfer are placed in series. Below all different
thermal resistances are treated.
... Thermal resistance for the convective heat transfer on the
external tank surface
During the flight, the external surface of the hydrogen tank is cooled by forced convection
due to the forward aircraft velocity. As no correlation was found for forced convection on
a cylinder along its axis, the flat plate correlation from Buchlin () is adopted here:
NuL = 0.03625 ·Pr 0.43 ·Re0.8L (.)
where NuL is the (global) Nusselt number , Pr the Prantl number and ReL the Reynolds
number. The Nusselt number is on its turn defined as:
Nu = hext ·L
kair
with hext the external convective heat transfer coefficient, L the characteristic length for
the heat transfer phenomenon under investigation (taken here as the length of the cylin-
drical part of the tank) and kair the thermal conductivity of air. The Prantl number is
defined as
Pr = µair · cp
kair
where µair is the dynamic viscosity of air and cp is the specific heat at constant pressure.
Finally, the Reynolds number is defined as
ReL = ρair · v ·Lkair
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where ρair is the air density and v the flight speed.
Besides heat transfer by convection, heat transfer by radiation also plays a role on the
external tank surface. To take the heat transfer by radiation into account, an equivalent
convective coefficient hrad is used (Buchlin () and Lienhard & Lienhard ()):
hrad =σ ·% ·
(
T 2skin +T 2atm
) · (Tskin +Tatm)
Tskin and Tatm are the temperatures of the aircraft skin and the atmosphere. σ is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant and % the emittance of the skin. For the emittance % of the
aircraft skin, two different values are adopted: . is used for an aircraft painted in white,
while . is used for an unpainted aircraft (Lienhard & Lienhard, ).
The total external heat transfer coefficient is then simply the sum of both contributions:
htot = hext +hrad
which leads to the following thermal resistance for the external heat transfer:
Rext = 12 ·pi · r f us · ltank ·
1
htot
(.)
where r f us is the fuselage radius.
... Thermal resistance of the insulation
The thermal resistance of both types of insulation is treated below. A similar formulation
is used for both types as an equivalent conductivity coefficient is adopted for the MLI.
Foam Insulation
The thermal resistance for a pure conduction heat transfer in cylindrical coordinates is
given by Lienhard & Lienhard ():
Rins = 12 ·pi · ri · ltank ·
ln
(
ro
ri
)
kf oam
(.)
with ri and ro the inner and outer radius of the insulation and kf oam the thermal con-
ductivity of the foam. However, as the thermal conductivity of the foam strongly depends
on its temperature, the foam layer has been divided into a series of  sub-layers of equal
thickness . For each layer, the thermal resistance is calculated and the total thermal re-
sistance is then given by the sum of the thermal resistances of the sub-layers. An iteration
is made until the heat flux through each of the sub-layers is equal.
An analysis on the number of sub-layers showed that this was the minimal amount of layers required
to obtain a reasonably precise value for the heat flux, despite the significant calculation time this relatively
high number entails, it has been chosen here for this study.
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Multi Layer Insulation
As the correlation for themulti layer insulation gives a heat flux q instead of a conductivity
coefficient, an equivalent conductivity coefficient kequiv is defined for the MLI (Allidieris
& Janin, b):
kequiv = qTH−TC
t
The thermal resistance for the multi layer insulation is then given by replacing k by kequiv
in equation (.).
... Thermal resistance of natural convection in the tank
The temperature difference between the inner tank wall and the bulk of the hydrogen
fuel will result in natural convection inside the fuel tank. As the natural convection phe-
nomenon will be different for the gas and the liquid, the heat transfer to the two states
is independently calculated. Afterwards, the two heat transfer coefficients are combined
to yield a single thermal resistance, taking the area wetted by each of the phases into ac-
count.
Liquid phase internal convection
For the liquid phase convection, the following correlation is adopted (Hochstein et al.,
):
Nuh = 0.0605 ·Ra1/3h (.)
Both the Nusselt and the Rayleigh number are based on the height of the liquid phase.
The Rayleigh number is defined as:
Rah = g ·β ·∆T ·h
3 ·Pr
ν
where g is the gravitational acceleration, β the thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid
hydrogen, ∆T the temperature difference between the wall and the bulk of the liquid and
ν the kinematic viscosity of the hydrogen. The properties needed are again obtained from
NIST ().
In Brewer et al. (b) a different correlation is proposed for the Nusselt number of the
liquid. This correlation however leads to lower heat transfer coefficients for the whole
range of Rayleigh numbers considered. The correlation from Hochstein et al. () is
thus adopted as it is conservative. All in all, the thermal resistance for the internal heat
transfer only takes up a relatively small part of the overall thermal resistance so that the
difference between the correlations would only lead to a small difference for the total heat
flux. For radiation, again the equivalent convective coefficient is used.
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Gas phase internal convection
For the gas phase natural convection, only limited data is available in literature. The only
correlation found is therefore adopted Brewer ():
Nu = 17 (.)
where the Nusselt number is defined based on the height of the gas phase inside the tank.
As gases are transparent for thermal radiation, radiation heat transfer is not added for the
gaseous phase.
Total internal convection
As the convective heat transfer coefficients are determined for both phases, the total ther-
mal resistance of the internal heat transfer can be calculated. To do that the area wetted
by the liquid and the gas need to be taken into account. This leads to the following ex-
pression for the total internal resistance
Rint = 12 ·pi · ri ·L ·
Sw, tot
hLH2 ·Sw,LH2+hGH2 ·Sw,GH2 (.)
... Total thermal resistance
The total thermal resistance for the liquid hydrogen fuel tank is simply the sum of the
individual resistances as the internal, insulation and external resistance are placed in se-
ries:
Rtot =Rint +Rins +Rext (.)
However, as the internal heat transfer area is not equal to the external heat transfer area,
the different resistances need to be adapted to one common area. Here, the area wetted
by the liquid and the gas phase is used, which leads to:
Rtot = 12 ·pi · ri · ltank ·
 Sw, tot
hLH2 ·Sw,LH2 +hGH2 ·Sw,GH2
+
ln
(
ro
ri
)
kf oam
+ ri
r f us
· 1
hext
 (.)
However, until nowonly the heat transfer through the tank insulation is considered. Some
additional heat will flow into the tank through the supports, the connection and the pip-
ing. A % margin is taken on the calculated heat transfer to take this extra heat input
into account (Allidieris & Janin (a) and Brewer ()):
Q = 1.3 · Tamb−TH2
Rtot
(.)
where Q is the total heat flux into the tank.
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. Volume of the tank
At first sight, the determination of the tank volume is straightforward once the mass to be
embarked is known. However, several additional parameters play a role as will be shown
below. After all, to allow venting a two-phase mixture needs to be present at all times.
The tank filling and venting pressure furthermore plays a significant role as will be shown
below.
As indicated before, the pressure rise inside a tank filled with % saturated liquid or
supersaturated liquid is much higher than for a tank filled with a two-phase mixture (Al-
lidieris & Janin, b). When the tank would be filled with saturated or supersaturated
LH2, a much thicker insulation would thus be required to keep the heat input to the tank
to a sufficiently low level so that the tank pressure will not rise drastically during the flight.
The vent valve, needed to keep the pressure inside the tank to a reasonably low level, will
furthermore be frozen when in contact with the cryogenic liquid hydrogen which will
block the valve (Allidieris & Janin, b). Finally, if venting is needed during the flight to
keep the pressure inside the tank below a certain level, a much smaller mass of hydrogen
needs to be withdrawn when gaseous hydrogen is vented instead of liquid hydrogen. In
the Cryoplane study it was therefore assumed that at least % of the volume is occupied
by gaseous hydrogen at the venting pressure (Allidieris & Janin (b), Allidieris & Janin
(a) and Rostek ()). For the NASA study on the other hand, Brewer and his team
assumed a % ullage allowance for the gas phase Brewer (). Here, the % allowance
from the Cryoplane study is adopted. As this % allowance is required at the venting
pressure, the mean density of the hydrogen in the tank will depend on the selected vent
pressure, as shown on Figure .. The figure shows the variation of the density of the hy-
drogen inside the tank in function of tank pressure. The black line indicates the density
of the saturated liquid (y=) while the blue line gives the mean density of the two-phase
mixture for a vapour volume fraction of % (y=.).
Figure . clearly indicates that a higher venting pressure not only increases the tank mass
due to the increase in tank wall thickness, but also the tank volume due to a decrease in
storage density. At a venting pressure of . bar (venting pressure selected in the Cry-
oplane project (Allidieris et al., a)), the mean density is reduced by about .% and
therefore the tank volume needs to be increased by the same amount. At  bar, the den-
sity reduction even rises to .%. The figure also shows that the loss in density due to
the % gas volume requirement decreases with increasing venting pressure (as the gas
density increases with pressure and the liquid density drops). At  bar, the % gas volume
requirement implies a density drop of .% compared to saturated liquid storage, while
at . bar the density drop is reduced to .%.
This density reduction obviously has consequences on the filling of the tank. After all,
to minimize the boil-off of LH2, the pressure at which the tank is filled needs to be sig-
nificantly lower than the venting pressure in the tank. Like this, the two-phase mixture
can absorb some of the heat that enters the tank, which will lead to a pressure rise. Once
Two different values are found throughout the different task technical reports of the Cryoplane study.
Sometimes a % gas volume is assumed while some of the calculations are based on a % margin (Allidieris
& Janin, b).
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Figure .. The mean density of hydrogen in function of the venting pressure.
the pressure has risen to the vent pressure, venting will be required. In an emergency
case due to rupture of thermal degradation of the insulation, the pressure will rise so
rapidly that no fuel can be withdrawn. For safety reasons the fill level thus needs to be
kept low enough to prohibit an excessive pressure rise in the tank if the vent valve would
be blocked as well. The fill level of the tank can thus be determined in function of the fill
and venting pressure, as the mean density of the hydrogen does not change during this
process. This is graphically represented on Figure ..
Figure .. Influence of filling and venting pressure on the mean storage density.
The figure shows the liquid volume fraction as a function of filling pressure. Each line
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on the figure represents a different venting pressure. If the tank is for instance filled at
. bar while the vent pressure is set at . bar, the tank can only be filled up with liquid
to .% of its volume to ensure that % of the volume remains gas at the vent pressure.
If the tank vent pressure is raised to . bar, the tank can only be filled to .% of its
volume, when filling at . bar. The tank is filled at . bar as it needs to be kept at all
times at a pressure slightly higher than the atmospheric pressure to prevent air entering
the tank, which could lead to an explosive mixture. In the Cryoplane project, a minimum
operating pressure of . bar was selected (Allidieris & Janin, b), while Brewer ()
selected a pressure of . bar as minimum operating pressure. Here, . bar is adopted as
the minimum operating pressure.
Besides the previously mentioned pressure effects, some additional allowances must be
made for tank contraction due to the cryogenic temperature, expansion due to pressure,
internal structure and equipment, trapped and unusable fuel, These allowances are sum-
marized in Table .. Besides the values adopted in this work, the values from the Cry-
oplane study (Allidieris & Janin, b) and the NASA study (Brewer, ) are also given
in the table.
Table .. Volume allowances for the fuel tank.
Allowance for [%] Brewer Cryoplane here
Tank contraction and expansion . - .
Internal structure and equipment . . .
Trapped and unusable fuel . . .
Gas space for exit pipe . . .
Total . . .
Besides these volume allowances,  kg needs to be foreseen for engine cool down and
pressurant gas is needed to keep the tank at a pressure higher than atmospheric even if
empty (Allidieris & Janin, b).
. Influence of the design mission on the tank
design
In order to couple both the mechanical and the thermal design of the tanks, a design
mission needs to be specified. After all, the pressure fluctuation inside the tank depends
on several mission dependent parameters. The heat input through the insulation, the
pressure at the beginning of each flight phase, the quantity of fuel left inside the tank as
well as the fuel consumption of the engines all play a role on the evolution of the pressure
inside the tank.
For a given mission, one therefore tries to find the minimal insulation thickness that
would prevent venting of gaseous fuel during the whole flight. After all, if a thinner in-
sulation thickness would be adopted, fuel would have to be vented and the amount to be
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vented increases rapidly for a relatively small decrease in insulation thickness. This not
only results in a loss of fuel (money) but also in an increase in overall system weight (fuel,
fuel to be vented, tank and insulation) compared to the optimum thickness. Adopting an
insulation that is thicker than strictly needed would obviously also lead to an increase in
system mass purely by the addition of insulation. It however also entails a weight penalty
for the tank wall itself, as the wall will not be subjected to the maximum pressure for
which it is designed and the tank volume will be slightly bigger than strictly needed. If
the thickness of the insulation is increased too much it could even become necessary to
add heat to the tank in order to ensure that the pressure remains above the minimum
specified pressure for the tank (to prevent air leaking in the tank).
The above reasoning clearly depends on the chosen tank venting pressure, which will not
only determine the amount of insulation needed but will also influence the tank volume
as explained previously. As the optimum tank pressure is not clear beforehand, the tank
venting pressure is taken as a variable here and the design is done for different venting
pressures. Based on the outcome of the sizing studies the optimum tank pressure will be
selected for the tank configuration under analysis.
To show the great importance of the size of the aircraft on the tank design two different
applications are selected. First results of a tank sizing for a regional airliner are given as
performed under the ENFICA-FC program (FP) by the author. Then similar results are
given for the missions of the case studies in the following chapter.
.. Regional airliner
For the regional airliner, a simplified mission is used representative of typical operations
for this type of aircraft and the profile is split into  phases. Details of the mission can
be found in Verstraete & Hendrick (). The total endurance of the flight is  hours
including diversion to an alternate airport. In total  different options are considered
for the tanks. A single tank solution, with an outer diameter of . m was taken as the
reference case even though not practically feasible from a center of gravity point of view.
After all this would lead to the highest gravimetric efficiency or lowest tank weight. Where
the gravimetric efficiency is defined as:
ηg rav =
Wf
Wf +Wtank (.)
where Wf is the fuel mass and Wtank is the mass of the tank structure. In the second
design a twin tank option is chosen, one in front of the cabin and one in the tail cone
to optimize the center of gravity position of the fuel. A third design finally consists out
of multiple tanks on top of the fuselage and one big tank in the tail cone, as was pro-
posed initially by IAI for this application. Both foam insulation and MLI are considered
even though the latter will be much more expensive and more importantly represents an
operational danger for the aircraft as noted previously.
The gravimetric efficiency of the single tank solution is given on Figure .where the blue
lines represent the polyurethane foam and the black ones rohacell. The full lines indicate
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metal tank walls whereas the dashed lines denote a % weight reduction for composite
materials (Sharke, ). The figure clearly shows that the polyurethane foam offers a
lighter solution for the tank design. With polyurethane foam the gravimetric efficiency is
in the order of  to % higher than with rohacell foam. It is also obvious from the figure
that the weight gain from composite tank walls, even if present, is much smaller than
the number from (Sharke, ) points out. After all the complete tank weight must be
considered not just the tank wall.
Figure .. Gravimetric efficiency of a single tank option for a regional airliner.
As shown on the figure the the optimal venting pressure lies around two bar and the max-
imum gravimetric efficiency lies between  and %. Due to the lower thermal conduc-
tivity of the polyurethane foama slightly longer tank is however obtained for polyurethane
as shown on Figure .. Comparing both figures shows that a compromise is needed be-
tween minimum tank length (at a higher pressure and higher tank weight) or minimum
weight with a slightly longer tank (and fuselage) length.
The figures indicate that for a diameter around . m and a typical regional jet missions
the gravimetric efficiency of foam insulation is limited to %. If the two (equal) tanks
option is considered this number drops by about % due to the decrease in tank length
for each individual tank which leads to a higher surface-to-volume ratio and a higher
tank wall area and hence weight. Due to the twin tanks the overall tank length increases
furthermore with about m. When considering multiple small tank on top of the cabin (
in total) the gravimetric efficiency dropped down to about -% due to the very small
diameters of the multiple tanks. As a consequence of this very small diameter and the
corresponding significant increase in surface-to-volume ration a higher storage pressure
(up to  bars for the smallest tanks) is needed which explains the sharp increase in tank
weight.
A single tank with MLI insulation did not show a markable improvement in tank gravi-
metric efficiency compared to the single foam based tanks but the length of the tank was
significantly reduced as a lower storage pressure was feasible.
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Figure .. Tank length for the single tank option for a regional airliner.
.. Long range transport aircraft
Figure . shows a typical gravimetric efficiency curve for the long range transport air-
craft as reported in the next chapter. Seen the large diameters for all considered fuselages
(compared to the .m for the regional airliner) a virtually constant gravimetric efficiency
of around % was found for all designs, regardless of tank diameter and fuel mass to be
stored. Even though a more detailed analysis of very large diameter tanks is required to
make the conclusion final, this seems to be the upper bound for the gravimetric efficiency
of tanks for large long range transport aircraft. The figure also shows that the design vent-
ing pressure is close to . to . bar whereas a pressure rise up to at least  bar had to be
sustained for the optimal regional airliner tanks. This lower design pressure entails a sig-
nificant reduction in weight of the ’pressure vessel’. It has to be verified however whether
the additional tank loads do not impose reinforcements leading to extra weight.
Seen the large size of the tanks for this particular application, the design proved to be
almost independent of the fuselage diameter. For diameters ranging from about . to
. diameter the variation in tank gravimetric efficiency is in the order of -%. A similar
variation in tank weight is found for a large variety of fuel masses. For fuel masses per
tank of  to  tons the maximum difference in gravimetric efficiency was found to be in
the order of %.
Tanks with MLI did not show an improvement over foam tanks for this application ei-
ther as far as gravimetric efficiency is concerned. They did however result in a slightly
smaller tank length. As the rapid boil-off in case of a vacuum loss (Allidieris & Janin,
b) presents a critical issue that cannot be accepted for an aircraft application, they
are therefore not considered in the remainder of the work.

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Figure .. Tank gravimetric efficiency for a long range transport aircraft.
. Conclusion
This chapter presents an overview of the tank sizing and design for liquid hydrogen trans-
port aircraft based on an extensive literature review of the subject. The review shows that
integral cylindrical tanks with external insulation are the preferred tanks for aviation.
For this type of tank the appropriate material classes for both the tank wall and the insu-
lation system are chosen. The tank structural, load bearing material will most likely be an
aluminum alloy to deal with hydrogen permeation and embrittlement issues. Some data
is found on composite materials but this was judged to be too limited to be reliable. After
all a linerless composite tank will most likely be prone to hydrogen permeation.
Once all the materials are selected, the sizing methods for the tank are described. A model
for the pressure fluctuation in the tank is adopted and both the mechanical and the ther-
mal design are accounted for. Finally, it is shown that the tank volume determination is
not as straightforward as it seems at first sight. The density at which the hydrogen can be
stored is function of both the filling pressure and the venting pressure for which the wall
is designed.
In a final section the design method is applied to two different types of aircraft repre-
senting a wide range of aircraft sizes and flight conditions. For smaller aircraft, the tank
integration is a key issue as shown by the wide variation in gravimetric efficiency between
the ideal case of one single tank and the optimal configuration from an integration point
of view. If several tanks on top of the fuselage are adopted a drop of around % in gravi-
metric efficiency was found, nearly doubling the tank mass. For the type of aircraft under
consideration in the next chapter, the gravimetric efficiency was found to be nearly con-
stant, around -% for a wide range of fuel masses. The large diameter of the fuselage
allows the tank to be designed for a relatively low venting pressure in the order of . bar,
which leads to a relatively low specific mass for the tank (compared to the regional air-
liner).
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Large long range transport aircraft with
hydrogen fuel
As the weight reduction that can be obtained through hydrogen increases with fuel load,
large long range transport aircraft seem at first sight a promising aircraft class for conver-
sion. It has however been shown (Astaburuaga et al. () and Westenberger (b))
that the main challenge for this category is to meet geometric airport constraints without
a performance penalty. As the potential market for this category is likely to increase in
time due to airport congestion (Airbus, ), large long range type of aircraft are investi-
gated in detail in this chapter.
Designs for two classes of large aircraft are reported for both kerosene and hydrogen fuel.
The aircraft performance as well as operating costs are compared. For the operating cost
comparison a fuel price per energy content is used to account for the difference in lower
heating value. The hydrogen fueled aircraft designs aremade for polyurethane foam insu-
lation only as the differences with rohacell were shown to be small for this class of aircraft.
In contrast to the approach adopted in the Cryoplane study, where a common wing size
and shape was adopted for both fuels, the wing is optimized for each fuel individually
here through a parametric study on wing area and aspect ratio. For all of the designs, the
lift-to-drag ratio is increased by % and the aircraft structural weight is reduced by .% to
account for the time frame in which the aircraft will be adopted. A similar approach was
also adopted in the Cryoplane study (see amongst others Astaburuaga et al. () and
Astaburuaga & van Holten ()). Further projections of these factors for more advanced
timeframes can be found in Svensson ().
As it is the cornerstone of the design process, the design mission is laid down in section
.. As the thermodynamic design of the engine will be common to all aircraft designs, the
engine selection is covered next. Using the same specific thrust and fuel consumption the
engine is scaled according to the thrust required in each point of the parametric aircraft
studies of the wing. Seen the number of design points in the executed parametric studies
it was namely not feasible to optimize the engine for each point. Section . describes
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the values adopted for the various parameters needed in the engine design point calcu-
lations and comments on the trade-studies performed to select the final design point.
Once the performance of the engine is established, the conventional long range aircraft
designs are reported (section .). Two different categories of aircraft are adopted, a 
passenger and a  passenger aircraft. For each of the categories the results of the wing
parametric studies are given for kerosene and hydrogen fuel and a comparison between
both is made. Section . gives the influence of advances in technology and cruise alti-
tude restrictions on the designs for both categories of aircraft. After this, section .details
the twin fuselage design for the very large long range transport aircraft. A description of
the concept is given and the results of the executed design are detailed. Before wrapping
up this chapter and summarizes the outcome of the investigation in section ., the fuel
pre-heat cycle is briefly assessed.
. Design mission
As the design process of an aircraft is centered around its mission specification great care
must be taken to ensure the selection of an adequate specification. New transport air-
craft design studies are therefore usually preceded by an extensive market and econom-
ical analysis before pinning down the final set of requirements the aircraft must comply
with. As this falls outside the scope of this work, the mission specifications used here are
adopted from Oelkers et al. (b) and Oelkers et al. (b). Both documents detail the
missions requirements laid down by Airbus for the long range transport aircraft design
studies performed in the Cryoplane project where a detailed selection of different aircraft
classes was made. Two different long range missions are utilized to represent both single
and double deck wide body aircraft currently in operation.
The large, long range aircraft category is representative for current single deck wide body
aircraft like the Airbus A or the Boeing . The aircraft of this class typically house
between  and  passengers and have a design range that usually falls between 
and  nm. Cruise Mach numbers for this type of aircraft range from . to . (Oelk-
ers & Prenzel, ). The very large long range aircraft on the other hand is indicative
for double deck aircraft that can transport between  and  passengers over a range
higher than  nm. The cruise Mach numbers for this type of aircraft lies between .
and . (Oelkers & Prenzel, ). In this work a capacity of  passengers in a  class
layout is utilized for the large long range category. The very large long range category air-
craft is designed for  passengers in a  class layout. Both aircraft fly at Mach . and
have a design range of  nm. Figure . shows the destinations that can be reached
from various airports with this range. Everything north of the black line is a possible des-
tination when departing from Heathrow airport . The red line shows the limit from New
Thedifferent classes utilized in theCryoplane projectwere chosen so that they encompass all subsonic
passenger aircraft (Oelkers & Prenzel, ).
As shown in section . the hydrogen fueled version of the large long range aircraft has a double deck
layout whereas the very large long range aircraft with hydrogen requires  decks. In the remainder of this
work, the aircraft are therefore referred to as large long range and very large long range rather than single
and double deck.
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York, whereas the blue and green line are located at a great circle distance of  nm
from Los Angeles and Sidney respectively.
Figure .. Operational capability of the designed aircraft.
To mitigate the financial risks involved with the decision to start a new design project
a ’family approach’ is usually adopted. Possible future stretch and shrink versions, ob-
tained by plugging in or removing fuselage frames are taken into account in the prelim-
inary phases of the design. For each of the aircraft categories laid down in Oelkers &
Prenzel (),  additional family members are considered besides the baseline. The first
family member is obtained by stretching the fuselage to house an additional % of pas-
sengers. The aircraft should have the same structure as the baseline but has a reduced
range. The third third family member is an aircraft designed to cover the range of the
baseline aircraft range with the payload of the stretched version. The fourth (and op-
tional) member is the shrink version that is designed for a % lower passenger capacity
but with an increased range.
To slightly simplify the designs, only two family members are considered in this work:
the baseline and the stretch version. The stretch version is taken into account as it will
partially determine the geometry of both the wing and the fuselage. The number of pas-
sengers abreast for the baseline version will namely depend on the fuselage of the stretch
version. The dimensions of the stretch version should after all be compatible with run-
ways and gates of existing airports. As such it should fit in the so-called  by  by 
airport gate box. This box of m wide and long and  feet high imposes an upper limit
on the aircraft size for airports of category F. As the stretch version is furthermore de-
signed for a longer range, it must be assured that the fuel storage capacity of the wing is
sufficient to fly its mission. As such a costly redesign of the wing in a later stage is avoided.
. Engine Design
As the aircraft of this work are designed for a considerable range, the preferred propul-
sion system type is a high bypass ratio turbofan. For this type of engine, two layouts are
possible: a two spool layout with a booster on the low pressure shaft and a three spool
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layout. As the three spool layout leads to a significantly shorter engine, which implies a
lower aircraft drag, this option has been selected.
Turbofans of long range transport aircraft typically have  points that need to be consid-
ered in the cycle selection (Saravanamuttoo, ). The engine is usually designed for
minimum specific fuel consumption (SFC) in cruise. At top of climb however it will op-
erate at its highest non-dimensional rating, leading to the highest relative spool speeds
(N/
$
Tt ) and pressure ratios for the compressors. The non-dimensional mass flow will
also be the highest at this point which implies that the throat of the inlet is sized for mass
flow requirements at top of climb. During takeoff on the other hand, the highest temper-
atures will be reached as well as the highest absolute spool speed. This point therefore
determines the amount of turbine cooling air and sets the size of the shaft (Saravana-
muttoo, ). Following Rollin (), the beginning of cruise is set here to a relative
corrected fan speed of %. Top of climb is fixed at % and takeoff is the reference point
(%).
The final design point of the engine will be a compromise that complies with all require-
ments at all points. It is however not possible to perform the design at all three points
at the same time so that one point has to be chosen as the design point and the perfor-
mance of the engine at the other points is checked to see if the specifications are satisfied.
If this is not the case an iteration is made until the design meets all requirements. Seen
the great range of the envisaged aircraft, the cruise point is selected as the design point
with the objective of minimal SFC. The engine is then sized for each point of the aircraft
design studies to ensure the required flow capability at top of climb and it is verified if suf-
ficient thrust is available at takeoff as explained in section B.. Below the selection of the
design point parameters is reviewed in subsection ... Then the results of the trade-off
studies to fix the final design point are given (subsection ..).
.. Selection of the design point parameters
As the cruise rating is chosen for the design of the engine, relatively moderate values need
to be chosen for the pressure ratios of the compressors as well as the turbine inlet tem-
perature (TIT). After all, the pressure ratios and the TIT will be higher during both top
of climb and takeoff due to the higher non-dimensional spool speed and ambient tem-
perature respectively. The values chosen for the most important design point parameters
adopted in this work are described below. An overview of the parameters that need to be
specified for design point calculations can be found in Table C..
The ram recovery of the inlet is set to .. This fairly high value is assumed to reflect
the high bypass ratios of the design. After all, only a relatively small fraction of the total
airflow rate through the engine will be in contact with the inlet. The value is furthermore
consistent with Figure C., which is adopted from Jackson ().
Seen the high bypass ratio of the designs, the inner and outer part of the fan are consid-
ered separately. As explained in section C.. the inner fan pressure ratio and efficiency
As the ambient pressure is the highest at takeoff conditions this point will usually also set the casing
thickness. This will however not be considered here.
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are taken as a fraction of the outer fan values. The pressure ratio is set to % of the outer
fan pressure ratio following Cumpsty (). Seen its strong influence on the engine per-
formance, a trade-off study is performed to select the optimum outer fan pressure ratio
of the specific designs. After all, the fan pressure ratio affects both the exhaust velocity of
both the bypass and the core nozzle. A higher outer fan pressure ratio results in a higher
bypass nozzle exhaust velocity but in a lower core nozzle exhaust velocity seen the higher
power required from the LP turbine. A careful selection is thus required.
An increase in stage loading of a compressor stage implies a loss in efficiency (Philpot
() and Walsh & Fletcher ()). The polytropic efficiencies of the fan are therefor
varied with the fan pressure ratio even though polytropic efficiency can be judged as a
technology factor and can normally be held constant for cycle comparisons with varying
pressure ratios (Saravanamuttoo et al., ). The variations adopted in this work are
derived from Figure .. The higher line of Figure . is selected for the designs in this
work which is in line with values given in Walsh & Fletcher (). The outer fan pressure
ratio is varied between . and . in the trade-off studies. The lower limit is selected to
ensure that the fan pressure ratio stays above . throughout the flight cycle. For lower fan
pressure ratios, a variable fan pitch or a variable area nozzle is namely needed to ensure
an a satisfactory engine stability and fan surge margin. The fan nozzle will no longer
be chocked for lower values which results in large variations in operating line between
cruise and takeoff (Zimbrick & Colehour, ). Even though the figure indicates values
up to about  for the single stage fan pressure ratios, the design point value is limited to .
in this work in order to keep the fan pressure ratio at top of climb below .which is often
judged to be the practical limit for single stage fans (Rizvi () and Walsh & Fletcher
()).
Figure .. Effect of stage loading on compressor efficiency, adopted from Philpot ().
The overall pressure ratio of the engine is set to . This moderate value is adopted for
several reasons. First of all, the pressure ratio of all the compressors will be higher at
both takeoff and top of climb. Secondly, increasing the overall pressure ratio leads to
smaller compressor blades for the last stages. As the bypass ratios under consideration
are fairly high, this could lead to problems in the gaspath design of the high pressure
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compressor despite the high value adopted for the hub to tip ratio of the last HPC stage
(. see section C..). A higher bypass ratio will namely lead to a lower mass flow rate
through the engine core and thus also to lower blade heights for a given axial velocity in
the compressor. As the HPC is furthermore driven by a single stage HP turbine, this would
also lead to an unrealistically high RPM of the HP spool. The OPR is finally also limited
as it is intended to use the same engine cycle for both fuels to allow a fair ground for
comparison between both fuels in a first assessment. As liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
require smaller engines, this also restricts the allowable value for the OPR in the light of
the previous reflections.
As a three spool engine is considered the distribution of the core pressure ratio between
the intermediate and the high pressure compressor need to be chosen. Values close to
unity are often found (for instance inDoulgeris ()). Cumpsty () however indicates
the use of a slightly higher pressure ratio for the HPC. As the IPC also needs to be driven by
a single stage turbine, which will be at a lower rotational speed than the HPT, this practice
is adopted here too. The ratio of the HPC to IPC pressure ratio is therefore taken as ..
As this results in pressure ratios between  and  for both compressors, variable geometry
will not be needed in either of the compressors (Ramsden, a).
The polytropic efficiency of both the HPC and IPC are set to . which is according
to Walsh & Fletcher () in line with the stage loading of . selected for the gas path
calculations (see section C..).
The selection of the β parameter (see Appendix C) does not play a role in the design point
calculations but it affects the off-design performance of the engine. As it was found that
the IPC tended to surge when β was set to its standard value of . (Kurzke, b) the
design point value was set to . for all of the considered cases.
The combustion chamber efficiency is set to . which is a typical value for modern
combustion chambers during cruise operation (Jackson, ). The combustion cham-
ber pressure drop on the other hand is taken as % of the combustor inlet pressure. The
turbine inlet temperature is chosen in the next section.
For the turbine polytropic efficiencies a value of . is adopted which is a fairly high
value seen the high stage loadings adopted for the design of all turbines (see section
C..). However, the turbine efficiency should be regarded as a cold flow efficiency where
the losses due to the introduction of the cooling air are not included. They are accounted
for by the adopted cooling air model (see section C..). Higher values can furthermore
be found in studies on advanced cycles (Doulgeris, ). The choice of turbine efficien-
cies is therefore reasonable but ambitious. For the LPT a slightly lower efficiency (.) is
adopted to reflect the higher stage loading that was assumed for this turbine.
Finally, as explained in section C.., the amount of cooling air required to keep the metal
temperature of the blades and vanes of theHP and IP turbine is variedwith the turbine in-
let temperature. A metal temperature of  K is imposed for the cycle calculations. This
value was adopted after several iterations to obtain a metal temperature at takeoff (the
sizing point for the cooling air circuit) below  K which is approximately the highest
temperature that current turbine materials can sustain (Kurzke, ).
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.. Engine trade-off studies
As explained previously, tradeoff studies are performed to select the final design point
for the engine. The turbine inlet temperature and the fan pressure ratio and bypass ratio
are the main parameters which are used in the tradeoff studies in this work. Below the
choice of the final values for these parameters is elucidated. First however the effect of
the overall pressure ratio is indicated. This is shown on Figure . which gives the engine
specific fuel consumption in function of specific thrust for an overall pressure ratio of 
and  for various combinations of outer fan pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature
for kerosene fuel.
Figure .. The effect of engine overall pressure ratio on performance.
As the figure shows, the turbine inlet temperature (for a given overall and fan pressure
ratio) must be selected as a compromise between engine efficiency and engine size (and
thus drag). A higher turbine inlet temperature increases the consumption of the engine
but leads to a smaller, lighter and less draggy engine. As the cooling air flow is adapted
to keep the metal temperature at  K regardless of the turbine inlet temperature, the
turbine life is more or less constant over the range of turbine inlet temperature shown
on the figure. For a TIT in cruise of  K this leads to slightly less than % of the
compressor delivery pressure being bled off for cooling air. At  K however over %
of cooling air is needed. It is assumed here that all cooling air is taken from the HPC exit.
In reality the IPT cooling air will be tapped off at lower pressures to reduce the amount
of work spent on the cooling air. Bleeding air from an intermediate compressor position
The effect of higher temperature gradients and thus thermal stresses on low cycle fatigue is neglected
here.
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will however require an adaptation of the compressormap for accuratemodeling (Kurzke,
). As appropriate maps are not available this is not considered here. Seen the small
amounts of IPT cooling compared to HPT cooling, omitting this only has a small impact
on the cycle results.
Figure . also indicates that increasing the overall pressure ratio (from black to blue)
entails a similar compromise. For a given combination of fan pressure ratio and turbine
inlet temperature, the SFC is reduced when increasing the OPR but the specific thrust
also falls. For a given turbine inlet temperature, the specific fuel consumption decreases
for increasing fan pressure ratios. If the fan pressure ratio is however raised to a too high
value, the core nozzle is no longer choked as too much work is extracted by the fan from
the LPT. At this point the specific fuel consumption increases again as shown on Figure
. for the lowest turbine inlet temperatures.
Figure . shows that a similar trade-off is required for the bypass ratio of the engine. The
figure shows a similar carpet plot for bypass ratios ,  and  for the hydrogen fueled
engines. Increasing the bypass ratio leads to a lower specific thrust and thus a bigger
engine. The fuel consumption is however reduced.
Figure .. The effect of engine bypass ratio on performance.
A comparison between Figures . and . indicates the effect of using hydrogen on the
engine cycle. For kerosene the core nozzle is already unchoked at a fan pressure ratio of
. to . for a TIT of  K at an overall pressure ratio of  (blue curve on Figure .).
When hydrogen is used as a fuel on the other hand the nozzle does not unchoke up to
Gasturb allows the specification of an enthalpy fraction for the bleed air without adapting the com-
pressor maps (Kurzke, b). The air is then assumed to have consumed only the imposed fraction of the
compressor work.
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fan pressure ratios higher than . at the same BPR, OPR and TIT (black curves on Figure
.. This is a direct consequence of the different composition of the combustion gases
as explained in section .. The figure also shows that the specific fuel consumption is
reduced by about .%. The energy specific fuel consumption increases by about  to
% which is in line with the values found in literature (Boggia (), Corchero & Mon-
tañés () and Svensson ()). Roughly half of that increase could be recuperated by
increasing the turbine inlet temperature to  K as would be feasible in a conventional
cycle by the introduction of a heat exchanger in the exhaust pipe (Corchero & Montañés,
). If the engine would be designed for a constant thrust rather than for constant TIT,
the energy specific fuel consumption of the engine could even be reduced slightly as the
turbine inlet temperature would drop by  to  K, as shown in Verstraete et al. (a).
As the main objective for a turbofan for a long range transport aircraft is minimum SFC
during cruise, a relatively low turbine inlet temperature is adopted to keep the fuel con-
sumption within reason. A value of  K is assumed here which leads to the engine
performance given in Table ..
Table .. Engine performance for kerosene and hydrogen fuel.
Kerosene Hydrogen
BPR  BPR  BPR  BPR 
Cruise TIT [K]    
SFC [g/kN/s] . . . .
FN , spec[m/s] . . . .
Top of Climb TIT [K]    
BPR . . . .
OPR . . . .
Takeoff TIT [K]    
BPR [-] . . . .
OPR [-] . . . .
FN , spec[m/s] . . . .
. Conventional aircraft
As explained previously two different classes of long range aircraft will be investigated. A
 passengers and a  passenger aircraft will be considered and for each aircraft type
a wing parametric study will be performed. As the passenger capacity does not change, a
common fuselage cabin is used for each design of the parametric study. The fuselage di-
mensions are therefore given first. Then the results of the wing parametric studies for the
large long range transport aircraft are given. Both kerosene and hydrogen fueled versions
are covered before switching to the very large long range aircraft class.
For the kerosene fueled aircraft this implies a common fuselage, for the hydrogen fueled aircraft how-
ever, the length of the fuselage is adapted to the fuel required for the mission. Hence the fuselage slightly
changes.
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.. Fuselage dimensions
A detailed design of the fuselage of large and very large long range transport aircraft
was made for both kerosene and hydrogen fuel in the Cryoplane study by the univer-
sity of Delft (Astaburuaga & van Holten (), Krijnen et al. () and Astaburuaga et al.
()). As calculations of the fuselage dimensions by the author resulted in values that
were very close to the designs of Delft University, the fuselage for the conventional de-
signs is adopted from these references. Figure . shows the fuselage of the baseline and
the stretch kerosene fueled large long range transport aircraft. As can be seen from the
figure, the baseline version can transport up to  passengers in a high density layout
whereas the stretch version carries up to  passengers in the same layout. As the length
of the stretch hydrogen version would be exceeding the  m gatebox constraint due to
the location of the fuel tanks inside the fuselage a double deck layout is required for the
hydrogen fueled large long range transport aircraft.
Figure .. The cabin of the baseline version and stretched version of the large long
range transport aircraft with kerosene, adopted from Astaburuaga & van Holten ().
Figure . shows the cross-section of the fuselage of the very large long range transport
aircraft for hydrogen (left) and kerosene. The kerosene fueled version has a (conven-
tional) double deck layout whereas the hydrogen fueled version requires a triple deck.
Even with this triple deck layout the fuselage length almost exceeds the airport box con-
straint which makes a future stretch version impossible.
The main characteristics of the fuselages of both classes are indicated in Table .. These
characteristics are retained here except for the fuselage length for the hydrogen fueled
aircraft. As the engines adopted here differ from the ones used in the Cryoplane study, a
different fuel mass will be obtained for a given mission. The fuselage length is therefore
adapted keeping the cabin length constant and increasing or reducing the size of the fuel
tanks in front and aft of the cabin.
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Figure .. Fuselage cross section for the very large long range transport aircraft,
adopted from Astaburuaga et al. ().
Table .. Fuselage characteristics for the large and very large transport aircraft, derived
from Astaburuaga & van Holten () and Astaburuaga et al. ().
 passengers  passengers
Kerosene Hydrogen Kerosene Hydrogen
Fuselage length [m] . .  
Fuselage width [m] . . . .
Fuselage height [m] . . . .
Seats abreast First Class -- -- (LD) -- (UD) -- (MD)
Business Class -- -- (UD) -- (LD) -- (MD)
Tourist Class -- -- (UD) -- (UD) -- (UD)
-- (LD) -- (LD) -- (LD)
.. Wing Parametric Study for the large long range
transport aircraft
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, the wings of the kerosene and hydrogen
fueled aircraft are sized independently of one another, in contrast to the minimal change
approach that was adopted for the Cryoplane study where a common wing was utilized
for both fuels. For each of the fuels a wing parametric study is thus executed to find the
optimum combination of wing area and wing aspect ratio. After all, the fuel consumption
of the engines is completely different and the wing of the hydrogen fueled aircraft is not
restricted in size by the need to store the mission fuel. The figure of merit used in these
studies is the direct operating cost of the aircraft which is determined for a mission with
a range of  nm with  flights per year (Oelkers et al. (b) and Oelkers et al.
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(a)). As the design point for both fuels is virtually insensitive to the load factor, a load
factor of . is assumed for all direct operating cost calculations. Below, first the results for
the kerosene fueled aircraft will be given. The outcome of the parametric study is detailed
for hydrogen next, before comparing both fuels.
... Kerosene fueled aircraft
The direct operating cost for the large long range kerosene aircraft with BPR  engines is
shown on Figure .. The figure shows contour levels of cost per seat mile for a fuel price
of . $/MJ (approximately . $/gallon). This high price level is chosen as representative
for a timeframe in the future. However, even if both the absolute level of the DOC as
well as the share of fuel in the costs obviously change with the assumed fuel price, the
design point hardly moves with fuel price for all of the considered cases, except for very
low (historical) fuel prices down to . $/gallon. This is shown for this particular aircraft
on Figure .. As similar observations are made for the other cases, the corresponding
figures of the later case are not given here. A common design point for all fuel price levels
is therefore adopted for each of the case studies.
Besides the DOC levels the figure also shows several restrictions on the design space, as
detailed in section B.. of Appendix B. The full thick black line represents the lower limit
on the wing size imposed by the need to store the fuel. The line gives the boundary where
the wing fuel capacity equals the fuel needed to fly a mission of % of the design range
with reduced payload (keeping the maximum takeoff mass of the aircraft constant). The
dashed black line on the other hand indicates the buffet limit explained in section B...
The white lines on the plot finally indicate levels of approach speeds in knots. After all,
the aircraft must not complicate the traffic control near the airport. Its approach speed
should therefore be close to the approach speed of other aircraft. As proposed in Oelkers
et al. (c), a limit of  kts is adopted for both aircraft categories. To allow a fair
comparison the approach speed is calculated at the weight where half the mission fuel
is consumed. The areas of the design space that are restricted by one or more constraints
are shaded on Figure .. This practice will be adopted for the remainder of this text.
Finally the white dot on the figure indicates the design point for the aircraft which is the
pointwhere all boundaries are respected that yields theminimal operating cost. As shown
here, this point lies at a wing area of m2 and an aspect ratio of ..
As the direct operating costs are a function of both the fuel weight (and thus cost) as well
as the aircraft initial purchase price (which is mainly function of the takeoffweight), both
the fuel weight and the takeoffweight are given on Figure ..
The resulting plots for the parametric study are very similar for engines with a BPR of .
They are therefore omitted here. The outcome is summarized for both fuels in Table ..
The table gives results for both a stepped cruise and a constant altitude cruise option.
As can be seen from the Table, the benefit in specific fuel consumption from the BPR 
engines is not reflected by a reduction in takeoffweight for either the constant altitude or
the stepped cruise climb. This is due to the decrease in lift to drag ratio, resulting from the
larger dimensions and thus higher drag of the higher bypass ratio engines. As the weight
during the flight is more or less similar for both bypass ratios, the higher bypass ratio
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Figure .. Direct operating costs for the kerosene fueled long range transport aircraft
equipped with BPR  turbofans, for a fuel price of . $/MJ.
(a) DOC at . $/MJ (b) DOC at . $/MJ
Figure .. DOC for low and high fuel price scenario.
engines need to provide a higher thrust throughout the whole flight. The final outcome is
that the fuel consumption for the flight increases for the higher bypass ratio, which leads
to a higher all up weight. As this is the case for both the constant altitude and stepped
cruise flight, it cannot be attributed to a different stepped climb pattern. After all, in the
simulations the aircraft is allowed to climb as soon as the specific range is improved at a
higher altitude (provided that the engine cruise thrust is sufficient). This entails that the
aircraft will climb relatively straightforward to the maximum imposed altitude for some
points of the investigated area whereas for other points a relatively long time is spent at
low altitudes. This cruise altitude adaptation flexibility is clearly not available in a real
flight (unless for very scarcely used routes) where traffic control will give the green light
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(a) WTO (b) WF
Figure .. Takeoff and fuel mass for the kerosene fueled large long range transport
aircraft with BPR  turbofans.
Table .. Design point characteristics for the long range transport aircraft with kerosene
fuel.
Stepped Cruise Constant Altitude
BPR  BPR  BPR  BPR 
Wing Area [m2]    
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . . .
TakeoffWeight [kg ]    
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]    
Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . . .
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . . .
Engine Length [m] . . . .
Engine Diameter [m] . . . .
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . . .
or not to climb to the optimum altitude. To ensure that it will not bias the results the
constant altitude cases are also given.
The higher thrust in Table . is mainly a consequence of the higher thrust lapse rate with
both speed and altitude for the higher bypass ratio engines. The bigger diameter is a
direct result of the higher BPR whereas the increase in length is an indirect outcome. As
the fan tip speed was limited to a specific speed (see Appendix C), the higher diameter fan
will operate at a lower RPM, thus forcing the LPT to turn slower. As a consequence extra
LPT stages are required, leading to a (sometimes sharp) increase in length. In general two
extra LPT stages were required. Sometimes even three. Although it is realized that this
might be cured by changing the details of the gas path calculations in a trade-off study, it
falls outside the scope of this work. As the main goal is a comparison between kerosene
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and hydrogen fueled aircraft, it is believed that this will not change the conclusions. In a
more detailed step later on, this could however be adapted.
For the kerosene fueled aircraft, a restriction on its flight level to  ft leads to an in-
crease in takeoff weight in the order of  to %. As a consequence the empty weight in-
creases by about half that value. The fuel penalty is however significant and falls around
%. To provide sufficient thrust for the aircraft, the net thrust has to increase by about
%.
... Hydrogen fueled aircraft
For the hydrogen fueled large long range transport aircraft a similar study was executed.
The DOC results of that study are given on Figure .. The figure clearly looks different
as the fuel storage limit on the wing size is no longer present. Instead of one single buffet
limit  lines are now plotted, representing (from left to right) %, % and % of the
lift coefficient to which kerosene fueled aircraft are limited to avoid buffeting of the wing.
After all, as indicated in Chapter  it is not clear to what extent the presence of fuel acts
as a damper. The results for hydrogen fueled aircraft are therefore given here for two
buffet limit levels, % and %. Both design points are indicated on the figure. Table .
summarizes the results for the % buffet limit, whereas the  % case is given in Table
..
Figure .. Direct operating costs for the hydrogen fueled long range transport aircraft
equipped with BPR  turbofans, for a fuel price of . $/MJ.
Despite what the figure might suggest by the reduction in wing area of around  to  per-
cent, the aircraft characteristics remain very similar. Fuel, takeoff and operating empty
weights are virtually identical suggesting that the buffet limit assumption is not as critical
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as it looks at first sight. If it would prove to be an issue, it can be catered for by an increase
in wing area that will not significantly affect the operational characteristics of the aircraft.
As an alternative the wing might have to be ’beefed’ up to increase the structural rigidity,
leading to a small penalty in wing weight, as will be discussed in section . for the twin
fuselage aircraft wing.
Table .. Design point characteristics for the long range transport aircraft with
hydrogen fuel at % buffet.
Stepped Cruise Constant Altitude
BPR  BPR  BPR  BPR 
Wing Area [m2]    
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . . .
TakeoffWeight [kg ]    
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]    
Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . . .
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . . .
Engine Length [m] . . . .
Engine Diameter [m] . . . .
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . . .
Table .. Design point characteristics for the long range transport aircraft with
hydrogen fuel at % buffet.
Stepped Cruise Constant Altitude
BPR  BPR  BPR  BPR 
Wing Area [m2]    
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . . .
TakeoffWeight [kg ]    
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]    
Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . . .
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . . .
Engine Length [m] . . . .
Engine Diameter [m] . . . .
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . . .
The results for the hydrogen fueled aircraft show that for this mission, the BPR  en-
gine proves to be the best choice, despite its slightly bigger dimensions. This is mainly
a consequence of the fact that the engines are dimensioned for landing rather than top
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of climb, as was also discovered by Brewer (). This leads to a thrust level that is very
similar for both engines. As a consequence, the lower specific fuel consumption of the
higher bypass ratio engines pays off and leads to a fuel reduction in the order of  ton (-
%). Consequently the aircraft with the BPR  engines has a slightly lower takeoff and
operating empty weight.
... Comparison between both fuels
A comparison betweenboth fuels for the stepped climb case shows that the takeoffweight
for the hydrogen fueled aircraft is about % lower than when kerosene would be used.
The empty weight increases slightly (with maximum around %) due to the heavy fuel
tanks, but is in the same order of magnitude for both fuels. The most remarkable differ-
ence, as expected, lies in the fuel weight which is  to % lower. Due to the different
design point for the engines, the thrust level drops with % for the BPR engines and
even % for the BPR  engines. Due to the lower fuel weight, wing area can be reduced
by about % whereas aspect ratios remain more or less the same.
The results differ from what was found in the Cryoplane study. The conclusion of Cry-
oplane for the long range transport aircraft class were a takeoffweight reduction of  per-
cent at an operational empty weight of % higher. The fuel weight decreased by about
% whereas the takeoff thrust remained the same. Even though the difference can be
partially attributed to the different models and engine decks (in the Cryoplane study a
Trent  was used), a significant share comes from the reduction in wing area whereas
in the Cryoplane study the wing area was held constant.
As the direct operating costs were used as a figure of merit to select the design point,
they are compared for both fuels here too. Figure . shows the direct operating costs for
kerosene and hydrogen in function of the fuel price. For hydrogen  levels are given. The
first level, named ’H’ in the legend indicates the direct operating costs if no increase in
aircraft acquisition and maintenance cost has to be paid due to the hydrogen fuel. The
second and third level on the other hand give the direct operating costs for a  respec-
tively % increase in aircraft acquisition and maintenance costs.
The figure indicates a clear advantage for hydrogen and shows that for all considered
prices, hydrogen becomes economically competitive even when a much higher price per
energy content is paid. Even if the maintenance and acquisition costs would be %
higher, the direct operating costs for hydrogen are still competitive for a much higher fuel
price. Similar results are obtained with the second method, but they are more obscured
by the need to assume a number of aircraft produced as well as a production rate. They
are therefore omitted here. A change in BPR from  to  for the comparison also leads
to results that were very alike. The difference is even slightly higher as the BPR  version
for hydrogen showed better performance whereas the BPR  version for kerosene turned
out to be worse. The case presented here is therefor judged to be conservative within the
validity of the DOC model adopted. As the slope of the DOC for kerosene is higher than
that of hydrogen fuel, the figure furthermore indicates that the advantage of hydrogen
will become more distinct if fuel prices (of both fuels rise).
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Figure .. Direct operating costs for both fuels for a range of fuel prices.
.. Wing Parametric Study for the very large long range
transport aircraft
A similar study was set up for the very large long range aircraft class. As the buffet limit
proved to be less of an issue than could be thought at first sight, results for hydrogen will
only be given for the % buffet limit case. The differences between both buffet margins
namely only amount to about % in takeoff and operating empty weight and  % in fuel
weight. Wing sizes are still significantly different, so both design points will be given on
the figures for all considered cases. As similar differences are found between the constant
altitude and stepped cruise cases as for the  passenger design (percentage wise), only
the stepped climb cases are given here.
Figure . shows the direct operating cost contour plots for both kerosene and hydrogen
fuel. As can be seen from the figure, they differ from the  passengers case. The main
difference is the restriction of a wing span of meters which prohibits the use of the up-
per right area of the domain. For the hydrogen fueled aircraft, the contour lines also tend
to be more wavy, which is partly due to the discretization of the domain but also to a large
extent due to the change in fuselage length between the different points of the plot. Seen
the higher fuel load bigger adaptations to the fuselage length are needed compared to the
 pax case presented earlier resulting in a difference of slightly over  meter between
the point with the lowest fuel weight and the one with the highest one. Table . summa-
rizes the design point data for both fuels and both bypass ratios. The data for hydrogen
represents the % buffet limit case as discussed earlier.
As can be seen from the table, the lower fuel consumption of the BPR  case now pays off
for the kerosene fueled version seen the significantly higher fuel load, resulting in a lower

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(a) kerosene (b) hydrogen
Figure .. DOC for kerosene and hydrogen fueled very large long range transport
aircraft with BPR engines.
Table .. Design point characteristics for the very large long range transport aircraft.
Kerosene Hydrogen
BPR  BPR  BPR  BPR 
Wing Area [m2]    
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . . .
TakeoffWeight [kg ]    
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]    
Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . . .
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . . .
Engine Length [m] . . . .
Engine Diameter [m] . . . .
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . . .
wing area and a reduction in takeoff weight of about % and in fuel weight of about %.
Due to the thrust lapse rate the higher bypass ratio engine still remains bigger and needs
to be designed for a higher take-off thrust. For hydrogen, both bypass ratios turn out to
be similar as the small gain in fuel weight is compensated by the higher engine weight.
More remarkable are the inter-fuel comparisons. The wing area for both fuels in now
almost identical, even for the ’higher’ assumption on buffet limit. The takeoff weight is
reduced by only about - % and the empty weight goes up by approximately %. The
fuel weight is consequently ’only’ about % smaller compared to almost  % for the
 passenger aircraft. The main difference between the results is related to the high fuel
weight, which leads to a significantly higher fuel tank mass than in the large long range
case and reduces the benefits from the adoption of hydrogen. This is reflected in Figure
.by the smaller spacing between the kerosene andhydrogen curves. Hydrogen fuel still
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is competitive at a higher price per energy content, but the price difference is significantly
reduced compared to the long range transport aircraft. Whereas for the large long range
aircraft a  to  times higher fuel price per energy content could be afforded, this factor is
reduced here to  to  times.
Figure .. Direct operating costs for both fuels for a range of fuel prices.
As the fuselage length is furthermore flirting with the m airport box limit, the potential
for this class of aircraft is significantly smaller than for the large long range aircraft. The
twin fuselage concept is therefor investigated in the next section.
. Influence of progress in technology and
cruise altitude restrictions
To analyze to what extent the results of the design studies are influenced by the assump-
tions adopted in this work, the influence of technological progress on the characteristics
of both kerosene and hydrogen fueled aircraft is looked into. After this, the implications
of cruise altitude restrictions to avoid contrails are investigated.
.. Influence of an advancement in technology
As the timeframe in which hydrogen fueled aircraft could be adopted is still several years
or even decades ahead and technology is continuously improving, the influence of tech-
nological progress on the design characteristics is assessed in this section. This will not
only indicate whether the potential for hydrogen fueled aircraft depends strongly on the
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assumed level of technology, it will also reveal whether the sensitivity of the design point
to an increase in technology is higher for one or the other fuel.
Following Liebeck et al. (), Oelkers et al. (c) and Oelkers et al. (d), three dif-
ferent technology factors are incorporated in the modules of the aircraft design platform.
The different factors allow to change the level of technology for aerodynamic properties,
mass characteristics and engine specific fuel consumption. The aerodynamic technology
factor alters the lift-to-drag ratio of the aircraft to the specified level. The mass technol-
ogy factor reduces on the other hand the aircraft structural mass whereas the SFC factor
lowers the engine fuel consumption by the specified value. For each of the technology
factors, a % change has been imposed as this allows to identify the area to which the air-
craft is most sensitive. The lift-to-drag ratio of the aircraft is increased by % whereas the
structural weight and the SFC are reduced by %. Obviously this change is not as easily
obtained for each of the different technologies. Both aerodynamics and engine fuel con-
sumption represent very mature technological fields where a significant improvement is
hard to obtain without a change in aircraft of engine configuration. The structural mass
of the aircraft can on the other hand be expected to change significantly over the coming
decades as a consequence of the adoption of a higher fraction of composite materials for
the load bearing primary structure, as indicated by the recent Boeing .
Tables . and . show the results of this investigation for the kerosene fueled  and
 passengers. Tables . and . on the other hand give the outcome for the  re-
spectively  passengers hydrogen fueled aircraft. For each of the technology factors,
the absolute values of the characteristics as well as the difference with the baseline case
(in %) are given.
Table .. Influence of progress in technology for the  passengers kerosene fueled
aircraft with BPR  engines.
Aerodynamic Mass SFC
Wing Area [m2]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . – . – . –
TakeoffWeight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . -.% . -.% . -.%
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . +.% . -.% . -.%
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . – . +.% . +.%
Table . shows that both the aerodynamic technology factor as well as the SFC factor
have a strong influence on the fuel weight whereas the influence of the mass reduction on
the fuel weight is considerably smaller. However, both the takeoff as well as the operating
empty weight are reduced much more by a reduction in structural mass. All factors con-
sidered, the reduction in structural mass has the highest influence on the overall aircraft
design which is reflected by the strongest reduction in wing area and engine net thrust. As
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the difference between the direct operating costs per seat mile are very small for the dif-
ferent technology factors, even at high fuel price levels, the direct operating costs are not
included in the tables. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the other types of aircraft.
Table .. Influence of progress in technology for the  passengers kerosene fueled
aircraft with BPR  engines.
Aerodynamic Mass SFC
Wing Area [m2]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . – , – . –
TakeoffWeight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . -.% . -.% . -.%
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . +.% . -.% . -.%
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . +.% . +.% . +.%
A comparison between Tables . and . reveals on the other hand that the sensitivity of
the very large long range aircraft is higher for all technology factors. This is especially
noticeable for the mass technology factor.
Table .. Influence of progress in technology for the  passengers hydrogen fueled
aircraft with BPR  engines.
Aerodynamic Mass SFC
Wing Area [m2]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . – . – . –
TakeoffWeight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . -.% . -.% . -.%
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . +.% . -.% . -.%
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . -.% . +.% . +.%
Similar conclusions can be made for the hydrogen fueled aircraft. For the  passenger
aircraft, the influence is of the sameorder ofmagnitude as for the kerosene fueled version,
except for the reduction in fuel weight, which is slightly smaller than for kerosene. For the
 passenger aircraft on the other hand, the gain in performance from the progress in
technology is smaller than for the kerosene fueled equivalent even for themass reduction,
Except for the lift-to-drag ratio where the variations are smaller due to the higher reduction in wing
area on the one hand and the higher relative importance of the fuselage drag on the other hand.

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Table .. Influence of progress in technology for the  passengers hydrogen fueled
aircraft with BPR  engines.
Aerodynamic Mass SFC
Wing Area [m2]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . – , – . –
TakeoffWeight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]  -.%  -.%  -.%
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . -.% . -.% . -.%
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . +.% . -.% . -.%
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . -.% . +.% . +.%
in contrast to what would be expected for this highly constrained design which lead to a
relatively heavy aircraft. The gain is however still higher than for the  LH2 passenger
aircraft.
.. Cruise altitude restrictions
As indicated in section ., the utilization of hydrogen would in any case lead to a signifi-
cantly lower environmental impact compared to kerosene. After all, most of the pollutant
emissions are strongly reduced due to the nature of the fuel. Only the emission level of
water vapor increases by a factor of approximately .. Even though the water vapor itself
only has a small direct contribution to the global warming effect, its indirect contribution
through the formation of contrails could significantly reduce the environmental benefits
of the adoption of hydrogen.
As the current scientific understanding of contrails and their formation is far from com-
plete, especially for hydrogen fueled aircraft, a thorough assessment of contrailmitigation
strategies is not attempted here. However, a reduction in cruise altitude could lead to a
considerably lower frequency of appearance of contrails during flight and as such make
the environmental impact of hydrogen fueled aircraft almost completely disappear, as is
indicated on Figure .. As the figure indicates, the effect of water vapor emissions in-
creases strongly with altitude above nominal flight levels around  km.
However, a restriction in cruise altitudes comes at a price of a higher aircraft mass and
higher mission fuel burn, as indicated on Figure .. Whereas this higher fuel burn leads
to a higher environmental effect for kerosene fueled aircraft, this is not the case for hy-
drogen fueled aircraft.
As Figure . does not include the effect of contrails, a reduction in cruise altitudes will
have an even stronger effect on the environmental impact than shown here. After all,
cruise altitude restrictions have been proposed as contrail mitigation measures, even for

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Figure .. Effect of cruise altitude on environmental impact, adopted from Faass
().
(a) fuel burn (b) MTOM
Figure .. Influence of change in cruise altitude on fuel burn and maximum take-off
mass for medium range hydrogen fueled aircraft, adopted from Svensson ().
kerosene fueled aircraft despite the increase in CO2 emissions (amongst others in Noppel
(), Williams et al. (), Williams & Noland () and Williams et al. ()).
A real measure to avoid contrails completely would either entail a very low cruising al-
titude or require innovative air traffic management (Williams et al. () and Williams
et al. ()). A strong dependence on seasonal and local variations furthermore exists
(Williams & Noland, ). A cruise altitude restriction to  ft is therefor arbitrarily
selected in this thesis as it entails a significant departure from the previously studied al-
titudes. A more detailed analysis of the required altitude restriction is however in order
before final conclusions on the price of contrail avoidance for hydrogen fueled aircraft
can be made. After all, the formation of contrails depends on local weather phenomena
as well as engine efficiency and the emission index of the fuel (amongst others (Noppel
() and Ponater et al. () and Schumann ()).

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Figure . shows the direct operating costs for both the  and the  passenger hy-
drogen fueled aircraft with BPR  engines. As shown on the figure, the wing area is no
longer sized by the buffet limit but by the approach speed. This is a direct consequence
of the higher density at the lower cruising altitude. The figure indicates the approach
speed for a landing with half of the mission fuel present. The assumption of a landing
at mid-fuel mass however yields a strong increase in wing area, compared to the landing
mass at the end of the mission, as shown by the two white dots on the figure. As a landing
at mid-fuel mass will only occur in an emergency situation, it is believed that this would
over-penalize the constant altitude cases. Table . therefore only gives the results for the
actual landing weight at the end of the mission.
(a)  pax (b)  pax
Figure .. DOC for BPR engines at a constant cruise altitude of  ft.
Table .. Influence of progress in technology for the  passengers hydrogen fueled
aircraft with BPR  engines.
 pax  pax
BPR BPR BPR BPR
Wing Area [m2]    
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . . .
TakeoffWeight [kg ]    
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]    
Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . . .
A comparison with the stepped cruise cases shows that the wing area is reduced com-
pared to the original cases as the wing is no longer sized by buffet considerations. A re-
duction between  to % in wing area is found. Due to the higher drag at lower altitude
the fuel mass however increases between  and % for the very large long range aircraft
and between  to % for the large long range aircraft. For both aircraft the higher values

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are found for the BPR  engines. As a consequence of this higher fuel weight, the takeoff
mass is between  and % higher and the operating empty mass rises with  to % despite
the reduction in wing area. These values are in line with the results found for the medium
range aircraft in Svensson ().
. Twin fuselage very large long range
transport aircraft
As a stretch version of the very large long range transport aircraft is impossible due to the
limits imposed by the airport box, an alternative unconventional configuration is consid-
ered here for this particular design. After all, the market potential of the very large long
range aircraft would be greatly reduced if a family could not be built around the baseline
version.
Several unconventional configurations were however already analyzed in the Cryoplane
study (see Sefain ()), and the conclusion was that none of them provided a clearly
identifiable advantage over the conventional configurations (Westenberger, b). Even
so, the unconventional designs were analyzed for medium range aircraft which did not
suffer from the geometrical constraints identified earlier for the very large long range air-
craft. The unconventional configuration from the Cryoplane study that resembles the
twin fuselage configuration selected here the closest is the twin boom configuration that
was analyzed in Sefain () which is shown on Figure ..
Figure .. Twin boom medium-range liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft, adopted from
Sefain & Jones ().
In the brainstorm session to select the unconventional configurations to be analyzed in
the Cryoplane project, this configuration was considered to be very close to the twin fuse-
lage configuration but with an additional safety advantage of separation between the hy-
drogen (stored in wing mounted tanks) and the passengers. It was this safety advantage
that lead to its selection over the twin fuselage concept (Sefain, ). Nonetheless, the
extra drag from the external fuel tanks penalized the aerodynamic characteristics of the
aircraft which made any potential performance improvement disappear. Additionally,

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whichwas not considered in detail in the aircraft designs of theCryoplane study, the small
diameter of the wing tanks would result in strong reduction of the gravimetric efficiency
of the tank or a big increase in tank weight, as was the case for the regional jet aircraft
analyzed in chapter .
The twin fuselage configuration, in the true sense of the word is just the same believed
to offer significant benefits for the very large long range transport aircraft if its perfor-
mance proves to be competitive. Besides enabling the adoption of a family of aircraft, the
aircraft would furthermore probably be cheaper to build than the conventional aircraft
as a consequence of the learning curve effect on price due to the commonality between
the two fuselages as indicated by the cost reduction factors in Moore et al. (). Chiesa
et al. () uses this as themain argument in favor of this configuration for high-capacity
aircraft as the one under consideration.
The concept offers furthermore similar benefits as the spanloader or blending wing body
aircraft but retains configurational andoperational characteristics that aremore like those
of conventional aircraft (Moore et al., ). Synergies furthermore apply to the twin fuse-
lage concept under consideration that also make it a configuration that is often analyzed
for launch vehicles as shown on the figure below and by the configuration of the White
Night aircraft from Scaled Composites which is designed to carry SpaceshipOne.
Figure .. Twin fuselage mothership for a two-stage-to-orbit launch vehicle, adopted
from Coppinger () after Verstraete et al. ().
Below first the possible synergies for this particular application are reviewed. Then the
modifications needed to the aircraft design routine to simulate this configuration are cov-
ered after which the fuselage design is discussed very concisely. Finally the results of the
wing parametric study are given.

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.. Synergies and disadvantages for liquid hydrogen
twin fuselage transport aircraft
Two main synergies can be identified for the twin fuselage configuration for the particular
aircraft under consideration. The most obvious one is the reduction in fuselage length
that can be obtained by dividing the cabin into two cabins of equal size. As mentioned
before, this would restore the potential to develop a family of aircraft for the very large
long range transport aircraft as both fuselages will remain well within the limits from the
airport box.
However, liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft can furthermore also benefit from the reduction
in wing root bending moment due to the outboard placement of the two fuselages as
shown in Figure .. The separation between the fuselages is extra advantageous for
liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft as it will restore the loss of moment alleviation due to the
absence of the fuel in the wing. Obviously the reduction in bending moment will also
be beneficial for other aircraft, but to a lesser extent as some form of wing root bending
moment relief is already present.
(a) Nagel () (b) Moore et al. ()
Figure .. Wing bending moment for twin fuselage aircraft compared to other
configurations and influence of body location, adopted from Nagel () and Moore
et al. ().
As shown on Figure .(b) there is however an upper limit for the spanwise separation af-
ter which the bending moment is no longer decreasing but the structure has to be beefed
Torenbeek () argues that the H-cabin derivative where the central section of the wing is increased
in chord to obtain a reasonable height to allow passengers to be housed in the wing could be a viable candi-
date for liquid hydrogen aircraft as fuel could be stored in the wing. Preliminary calculations however show
that this configuration suffers from a too far aft cg if no additional tanks are placed in front of the cabin. As
these were present in the standard version anyway, this configuration is not further investigated here. After
all, increasing the amount of tanks (with a small diameter) leads to a significant increase in overall tank
weight as was shown in Chapter .

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up as the negative moment at the root becomes bigger than the taxi load. This limit-
ing spanwise position is according to Moore et al. () located around % of the wing
span. Besides this bending moment limit, the spanwise position is also restricted by run-
way width, which is according to Torenbeek & Jesse () more restricting that the afore-
mentioned weight related limit. For category F airports the maximum runway width is
limited to m (De Jong & Slingerland, ). Both limits are considered in this work.
Obviously the twin fuselage configuration does not only have benefits. The main poten-
tial pitfalls for this configuration is related to the lateral stability and flying qualities. In a
roll maneuver the passengers will namely be subjected to g-forces. However, both Moore
et al. () and Torenbeek (Torenbeek () and Torenbeek & Jesse ()) indicate that
this might be solved by a proper design of the control system. Moore et al. () indicate
that only the sideward acceleration during roll could be an issue whereas it is suggested
to move one fuselage up with the other forming the center of roll to alleviate this issue in
Torenbeek & Jesse ().
Other disadvantages include the increase in wetted area due to the second fuselage, the
reduction inOswald efficiency factor due to the second fuselage and the doubling of some
of the structure and systems which will entail a weight increase. The fuselage effect on
drag is according to Torenbeek & Jesse () likely to be less than % of the drag in the
design condition of the aircraft. Houbolt () even shows that two fuselages can reduce
the total wetted area for large aircraft. Moore et al. () show on the other hand that
the reduction in Oswald factor is only in the order of  to  % (which has been taken into
account here). Fuselage pitch oscillations might also prove to be an issue (Chiesa et al.,
). Moore et al. () finally indicate that flutter of the outer part of the wing was
a problem. It could however be solved by locally beefing up the structure which added
about % in wing weight.
The main disadvantage specific to this application is the need to store fuel tanks in both
fuselages. Not only will there be  tanks instead of , the diameter of the fuselage is also
smaller, which might lead to a reduction in gravimetric efficiency. However, as shown in
section .. the resulting diameters are still fairly high. Besides this, the need to locate
the engines on the wing, rather than aft of the fuselage is also a drawback. Engines aft of
the fuselage could lead to a smaller vertical tail as the critical engine out yawing moment
will be smaller which makes it the preferred option for engine installation according to
Torenbeek & Jesse (). This installation could furthermore easily allow the accommo-
dation of very high bypass ratio engines. However as the fuel tanks are located in the tail
cone, it is considered that this is not a viable option for the hydrogen twin fuselage air-
craft. Engines are therefore located in pairs of  at a conventional inboard engine position
of % of the (outer) span.
.. Adaptation of the conceptual design routine to the
twin fuselage configuration
The main adaptation to the routine obviously was concentrated around the wing mass.
As the wing mass correlations that are adopted for this work already were selected to con-

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sider wing root bending moment relief, this was not an issue (see section B..). The cor-
relation from Jenkinson et al. () could readily be applied to the wing mass of the twin
fuselage aircraft. The correlation from Howe () on the other hand required some
modification as the wing root bending relief factor is not detailed enough for this case.
The bending relief factors of Table . were derived from Moore et al. () and Toren-
beek & Jesse () to account for this.
Table .. Bending relief factors for the wing mass determination.
Spanwise location of the fuselage Relief factor
. .
. .
. .
. .
Besides adapting the wing weight, the fuselage weight, the nose landing gear and the em-
pennage weight need to be doubled. Following Torenbeek & Jesse (), the weight of
the flight controls, hydraulics and electrics are assumed to be stored in one fuselage or
tailplane and are thus not doubled. Finally, the structural weight is increased by % to
take more severe airworthiness regulations into account for a new configuration (Toren-
beek & Jesse, ).
.. Fuselage design
Each of the fuselages is assumed to house half of the passengers. Therefore only one fuse-
lage is designed, despite the fact that there will be some small differences. As the fuse-
lage holds approximately  passengers either an  or a  abreast configuration could
be adopted for the tourist class (Jenkinson et al., ). The differences between fuse-
lages with  or  passengers abreast are fairly small since there is only a difference of 
rows between both configurations. Either one could thus be adopted. The final design
has been made here for the  abreast configuration as the slightly higher diameter could
(marginally) improve the tank gravimetric efficiency.
To obtain a fair comparison with the fuselage designs from the Cryoplane studies, the
overall cabin characteristics (seat pitch andwidth, aisle size, . . . ) were adopted fromOelk-
ers et al. (d) which resulted in a fuselage length without front tank of . m and a
fuselage diameter of .m.
There will for instance be only one cockpit. The nose of the other fuselage could for instance have no
windshield as it it a source of significant drag (Jenkinson et al., ). Alternatively it could be used as part
of the first class section of the cabin.

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.. Wing parametric study for the hydrogen fueled twin
fuselage aircraft
The results of the wing parametric study for the twin fuselage aircraft can be found on
Figure . and Table .. As shown, the performance of the twin fuselage aircraft is very
similar to that of the conventional aircraft with the takeoffweight increasing only about 
%. This is related to the reduction in wing weight on the one hand and the weight increase
of the fuselages that is smaller than could be expected. After all, a significant increase in
fuselage weight had to be imposed for the triple deck fuselage due to the large stresses on
the vertical sides (see Appendix B). The configuration clearly restores the possibility for a
family of aircraft as the fuselage length lies around m.
Figure .. Direct operating costs for the twin fuselage aircraft equipped with BPR 
turbofans, for a fuel price of . $/MJ.
. Regenerative fuel pre-heating
As indicated in section ., several unconventional cycles that make use of the cooling
capacity of hydrogen can be envisaged. Of those cycles, the compressor inter-cooling
and the turbine cooling air cooling cycle seem to be the most promising cycles. Here,
however only the influence of pre-heating the fuel by the addition of a heat exchanger in
the exhaust pipe will be investigated as it is the cycle that requires the smallest changes
compared to conventional engine cycle. The heat exchanger could namely be integrated
in the exhaust pipe and in the struts present in that exhaust pipe as indicated in Svensson
(). As the heat exchanger could be made of a simple coil, wrapped around the engine
exhaust, it would furthermore not significantly change the core nozzle characteristics.

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Table .. Design point characteristics for the conventional and twin fuselage very large
long range transport aircraft with hydrogen fuel.
Conventional Twin fuselage
BPR  BPR  BPR  BPR 
Wing Area [m2]    
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . . .
TakeoffWeight [kg ]    
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]    
Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]    
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . . .
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . . .
Engine Length [m] . . . .
Engine Diameter [m] . . . .
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . . .
Figure . gives a schematic of the engine cycle, as used in EcosimproTM to set up the
engine design point calculations. The fuel pre-heater is given on the top left hand side of
the figure. As shown, heat is exchanged between the fuel coming from the tank and the
combustion gases downstreamof the low pressure turbine. Following Brewer () where
a detailed investigation of the fuel pre-heater performance is made, the heat exchanger
effectiveness is taken as . and the pressure drop on the air side is set to %. In off-
design calculations the effectiveness of the heat exchanger is kept constant even though
this will lead to a small underestimation of the heat exchanger performance for most of
the cruise phase. After all, when the flow through the heat exchanger is reduced a slightly
higher effectiveness can be expected as the ratio of heat transfer surface area to mass flow
is increased (Walsh & Fletcher, ). For take-off and during most of the climb phase
the reverse will be true, so both effects will compensate partially. Due to the length of
the cruise phase, this assumption is nonetheless conservative. To account for the extra
component, the turbofan mass is increased by %, following Doulgeris ().
Figure . presents the performance of the fuel pre-heating cycle. The pre-heating cycle,
indicated in blue is compared with the conventional engine cycle, with a fuel injection
temperature of  K. For both cycles an overall pressure ratio of  is used. As shown on
the figure, regenerative fuel heating leads to a reduction in both specific fuel consumption
as well as specific thrust. The specific thrust is reduced due to the pressure drop before
the nozzle on the one hand and the temperature drop due to the heat exchange with the
fuel on the other hand. The reduction in fuel consumption adds to reduction in specific
thrust leading to a specific thrust that is about -% smaller.
The specific fuel consumption is reduced due to the higher energy input in the com-
bustion chamber. As the fuel is preheated to temperatures between  and  K, the
amount of fuel required to heat up the air to the specified turbine inlet temperature is
lowered. The specific fuel consumption drops by approximately  to % for thewide range
of turbine inlet temperatures of the figure.
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Figure .. Schematic of the fuel pre-heating cycle.
Figure .. Performance of the fuel pre-heating cycle compared to the conventional
cycle, for BPR .
Tables . and . show the results for both the large long range and the very large long
range transport aircraft. As the tables indicate, the adoption of the fuel pre-heated cycle
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does not lead to an increase in performance for the overall aircraft. This is mainly a result
of the increased engine mass which leads to a higher empty weight for a given wing size.
As a consequence of this higher empty weight, the wing size has to increase which leads
to a leverage effect on the overall aircraft mass and as a consequence also to a higher
mission fuel mass. Similar performance penalties are found for both aircraft sizes.
Table .. Design point characteristics for the large long range aircraft using the fuel
pre-heated unconventional engine cycle.
Conventional Fuel pre-heating Difference [%]
Wing Area [m2]   .%
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . –
TakeoffWeight [kg ]   .%
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]   .%
Fuel Weight [kg ]   .%
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]   .%
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . .%
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . .%
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . -.%
Table .. Design point characteristics for the very large long range aircraft using the
fuel pre-heated unconventional engine cycle.
Conventional Fuel pre-heating Difference [%]
Wing Area [m2]   .%
Wing Aspect Ratio [–] . . –
TakeoffWeight [kg ]   .%
Operating Empty Weight [kg ]   .%
Fuel Weight [kg ]   .%
Maximum Fuel Weight [kg ]   .%
Engine Net Thrust [kN ] . . .%
Average Lift-to-drag Ratio [–] . . .%
Thrust-to-weight ratio [–] . . -.%
. Conclusions
In this chapter the results of wing parametric studies on two large long range transport
aircraft are reported. A  passenger and a  passenger aircraft are designed for both
hydrogen and kerosene fuel. It is shown that the performance characteristics of the hy-
drogen fueled aircraft strongly depend on the category under investigation. Where for the
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large long range aircraft a strong reduction in wing area is possible compared to kerosene,
this is no longer the case for the very large long range aircraft.
As a consequence, the weight reduction from the adoption of hydrogen is significantly re-
duced for the  passenger aircraft. The takeoffweight reduction drops from % for the
large long range transport aircraft to between  and  % for the very large aircraft. Simi-
lar weight differences occur for operating empty, which goes from about the same weight
for long range aircraft to an increase of % for the very large long range aircraft. The
reduction in fuel weight on the other changes with about % between the two classes.
This drastic change in performance obviously affects the direct operating cost of the air-
craft. Whereas for the large long range aircraft a  to  times higher fuel price per energy
content could be afforded to obtain the same direct operating costs, this factor is reduced
to about  to  times for the very large long range transport aircraft.
As the market potential of the very large long range transport aircraft is furthermore lim-
ited by the length of the fuselage which prohibits the adoption of a stretch version, an
alternative configuration is investigated: the twin fuselage aircraft. It is shown that this
configuration restores the capability to a family of aircraft at only a very small penalty.
This can mainly be related to the strong increase in fuselage weight of the triple deck
design of the conventional configuration. A more detailed investigation of the weight
of fuselages and wing of the new configuration is however definitely needed before final
conclusions can be made. Nonetheless, the configuration seems promising.
The investigations in this chapter furthermore show that a reduction in structural mass
has a stronger influence than an equivalent reduction in SFC or increase in aerodynamic
efficiency. Similar values are found for both fuels although the impact on fuel mass of
each of the technology factors is slightly lower for hydrogen fuel.
Cruise altitude restrictions to  ft for contrail avoidance on the other hand have a
strong impact on the aircraft performance. Even though the wing area can be reduced as
it is no longer sized by buffet limitations, the takeoffmass increases by about  to %. This
is mainly a consequence of the strong increase in fuel mass which lies between  and 
% depending on aircraft and engine type. A high price thus has to be paid for contrail
avoidance.

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. Conclusions
Aviation faces a rising conflict to sustain growth in a way that meets the needs of society
while not harming the environment. The forecasted growth rates in the order of % per
annum namely outweigh the technological advances leading to an increased amount of
greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere. This might ultimately limit the expansion
of the aeronautical sector or will at least slow it down. As a green energy carrier hydro-
gen could aid in protecting the aeronautical sector from restrictions imposed by policy
makers or the public opinion. After all its use almost completely eliminates emissions of
greenhouse gases and at the same time provides energy security.
The adoption of hydrogen in aviation however still faces many technical challenges be-
fore it can become reality. One of the main issues, identified from the very first reports
on hydrogen is the design of lightweight, highly insulated tanks that can meet lifetimes
typical for aviation. The design of the tanks namely requires a complex balance between
mechanical and thermal requirements.
Even though at first sight large long range aircraft seem to be an ideal category for the
utilization of hydrogen seen their large fuel load, it has been shown by previous studies
that geometrical restrictions make it hard to capture the potential hydrogen could have
for this type of application.
In light of these two particular issues a set of tools has been developed in this work to
enable the design of large long range transport aircraft with hydrogen.
• An aircraft design tool has been set up and adapted to allow trade-off studies to
determine the optimum wing size of hydrogen fueled aircraft and to analyze the
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potential for a twin fuselage configuration for the very large long range transport
aircraft category.
• The design of liquid hydrogen aircraft tanks has been investigated by the develop-
ment of a sizing method that accounts for mechanical thermal as well as opera-
tional requirements.
• An engine design and performance assessment tool has been created that allows
coupling of engine and aircraft design.
The analysis made in this work using the developed set of tools leads to the following
conclusions:
• The design of the liquid hydrogen tanks strongly depends on the category of in-
vestigated aircraft. For regional airliners a strong influence of tank diameter and
configuration was found. For large long range transport aircraft on the other hand
the tanks seem to be almost independent of the size (down to a certain limit). It
was found that variations of only a few percent in gravimetric efficiency are ob-
tained for a wide range of fuselage diameters and fuel masses for both rohacell and
polyurethane foams. Even though multi layer insulation systems offer some weight
reduction, the risk of rapid boil-off upon loss of vacuum will most likely prevent
their use for aviation.
• Even thoughbuffeting of thewingmight be an issue for hydrogen fueled aircraft due
to the absence of the damping effect of the fuel mass in the wing, buffet limits do
not influence the performance of the aircraft significantly. They do strongly affect
the size of the wing, but only marginally change the fuel and takeoffmass.
• The large long range transport aircraft, with passenger capacities of about  pas-
sengers hold significant promise for hydrogen. Takeoff weight reductions around
 % can be obtained with fuel weights of only about % of the kerosene fueled
equivalent aircraft. As a consequence the wing size can be reduced by about %.
Operating empty weights are on the other hand similar for both fuels. As a conse-
quence hydrogen leads to similar direct operating costs for a fuel price per energy
content of  to  times higher than the kerosene price.
• For very large long range transport aircraft the adoption of hydrogen is far less
promising. The weight reductions are significantly smaller due to geometrical re-
strictions, leading to wing sizes similar of those of kerosene fueled aircraft of the
same class. Despite these limitations a considerably higher fuel price can still be
afforded. Depending on the kerosene price, a  to  times higher price per energy
content would yield similar direct operating costs.
• Twin fuselage aircraft restore the potential for a family of very large long range trans-
port aircraft with hydrogen fuel. Even though they are not subjected to the severe
geometrical limitations, weights in the same order of magnitude as the conven-
tional aircraft of the same class are found. As the fuselage length is only about m
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for the baseline version, the market potential is nonetheless significantly higher as
a stretch version is still feasible.
• Contrail avoidance through flight altitude restrictions changes the design space of
the wing as buffeting is no longer an issue due to the increased air density at the
lower cruising altitude. As a consequence a lower wing area can be adopted. A
significant penalty in fuel mass of around -% needs to be paid. In contrast to
kerosene fueled aircraft this increase in fuel mass however only implies an increase
in direct operating costs and not in environmental impact.
. Recommendations for future work
The analysis revealed several areas that hold promise for improvement of the perfor-
mance of hydrogen fueled aircraft but also showed some limitations. The main areas for
improvement and future work are therefore
• A detailed study of the wing and fuselage weight of hydrogen fueled airplanes is
mandatory to confirm the outcomes of this analysis. The fuselage weight could be
significantly influenced by tank integration issues and the point loads arising from
the integration of the tanks inside them. Thewing could on the other handbe prone
to buffeting as the fuel normally acts as a damper for aerodynamic vibrations. A de-
tailed study of the buffet characteristics of a wing without fuel and the implications
this has on the wing mass seems required for fine-tuning of the results obtained in
this work.
• Even though several studies outline the theoretical performance gains of uncon-
ventional cycles, most also seem to conclude that the practical application of those
cycles onboard of the aircraft is limited. The developed set could be used for an
in-depth assessment of this.
• Various trade-off studies should be made to look for an optimized configuration
and operation of hydrogen fueled aircraft. Whereas the tendency for kerosene fu-
eled aircraft is to sweep the wing more to allow for a higher fuel storage capacity,
the opposite could prove to be the way to go for hydrogen as the wing is not limited
by its fuel storage capacity.
• The influence of the design Mach number on the hydrogen fueled aircraft perfor-
mance should be checked. As the larger fuselages are bulky, flying at a slightly lower
Mach number could yield a significant drag reduction leading to a strong improve-
ment of the aircraft performance.
• The performance gains from natural flow through surface cooling require more at-
tention. As shown by previous studies a significant drag reduction is possible. The
influence on the overall aircraft performance could be looked into by the developed
set of routines.
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• Turbine cooling for hydrogen fueled engines should be looked at in detail. The first
order calculations performed in this thesis showed that the amount of cooling air
is in the same order of magnitude as for kerosene fuel. The changed emissivity and
composition of the combustion gases could however have second order effects that
would enable an improvement in engine performance without the need for highly
complex changes to the engine architecture.
• More detailed design studies around the design points identified by the parametric
studies should be made to verify the models and to gain further insight in the trade-
offs resulting from the adoption of hydrogen as a fuel.
• Various synergies as fuel cells for APU replacement have to be looked into as they
will increase the gain in performance from the use of hydrogen.
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Some aspects of hydrogen in aviation
Hydrogen is an efficient, versatile and potentially very clean energy carrier that together
with electricity could enable a permanent, sustainable energy system independent from
energy sources. It however has several unique characteristics that might warrant its appli-
cability for aviation. A review of the characteristics of hydrogen and their compatibility
with aeronautical applications is thus in order. This appendix therefore comments on
several aspects of the utilization of hydrogen in aviation.
In section A. some properties of hydrogen are reviewed. Particular attention is paid to
specificities of liquid hydrogen as it is the preferred form of storage of hydrogen for long
range transport aircraft. Production methods of hydrogen are given next in section A..
Hydrogen is namely an energy carrier and not a fuel and thus has to be produced. As envi-
ronmental compatibility is one argument in favor of hydrogen the environmental impact
of the production method is included in this section. As liquid hydrogen will be used,
liquefaction methods are subsequently described (section A.). After this some aspects of
distributing the hydrogen to and in the airport as well as storing it on site are covered in
section A.. Finally the impact of hydrogen on aircraft handling and safety are dealt with.
The goal of this appendix is not to be exhaustive nor complete but rather to touch upon
some of the aspects that are important in aviation. Extensive reference is made in all sec-
tions to the sources of the information. These should be consulted for a more complete
view.
A. Properties of hydrogen
Hydrogen is themost abundant element of the universe and could as such provide an om-
nipresent energy carrier for transportation provided it has the right properties as a fuel.
The most important properties of hydrogen are therefore compiled in Table A.. Charac-
teristics of other alternative fuel candidates are also given in the table to allow a compar-
ison. As can been seen from the table, hydrogen has a very high lower heating value (on
a mass basis), which makes it a prime candidate for weight limited applications such as
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aviation and aerospace. Due to its low density as both a liquid but especially as a gas, the
energy density per volume of hydrogen is however rather low compared to the alterna-
tives. Under normal temperature and pressure (NTP) conditions, gaseous hydrogen for
instance has a density  times less than air. Even when compressed, the density remains
fairly low which makes liquid hydrogen the only viable option for long range transport
aircraft (Barbir (), Brewer (), Westenberger (a) and Westenberger (b)).
Gaseous storage under high pressure seems on the other hand the most reasonable alter-
native for ground storage (Barbir, ).
The boiling point of hydrogen at atmospheric pressure is -.◦C. Cryogenic liquid hy-
drogen can thus only exist at very low temperatures. The critical point of hydrogen is
namely at a temperature of . K and a pressure of . bar at which the liquid density
is reduced to . kg/m3. A careful design of the insulation system of the tanks is hence
primordial as described in Chapter .
Table A.. Properties of hydrogen, methane and) synthetic kerosene (synjet, adopted
from Contreras et al. ().
Property Synjet Methane Hydrogen
Average formula C12.5H24.4 CH4 H2
Boiling point [◦C] .-. -. -.
Melting point [◦C] -. -. -.
Density at boiling point [g/cm3] . . .
Lower heating value [kJ/kg]   
Flame temperature [◦C]   
Heat of combustion [kJ/g] .  
Heat of vaporization [J/g]   
Standard heat of formation [kJ/mol] -. -. 
Stoichiometric FAR . . .
kg fuel/ GJ   .
m3 fuel/ GJ . . .
Flammability limits in air [vol%] .-. .-. .-.
Detonation limits in air [vol%] .-. .-. .-.
Minimum ignition energy in air [mJ] . . .
Laminar burning velocity in air [cm/s]   
Auto-ignition temperature [◦C]   
Thermal energy radiated by surroundings [%] - - -
Theoretical explosion energy [kg TNT/m3 gas] . . .
Diffusion coefficient in air [cm2/s] . . .
Buoyancy in air [m/s] none .-. .-.
Allidieris & Janin (a) also considered storage as a supersaturated liquid. This was however aban-
doned as the pressure rise in a supersaturated liquid is about  times higher than for a saturared liquid for
the same heat input. Slush hydrogen, a mixture of liquid and solid hydrogen, was also considered in the
Cryoplane study. It was not adopted as the additional energy required to solidify a part of the fuel mass re-
sulted in an increase of the aircraft direct operating costs despite the gain in density (Westenberger, b).
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Despite its low density, hydrogen is an attractive candidate as alternative fuel as it allows
a very stable combustion over a wide range of operating conditions. This is reflected in
Table A. by the wide flammability limits, the high flame velocity and the low ignition en-
ergy. Its favorable combustion characteristics make hydrogen also the main fuel for ultra
micro gas turbine engines (amongst others Epstein (), Trilla et al. (), Verstraete
et al. (a), Verstraete et al. (b) and Yuasa et al. ()).
In spite of its simple molecular structure, ordinary molecular hydrogen can exist in two
distinct isomers which differ in nuclear spin. Ortho-H2 has the nuclear spins of the two
protons aligned in the same direction, or spin unpaired, whereas para-H2 has opposite
spins of the protons, or spin paired. At temperatures higher than - ◦C, the equilib-
rium composition of the two forms is approximately  vol% ortho- and  vol% para-
hydrogen, which is called normal hydrogen. At the normal boiling point the equilibrium
composition is however . vol% ortho and . vol% para-hydrogen, which shows
the strong dependency of the equilibrium composition on temperature. As the differ-
ent nuclear spins of the two forms entails a different energy level, the heat of conversion
from ortho to para-hydrogen is also a strong function of temperature (and independent
of pressure), as shown on Figure A.. The dotted lines on the figure represent an analyti-
cal approximation to the curves, derived by Balepin et al.. Since para-hydrogen cannot be
converted to normal hydrogen at low temperatures but only to equilibrium hydrogen, the
heat of conversion to equilibrium hydrogen is shown on the right-hand side of the figure.
Figure A.. Hydrogen equilibrium composition and heat of conversion, adopted from
Balepin et al. ().
An important aspect of this conversion is the region between roughly  and K, where
a significant amount of heat can be tied up in the para- to equilibrium transition. If a
pinch point in the heat exchanger system occurs in the region of this ’peak’, the rate of
conversion becomes an important consideration in the system design and performance
(Balepin et al., ). The conversion from para to equilibrium hydrogen is however typ-
ically significantly slower than the the residence time in a non-catalytic heat exchanger
(Billig, ). On top of that, the initial composition is very stable and spontaneous con-
version only occurs at - K (Balepin et al., ). If there is no pinch point in the
Both forms are however ordinary hydrogen and should thus not be confused with the isotopes deu-
terium and the unstable and very rare tritium.
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heat exchanger system and the final temperature of the hydrogen is in excess of about 
to  K then this heat lost issue does not arise (Billig, ).
The effect of the para to equilibrium conversion can be expressed as an increase in spe-
cific heat capacity in the equilibrium state, as shown on Figure A.. As can be seen from
the figure, the enthalpy difference peaks at about - K. The figure shows that the total
heat capacity for equilibrium hydrogen exceeds the heat capacity of para-hydrogen by
about  % at  K. At this temperature the heat lost in the conversion from para-H2 to
equilibrium-H2 thus amounts to about  % of the cooling capacity available in bringing
para-hydrogen from its storage conditions to  K. Even though a reduction of this loss
in cooling capacity is possible by using a catalytic bed to accelerate the conversion, some
loss is nevertheless inherent. This implies that if the para-hydrogen is passed through a
catalytic bed the mass of the heat exchanger could be reduced by up to  % if the en-
thalpy difference is completely recovered (Balepin et al., ). Metal catalysts such as Pt,
Ni and W could be applicable but with current technology of conversion by catalysts their
mass and size make them most unlikely for flight applications. According to Billig ()
approximately % of the loss in refrigerative efficiency can nonetheless be recuperated
without an excessive mass penalty. Some older studies however show promising results
for nickel oxide silica gel catalyst where a reaction rate increase of  to  compared
to ’conventional’ metal catalysts is reported (Hutchinson et al. () and Singleton et al.
()). This might be a promising path to pursue to reduce the heat exchanger mass.
Figure A.. Specific heat capacity and enthalpy difference between equilibrium and para
hydrogen, adopted from Balepin et al. ().
The para to ortho conversion furthermore requires that a non-equilibriumhydrogen com-
position needs to be considered in precise calculations of the flow path. As only normal
hydrogen is available in the software used to generate the thermodynamic properties of
the combustion gases (see section C.), this was however not possible for this work. It is
nevertheless very unlikely that this will significantly change the trends analyzed in this
work. Verification is nonetheless required, preferably by tests.
According to (Billig, ), the curve of para-to-ortho conversion only serves as a reference
in regard to the design and performance of the propulsion system. The ortho-to-para
conversion on the other hand has significant importance in the preparation of the liquid
hydrogen and in filling andmaintaining the liquid hydrogen tanks. After all, when cooling
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down the hydrogen, the original ortho-hydrogen molecules drop to a lower molecular-
energy level and this changeover involves a release of a quantity of energy. This energy
released in the exothermic reaction would namely lead to vaporization of the liquid hy-
drogen. For instance, at  K the heat of conversion from ortho to para-H2 is . kJ/kg
while the latent heat of vaporization is  kJ/kg (Allidieris & Verroust, ). More infor-
mation on the rate of the ortho to para-H2 transformation can be found in Barron (),
Brooks et al. (), Hutchinson et al. () and Singleton et al. ().
Because of the different weighing of the energy levels of the two forms of hydrogen, the
specific heats for ortho- and para-hydrogen are different as indicated previously. Because
of this difference in specific heats, other thermal and transport properties, related to the
specific heat, are also affected. For instance, the enthalpy, the entropy, the velocity of
sound as well as the thermal conductivity vary strongly with the composition of the mix-
ture while the effect on density and viscosity is very small (Barron, ). In general, the
thermal properties of the above-mentioned compositions differ only at low temperatures
up to the Boyle temperature of  K where they become practically identical. However,
the caloric properties (heat capacity, enthalpy, entropy) differ up to  K (Barron, ).
As the influence of these differences on the combustion gases cannot be included in the
cycle calculations, they are neglected here. Figure A. shows the temperature enthalpy
diagram of para and equilibrium hydrogen
Figure A.. Temperature enthalpy diagram of para and equilibrium hydrogen, adopted
from Barron ().
A. Hydrogen production
As hydrogen cannot be found in nature in its pure form, but only in combination with
other elements (mainly with oxygen, carbon and nitrogen), it needs to be produced. It is
therefore not an energy source as conventional hydrocarbon fuels but an energy carrier.
As an energy carrier hydrogen can however be produced in many different ways, from
many ’raw materials’ and with a wide range of technologies, as shown on Figure A.. As
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indicated on the figure, the production methods can basically be split into processes us-
ing only water as raw material and processes using other raw materials (in addition to
water or not). The latter group produces other byproducts besides hydrogen as well. Be-
low, a brief description is given of hydrogen production processes. The overview is far
from complete but focusses on the main production methods. As the adoption of hy-
drogen is partially motivated by its cleanness, the emissions of greenhouse gases during
production are also accounted for.
Figure A.. Primary energy sources, energy converters and applications for hydrogen,
adopted from EC ().
The bulk of the hydrogen is produced today from fossil fuels, through steam reforming of
methane or natural gas or through partial oxidation of hydrocarbon fuels. At present, al-
most % of the world’s hydrogen is produced from steam reforming of methane, which
is the most common and least expensive method of producing hydrogen (Balat, ).
Steam reforming furthermore produces the smallest amount of emissions of currentmass
production processes (Hapke & Bode, ). Often natural gas is used as feed but heav-
ier hydrocarbons up to naphtha can also be processed (Koroneos et al. () and Ko-
roneos et al. ()). As shown on Figure A., steam reforming basically involves three
main steps. In a first steps the natural gas is catalytically split in the presence of steam at
temperatures around -◦C. Normally, nickel catalysts are used in a gas-fired oven
(Hapke & Bode () and Koroneos et al. ()). During this split the so-called syngas is
produced, which is a hydrogen rich gas with on the order of -% of hydrogen on a dry
basis, along with smaller amounts of CH4, CO and CO2 (Balat, ). The basic equation
for the split is
CnHm +nH2O → nCO + (n+m/2)H2
In the following step, the shift-reaction, the carbon monoxide from the syngas is con-
verted into carbon dioxide and hydrogen according to the following reaction
CO +H2O →CO2+H2
The shift reaction is often catalyzed using iron oxide. In the final purification step, the
hydrogen is separated from the product gas. Pressure swing adsorption is mostly used for
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Figure A.. Block flow diagram of steam reforming, adopted from Koroneos et al. ().
this step nowadays (Koroneos et al., ). The remaining product gas is used to fire the
reactor and is released into the atmosphere after passing several heat exchangers.
Partial oxidation is an exothermic reaction involving oxygen and steam. The need for
external energy can be eliminated by controlling the amounts of oxygen and water vapor
(Balat () and Sergeant et al. ()). Natural gas (or other hydrocarbons) react in
the partial oxidation process under high pressure with the oxygen to hydrogen and CO,
which consequently reacts with the steam to form CO2. Partial oxidation is less energy-
efficient than steam reforming but it is one of the cheapest methods to produce hydrogen
if the oxygen is freely available (Sergeant et al., ). The high carbon content of the
feed stock however results in significant CO2 emissions. Coal gasification also suffers
from this drawback. In this process, coal reacts with water vapor to yield a mixture of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Both technologies can only be used on a large scale in
an environmentally friendly way if the generated CO2 is sequestered. Sequestration is
however not a mature technology. It is very expensive and entails the risk of release of
the stored gas after some time which would annul the environmental benefits (Sergeant
et al., ).
Hydrogen can also be produced from biomass, a potential competitor as alternative fuel
for aviation (Corporan et al., ). Biomass however suffers from several drawbacks
that could be avoided by the utilization of hydrogen. First of all, it is not completely car-
bon neutral as the crops need to be transported from the harvesting fields to the factories
which would use a CO2 releasing fuel (Ishutkina & Hansman, ). For aviation the car-
bon neutrality is even less the case since the greenhouse gases are emitted at altitude
where their radiative forcing is bigger. The main drawback from large-scale biomass fuel
production is however the pressure it exerts on natural resources and on the available
farmland for food production (Ishutkina & Hansman () and Sergeant et al. ()).
Additionally, all arable land in the European Union could for instance provide only %
of the currently required energy (Sergeant et al., ) and the current annual fuel con-
sumption of aviation alone would require the coverage of the entire surface area of Eu-
rope (Corporan et al., ). New biomass fuel production technologies such as algae
that would significantly increase the productivity of biomass fuel generation are however
Ironically, hydrogen can also be used to increase the liquid fuel production per unit of biomass (Fors-
berg, ).
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currently available at lab scale. Using algae, aviation fuel would for instance ’only’ require
the coverage of an area the size of Belgium (Corporan et al., ).
Electrolysis is to date the only available method to generate hydrogen at a large scale in
the post fossil fuel era (Sherif et al., a). Electrolysis is furthermore a mature technol-
ogy and is very efficient due to the absence of moving parts (Sherif et al., a). Cur-
rently electrolysis is used to generate about % of the total amount of hydrogen produced
worldwide (Sergeant et al., ).
When applying a potential to an electrolysis cell filled with a suitable electrolyte, the
following overall cell reaction takes place (Sherif et al., a):
H2O (l)→H2 (g )+O2 (g )
which is the result of the reaction at the cathode and the anode. The cathode reaction is:
2H2O (l)+2 e− →H2 (g )+2OH− (aq)
whereas at the cathode the following reaction occurs:
2OH− (aq)→ 1/202 (g )+H2O (l)
The efficiency of electrolysis currently lies around -% depending on the operating
conditions and the capacity of the plant with more advanced alkaline electrolytes being
developed at the moment that allow the efficiency to be improved to around % (Sherif
et al., a). Various technologies exist for electrolytic production of hydrogen: conven-
tional electrolysis, (high pressure) alkaline electrolysis, membrane electrolysis, . . .High-
pressure electrolysis is the most appealing form as it provides high pressure hydrogen
which is favorable for transportation through pipelines (Sarigiannis & Kronberger, ).
As electrolysis plants can operate over a wide range of operating capacities, electrolysis is
appealing for coupling with renewable energy sources, especially with photovoltaics and
wind energy. Photovoltaics namely generate low voltage-direct current, which is exactly
what is needed for electrolysis (Sherif et al., a). There is furthermore a good match
between the polarization curves of PV cells and electrolyzers which allows them to be
matcheddirectlywithout power tracking electronics andwith a coupling efficiency higher
than % (Sherif et al., b). The main drawback of this production method is the cost
of the photovoltaic cells which leads to a relatively high hydrogen price. Wind energy on
the other hand could lead to a fairly cheap production of hydrogen as it does not suffer
from such huge capital investment costs (Sherif et al., b). Some matching difficulties
however arise mainly related to the big variability in power generated by wind and the
intermittent nature of the renewable energy source.
These difficulties however also offer potential benefits. Hydrogen generation could namely
be used as peak shavingmethodwhereby a base load is provided to the electricity grid and
the additional power generated by the wind turbine is used to produce hydrogen which
allows recovering energy that otherwise is waisted. The produced hydrogen can then be
A suitable electrolyte is for instance an aqueous solution of KOH or NaOH or NaCl (Sherif et al., a).
The efficiency of the electrolysis plant is then however lower than the aforementioned values (Sherif
et al., b).
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used to generate extra power when the demand for electricity peaks. Hydrogen produc-
tion through (off-shore) wind turbines could furthermore result in an increased ’recovery’
of the available wind energy. To ensure the availability of electricity whenever needed, a
backup unit is namely needed for every wind turbine. The backup unit is then used when
there is no wind available. Economically and practically, only about % of the nominal
power of the grid can therefore be generated through wind turbines and a huge amount
of freely available wind energy cannot be utilized.
For both solar and wind power hydrogen production could thus help with load leveling
and balancing the intermittent nature of the renewable source. After all, hydrogen is
stored more easily than electricity. Similar arguments can also be raised for hydropower
and nuclear plants, when the excess power during off-peak hours is used to generate hy-
drogen (Sherif et al., b).
Besides the aforementioned methods, several ’more exotic’ production techniques are
currently investigated such as thermolysis or direct thermal decomposition of water us-
ing high temperature nuclear technology, photolysis or direct hydrogen extraction from
water using sunlight (rather than heat), photo-electrochemical and photo-biological pro-
duction, . . . (Calli (), Dierick (), Sergeant et al. (), Sherif et al. (a) and
Verstraete ()). Most of these technologies are far from mature and suffer from vari-
ous drawbacks.
As hydrogen is an energy carrier and needs to be produced, the production method how-
ever needs to be considered when claming the environmentally friendly nature of the
fuel. Figure A. shows the total impact of the different production methods for hydro-
gen. Besides production and liquefaction of hydrogen, the emissions generated during
the manufacturing of the ’equipment’ are also considered. The figure shows the effect
of greenhouse gas emissions, acidification emissions (measured by the amount of pro-
tons released in the atmosphere), eutrophication air emissions (enrichment of water and
soil with nitrogen and phosphorus) and winter smog emissions (chemical emissions of
dust and SO2). As indicated in Koroneos et al. (), the absolute values of the evalua-
tion scores on the figure do not matter, but the relative classification is important. It is
clearly shown that renewable sources lead to a much lower environmental impact. There
is however a big difference within the renewables due to the production methods for the
equipment and wind energy has the lowest life cycle impact.
With current technology there is however a trade between environmental impact and cost
of hydrogen production, as shown on Figure A.. The figure however assumes that the
European mix including fossil fuels is used for the electricity generation necessary for the
construction of the equipment and is therefore not applicable for future scenarios. The
figure nonetheless confirms that wind energy seems to be preferable over solar energy for
the production of hydrogen for both costs and emissions.
A. Hydrogen liquefaction
As the hydrogen needs to be stored as a liquid onboard the aircraft, its temperature must
be brought down to roughly  K. Before cooling the hydrogen down it has to be puri-
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Figure A.. Total impact scores of different hydrogen production paths, adopted from
Koroneos et al. ().
Figure A.. Specific greenhouse gas emissions as a function of cost, adopted from EC
().
fied though. All potential impurities will namely solidify at temperatures higher than the
liquefaction temperature of hydrogen and would therefore potentially block the heat ex-
changer passages of the liquefaction plant. According to Allidieris & Verroust (), this
purification process typically involves two steps. The warm purification is a classical step
and consists out of the removal of vapor and carbon dioxide by adsorption. If electrolysis
is used oxygen can be suppressed in a ’deoxo’, a catalytic reactor operated at high tem-
perature. The second step, or cold purification, is specific to hydrogen liquefaction and
consists of suppressing all gases (CH4, N2, Ar) that would become solid during the final
cool down. Typically these gases are adsorbed on an activated charcoal bed at cryogenic
temperatures around  K (Allidieris & Verroust, ).
As mentioned previously, a conversion from normal to para-hydrogen is also mandatory
during the liquefaction or a significant amount of the stored liquid will be boiled-off. As
the conversion is slow a catalyst will be used in the liquefier to speed up the process.
According to Allidieris & Verroust (), only two catalysts are commercially used. Alu-
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minum with % chrome oxide has a weak activity and hence needs long contact times.
It is therefore replaced nowadays with iron oxide which is more active.
The conversion needs to be carried out at the highest possible temperature to decrease
the consumed power as much as possible. It is usually carried out from  K down to 
K (Allidieris & Verroust, ). Either an adiabatic, an isothermal or a continuous conver-
sion are possible. As the gas is heated up by the heat of conversion, an adiabatic conver-
sion decreases the efficiency of the liquefier. Isothermal conversion, takes place in small
tubes which are cooled by liquid nitrogen or hydrogen. For continuous conversion on the
other hand the catalyst is positioned in the inner circuits of the heat exchanger and the
heat of conversion is evacuated by the refrigerant. As hydrogen is close to the ortho-para
equilibrium at all temperatures, continuous conversion has the best thermodynamic ef-
ficiency (Allidieris & Verroust, ). Both adiabatic and isothermal conversions occur
at the liquid nitrogen temperature ( K) whereas the continuous conversion is used be-
tween  and  K.
A considerable amount of energy needs to be spent to bring the temperature of the hy-
drogen down to below the critical point. Cooling down gaseous hydrogen at  bar, 
K, converting it into para hydrogen and liquefying it consumes  kJ/kg (Allidieris &
Verroust, ). Bringing it down to  K in the pre-cooling zone requires  kJ/kg, Re-
ducing the temperature from K further to K and liquifying the hydrogen necessitates
 kJ/kg and a final  kJ/kg is needed for the conversion to para hydrogen (Allidieris
& Verroust, ).
All liquefier cycles use a combination of expansions in turbines and through valves (Joule-
Thomson expansion). As the inversion temperature of hydrogen (for pressure below 
MPa) is around  K (Allidieris & Verroust, ), turbines need to be used for the expan-
sions down to this temperature. Using a constant enthalpy expansion in a throttling or
flashing process at temperatures higher than  K would namely result in heating up the
gas rather than cooling it.
Besides the expansion devices obviously several heat exchangers and compressors are
needed in a liquefaction cycle. Several cycles are possible, ranging from a simple, not so
efficient Joule-Thompson expansion cycle, over various forms of the Brayton and Claude
cycle to combinations of the Reverse-Brayton expansion cycle (or a modified Claude cy-
cle)with the Joule-Thompson expansion cycle (amongst others Allidieris &Verroust (),
Drnevich (), Shimko (), Schwartz () and Syed et al. ()). As several heat
exchangers and turbomachinery components are needed the optimum cycle for a spe-
cific plant strongly depends on the plant production capacity and requires a careful bal-
ance between plant capital investment costs and operating costs (Syed et al., ).
Figure A. shows two possible liquefaction cycles. Figure A.(a) shows the Claude cy-
cle which is the current standard cycle for larger production units (Allidieris & Verroust,
). The plants are very capital intensive with capital costs representing over half of the
total costs (Schwartz, ). Despite the plant efficiency of over % (with projections
to almost % for the near future), the process is also very energy intensive, resulting in
an energy consumption of about . to  kWhe/kg, or around % of the lower heat-
ing value of hydrogen (Drnevich (), Sherif et al. (a) and Schwartz ()). In the
According to Allidieris & Verroust (), the optimal pressure for liquefaction is around  to  bar.
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Kourou plant of Air Liquide this cycle is used and the hydrogen is cooled down in  steps.
From  K to  K a mechanical refrigerant group is used. From  K to  K nitrogen
is used. Finally, the temperature is brought down to  K using liquid hydrogen (Allidieris
& Verroust, ).
(a) Claude cycle, modified from Drnevich () (b) Modified cycle, adopted from Shimko ()
Figure A.. Hydrogen liquefaction cycles.
Figure A.(b) shows a modified once-through cycle, currently under investigation at the
Gas Equipment Engineering Corporation for the DOE Hydrogen Program in the US. It
uses a helium based refrigeration cycle with Reverse-Brayton turbomachinery and stan-
dard two- and three-channel heat exchangers for heat removal. The cycle currently has
been modified from isothermal catalytic conversion (as shown on the figure) to continu-
ous conversion to obtain a further gain in efficiency (Shimko, ). An increase in effi-
ciency of % over present state-of-the-art is claimed with energy requirements reduced
down to between . and . kWh/kg, or  to % of the lower heating value (Shimko,
). Kanoglu et al. () claim additional reductions in the amount of energy required
in the liquefaction process by pre-cooling the gas in a geothermal absorption cooling sys-
tem.
Besides these cycles, Brayton cycles with Neon are looked at seen the very interesting
thermodynamic behavior of the Neon. The huge capital costs of the Neon and the con-
sequences of potential leaks nonetheless have a too significant impact on the economy
of the cycle to make it practical, according to Air Liquide (Allidieris & Verroust, ).
Magnetocalorific liquefaction is also investigated but is not considered as an industrial
process (Allidieris & Verroust, ).
A. Distribution and airport storage
Ideally, hydrogen would be produced and liquefied at the airport. However, implemen-
tation of this ideal scenario on existing airports will most likely be limited due to space
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restrictions. Several airport requirement studies therefore assume that gaseous hydrogen
will be delivered to the airport which will be liquefied on site (Brewer () for Chicago
O’Hare International Airport and Boeing () for San Francisco International Airport).
Others however stress the desire to deliver liquid hydrogen on site (Schmidtchen et al.,
). The latter option will however make the delivery to the airport much harder since
vacuum-jacketed lines would be required which is only viable for distances up to approx-
imately  km. For larger distances railroad supertankers are more cost efficient (Brewer,
). Seen the considerable amount of hydrogen required for daily airport usage this
would entail a too high traffic density and might jeopardize airport safety (Schmidtchen
et al., ). According to Hoyt () and Thibault (), delivery of liquid hydrogen will
furthermore raise the costs.
If gaseous hydrogen is delivered to the airport, underground pipelines are the preferred
means of transportation seen the large volume required. It would be possible to use the
natural gas pipelines with some minor modification to the existing infrastructure (Sherif
et al., a). For hydrogen pipelines steel less prone to embrittlement by hydrogen un-
der pressure is namely required. Reciprocating compressors used for natural gas can be
used for hydrogen without major design modifications. Special attention must be given
to sealing and to materials selection for parts subjected to fatigue stress (Sherif et al.,
a). Several extensive hydrogen pipelines network exist throughout the world. In the
US a network of over  km is used whereas a network of over  km is operated by
Air Liquide in Northern Europe to connect various ports and important users of hydro-
gen from the chemical industry (Sergeant et al., ). Around  km is located in the
Benelux as shown on Figure A. where the hydrogen pipelines are indicated in red. The
network is in use for several decades without any significant accident.
On the airport site, liquid hydrogen is thus either delivered or generated. In either case
a significant amount of liquid hydrogen needs to be stored as a buffer to deal with fluc-
tuations in demand from the aircraft. A buffer of approximately  hours is proposed in
Brewer (), Boeing () and Thibault (). In all studies spherical vessels located
above the surface are proposed to store the liquid hydrogen (Brewer (), Boeing (),
Sefain () and Schmidtchen et al. ()). Brewer () for instance indicates that soil
conditions at San Francisco International Airport are inappropriate for underground in-
stallation of the tanks as the water level is too close to the ground level, resulting in the
tanks to be submerged in water. To minimize boil-off losses large tanks are required and
redundancy is needed even for smaller airports (Schmidtchen et al., ).
The liquid hydrogen is delivered from the buffer tanks through insulated pipelines lo-
cated either under the ground in positively ventilated tunnels or in open trenches. Both
Due to its small size, hydrogen molecules penetrate into the material structure weakening the bonds
and making a ductile material brittle. Due to the more compact molecular structure face-centered materi-
als like Aluminum are less prone to this phenomenon. High strength steel on the other hand is known to
be very susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement (Stroe, ). Once embrittled, the material can be cured
by a proper heat treatment, which could be used during the main overhaul services of the aircraft tank to
ensure a longer utilization of the tanks.
Due to its very low molecular mass, centrifugal compressors cannot be used for hydrogen. After all,
their functionality depends on the conversion of kinetic energy to pressure. As a consequence of the low
molecular mass of hydrogen, the kinetic energy is too low to obtain a reasonable pressure with realistic
rotational speeds and a limited number of stages (Allidieris & Verroust, ).
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Figure A.. Gas distribution network of Air Liquide, adopted from Air Liquide ().
methods are compatible with airport requirements (Brewer, ). The fueling of the
plane itself then takes place either using hydrant refueling points fixed around the gates
(Brewer, ) or using a fueling tanker/hydrant service vehicle (Boeing, ). Both op-
tions are shown on Figure A.. The fuel tanker option would require a smaller capital
cost investment but will lead to more ground traffic congestion near the gate and results
in higher operating costs (Sefain, ).
(a) Fueling tanker, adopted from Boeing () (b) Hydrant fueling, adopted from Brewer ()
Figure A.. Hydrogen aircraft refueling options.
As the liquid temperature will rise due to heat transfer to the pipelines on the airport
grounds, it needs to be assured that LH2 flash vaporization will not occur during loading
of the aircraft. Flash vaporization of the liquid immediately upstream of the ground to
aircraft connection is the preferred means of doing this as it leads to the lowest delivery
pressure for a given size, the smallest amount of lines and the lowest overall losses (Boe-
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ing, ). Sub-cooled hydrogen needs to be delivered to the aircraft tank to minimize
fuel losses after introduction of the hydrogen to the tanks (Brewer, ). Sub-cooled liq-
uid furthermore allows more rapid fueling of the aircraft due to its higher density and
reduces the return vent line size and cost. As some boil-offwill nonetheless occur during
both fueling of the aircraft as well as flight a vapor return line namely needs to be pro-
vided to recover the boiled off hydrogen. This leads to a reduction in hydrogen cost. The
recuperated gaseous hydrogen is then re-liquified and reintroduced in the buffer tank
(Boeing (), Brewer () and Sefain ()). Finally the lines must be pump-fed as
pressure-fed systems lead to boil-off losses that are several times higher Brewer ().
A. Impact on aircraft handling and safety
In order for hydrogen to be a viable candidate aircraft fuel both the aircraft handling as
well as safety of aircraft and airport need to be compliant with current levels. Minimum
changes to current practices are preferable even though the distinct features of hydrogen
make this very unlikely.
Boeing (), Brewer () and Sefain () all show that LH2 aircraft canbehandled ex-
actly like conventional fueled aircraft. The aircraft can be fueled at the gate while house-
keeping operations are performed, passengers board and cargo is loaded. Figure A.
shows a typical aircraft servicing schedule for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft. Turnaround
times are furthermore likely to be the similar to kerosene fueled aircraft (Brewer, ). To
minimize fueling times and boil-off losses, as well as fatigue due to thermal cycling of
the tank, the hydrogen tanks should remain at cryogenic temperatures at all times. The
tank temperature should be allowed to rise only when the aircraft is expected to be out of
service for an extended period or if entering the tanks for inspection or maintenance is
required. The tank must then first be de-fueled, subsequently purged with inert gas while
carefully warming up the tank after which the inert gas is replaced with air. Refueling
must on its turn be preceded with purging, replacing of the inert gas with gaseous hydro-
gen and a gradual chill-down before filling the tank with liquid hydrogen again. This is
expected to take up to several hours, mainly depending on the size of the tank (Brewer
() and Sefain ()).
Since the accident with the Hindenburg airship, it is commonly believed that hydrogen
is a very dangerous fuel. Several safety studies, conducted for industry branches ranging
from aircraft over cars to nuclear utilization of hydrogen have however shown that hydro-
gen provides excellent safety features due to its inherent properties and as such does not
deserve its reputation. The common misbelief concerning hydrogen safety is thus a psy-
chological rather than physical problem. Obviously each specific design must be made
with the characteristics of hydrogen in mind from the start. Key issues in hydrogen safety
are ensuring that hydrogen cannot accumulate in certain areas by proper venting and al-
location of sensors to detect the presence of hydrogen. Below some features of hydrogen
safety will be commented upon. The properties of hydrogen to which reference is made
in this section are compiled in Table A..
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Figure A.. Typical liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft servicing, adopted from Sefain ().
Since hydrogen is the smallest molecule it has a greater tendency to escape through small
openings than any other liquid or gaseous fuel. Based on properties such as density, vis-
cosity and diffusion coefficient in air, (subsonic) hydrogen leaks through holes or joints
of low pressure fuel lines occur at a rate . to . times faster than a natural gas leak from
the same size of hole (Barbir, ). As hydrogen has a very low energy density per unit
volume, its leak will nonetheless result in a much smaller energy release than most other
fuels (Barbir, ). If the leak would occur in a high pressure line on the other hand,
the flow will be sonic at the hole and the higher speed of sound in hydrogen ( m/s
(Barbir, )) would lead to a much higher leak rate compared to other fuels. The lower
energy density argument however also applies here leading to similar conclusions as for
the laminar leak (Barbir, ).
If a leak should occur for whatever reason, hydrogen will disperse more rapidly than any
other fuel due to the combination of its high diffusivity in air and its buoyancy (Barbir
() and Faass ()). This is reflected by the danger zones from Figure A.. The fig-
ure shows the danger zones for a . cubic meter liquid gas spill with  m/s wind. The
hydrogen will evaporate in a very short time and rise and dissipate into the atmosphere
so rapidly that the hazardous area remains very small (Brewer, ).
If the spill would be ignited, as will be the case with most aircraft accidents for most fuels,
the duration of the LH2 fire will be very short so that the fuselage will not be heated to
the point of collapsing (Brewer (), Brewer et al. (), Faass (), A.D. Little ()
and Witcofski (b)). For a  passenger aircraft, the fuel-fed burn would for instance
only last for  s (Brewer, ). The low radiative heat transfer further aids in keeping the
fuselage temperature low.
As the tanks are mounted inside the fuselage and are designed for a higher pressure than
the fuselage itself, they will most likely not rupture during a crash. They furthermore
present much smaller dimensions for frontal impact and are protected by a significant
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Figure A.. Danger zones of spilled liquid gases, adopted from Faass ().
amount of structure, both ahead and beneath them which must be penetrated before
they are exposed (Brewer () and Brewer et al. ()).
The separation between the lower flammability limit and the lower detonation limit fur-
thermore prohibits detonation in the free atmosphere. Detonations are only possible
when the hydrogen is confined on at least  sides (A.D. Little, ). As the tanks con-
tain no air or oxygen a detonation inside the tanks is also impossible. The crash fire study
performed by A.D. Little () even showed that hydrogen would not ignite from impact,
either from smashing the container or firing bullets through it.
The cryogenic liquid hydrogen however poses a unique potential problem as passengers
could be exposed to the cryogenic fuel after a crash or a leak of the fuel tanks or fuel
delivery lines. This would result in significant frostbite. However, both the design of the
tanks as well as their installation arrangement makes this very unlikely (Brewer, ).
Fuel tanks will nevertheless have to pass rigorous leak testing upon entry into service
and throughout their useful life (Edeskuty, ). Brewer () therefore recommends
routine visual inspection of the tank structure from inside the tank at least every 
hours, consistent with airline practice for all primary structure.
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Conceptual Aircraft Design Tool
The conceptual design of an aircraft is a highly iterative process by nature due to the high
level of interaction between the involved disciplines. In order to model this process in a
flexible way, a modular conceptual design tool was developed in Matlab®. The incorpo-
ration of modularity makes the routine easier to use and allows a quick adaptation of the
various modules to the diverse design studies carried out. After all, several modifications
are needed to various modules to allow for the designs of both hydrogen-fueled as well as
unconventional aircraft.
The adopted structure for the preliminary aircraft design tool is schematically represented
on Figure B.. On that figure, the most important interactions between the different mod-
ules are indicated with arrows. As can be seen from the figure, input is required for the
design mission as well as the aircraft geometry, the engines and the wing position before
the calculations can be started. The aerodynamic characteristics, the performance and
the mass of the aircraft are consequently calculated as well as the position of the center of
gravity of the aircraft at its operating empty weight. The wing position along the fuselage
is then iterated upon until the desired center of gravity position is obtained. Finally, the
c.g. excursion and the direct operating costs are determined.
Figure B.. The structure of the developed tool.
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The different modules and the correlations used in them are described in this appendix.
Section B. discloses the way in which the aircraft geometry is defined. Then the mass and
aerodynamic calculations are discussed in sections B. and B. respectively. After this,
the computation of the position of the center of gravity and its excursion when loading
the aircraft is tackled before the imposed performance constraints are dealt with. A final
section reviews the calculation of the direct operating costs. When applicable, the input
required to set up the calculations is detailed for each section.
B. Aircraft Geometry
The geometry of the aircraft is divided into five main components which are described
in the following subsections. The aircraft fuselage, wing, tail and nacelle geometry are
detailed consecutively, after which the determination of the landing gear length is dis-
cussed. In order to allow tailoring of the shape of the aircraft to the different designs in
this work, several geometrical characteristics are left as input parameters to the routine.
To set up calculations for a given design, the following geometrical parameters need to be
defined:
• the fuselage width
• the fuselage height
• the fuselage length
• the number of decks and the number of seats abreast for each deck
• the longitudinal position of each row of seats
• the wing area
• the wing aspect ratio
• the wing taper ratio
The values adopted for these parameters are specified for each of the designs in the dif-
ferent chapters of this work.
B.. Fuselage
Two different shapes are considered for the geometry of the fuselage to reflect the differ-
ences between the single and multiple deck layouts of typical large transport aircraft. Af-
ter all the single deck designs usually feature a fuselage with a circular cross-section while
multiple deck designs often have a "double-bubble" type cross-section in the central part
of the fuselage, which will be approximated here by an elliptical shape.
First the additional parameters needed to determine the complete shape of the fuselage
are described and the numerical values adopted are given. Then the calculation of the
wetted area of the fuselage is set out.
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B... Shape
As the central part of both types of fuselages has a constant cross-section and the width
and height of this central part are input parameters for the different designs, only the
length and the shape of the forward and the aft section need to be determined to unam-
biguously lay down the fuselage geometry for conceptual design type calculations (see
Figure B.). The shape of these sections is in this phase of the design usually set by its
length-to-diameter ratio l/df us (see amongst others Jenkinson et al. (), Kroo (),
Raymer (), Roskam (a) and Torenbeek ()) where the diameter is taken here as
the actual diameter for a cylindrical fuselage or the height of the fuselage for the multiple
deck fuselages.
Figure B.. The different sections of the fuselage and their length (top view).
The length-to-diameter ratio of the forward section of the fuselage will usually determine
the drag divergence Mach number of the fuselage, especially for the multiple deck de-
signs. The profile of the aft section of the fuselage is on the other hand chosen to provide
a smooth, low drag shape which supports the tail surfaces. Besides that, the lower side
of the aft fuselage must also provide adequate clearance for the aircraft to rotate at the
minimum unstick speed. The actual shape of both parts of the fuselage will generally be
determined through an extensive CFD simulation in a later stage of the design. In con-
ceptual or preliminary design, however, some general rules based on both statistical data
and basic aerodynamic calculations are used. In literature a wide range is found for both
length-to-diameter ratios. For the nose cone a range from . to . in found, whereas the
tail cone ratios vary between . and . ((Bovet, ), Kroo () and Torenbeek ()).
After comparison with existing large transport aircraft the following values are adopted:
l f or/hf us = 1.7 la f t/hf us = 2.5 (B.)
B... Wetted area
Correlations for the wetted area of the fuselage can be found in Bovet (), Kroo (),
Roskam (b), Torenbeek (), and Torenbeek (). A comparison between these
correlations, shows a close resemblance between the methods laid down in Bovet (),
Kroo () and Roskam (b). The equations given in these references for the forward
and aft section namely all have the following shape:
Swet = k ·df us · l
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where Swet denotes the wetted area of the considered section, k is an empirical coeffi-
cient, df us stands for the diameter of the fuselage and l indicates the length of the fuse-
lage section under consideration. The values for kf or found in literature vary from .
to . while ka f t ranges between . and .. The highest values are withheld here in
order to be conservative in the fuselage drag estimations.
Swet , f or = 2.54 ·df us · l f or & Swet , a f t = 2.30 ·df us · la f t (B.)
The wetted area of the cylindrical mid-section is on its turn calculated as:
Swet , cyl =pi ·dequiv · lcy l (B.)
where the equivalent diameter for the mid-section wetted area of the double and triple
deck fuselages is derived from the perimeter of the ellipse:
dequiv =
(wf us +hf us
2
)
·
[
1+ 3 · z
10+$4−3 · z
]
where z is given by:
z =
(
hf us −wf us
)2(
hf us +wf us
)2
and wf us is the fuselage width and hf us the height.
The total wetted area of the fuselage Swet , f us is found by summing up the individual con-
tributions.
B.. Wing
The gross wing area of the aircraft is left as an input parameter to the routine, so that only
the airfoil section profile and the wing planform shape need to be known to fix the overall
wing geometry for conceptual design work where usually only equivalent straight tapered
wings are considered (Roskam, b). Besides the gross wing area Sw , three geometric
parameters are needed to define the planform shape. In this work the wing aspect ratio
ARw , taper ratio λw and quarter-chord sweep angle Λc/4,w are chosen, since they all are
important design variables. As indicated previously, the aspect ratio and taper ratio are
also retained as input to the routine to allow an adaptation of the wing planform to the
specific design attempted. The wing sweep on the other hand will be fixed as a function
of the design cruise Mach number.
Below, the formulae used to obtain the main wing planform characteristics are given first.
After this, the quarter chord sweep angle and the thickness to chord ratio are fixed as a
function of the design cruise Mach number. The wetted area calculations are disclosed in
a fourth subsection while the dimensioning of the high-lift devices and the ailerons is re-
ported next. Finally, the calculation of the volume inside the wing fuel tanks is discussed.
For the calculation of this perimeter Ramanujan’s second equation is chosen for the approximation
because of its high accuracy despite the simplicity of the equation (Villarino, ).
In the plots of the geometry and in the positioning of main landing gear legs, however, a so-called
yehudi, or cranked trailing edge is used. The determination of the ’real’ wing geometry with yehudi from
the equivalent straight tapered wing is done based on ESDU ().
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B... Planform
From the definitions of Sw , ARw and λw all other geometric characteristics of the wing
can be determined:
Sw = bw · (cr,w + ct ,w )2 ARw =
b2w
Sw
λw = ct ,wcr,w (B.)
where cr,w and ct ,w are the wing root respectively tip chord and bw is the wing span . The
sweep anglesΛ can be found from equation (B.):
tanΛy ·c = tanΛx·c − 4 · (1−λw )ARw · (1+λw ) · (y −x) (B.)
where x and y indicate the location with reference to the chord. For instance, for the
quarter-chord the parameter x equals . while the leading edge is indicated by  and
the trailing edge by . The mean aerodynamic chord (MAC or cw ) of the straight-tapered
wing and its spanwise position yc,w can be found from:
cw = 2 · cr,w3 ·
1+λw +λ2w
1+λw yc,w =
bw
6
· 1+2 ·λw
1+λw (B.)
Finally, the wing dihedral angle needs to be set. The wing geometry is given a certain
dihedral to increase the lateral yaw stability, especially in cross-wind conditions for low
wing aircraft. According to Jenkinson et al. (), the dihedral angle for a conventional
unswept trapezoidal low wing typically lies between  and ◦. Even though sweep back
increases the aircraft yaw stability and would thus require a lower dihedral angle for the
same stability ’margin’, low swept back wings will often have a slightly higher dihedral
angle than necessary for stability reasons to ensure adequate ground clearance for wing
mounted engines (see section B..). Based on these arguments and on a survey of exist-
ing low wing transport aircraft, the minimum wing dihedral is simply fixed as  degrees.
After all, the final dihedral angle is usually set after careful analysis of wind tunnel test
data (Nicolai, , p. -).
If neededby the required power-plant clearance requirements, the inboard dihedral angle
is however increased by the adoption of a so-called "gull wing", as is found on the Airbus
A andwas adopted in Joesbury () (see Figure B.). Based on theAwing (Airbus,
), the inboard wing dihedral angle is increased to ◦ for the inner % of the wing
span and to .◦ up to % of the wing span. The remainder of the wing is then set to a
dihedral angle of ◦, resulting in an overall dihedral of about .◦. If the adoption of the
gull wing is insufficient to provide the necessary ground clearance for the high bypass
ratio engines, the landing gear height is finally increased as explained in section B...
B... Wing quarter chord sweep angle
Whereas the wing area, aspect ratio and taper ratio are kept as design variables for the
different designs, the quarter chord sweep angle Λc/4 is determined as a function of the
design cruise Mach number as given in Table B.. The range of subsonic design cruise
Mach numbers is chosen to encompass most civil airliners operations but can easily be
expanded to allow designs at other cruise Mach numbers.
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Figure B.. The gull wing geometry (adopted from Joesbury (, p. D-)) .
Table B.. Wing sweep in function of Mcr (adopted from Jenkinson et al. (,
pp. -)).
Mcr . . . . . .
Λc/4 . . . . . .
B... Spanwise thickness distribution
The thickness of the wing is a compromise between aerodynamic, structural and volu-
metric requirements. The thickness distribution will determine the wetted area and the
aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. A spanwise variation in thickness is furthermore
needed to provide appropriate local flow condition (Jenkinson et al., ). Fuel storage
and structural criteria oppose the aerodynamic need to minimize the thickness of the
wing and force the design towards the highest (aerodynamically) acceptable thickness.
Since the bending moment due to lift increases from the wing tip to the root, the wing
thickness of a transport aircraft is often chosen to be smaller at the tip and is gradually
increased along the span to the fuselage connection at the root of the exposed wing. All
these criteria lead to a wing thickness distribution as shown on Figure B..
In Jenkinson et al. (), the authors indicate that the wing thickness at the root is almost
constant, regardless of the subsonic cruiseMachnumber. Following the reference, a value
of  % is taken for the designs of this work which is in line with the .% of the Boeing
 as quoted in Brown (). The outer thickness of the wing is however not constant
to reflect the influence of Mcr on the wing design. The thickness of the outer wing is
therefore calculated with the following equation (Jenkinson et al., , p. ):
Mcr = 0.877−1.387 ·
(
t
c
)
t
+0.431 ·Λ2c/4 ·10−4+0.1195−0.18 ·CL,des (B.)
where (t/c)t is the thickness over chord ratio of the outer wing and CL,des the design lift
coefficient which is given by the following relationship, derived from the same reference:
CL,des =
( 1.6
8.41 · (ARw −5.36)+1
) · ca$
ARw
·cosΛc/4 (B.)
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Figure B.. Typical wing thickness spanwise distribution (Jenkinson et al., ,
pp. -).
The factor ca in this equation reflects the influence of wing camber on the design lift
coefficient. For conventional sections values from . to . are suggested while for su-
percritical sections a value of . is recommended. As the (t/c)t values obtained with
eq. (B.) are low compared to the actual values found in literature, a value of . is em-
ployed for ca despite the implicit adoption of supercritical airfoils. The average thickness
is then determined as:
(t/c)avg = 3 · (t/c)t + (t/c)r4
B... Wetted area
After a comparison of the wing wetted area formulae available in literature an average
between Swet ,w 1, the wetted area obtained with the method given in Roskam (b,
p. ) and (Torenbeek, , p. ) and Swet ,w 2, derived from Raymer (, p. ) and
Corke (, p. ), is selected in this work.
Swet ,w 1 = 2 ·Sw,exp ·
[
1+0.25 ·
(
t
c
)
r
· 1+τ ·λw
1+λw
]
(B.)
Swet ,w 2 = Sw,exp ·
(
1.977+0.52 ·
(
t
c
)
avg
)
(B.)
where Sw,exp denotes the exposed wing area and τ is defined as
τ= (t/c)t
(t/c)r
Among others Corke (), Kroo (), Roskam (b), Raymer () and Torenbeek (), contain
equations for the wetted area of the wing.
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B... High-lift devices
The chordwise size of the high-lift devices is closely coupled to the location of the two
wing spars which is a compromise between slat and flap size, weight, structural design
and fuel tank volume. Typically, a clearance  % of the chord is available between the
nested flaps and the rear spar for control system elements (Roskam, b). Typical values
for large long range transport aircraft, derived from Roskam (b, pp. ,-) and
Torenbeek (, p. ) are used in this work, as shown on Figure B..
Figure B.. The dimensions of the high-lift devices and the location of the spars.
The chordwise positions are indicated on thefigure in percentage of the local chord length
while the spanwise dimensions are given as a percentage of the wing semi-span. The in-
board aileron is located between the in- and the outboard flap, while the outer part of the
wing is covered by the outboard aileron.
B... Fuel volume
As the gross of the fuel for kerosene fueled transport aircraft is housed in integral tanks
inside the wing, the wing size (volume) will to a big extent determine the aircraft fuel ca-
pacity and as a consequence its range (for a given payload). As such, for a given range, a
lower limit is imposed on the wing size especially for the long range aircraft under con-
sideration in this work. This limit can somewhat be shifted to lower wing sizes by the
adoption of tanks inside the horizontal tail. The horizontal tail tanks can additionally be
Integral tanks are created by sealing the wing torque box that is made of the fore and aft spars. They
are mainly adopted as they allow to maximize the wing volume utilized to store the fuel (Isikveren ()
and Roskam (b)).
The wing fuel capacity could also be increased by carrying fuel beyond the % span point, which is
the usual limit for the fuel tanks to prevent lightning strikes from starting an in-flight fire. Fuel could be
stored in the wing tips if the skin is locally "beefed up" to ensure that enough metal is present to disperse
the lightning strikes. This would however increase the wing weight significantly (Roskam, b).
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used to keep the c.g. at the aft-most limit during flight by pumping fuel into the tail tank,
thereby reducing the trim drag as is e.g. done on the MD- (Raymer, ). Seen the con-
siderable range of the different design studies carried out in this work and the possible
trim drag reduction, a tail tank is assumed for all kerosene fueled aircraft. A similar prac-
tice was also adopted in the Cryoplane project (Astaburuaga et al. (), Astaburuaga &
van Holten () and Krijnen et al. ()).
Two different statistical correlations were found that yield the determination of the wing
fuel volume. Torenbeek (, pp. -) and Roskam (b, p. ) suggest the follow-
ing correlation:
Vf = 0.54 ·
S2w
bw
·
(
t
c
)
r
· 1+λw ·
$
τ+λ2w ·τ
(1+λw )2
(B.)
whereas Howe (, p. ) proposes the following equation to determine the fuel mass
that can be stored in the wing:
Wf = 420 ·Sw ·bw ·
(
t
c
)
1−0.89 ·λw +0.49 ·λ2w
ARw
(B.)
Using a fuel density of . kg/m3, both equations lead to very similar results over a
wide range of wing areas. Despite the inaccuracies of about % (Roskam, b, p. ),
the equations are adopted here as more precise information is absent in this stage of the
design and the result correlates well with the wing size of the long range Cryoplane de-
sign (Krijnen et al., ). An average of both results is used to determine the limit of the
available wing and tail tank fuel volume.
The wing fuel volume is divided into  tanks on each side of the fuselage. The first tank
is the center tank inside the fuselage and the wing fillet. The second tank runs from the
fuselage side to %of the semi-span, whereas the third tank covers the rest of thewing up
to the % spanwise limit suggested by Roskam. The division into tanks is made to allow
for a more precise center of gravity calculation of the fuel. After all, FAR  regulations
require all engines to be fed from a separate tank at takeoff. For the -engined versions at
least  tanks would thus be required.
B.. Empennage
In this section, the geometry of the horizontal and vertical tail is defined. As both tailplanes
basically are wing sections, the equations of section B.. can be used with the right defi-
nition of the different tailplane characteristics. This is done here to keep the calculations
as simple as possible. This section thus basically only discloses the choice of the values
for the empennage parameters.
The thickness over chord ratio and the sweep angle of the tailplanes are usually chosen so
that the tail surfaces will not stall before the wing does to keep the control surfaces stall
free throughout the entire flight envelope of the aircraft. This practise is adopted here
too based on the data from Howe (), Kroo (), Raymer (), Roskam (b) and
Schaufele (). The values adopted for the horizontal and vertical tail are given first.
The method used to size the tail is laid down in a third paragraph.
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B... Horizontal and vertical tail planform
The aspect ratio of the horizontal tail is related to the aspect ratio of the wing as proposed
in Howe ():
ARht = 0.5 · ARw
The lower value from the range suggested by Howe is adopted as it is more in line with
the range of values found in literature. Howe suggests a range from .-. for the pro-
portionality factor whereas aspect ratio ranges between . and . are suggested in the
other references. For the vertical tail, a fixed value of . is adopted after Schaufele ().
The average value derived by Schaufele for transport aircraft lies well within the range
found in the other references (.-.).
ARvt = 1.6
Following Howe (), the taper ratios of both horizontal and vertical tail are related to
the taper ratio of the wing:
λht = 1.2 ·λw λvt = 0.5 ·λw
The sweep and thickness-to-chord ratio’s of the tailplanes are, as indicated earlier, chosen
to ensure that the wing will stall first. Therefore the quarter chord sweep of the horizontal
tail is set .◦ higher than the sweep of the wing, whereas for the vertical tail an increase
of .◦ is adopted. The thickness-to-chord ratio of the tailplanes are taken as % of the
average wing thickness-to-chord.
B... Size of the tailplanes
The tail surfaces are predominantly sized to provide adequate stability and control for
the aircraft, which boils down to generating sufficiently large moments about the center
of gravity to counteract any destabilizing forces. Other requirements may have to be met
by the tail (e.g. fuel tankage, structural support,. . . ) but these are regarded as secondary
to the stability and control criteria (Jenkinson et al., ). A full stability and control
analysis is thus normally required to size the tailplanes. However, in the initial project
phases insufficient information is known about the aircraft to carry out such an analysis
and the so-called volume coefficient method is usually used (see a. o. Jenkinson et al.
(), Roskam (b), Raymer () and Schaufele ()).
In this volume coefficient orV -method, the tail volume coefficients are defined as follows:
V ht = xht ·ShtSw · cw V vt =
xvt ·Svt
Sw ·bw (B.)
where Sht and Svt are the areas of the horizontal respectively vertical tail. The horizontal
and vertical tail arms xht and xvt are on the other hand defined as the distances between
the quarter chord point at the wing MAC and the quarter chord point at the MAC of the
horizontal respectively vertical tail. For V ht a range of .-. is found for transport
aircraft in the aforementioned references while the values for the V vt range from . to
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.. A value of . is utilized here for the horizontal tail, which reflects a jet transport
aircraft with ’relaxed’ static stability combined with a digital ’fly-by-wire’ flight control
system (Roskam, b).
For the vertical tail, the method laid down in Schaufele () is used as it allows to take
the presence of the second fuselage for the twin-fuselage configurations into account
without resulting in an increased complexity. Schaufele namely uses a non-dimensional
directional fuselage volume parameter which is defined as
V f us =
h2f us · l f us
Sw ·bw
Schaufele relates this directional fuselage volume coefficient to V vt . The following ex-
pression, derived from Figure . of Schaufele () is used:
V vt = 0.03+0.34 ·V f us (B.)
By doubling V f us in the case of a twin-fuselage aircraft, the vertical tail area is slightly
increased. It is namely indicated in Torenbeek & Jesse (, p. ) that the stability cal-
culations showed that "it is likely that the vertical tails must be increased in size to en-
sure adequate control during crosswind landings" after the authors sized the tails using
a conventional vertical tail volume coefficient. Moore et al. () however also adopted
a conventional vertical tail volume coefficient for their designs and their lateral stability
analysis did not reveal that issue. In a later stage of the design, a full stability and control
analysis would anyway be required to ensure that the vertical tail area resulting from this
approach is large enough. However this falls outside the scope of this work and does not
significantly influence the results seen the relatively low weights of the vertical tails.
As the vertical tail volume coefficients derived from this method are slightly below the
values found on recent -engined transport aircraft, an increase of % is taken for the
aircraft having  engines on the wing. After all, the most critical (outboard) engine out
condition is most likely the sizing criterion for the vertical tail of such a configuration.
B.. Nacelle
As the majority of new transport aircraft have a podded under-wing installation of the
engines, this configuration is adopted as the baseline for this work. Only for some of the
twin-fuselage configurations, an installation at the rear-fuselage is considered. Below,
first the geometry of the nacelle is described, then some installation issues are reviewed
before finally the nacelle wetted area is commented upon.
It might however change the position of the wing on the fuselage to obtain a proper c.g. excursion
throughout the whole loading envelope.
Installations of the engines over the aircraft wing to shield the engine noise are sometimes also pro-
posed, especially for advanced configurations (a.o. Guynn & Olson (), Hall & Crichton (), Rizvi
() and Smith ()). Besides offering a noise reduction benefit, this type of installation furthermore
allows a higher vertical separation between the nacelle and the wing without influencing the landing gear
height. It is not considered here however due to the increased maintenance costs that this type of installa-
tion entails.
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B... Geometry
The nacelle consists out of  distinct parts: the forebody, the cylindrical midbody and the
afterbody. Depending on the engine length and the type of nacelle chosen, themidbody is
sometimes omitted, as shown on Figure B.. Here, only so-called short cowl fan nacelles
are adopted as the long cowl nacelle, often found for smaller engines and mixed flow
turbofans, would lead to excessive nacelle drag for the high bypass ratio turbofans under
consideration.
Figure B.. Short cowl nacelle geometry.
In preliminary calculations, a NACA -Series cowl shape is often adopted for the design
of the forebody of the fan cowling. These cowls have gained wide acceptance for practi-
cal use as they closely approximate constant velocity profiles which give a uniform pres-
sure distribution (Seddon & Goldsmith, ). Non-dimensional ordinates for the exter-
nal profile of these intake cowls can be found in Seddon & Goldsmith () and Williams
(). The length of the forebody cowl l f ore as well as its maximum diameter dmax are
set by the drag divergence Mach number MD and the critical mass flow ratio for which
the cowl is designed MFRcr i t , by the following equations (Williams, ):
MFRcr i t =
1− 4 ·
(
1− dhldmax
)2
l f ore/dmax

5/2
(B.)
MD = 1− 18 ·
√
1−
(
dhl
dmax
)2
l f ore/dmax
(B.)
where dhl is the highlight diameter of the nacelle.
The influence of the drag rise Mach number and the critical mass flow ratio on the max-
imum diameter and the forebody length of the nacelle are shown on Figure B.. In this
work, the drag rise Mach number of the forebody is set to the drag divergence Mach num-
ber of the aircraft and the critical mass flow ratio is chosen in function of the mass flow
ratio at the end of cruise to avoid significant spillage drag in cruise.
The external shape of the nacelle and its length are calculated throughout this work whereas the inter-
nal shape is adopted from similar nacelles to give a reasonable representation of the overall engine cross-
section.

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Figure B.. Influence of MD and MFRcr i t on nacelle forebody geometry.
The forebody geometry furthermore depends on the contraction ratio CR, which is de-
fined as the ratio between the highlight and the throat area of the nacelle:
CR = Ahl
Athr
and is set in this work to . based on data for advanced current technology nacelles
from Glieb & Janardan () and Kowe & Wynosky (). This value is furthermore on
the lower side of the range of . to . proposed in Williams (). Specifying the
throat Mach number then completely fixes all geometrical characteristics of the nacelle
forebody. Here, a value of . is adopted. This is the maximum value suggested in Young-
hans & Paul () and Williams () and accounts for flow path curvature and bound-
ary layer growth as well as a choke margin to avoid an excessive drop in the pressure
recovery of the inlet and to allow some future engine thrust growth.
The afterbody of the nacelle is usually a circular arc (Williams, ) and its length is set by
the drag divergence Mach number of the afterbody and the maximum accepted boattail
chord angle. As suggested in Williams (), the boattail chord angle is limited to ◦ to
avoid separation of the flowover the nacelle. This boattail angleβ f , togetherwith the drag
rise Mach number of the afterbody (and the maximum diameter) determine the length of
the nacelle afterbody (Williams, ):
la f t = 0.04
(1−MD )2
·dmax · sinβ f (B.)
As for the forebody, the drag rise Mach number of the afterbody is set to the drag diver-
gence Mach number of the aircraft.
If the gas generator cowl protrudes from the bypass nacelle, its boattail angle is set to the
value adopted for the bypass nacelle afterbody. A similar practice is used for the engine
plug.

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B... Installation
The installation of the engine nacelle or pod needs to ensure both a low nacelle drag and
efficient wing aerodynamics by minimizing the interference between the pod and the
wing as well as the reduction of wing maximum lift coefficient due to the presence of
the pod. The horizontal and vertical separation distances between pod and wing as well
as the free-stream Mach number and the aircraft incidence set the level of interference
drag (Williams, ). From a drag perspective, the best position of the pods is in front
and below the leading edge of the wing, as shown on Figure B.. As the separations also
affect the design of the pylon, the torsional loads on the wing box and the ground clear-
ances, a compromise is needed between aerodynamic and structural drivers.
The gulley depth or vertical separation H can be expressed as a spacing ratio in terms of
the nacelle diameter. Williams (, p. ) indicates the following range for under-wing
installations:
0.70< H
dmax
< 1.1
Williams however uses a smaller value of . in the examples to represent a vertically
close-coupled pod installation, which ismore in linewith the installations of severalmod-
ern transport aircraft given in El-Sayed (, p. ) where a range between  and  %
is shown. In this work, a value of . is therefore adopted.
Figure B.. Under-wing pod installation, modified from El-Sayed (, p. ).
The horizontal separation distance is set by thrust reverser eﬄux and rotor disk burst
considerations. In Williams (), X is normalized with the total nacelle length lnac and
the following typical values are indicated:
0.6< X
lnac
< 0.8
A value of . is adopted in this work as it is in line with the installations presented in
El-Sayed ().

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B... Wetted area
As the empirical correlations used in the nacelle drag calculations are derived based on
the wetted area of a cylindrical section for each of the parts of the nacelle (Williams, ),
the wetted area of the fore- and afterbody as well as the gas generator cowl and the plug
are determined in this work as the wetted area of a cylinder. The length of the cylinder
is taken as the actual length of the considered part whereas the diameter is taken as the
maximum diameter of the considered part. When the exact wetted area of the nacelle is
needed, Torenbeek (, p. ) gives more detailed correlations.
B.. Landing gear
The length of the landing is set by several requirements, that are either related to the fuse-
lage shape or the engine installation. The landing gear must first of all be sufficiently large
to avoid the tail from scraping on the groundduring the takeoff rotation. For this, an angle
of ◦ between the fully extended aft landing gear and the bottom of the fuselage tailcone
is usually provided in preliminary design (Roskam, b). The landing gear must further-
more be long enough to avoid touching of the ground by the nacelles or the wing tip in
a cross-wind or engine-out landing (a.o. Currey (), Roskam (b), Roskam (b),
Schaufele () and Torenbeek ()). Usually a roll angle of about ◦ is assumed for
this requirement as it is the roll angle used to size the rudder at the minimum unstick
speed in an engine-out case. The main gear length must additionally be set so that there
is sufficient clearance for the nacelle in case of a nose gear collapse during landing (Cur-
rey (), Isikveren () and Jenkinson et al. ()). Finally, the nacelle must be placed
sufficiently far from the ground to avoid foreign-object-damage. According to Isikveren
(), the engine to ground distance must be bigger than % of the fan diameter to
ensure this.
Obviously, the landing gear length obtained from several of these requirements depends
on the landing gear disposition, which is detailed in section B... As the length of the
landing gear will strongly influence its mass, a ’correction’ for the landing gear length is
added to the mass determination when the length is set by the engine-related require-
ments of the very high bypass ratio engines. If the gear length is on the other hand de-
termined by the tail scrape requirement, no correction is used, as described in section
B...
As in some cases, the length of the fully extended gear must be used whereas for oth-
ers the gear is supposed to be in fully compressed position, the stroke of the oleo shock
absorber needs to be determined. The stroke can be determined from the following equa-
tion (amongst others found in Currey (), Isikveren (), Raymer (), Roskam
(a) and Torenbeek ()) where it is assumed that each gear takes the same load:
ng · v2v
2 · g =
(
ηsa ·Ng · ssa
)+ (ηt y ·Ng · st y) (B.)
where vv is the vertical speed of the aircraft at landing for which a value of  ft/s is
adopted following Roskam (a). Ng is the number of landing gear, ng a gear load fac-
tor which is . for FAR  aircraft, according to Roskam. ηsa and ηt y are the efficiency of

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the shock absorber respectively tyre. A value of . is adopted as typical for oleo struts
for a transport aircraft, whereas a value of . is adopted for the tyres based on the pre-
viously mentioned references. ssa and st y are the stroke of the shock absorber and tyre
respectively. For the tyre, it is taken from manufacturers data based on the loaded radius
from the catalogue (Goodyear, ). The stroke of the landing gear is determined from
equation (B.).
As suggested in Raymer (, p. ), a one inch safety margin is added to the calculated
stroke. The height is assumed to be . times the stroke unless dictated by other require-
ments. The static to fully open strut travel is assumed to be % of the stroke (Isikveren,
).
B. Aircraft Mass
In the conceptual or preliminary design phase, the aircraft mass is normally determined
by dividing the aircraft into a limited number of components or groups and the mass of
each component (group) is determined from an empirical or statistical correlation. This
section discloses the mass breakdown used in this work and the formulae used to de-
termine the mass of the different components. To avoid double- or mis-accounting of
masses resulting from different component definitions in various references, the mass
breakdown is based on the breakdown from Jenkinson et al. () as most of the com-
ponent mass correlations used in this work are adopted from that same reference. Only
for the fuselage, the wing and the landing gear other references are considered because
they either showed a considerably higher accuracy when applied to the limited amount
of component mass data available (Bovet (, pp. -) and Roskam (b, pp. -
)) or were better suited to draw a comparison between the different configurations
from this work. As the accuracy for both the fuselage and the wing mass remained rela-
tively lowdespite the adoption of "more accurate" correlations, two differentmethods are
used for both components and their results are averaged. The following mass breakdown
is used:
. Fuselage: Wf us
. Wing group: Ww
. Empennage: Wemp
. Nacelle: Wnac
. Landing gear: Wlg
. Surface controls:Wsc
Total Structure Mass: Wstr =Wf us +Ww +Wemp +Wnac +Wlg +Wsc
. Propulsion group: Wprop
. Fixed Equipment: Wf ix eq
Basic Empty Mass: We = 1.01 ·
(
Wstr +Wprop +Wf ix eq
)
. Operational Items: Woper i t
. Crew: Wcrew
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Operational Empty Mass: Woe =We +Woper i t +Wcrew
. Payload: Wpl
Maximum Zero Fuel Mass: Wmz f =Woe +Wpl
. Fuel: Wf
Maximum Take-OffMass: WTO =Wmz f +Wf uel
The factor . is included in the empty mass to make the mass estimation slightly more
conservative. The wing group mass includes the ailerons, the high-lift devices and the
spoilers. The empennage mass on the other hand comprises both the horizontal and the
vertical tail, including the elevator and the rudder while the landing gear mass is made up
of the nose and all main gear legs (Jenkinson et al., ). The correlations utilized for the
different component masses will be reviewed below.
B.. The fuselage mass
As the accuracy of the correlations for the fuselage mass was relatively low, two corre-
lations are applied and the final component mass is taken as the average of both results.
The correlations from Dupont () (as cited in Bovet (, p. )) and Howe (,
pp. -) have the additional benefit that they both use the width and the height of
the fuselage and are for that reason considered to be more adequate to compare single
and double deck fuselages. Despite these benefits, a fudge factor of % is used for the
double and triple deck layouts in this work as suggested by Prof. Slingerland from Delft
University (personal communication). Both methods are reported below.
B... The method from Dupont ()
The correlation for Wf us from Dupont () (as cited in Bovet (, p. )) is selected
as it is by far the most accurate for the available fuselage mass data:
Wf us = Swet , f us ·
(
10+1.2 ·wf us +1.9 ·10−4 · nult ·Wdim(hf us)1.7
)
·Keng ·Klg (B.)
where nult is the ultimate load factor , Wdim the fuselage dimensioning mass and Keng
and Klg correction factors for the engine respectively main landing gear location . In
the case of passenger transport aircraft the ultimate load factor is . (1.5 ·2.5) while the
dimensioning mass is taken as . the maximum zero-fuel mass.
Wdim = 1.05 ·WMZ F
The values for the correction factors Ke and Klg are adopted as recommended in Bovet
(). The value for Klg is . when the main landing gear is retracted in the wing,
while . is used for a landing gear that retracts into the fuselage. When the engines are
installed under the wing, a value of . is adopted for Ke . For engines installed at the rear
fuselage on the other hand, a value of .must be used.
Correlations from Ardema et al. (), Bil (), Dupont () (as cited in Bovet ()), Jenkinson
et al. (), Roskam (b), Torenbeek () and Torenbeek () were compared with the available data.

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B... The method from Howe ()
The second method that allows to account for the differences between single and mul-
tipl deck fuselages is found in Howe (, pp. -) where the following correlation is
proposed for pressurized fuselages:
Wf us =Kp ·∆p f us ·
(
9.75+5.84 ·wf us
) ·( 2 · l f us
w f us +hf us −1.5
)
· (wf us +hf us)2 (B.)
where ∆p f us is the maximum working pressure differential and l f us , wf us and hf us de-
note the fuselage length, width and height respectively. Kp is a correction coefficient
which depends on the actual type of pressurized fuselage. For airliners with four or more
abreast seating a value of. is proposedbyHowe forwing-mounted landing gear, whereas
. should be used for fuselage-mounted landing gear.
B.. The wing group mass
As for the fuselage mass, two different correlations are selected for the wing group mass
calculation. Both correlations use a form of wing bending moment relief to account
for the reduction in wing root bending moment due to the off-center placement of the
fuselages of the twin fuselage versions.
B... The method from Jenkinson et al.
The correlation from Jenkinson et al. () only accounts for the basic wing structure
mass, without the mass of the high lift devices or the spoilers. For those, the method from
Torenbeek () is used. Both methods are described below.
The basic wing structure mass
Jenkinson et al. (, pp. -) give the following equation for the basic wing structure
mass:
Ww, st r = 0.021265 · (WTO ·nult )0.4843 ·S0.7819w · AR0.993w · (1+λw )0.4 ·
(
1− RiWTO
)0.4
cosΛc/4 ·
( t
c
)0.4
avg
(B.)
where the factor Ri represents the effect of inertial relief on the wing root bending mo-
ment and is given by:
Ri =Ww, st r +Wf +2 ·Weng ·
bieng
0.4 ·bw +2 ·Weng ·
boeng
0.4 ·bw
Several extra methods were found in literature (a.o. in Ardema et al. (), Bil (), Kroo (),
Raymer (), Roskam (b) and Torenbeek ()). They however did not allow to account for the effect
of the off-center disposition of the fuselages for the twin fuselage layouts.

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Weng is the individual engine plus nacelle mass and bieng and boeng represent the dis-
tance between the inboard respectively outboard engines.
The mass of the high-lift devices
The mass of the high-lift devices Whld is calculated based on the figures from Torenbeek
(, p. ) which are reproduced in Figure B.. As the data from Torenbeek () gives
Figure B.. The specific mass of the high lift devices.
specific masses for the slats and flaps, the values obtained from Figure B. are multiplied
by the area of the devices. An additional % is added in the calculation of the final wing
mass as recommended by Torenbeek.
The total wing group mass
To calculate the total wing group mass only the mass of the spoilers must still be known.
According to Torenbeek (), a good first estimate for the spoiler mass is approximately
.% of the wing mass, which leads to:
Ww = 1.015 ·
(
Ww,basic +1.2 ·Whld
)
B... The method from Howe
The correlations for the wing group mass from Howe (, pp. -) are to some ex-
tent based on a theoretical approach that gives the "ideal"mass of the primarywing struc-
ture. Allowances are then made "for departure of the structural concept from ideal" and
finally simplified statistical data is used to estimate the mass of high lift devices and con-

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trols. The final result comprises the complete wing group. The different steps needed to
calculate the wing group mass with this method are detailed below.
Ideal primary wing structure mass
The ideal primary structure mass Wips is calculated based on the theoretically required
bending strength and is the sum of two terms. The first term, Wcov gives the contribution
of the structural box covers and spanwise shear webs whereas Wrib represents the mass
of the ribs required to support them.
Wips
WTO
=Wcov +Wrib (B.)
where:
Wcov = 1920 · AR
1.5
w ·S0.5w ·N ·R · (1+λw ) · sec2Λc/4 ·σa
(t/c)r
(B.)
and
Wrib =
3 ·S1.25w · (t/c)r
WTO · AR0.25w
·
[(
1−0.34 ·λw +0.44 ·λ2w
)+2.2 · (t/c)r ·
√
Sw
ARw
· (1−λw +0.72 ·λ2w )
]
(B.)
In these equations σa is the allowable working stress of the airframe material and is, ac-
cording to Howe, for a light alloy given by:
σa = 1.12 ·105 ·
√√√√N ·R · AR1.75w ·WTO
S0.75w · (t/c)r 1.5
· (1+λw )2.5 · sec2Λc/4
N is the effective ultimate design factor, which is either . times the limit manoeuvre
factor, nl ,man or, where it is greater, the comparable ultimate discrete gust factor:
1.65+ 6.45 · vD ·Sw
WTO ·
(
2
ARw
+ secΛc/4
)
where vD is the design dive speed of the aircraft. Ri is the inertial relief factor for which
Howe presents the following expressions:
wing-mounted powerplants: Ri = 1−
(
0.2+ (1−Wmz f /WTO))
wing-mounted powerplants: Ri = 1−
(
0.22+ (1−Wmz f /WTO))
If no wing-mounted powerplants are present, the factor . (or .) becomes ..
Allowance for departure from the structural ideal
Attachments for powerplants, landing gear, wing folding and others represent penalties
to the ideal structural mass derived above. Allowances suggested by Howe as a fraction of
the maximum take-offmass are as follows:

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• Attachments for powerplants (/) : ./.
• Attachment for landing gear: .
• Cutout in the primary structure for landing gear: .
Allowance for secondary structure
As for the previous allowances, values suggested by Howe as a fraction of maximum take-
offmass are adopted throughout the work:
• Ailerons: .
• Slotted trailing edge flaps (double/triple): ./.
• Leading edge slats: .
• Spoilers/air brakes: .
• Tips, fairing, etc.: .
As the mass prediction equations were derived for a typical fuselage width to wing span
ratio β of ., a correction for a different β finally needs to be applied. Howe suggests the
following factor for this correction when β is not equal to . and λw departs from .:
1.13 · [(1−5 ·β2)−0.0027 · (1+43 ·β) ·λw]
B.. The empennage mass
Even though the tail mass represents only a small fraction of the maximum take-offmass,
it is necessary to evaluate it accurately because the tail is positioned well aft of the center
of gravity. The tail mass will therefore affect the overall balance of the aircraft. In this work
the method from Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) is used.
Wemp =Wht +Wvt =Kht ·Sht +Kvt ·Svt (B.)
where Wht and Wvt are the masss of the horizontal respectively vertical tail. The coeffi-
cients Kht and Kvt are determined statistically with values ranging from  to  kg/m2.
The following typical values are suggested in Jenkinson et al. ():
Kht = 25 Kvt = 28 (B.)
The values suggested in Jenkinson et al. () are used throughout this work.
Several other correlations were amongst others found in Kroo (), Raymer (), Roskam (b)
and Torenbeek (). As none of them showed a significantly higher resemblance with the available data
than the selected one, the correlation from Jenkinson et al. () is adopted in this work for reasons of
consistency.
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B.. The nacelle mass
In determining the nacelle mass, it is very difficult to specify which items must be at-
tributed to the nacelle group. Some of the structure can namely be considered as a part of
the wing, the body or the propulsion or undercarriage group. Care must thus be taken to
avoid double accounting of mass items with other component mass groups. In order to
be consistent with the other mass component definitions, the correlation from Jenkinson
et al. (, pp. -) is used in this work. The author furthermore indicates a very good
resemblance with nacelle mass data from existing aircraft.
Wnac = 6.8 ·TTO,SLS (TTO,SLS < 600kN ) (B.)
= 2760+2.2 ·TTO,SLS (TTO ,SLS > 600kN ) (B.)
where TTO,SLS is the total installed sea-level static take-off thrust (in kN).
B.. The landing gear mass
The mass of the landing gear will depend on the specified maximum landing mass and
the rough field landing capability of the aircraft. To avoid the need of fuel jettisoning in
case of an emergency landing shortly after take-off, aircraft are now often designed for a
landingmass close to themaximum take-offmass (Jenkinson et al., ). Asmost airlines
are operated from good quality paved runways, the biggest difference in the landing gear
mass of aircraft lies in the degree of complication and the type of retraction mechanism
which is set by the necessary compactness (Currey () and Jenkinson et al. ()).
Again, several references contain data on the landing gear mass. The correlation from
Torenbeek (, pp. -) is selected as it is a detailed correlation without requiring
excessive data.
Wlg =Klg ·
(
A+B ·W 3/4TO +C ·WTO +D ·W 3/2TO
)
(B.)
where Klg is . for low-wing airplanes and . for high-wing aircraft. The coefficients A,
B ,C and D are determined based on a statistical evaluation of data on landing gear mass
of existing aircraft. Torenbeek suggests the values from Table B. for the nose respectively
main landing gear.
Table B.. Coefficients for the calculation of the landing gear mass (Torenbeek, ,
pp. -).
A B C D
Nose gear . . . 2.97 ·10−6
Main gear . . . 2.23 ·10−5
As explained in section B.., a correction on the obtained mass is made if the landing
gear length is set by engine-related criteria instead of the conventional tailscrape limit.
As such, the penalty on the landing gear mass by the adoption of very high bypass ratio

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turbofans is to some extent accounted for. The dependency of the landing gear mass on
its length is derived from Raymer (, p. ):
Wlg ,m ∝ l0.4lg ,m Wlg ,n ∝ l0.5lg ,n (B.)
If the length of the landing gear needs to be increased to allow a proper installation of
the very high bypass ratio turbofans, the mass obtained from equation (B.) is factored
by the ratio of the final landing gear length to the length determined from the tailscrape
requirement raised to the exponents obtained from Raymer.
B.. The surface controls mass
The surface controls include allmovable surfaces on thewing that have not been included
in the flap mass calculation. The group includes all the internal wing controls and the
controls for the external leading edge devices and lift dumpers/air brakes. Jenkinson et al.
(, p. ) suggest the following correlation for the surface controls mass. According to
the authors, this equation shows a % correlation with existing aircraft data.
Wsc = 0.4 ·W 0.684TO (B.)
B.. The propulsion group mass
The propulsion group mass comprises the dry mass of the engines, the mass of the ac-
cessory gearbox, the induction and exhaust system, the engine controls and starting sys-
tem, the thrust reversers,. . .As in the early design phases details of all the components in
this mass group are unavailable, mass estimates must be based on the bare engine mass
(Jenkinson et al., ). The bare engine mass is thus determined first. Then the total
propulsion group mass is tackled.
B... The bare engine mass
Various bypass ratio turbofans as well as advanced cycles are investigated for the different
aircraft studies. A relatively detailed yet general method to assess the bare engine mass
is thus required in order to provide the proper engine mass trends for the different cycles
without resorting into too detailed correlations that require information that is not avail-
able in this stage of the design. Most models found in literature are however either too
simplistic or too detailed. The simplistic methods generally rely only on take-off thrust
(e.g. Jenkinson et al. () and Svoboda ()). They are therefor not able to provide the
necessary trade-off between propulsion system mass and size with varying bypass ratio.
Other methods often require a significant amount of data to assess the engine mass, as
they consist out of a build up of masses of individual components such as rotor disks,
blades, casings,... (e.g. Onat & Klees (), Sanghi et al. () and Tong et al. ())
and are as such outside the scope of this work. The only methods applicable for the de-
sired type of investigations are found in Gerend & Roundhill () and Waters & Schairer

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(). The method of Gerend & Roundhill () is more detailed without requiring ex-
tensive information. With the proper tuning it can be extended to modern high-bypass
ratio turbofans yielding reasonable accuracy (Dierick (), Doulgeris (), Hasan
() and Vicente ()). This method is therefor retained here.
The method from Gerend & Roundhill () allows to determine the engine bare mass
based on the engine bypass ratio BPR, the turbine inlet temperature TIT, the engine over-
all pressure ratio OPR and the total fan face air flow rate m˙tot . All cycle variables apply at
sea level static, standard day takeoff conditions. From these input values the engine mass
is determined as:
Weng =
(
Weng
m˙tot
)
cor r
· m˙tot ·Keng ·
(
Kgg ·KHP +
(
1−Kgg
) ·KLP ) (B.)
where (
Weng /m˙tot
)
cor r = 14
Keng is a correction factor applied to the complete engine, Kgg the ratio of gas generator
mass to total engine mass, KHP is the correction factor applied to the high pressure (HP)
section and KLP is the correction factor applied to the low pressure (LP) section. These
correction factors are on their turn composed out of several contributions:
Keng = KBPR ·Ky ·Kli f e ·KM ·Kduct
KHP = KTIT ·KOPR ·Km˙gg
The correction factors are specified on figures or in tables in Gerend & Roundhill ().
As some had to be extended outside the original range of application, they are detailed
below.
• KBPR is the correction factor for BPR and represents the relative engine weight per
total airflow. KBPR decreases with increasing BPR as more air bypasses the relatively
heavy gas generator. This can be seen on Figure B.(a).
• Ky is the correction factor for the year of the first flight and reflects the advance
in technology over the years due to lighter and stronger materials as well as higher
aerodynamic loading of turbomachinery (Gerend & Roundhill, ). Following Vi-
cente (), a value of . is adopted to represent  as the year of first flight.
Progress in technology from that year onwards is integrated in the overall mass re-
duction factor.
• Kli f e represents the type of engine design. Engines are either classified as lift en-
gines, short, medium or long life engines. Here a value of . is adopted for Kli f e
to represent long life cruise engines.
• KM is a correction for Mach number which is . below a Mach number of .
Due to the high dependency on numerous details, engine mass prediction in the conceptual stage is
very hard and even the detailed correlations are restricted to an accuracy in the order of % (Onat & Klees,
).
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• Kduct is used to distinguish between short and long duct nacelles. For short ducts a
value of . needs to be used.
• KTIT depicts the trend of increasing turbine inlet temperature over the years. As
this leads to higher thermal stresses and lower allowable stresses, an increase in
engine mass would be expected with increasing TIT. However, this trend is not ob-
served, partially due to advances in cooling technology and materials and partially
due to the usage of the Ky correction factor (Gerend & Roundhill, ). The au-
thors therefore derived a representative line of TIT in function of year and use this
as a reference value for which no penalty on engine mass is needed. They then used
a statistical regression and found a rate of change of gas generator specific mass of
% per ◦ F (. K). This method is adopted here too, taking the lowest BPR
kerosene engine as the baseline and adjusting the mass of other BPR engines and
hydrogen fueled engines accordingly.
• KOPR denotes the overall pressure ratio correction factor. Smaller engines tend to
have a higher rate of change of engine mass with pressure ratio than larger engine
due to minimum gage effects (Gerend & Roundhill, ). The correlation is there-
fore given for different mass flow rates, as shown on Figure B.(b).
(a) Correction factor KBPR (b) Correction factor KOPR
Figure B.. Engine mass correction factors KBPR and KOPR .
• Km˙gg represents the scaling effect of engine mass with gas generator (core) engine
mass flow rate. As some auxiliaries and fixed weight components do not scale with
engine size, this scaling factor depends on air flow rate. Additionally, minimum
gage effects also play a role through minimum standard material sizes, ability to
manufacture, . . . (Gerend & Roundhill, ). Figure B.(a) depicts the combinato-
rial effect of all factors on engine gas generator scaling.
• KLP is the correction factor for the low pressure section of the engine. As this scal-
ing is already to some extent given through the KBPR factor, Gerend & Roundhill

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scale all engines to a reference primary (core) air flow rate of  lb/s and use the
following relationship afterwards:
KLP =
(
m˙gg
m˙gg , re f
)0.3
This practice is adopted here too
• Kgg finally represents the ratio of gas generator mass to total engine mass and de-
pends on the BPR of the engine. Its trend is given on Figure B.(b).
(a) Correction factor Km˙gg (b) Correction factor Kgg
Figure B.. Engine mass correction factors Km˙gg and Kgg .
As the correlations from Gerend & Roundhill () date from several years ago, some
tuning is required to adapt the engine mass to new technology engine data, as is done
in Dierick (), Hasan () and Vicente (). Based on engine mass data from rel-
atively new engines, the correction factor
(
Weng /m˙tot
)
cor r is updated. However, a sig-
nificant spread is found for this factor even for the relatively small amount of available
data. Vicente () for instance reports that the correction factor should be multiplied
by . for three spool engines and . for  spool engines, whereas Hasan () indicates
multiplication factors in the order of . for two spool engines. Based on data on three
spool engines and adding a small amount of conservatism, a multiplication factor of .
is adopted here. (
Weng /m˙tot
)
cor r = 1.35 ·14
Despite the extrapolations required for the correlations from Gerend & Roundhill ()
for higher bypass ratios and the significant multiplication factor needed to tune the en-
gine mass to new designs, it is believed that the trends in engine mass will be represented
correctly when using this method.
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B... The propulsion group mass
Once the bare engine mass is known, the propulsion group mass can be determined.
Here, the correlation from reference Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) is used:
Wprop = 1.43 ·Weng Weng < 10000kg
Wprop = 1.16 ·Weng +2700 Weng > 10000kg
where Weng is the bare engine mass. The values from the above expressions assume a
conventional installation with thrust reversers and normal engine accessories.
B.. The fixed equipment mass
Thefixed equipmentmass group covers awide variety of aircraft systems. Amongst others
the instruments and navigation systems, the hydraulic, electrical and avionics systems,
the furnishings and the auxiliary power unit are comprised in this group. The mass of a lot
of these subcomponents is highly dependent on the type of aircraft under consideration
and the items to be included furthermore depend on operational practices and aircraft
specification (Jenkinson et al., ). The correlations from CoA () (as cited in Sefain
()) are retained as some guidelines on adaptations to hydrogen fueled aircraft are
found in Sefain (). They are summarized in Table B..
Table B.. Correlations for the components of the fixed equipment mass (Sefain, ,
p. ).
Component Mass correlation
Hydraulics and pneumatics Whyd = 3.2 ·W 0.5TO
Electrics Welec = 0.75 ·W 0.67TO
Accessory drives & APU WAPU =  kg
Air conditioning Wairco = 0.035 ·W 0.88TO
De-icing Wdeice = 0.16 ·W 0.7TO
Avionics Wav = 1250 kg
where Wairco is the mass of the complete air conditioning, pressurization and oxygen
supply system and all masses except for the APU and the avionics are given in lbs. The
mass of the avionics is taken from Howe () where a range between  and 
kg is suggested. The furnishing mass is finally derived from Oelkers et al. (a) and
Oelkers et al. (b), following the guidelines given in Table B.where FC stands for first
class, BC for business class, YC for economy class and HD indicates the single class high
density layout of the cabin. It is assumed here that each galley can store  trolleys that
each hold  meals (Oelkers et al., b). The galleys weigh . kg (Torenbeek, ,
p. ), which only includes the galleys themselves not the trolleys or the meals. These are
namely accounted for in the operational items mass. The lavatories on the other hand
weigh . kg.
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Table B.. Furnishing mass requirements (Oelkers et al., a).
Component FC BC YC HD
Lavatories [pax/lav]    
Meals [meals/pax]   . .
B.. The operational items mass
Some of the operational items are specific to the type of aircraft and other operational
practices and must be assessed individually. The data proposed in Oelkers et al. (c)
and Oelkers et al. (d) is utilized for all designs and is summarized in Table B.. Fol-
lowing those references, each LD container can store the luggage of  passengers. For
the emergency equipment, the mass of the slides, which depends on the door type and
the door sill height, needs to be added to the mass specified in Table B..
Table B.. The operational items mass (Oelkers et al., c).
Fluids
Oil for engines FN [lbs]/
Unusable fuel .%
Water for galleys and lavatories  kg/pax
Galley
Structure  kg/trolley
FC BC YC
Fixed Equipment [kg/pax]   
Catering [kg/pax]   
Seats [kg/seat]   
Loading devices  kg/LD
Aircraft Documents  kg
Emergency equipment
Aircraft dependent  kg/ac
Passenger dependent . kg/pax
B.. The crew mass
The crew mass mainly depends on the number of passengers given in the mission speci-
fication. As for the operational items and the fixed equipment mass, the guidelines from
Oelkers et al. (a), Oelkers et al. (b), Oelkers et al. (c) and Oelkers et al.
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(d) are followed. A flight crew of  pilots and  observer is proposed in those ref-
erences, whereas the cabin crew number is selected from Table B.. A weight of . kg
per crew member (including baggage) is utilized which is in line with values found in
literature (Jenkinson et al. (), Roskam (b), Schaufele () and Roskam (a)).
Table B.. Passengers per cabin attendant (Oelkers et al., c).
FC BC YC HD
Pax/attendant    
B.. The payload mass
The payload of passenger aircraft naturally mainly consists out of the passengers and
their luggage. In preliminary design, standard masses are therefore used for both the
passenger and his luggage. Following Oelkers et al. (a) and Oelkers et al. (b), a
value of . kg/pax is adopted, which accounts for a passenger mass of  kg and .
kg of luggage. For the standard design payload, the  class configuration is used to deter-
mine the overall payload mass. The maximum payload is on the other hand determined
from the single class HD configuration with the cargo bays filled with additional cargo in
LD containers. A density of  kg/m3 is used and it is assumed that the containers are
% full (Oelkers et al., b). Two cargo bays are accounted for. The front bay starts aft
of the cockpit and runs up to the wing fuselage intersection. The aft bay begins aft of the
wing and ends at the end of the cylindrical fuselage section.
B.. The fuel mass
The fuel mass is determined from the design mission. The design mission used in this
work can be found in Figure B. and is based on guidelines for long range international
flights from Jenkinson et al. (), Oelkers et al. (a), Oelkers et al. (b), Schaufele
(), Roskam (a) and Torenbeek (). As can be seen from the figure, the com-
plete mission is split into two legs, the main mission and the fuel reserves mission leg.
Each leg is further split into several phases and the required fuel is determined for each
of the phases. The range of the design mission takes the distance flown during climb and
descent into account. The distance flown in the climb phase is calculated, whereas for
the distance travelled during descent an allowance of  nautical miles for every  ft
of descent is utilized (Eshelby, ).
Based on this mission profile, the fuel mass is calculated using the so-called fuel fraction
method (Roskam, a), where the fuel fraction for each phase of the completemission is
determined. The fuel fractions of the different phases, defined as the ratio of the mass at
that end of the phase Wi to the mass at the beginning of the phase, Wi−1, are then simply
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Figure B.. The mission profile for the design mission.
multiplied to yield the overall mission fuel fraction:
Mf f =
z∏
i=1
Wi
Wi−1
(B.)
where z is the total number of mission phases for the whole mission. W1 is the takeoff
mass and Wz is the landing mass of the aircraft.
The fuel fractions of each phase are on their turn found from a simple calculation or es-
timated based on statistical data or experience. For the fuel un-intensive phases, statis-
tical data is used. Data for the different flight phases is amongst others found in Asselin
(), Raymer () and Roskam (a). A comparison of the data from these refer-
ences shows a very good agreement between the three sources. Therefore, the data from
Roskam is used, which is summarized in Table B.. As shown in the table, a fixed fuel frac-
tion is used for both climb phases as they only form a small fraction of the total mission
seen the considerable range envisaged. The values are adopted from Roskam (a) and
are determined based on the cruise Mach number. The distance and time required to
climb are estimated from Brewer (, pp. -).
Table B.. Fuel fractions for the fuel un-intensive phases, adopted from Roskam (a,
p. ).
Flight phase Mff
Warmup .
Taxi .
Takeoff .
Climb .
Descent .
Land & Taxi .
Landing overshoot .
Reserve climb .
The fuel un-intensive phases are flight phases during which a relatively small amount of fuel is used.
Examples are: warm-up, taxi, take-off,. . .
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For the fuel intensive phases, on the other hand, the Breguet equations for range and
endurance are used to calculate the fuel fractions:
lnMf f = −Rcr ·SFCcr · gvcr · (L/D)cr (B.)
where Rcr is the range of the cruise phase, SFCcr the specific fuel consumption in cruise,
vcr the cruise speed and (L/D)cr the lift-to-drag ratio in cruise. To increase the accuracy
of the calculations the cruise phase is split into several segments and the fuel fraction
of each mission is determined. A segment length of  km is utilized as a compromise
between increased accuracy and calculation time.
For the missions where a stepped cruise is used, at each cruise segment, a check is made
to see if the specific range of the aircraft can be increased by climbing to a higher cruise
flight level. If this is the case, a climb phase is started to the higher cruising altitude. Steps
of  ft are adopted here, which is in line with current practice.
As shown on Figure B., the reserve mission fuel incorporates an allowance of % of the
main mission fuel mass, as specified in Penner et al. (). Similar allowances are found
in Jenkinson et al. (), Roskam (a) and Schaufele (). After this, a "classical"
reserves mission profile is used to account for a divergence to an alternate airport. The
total reserve mission range is set to nm and the cruise segment of the reserves is flown
at Mach . at  ft (Oelkers et al., c). The reserve mission ends with a hold phase
of minutes at  ft.
B. Aircraft aerodynamics
A relatively accurate estimation of the drag of the aircraft and its lift capability is necessary
to be able to model aircraft performance with a reasonable accuracy. As detailed data
is not available in the conceptual or preliminary design phase, generalized methods are
normally used to determine both the drag as well as the maximum lift capability. Below,
first the determination of the aircraft drag is elucidated. Then the lift calculation and the
maximum lift capability are set forth.
B.. The aircraft drag
Most drag estimation methods found in literature rely on the so-called flat plate analogy
with small differences in definitions. As the method from Jenkinson et al. () has been
applied to a set of three Airbus aircraft with an accuracy of % for the payload-range dia-
grams of all three aircraft (Laskaridis, ), this method has been retained in this work.
The nomenclature used here is adopted from the same reference.
The specific range is defined as the distance flown per kg of fuel used.
among others in Bovet (), Jenkinson et al. (), Raymer (), Roskam (c) and Torenbeek
().
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To use the flat plate analogy, the aircraft is split into components and each component
is separately assessed to determine its contribution to the overall drag of the aircraft.
Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) divides the overall drag of subsonic civil aircraft into three
categories, as shown by equation (B.). The profile drag results from the pressure field
around the shape and from the skin friction effects in the boundary layer while the wave
drag comes from shock waves as part of the accelerated flow over the surfaces becomes
supersonic. The lift induced drag finally results from the changes in pressure due to atti-
tude variations resulting from the generation of lift.
CD =CD, 0+∆CD,W +CD, i (B.)
where CD, 0 is the total profile drag coefficient, ∆CD,W the additional drag resulting from
shock waves, andCD, i is the total effect of all lift dependent components.
UsingCD,W as the sum of the profile and the wave drag yields
CD =CD,W +kD, i ·C 2L =CD,W +
C 2L
pi · e · ARw (B.)
where e is the Oswald efficiency factor of the aircraft. The three different drag contribu-
tions of equation (B.) are treated in more detail below.
B... Profile drag
The profile drag of each component is calculated with
CD0, comp =C f ·F ·Q · SwetSre f (B.)
whereC f is the skin friction coefficient of the component, F the component form (shape)
factor, Q an interference factor, Swet is the wetted area of the component as given in sec-
tion B. and Sre f the reference area used for the calculation of the drag coefficient. As
is usually done, this reference area is taken here as the gross wing planform area without
slats and flaps deployed. The total profile drag coefficient is then given by the sum of the
profile drag of the different drag components. The different contributions to equation
(B.) are discussed next.
The skin friction coefficient
The skin friction coefficient of a component depends on whether the flow over this com-
ponent is laminar or turbulent and thus on the Reynolds number of the flow over the
component Rec . The transition from laminar to turbulent is generally taken at a Reynolds
number of . (McCormick, , p. ).
Rec = ρ · v · l
µ
The overlapping areas of the different components should be subtracted from the equations given
(reference Roskam (b, pp. -)). As suggested in Laskaridis () this is not done here as this leads
to more conservative results.
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where ρ is the air density , v is the aircraft flight speed, l is the component characteristic
length, and µ is the kinematic viscosity of air, which is calculated by Suterlands law with
T the air static temperature (Fluent, ).
µ= 1.4568 ·10−6 · T
1,5
T +110.4
For the turbulent boundary layer the Prantl-Schlichting formula must be used to calcu-
late the skin friction coefficient of the component while for any component or area with
laminar flow the second correlation of equation (B.) must be used (Jenkinson et al.,
, p. ).
C f , turb = 0.455(
logRec
)2.58 · (1+0.144 ·M 2)0.65 C f , lam = 1.328$Rec (B.)
where M is the Mach number at the operational conditions under investigation.
For components with both laminar and turbulent flows the value ofC f should be an area
weighted average of the two results (Jenkinson et al., , p. ). However, as the areas
with laminar flow will only be very small for most flight conditions for the type of aircraft
under investigation, the assumption will be made here that the whole flow is turbulent.
Not only is it shown in Laskaridis () that this leads to accurate results, it is conserva-
tive too.
The form and interference factors for the different components
The form factors are calculated from the component geometry using a component-specific
formula. For most components, the correlations from Jenkinson et al. (, pp. -)
have been applied in order to be consistent. The different components are treated con-
secutively in what follows.
Fuselage
Ff us = 1.1+ 2.2
f 1.5f us
− 0.9
f 3.0f us
Q f us = 1.00
where f f us is the fuselage fineness ratio ( f f us = l f us/df us).
Wing
Fw =
(
3.3 ·
(
t
c
)
avg
−0.008 ·
(
t
c
)2
avg
+27.0 ·
(
t
c
)3
avg
)
·cos2Λ0.5c +1 Qw = 1.10
For the wing interference factor Qw , Jenkinson et al. () recommend a value be-
tween . and . for conventional designs. A value of . is taken here as reported in
Laskaridis ().
Amongst others Bovet (), Jenkinson et al. (), Kroo (), Raymer (), Roskam (c) and
Torenbeek () give correlations.
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Empennage
Ftai l =
(
3.52 ·
(
t
c
))
·cos2Λ0.5c +1 Qtai l = 1.20
Nacelle
Fnac ·Qnac = 1.25
For initial estimates, Jenkinson et al. () state that a value of (Fnac ·Qnac) of .
must be used. For rear-fuselage installations this value is increased to . as sug-
gested in Williams ().
Landing gear
Jenkinson et al. () suggest the following formula for the landing gear drag as
insufficient data is known in this design stage for more detailed calculations:
CD, 0 = 0.00157 ·
W 0.73lg
Sw
Flaps
The method from Jenkinson et al. (, pp.-) is adopted for both double as
well as triple slotted Fowler flaps as it allows to investigate the effect of the flap angle
on the performance of the aircraft. The objective of the method is to produce a
quick yet reasonably accurate estimate of the flap drag at take-off, second-segment
climb and landing approach conditions. The method is built around two figures
which give the flap drag increment as a function of the number of slots, the wing
area extension ratio, the flap deflection angle and the quarter chord sweep of the
wing. Details of the flap drag calculation, can be found in Jenkinson et al. ().
Secondary items
The extra drag fromsecondary items is typically due to excrescences, surface imper-
fections and system installations and can be considerable. Jenkinson et al. ()
suggest the estimates given in Table B. for initial project design work. In addition
to the above items, the cockpit windshield will increase the fuselage drag by  to %
while the trim drag is typically taken as  drag counts (Jenkinson et al., , p. ).
Despite the adoption of tail fuel tanks, which could be used to position the center
of gravity at the position that yields minimum trim drag, this value is retained here.
B... Wave drag
As civil aircraft are designed to be operated away from the worse effects of the wave drag
rise, it is according to Jenkinson et al. () acceptable to use a simple addition to the
According to Jenkinson et al. (), the drag of secondary items can be up to  % of the profile drag
calculated using the above method.
One drag count equals a drag coefficient of .

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Table B.. The drag of the secondary items.
Item Drag
Wing 0.06 ·CD0,w
Fuselage and empennage 0.07 ·CD0, f us
Engine installation 0.15 ·CD0,nac
Systems 0.03 ·CD0
aircraft drag when operating at speeds greater than Mach . (e.g. in cruise). Jenkinson
et al. state that the additional drag due to compressibility will lie between  and  drag
counts.
Figure B.. Wave drag rise estimate for some aircraft (DARCorp, ).
As can be seen from Figure B. this agrees very well with the data from Roskam (b,
p. ) and DARCorp (). Therefore, the drag rise at the design cruise Mach number
is taken here as  drag counts for all the designs under consideration regardless of the
value of the design cruise Mach number. After all, the influence of the design cruise Mach
number is already incorporated in both the wing sweep and the thickness to chord ratio
of the wing tip, as explained in section B...
B... Lift induced drag
According to Jenkinson et al. (), the lift dependent drag mainly arises from three prin-
cipal effects, which are associated with the distribution of lift along the wing span. There
is a component from the wing planform geometry
(
kD, i
)
1, a contribution from the non-
optimum wing twist
(
kD, i
)
2, and a component due to viscous flow forces
(
kD, i
)
3. These
three contributions will now be reported consecutively.

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The wing planform component
(
kD, i
)
1
The component of the induced drag coefficient that stems from the wing planform ge-
ometry, is estimated by the following equation (Jenkinson et al., , pp. -).
(
kD, i
)
1 =
C1/C2
pi · ARw
where the coefficient C1, given in Table B., represents the component arising from the
planform geometry and is derived from the classical lifting line theory in function of ARw
and λw . The values given by the lifting line theory are corrected by a factor C2, em-
pirically derived from previous aircraft designs (see Figure B.). Depending on the wing
aspect ratio, the correlation leading to the lowest drag is used in every design.
Table B.. The uncorrected planform factorC1, derived from (Jenkinson et al., ,
p. ).
λw \ARw    
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
Figure B.. Empirical correction factorC2, adopted from (Jenkinson et al., , p. ).
For aspect and taper ratio’s not explicitly given in the table, a cubic interpolation between the values
from the table is used.

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The non-optimum twist contribution
(
kD, i
)
2
The contribution from the effect of non-optimum wing twist requires a knowledge of the
distribution of the airfoil section twist and of the changes in the sectional lift curve shape
along the span. In the preliminary design stage such details are however not yet fixed.
According to Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) a correction of . to .must therefore
be applied to the lift curve slope, with a value of . being suitable for conventional
civil turbofan layouts. In order to be conservative and to account for the high bypass ratio
of the turbofans, the high-end value is nevertheless applied here:(
kD, i
)
2 = 0.0005
The viscous flow forces component
(
kD, i
)
3
The third and final contribution to the lift-induced drag originates from the viscous flow
forces. The viscous flow effects on the lift-induced drag are significant and exhibit them-
selves in the boundary layer growth arising from changes in wing incidence. Jenkinson
et al. () state that an empirical analysis of conventional civil aircraft geometries and
operating conditions shows that this contribution to dCD, i/dC 2L is proportional to the air-
craft profile drag. For advanced technology designs (as the A/ and the B) a value
of . is suggested for the proportionality factor, while for older technology designs (as
the B-, the B and the B) a value of . is recommended in Jenkinson et al.
(, p. ). The suggested value of . for advanced technology aircraft is retained here.(
kD, i
)
3 = 0.15 ·CD, 0
Hence the total lift dependent drag coefficient for the aircraft is the sum of that three
effects:
CD, i =
[
C1/C2
pi · ARw +0.0005+0.15 ·CD, 0
]
·C 2L (B.)
The effect of high-lift devices on the lift-induced drag
The deployment of the high lift devices changes the spanwise distribution of the lift and
as such also the lift-induced drag. As the method from Jenkinson et al. () does not
consider this effect, the corrections suggested in Roskam (b) are added here when
the slats and flaps are put into service. Roskam suggests a reduction in Oswald efficiency
factor of . in the takeoff configuration and . for landing. These values are applied
here.
B.. The aircraft lift
In order to evaluate the drag of the aircraft, the lift coefficient must be known (see equa-
tion B.). A first paragraph of this section reports the methods used in this work to de-
termine the lift coefficient of the aircraft in both the cruise and the climb segment of the
mission profile. A second paragraph then reports how the maximum lift capabilities of
the aircraft are determined.

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B... The lift coefficient in cruise and in climb
The cruise and climb lift coefficient are given in equation (B.):
CL, cr = W · gρ·V 2
2 ·S
CL, cl = W · gρ·V 2
2 ·S
+ dCL
dα
·∆α (B.)
where the additional term for CL, cl is added to account for the climb angle and the rate
of climb. In this equation, ∆α stands for the increase in angle of attack due to the climb
rate:
tan∆α=
(
RoC
vcl
)
The lift curve slope a on the other hand is calculated with the following equation from
Anderson (, p. ):
a = dCL
dα
= a0 ·cosΛLE√
1−M 2 ·cos2ΛLE +
(
a0·cosΛLE
pi·ARw
)2+ a0·cosΛLEpi·ARw
(B.)
where a0 is the lift curve slope for the incompressible D case is calculated as (Houghton,
).
a0 =
(
dCL
dα
)
0
= 1.8 ·pi ·
(
1+0.8 ·
(
t
c
)
avg
)
As suggested in Schaufele (, p. ), the lift curve slope a is increased by %to account
for the lift contribution of the rest of the airplane.
B... The maximum lift capabilities
Themaximum lift capability of the aircraft depends on the settings of the high-lift devices.
First, the clean airplane, with neither slats nor flaps deployed, is discussed. Then the
increments stemming from the high-lift devices are addressed. Finally, the limitations in
CL,max to avoid buffet at high Mach numbers are treated.
The clean airplane
The maximum lift coefficient for the clean airplane mainly depends upon the choice of
the section profile as this determines the section maximum lift coefficient. However as
the spanwise wing loading is not constant from root to tip, the wing lift coefficient will
always be smaller than the sectionmaximumvalue. Including thewing sweep effect, the
following correlation is thus used for the maximum lift coefficient of the wing (Jenkinson
et al. (, p. ) and Raymer (, p. )):(
CL,max
)
3D = 0.9 ·
(
CL,max
)
2D ·cosΛc/4
After all, the wing will normally be twisted (geometrically or aerodynamically) to assure that stall will
occur at a spanwise position where no control surfaces are present and the wing will thus stall at one partic-
ular spanwise position before complete wing has attained the maximum lift coefficient. Besides this there
is a Reynolds number effect leading to a (slightly) lowerCL,max at the tips

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For the D maximum lift coefficient a value of . is taken following Schaufele (, p. )
and Roskam (a, p. ). The maximum of the range suggested for transport aircraft in
both references is adopted.
The maximum lift increments from the high-lift devices
The lift increment for a wing with leading or trailing edge devices may according to Jenk-
inson et al. (, p. ) and Raymer (, p. ) be estimated from two-dimensional
section data as follows: (
∆CL,max
)
3D =
(
∆CL,max
)
2D ·
S f l
SW
·cosΛHL
where
(
∆CL,max
)
2D is the sectional lift coefficient increment of the high-lift device (see
Table B.), S f l the wing area in the flowpath of the device and ΛHL the sweepback angle
of the hinge line of the device under consideration. As suggested in Jenkinson et al. ()
the hinge line angles are approximated here by the sweep angle of the leading respectively
trailing edge for the different devices. For take-off Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) suggests
to use  to % of the values of the Table. Here, % is used as this results in values that
are more in line with the ball-park estimates from Roskam (a, p. ).
Table B.. The sectional lift increment from high-lift devices for the landing
configuration.
Device
(
∆CL,max
)
2D
LE slat 0.4 · c ′/c
Single slotted TE Fowler flap 1.3 · c ′/c
Double slotted TE Fowler flap 1.6 · c ′/c
Triple slotted TE Fowler flap 1.9 · c ′/c
Mach number effect on maximum lift coefficient
As the Mach number increases to high subsonic values, the local velocities on the wing
near the leading edge will become supersonic at high angles of attack (near the maximum
lift coefficient). This leads to local shock waves and separation, limiting the attainable
maximum lift coefficient. As buffet onset occurs prior to reachingCL,max (see section B.)
it is necessary to estimate the variation of airplane CL,max with Mach number. A trend
curve which correlates the CL,max characteristics of a number of aircraft versus Mach
number has been developed in Schaufele (, pp. -). Schaufele () gives the
ratio ofCL,max at highMachnumber toCL,max at low speedwith noMachnumber effects.
This ratio is plotted versus Mach number as shown in Figure B..
B. Aircraft load and balance diagram
Obviously, the designed aircraft will not only be flown at the maximum takeoff weight.
For full confidence in the design, it is therefore necessary to consider all possible varia-

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Figure B.. TypicalCL,max ratios for transonic aircraft, derived from Schaufele ().
tions in the load and payload distributions to establish the most forward and rearward
(acceptable) center of gravity positions. These positions will namely not only dictate the
critical loads on the tail surfaces and the landing gear, they will also affect the stability and
control characteristics of the aircraft. In order to check whether the aircraft is stable at all
possible ’flight conditions’ an aircraft balance diagram where the most forward and the
most aft c.g. position are indicated, is drawn.
This section describes the determination of the most forward and rearward c.g. posi-
tions for the designs in this work. First, the adopted positions of the centers of gravity
of the different components are given. Then, the so-called aircraft balance diagram (or
c.g. excursion diagram) is briefly discussed. The method used to draw up this diagram is
explained and an example is given. Finally, the landing gear disposition is tackled.
B.. The component centers of gravity
The longitudinal location of the center of gravity of the different components can among
others be found in Jenkinson et al. (, p. ), Roskam (b, pp. -) and Toren-
beek (, pp. -). For most components all the references use the same formula
or position. Here and there the different references however differ slightly. The c.g.’s of
the components as used in this work are summarized in Table B.. The position in the
Table is shown relative to the component location for both the longitudinal and vertical
position, except for the height of the horizontal tail.
For the wing, the longitudinal position is taken as % of the distance between the front
and the rear spar at % of the semi-span from the aircraft centerline.The vertical position
of the wing center of gravity is calculated from the wing dihedral for the same spanwise
Flight conditions alludes here to combinations of weight, center of gravity conditions and flight Mach
numbers.

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Table B.. The c.g. position of the components.
Component Longitudinal Vertical
Fuselage 0.42 · l f us 0.55 ·hf us
Wing 0.492 · c0.175bw
Horizontal Tail 0.42 · c0.17bht 0.95 ·hf us
Vertical Tail 0.42 · c0.38hvt 0.38 ·hvt
Nacelle 0.4 · lnac engine centerline
Surface Controls trailing edge of MACw c.g.w
Propulsion Group 0.5 · lnac / ·dnac below centerline
Fixed Equipment 0.42 · l f us 0.55 ·hf us
Operational Items 0.42 · l f us hdeck +0.70
Crew 0.42 · l f us hdeck +0.70
position. The longitudinal position of the landing gear c.g. is taken as the mass weighted
average of the nose and main gear. The vertical position is fixed at % of the gear height
for the main gear and % of the nose gear height. When the engines are installed at the
aft fuselage, the fuselage c.g. is shifted to % of the fuselage length. As the payload center
of gravity position depends strongly on the specific fuselage design, it is calculated based
on the seat positions and the positions of the front and aft cargo bay for each specific
design. Finally, the fuel center of gravity is determined for each fuel tank following Jenk-
inson et al. (, p. ). The center of gravity of a single prismoid tank with a length l
between parallel end faces with areas S1 and S2 is determined as:
l
4
·
(
S1+3 ·S2+2 ·
$
S1 ·S2
S1+S2+
$
S1 ·S2
)
B.. The balance diagram
This section describes the construction of the aircraft balance diagram, and the steps
used to construct it (as derived from Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) and Torenbeek (,
pp.-). A typical balance diagram with the different loading loops is shown on Fig-
ure B..
B... Step : The c.g. at the operational empty weight
As the c.g.’s of all the components are known, the c.g. of the aircraft at its operational
empty weight is simply calculated as:
xoe =
∑
xi ·Wi∑
Wi
However, the longitudinal location of the wing on the fuselage has not been fixed so far.
According to Torenbeek (, pp. -) and Jenkinson et al. (, pp. -), the

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Figure B.. An example of the aircraft loading loops.
wing position should be chosen so that the c.g. at the operational empty mass is conve-
niently located. For an aircraft with four wing-mounted engines, Torenbeek suggests an
overall empty c.g. that is located between  and % of the MAC. For an airplane with
two wing-mounted engines, the c.g. should according to Torenbeek () lie somewhere
between  and % of the MAC. Potential balance problems are identified for this type
of configuration, which could be solved by the provision of a cargo compartment in the
fuselage nose in front of the cockpit. If necessary, this strategy will be applied here. When
the engines are installed aft of the fuselage, Torenbeek finally indicares a range between
 and % of the MAC as a convenient location for the aircraft operational empty center
of gravity.
In this work, the c.g. of the operational empty aircraft is positioned as follows. For a twin-
engine aircraft, the c.g. is located at % of the MAC, while for a four-engine aircraft, a c.g.
location of % is envisaged. For fuselage mounted engines, % of the MAC is chosen.
xoe, 2 eng = 20%M AC xoe, 4 eng = 25%M AC xoe, f us = 35%M AC
The location of the main landing gear relative to the most aft c.g. position is however
also subjected to some requirements, amongst others to assure that the airplane will not
cant (see section B..). For some designs the wing might therefore be slightly shifted to
guarantee a proper landing gear disposition.
As recommended in Jenkinson et al. (, p. ), a % variation is taken around the
nominal position of the center of gravity at the operational empty mass to account for
variations of operational items (passenger movement, undercarriage retraction,. . . ). This
results in points A and A’ on Figure B..
B... Step : The loading of the passengers
The loading of the passengers is assumed to take place seat-by-seat according to the so-
called window seat rule. Line A to B assumes that the window seats are occupied from

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front to back. Line A’ to B’ considers the window seats from the back to the front to be
chosen first. Then, the passenger loading is considered to continue with the seats that
are not-adjacent to the aisles. (BC from front to back, B’C’ from back to front). Finally the
remaining (aisles) seats are filled in the same way (CD and C’D’). For the multiple deck
layouts, it is assumed that all decks are loaded simultaneously as this leads to a wider
range in center of gravity positions and is thus conservative.
B... Step : The loading of the cargo
To determine the most forward center of gravity position, the cargo in the front bay is
added to the most forward position of the passenger loops (point E). However, this case
might be considered as too critical and the aircraft load master can in this case decide to
load the rear cargo first. If the total c.g. excursion of the designed aircraft is too big, this
option is assumed to be adopted. In a next step, the rear cargo is added (point F). This
procedure is done similarly for the most rearward c.g. position (E’ and F’). Again, the load
master option can be used if necessary.
B... Step : The loading of the fuel
The fuel is loaded at the most critical point on both the rear and the front loading position
to indicate the widest c.g. range possible. As shown on Figure B., this leads to points G
and G’. The Figure shows that for this particular design the load master must assure that
the cargo is loaded in the proper order.
B... The center of gravity range
Now that the full balance diagram is constructed, the c.g. range of the aircraft can be
evaluated. According to Torenbeek (, p. ) and Jenkinson et al. (, p. ), the
most aft c.g. location for a large passenger transport aircraft is typically  to  % of the
wing mean aerodynamic chord while the most forward position lies around % of the
MAC. Jenkinson et al. () indicates for instance a typical range of -% for the A.
Similar values can also be found in Roskam (b, pp. -). For all the designs of this
work, the center of gravity range is checked and measures are taken if it does not comply
with the "rules" indicated in this section.
B.. The landing gear disposition
Before the actual disposition of the landing gear legs is tackled, the number of legs to be
used, is fixed first. Both items are treated consecutively below.
When determining the height of the c.g. however the upper deck is assumed to be loaded first as this
yields the (conservative) highest c.g. position.
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B... The number of main landing gear bogeys and tyres
The maximum loading per landing gear wheel is limited through the so-called load clas-
sification number (LCN) of the runway so that bigger (and thus heavier) aircraft need to
have more wheels. The number of wheels per bogey is limited by both structural (re-
traction) and strut-weight limitations. For takeoff masses higher than a certain value, a
landing gear configuration with four main landing gear bogeys must be used as can be
noticed on both the Airbus A and the Boeing .
To determine the number of wheels and the number of bogeys for a given aircraft takeoff
weight, an approach similar to the one outlined in Chai & Mason () is adopted. A
datalist of tyres and wheels is selected from manufacturers data (Goodyear, ) and
based on themaximum loadper tyre, the number of tyres is determined for a given takeoff
mass. To determine the maximum tyre load, the mass is factored by . to consider the
maximum ramp mass to takeoff mass ratio, by . as specified in the FAR  regulations
and by . to take future growth versions into account (Roskam, a, pp. -). For
the main gear tyres it is assumed that the complete takeoffmass acts upon the main gear
tyres. For the nose gear, the static load is considered to be % of the takeoff mass, as
detailed in the next section. Besides the static load, a dynamic load is also considered:
Pdyn =WTO ·
lm +
(
ax/g
) ·hcg
nt · (lm + ln) (B.)
where lm is the distance between the main gear and the most aft c.g. position and ln is the
distance between the nose gear and the most aft center of gravity. ax/g is the deceleration
of the aircraft and is taken as . which represents a dry concrete runway and anti-skid
brakes (Roskam, a, p. ). The maximum of the static and dynamic load is used to
determine the number of nose gear tyres. These considerations lead to the number of
tyres indicated in Table B. where nn is the number of nose gear tyres and nm is the
number of main gear tyres. For the nose gear struts it is assumed that maximum  tyres
can be placed on a single strut. Main gear struts hold either  or  tyres. As can be seen
from the Table, this boils down to a maximum static load of almost  lb/tyre for the
nose gear and  lb/tyre for the main gear tyres.
Table B.. The number of nose and main gear tyres for different WTO .
WTO [kg] Nty,n Nty,m
up to   
up to   
up to   
from   
Besides the load on the tyre, the maximum speed capability and the minimum diameter
of the wheel rim to ensure that the brakes can absorb the kinetic energy at landing are
also considered in the tyre selection(Raymer, , pp. -). Figure B. gives a sta-
tistical estimate of the required wheel rim diameter to provide a brake that can absorb a
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given amount of energy. It is assumed that only the main wheel are provided with brakes
(Raymer, ).
Figure B.. Minimum wheel rim diameter for braking, derived from Raymer ().
B... The landing gear disposition
Now that the number of main landing gear legs is determined, their longitudinal location
can be fixed. This so-called landing gear disposition is subjected to several (often conflict-
ing) requirements. The following general guidelines, derived from Jenkinson et al. (,
pp. -), Roskam (b, pp. -) and Torenbeek (, pp. -), are followed in
this work.
The longitudinal position of the nose-wheel attachment to the fuselage must be consis-
tentwith the structural framework in the front fuselage. The designermust assure that the
flight deck floor line and the pressure bulkhead positions are not unduly compromised.
As thiswork only consists out of preliminary designs, details of the fuselage framework are
not available. Therefore, the nose landing gear position for the kerosene fueled aircraft is
simply taken here  meter behind the front of the fuselage nose, based on the positions
of the nose landing gear of both the Airbus A and the Boeing . For the hydrogen fu-
eled aircraft, the nose gear is positioned at the front end of the fuel tank in the front of the
fuselage. The gear is assumed to be attached to the pressure bulkhead between the tank
and the cockpit. Astaburuaga & van Holten () and Astaburuaga et al. () also iden-
tify that a more detailed landing gear attachment and load calculation will be required in
subsequent design stages due to the restricted nose gear position.
The position of the main landing gear is subjected to even more stringent requirements.
The gear must for starters provide an adequate reverse stabilizing moment for the back-
ward towing. Itmust furthermore also provide a rigid momentwhen the fuselage is pulled
down onto its tail stop (Jenkinson et al., , p. ). To ensure the aircraft will not tip over
laterally, the main landing gear should be sufficiently aft of the most aft center of gravity
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position. As is common practice, a minimum angle of ◦ between the highest and most
aft c.g. and the point where the main tyres touch the ground is adopted here (amongst
others Currey (), Roskam (b) and Torenbeek ()).
However, the position of the main landing gear will furthermore usually be chosen so
that the minimum static load on the nose wheel is at least % of the aircraft mass, which
is necessary to give reasonable steering forces. Meanwhile it should also be assured that
the maximum static load on the nose-wheel does not exceed %, as a bigger load would
lead to an excessive tail horizontal load to rotate the aircraft at take-off. Besides these
requirements , however, structural integration requirements will also play an important
role. The designer must namely assure that the landing gear can be efficiently integrated
into the aircraft structure without an excessive weight penalty. In order to do this, the
gear will usually be attached to the rear wing spar. In some designs, this entails a cranked
trailing edge, sometimes called yehudi, in order to be able to store the gear in its retracted
position.
In this work the first set of main landing gear is attached to the wing spar. The actual lon-
gitudinal position of the gear is then determined by its track width, which is on its term
determined by two requirements. A sufficient track width is namely not only needed to
assure that the aircraft will not tip over laterally during turns, it must provide sufficient
engine-ground clearance too. To ensure this, Currey (), Roskam (b) and Toren-
beek () suggest a maximum overturn angle of ◦. Based on modern transport air-
craft data and to add a small margin seen the considerable uncertainty in the determina-
tion of the c.g. position, the overturn angle is taken here as approximately ◦. When 
landing gear struts are needed, the second set of struts is assumed to be positioned at the
wing fuselage intersection and its longitudinal position is chosen to yield a proper nose
gear load for the complete c.g. range.
B. Aircraft performance
All civil aircraft must meet specified airworthiness regulations with regard to flying qual-
ities and performance. Obviously, aircraft are also designed to meet the operational re-
quirements from the mission specification such as speed, range, payload,. . .Therefore,
aircraft performance is a fundamental part of the design process in that it will determine
the minimum engine thrust and wing area. As the wing area is one of the design variables
chosen for the parametric studies of this work, the different performance requirements
described below are used to size the engines (for a given wing geometry). However, as the
requirements stipulate different engine ratings and different points in the flight envelope
of the aircraft, the thrusts obtained by the different requirements need to be brought
As Currey () indicates, this range is indicative for current practice rather than an absolute limit. A
slight departure from these values is therefore possible. As the nose gear position for the hydrogen fueled
aircraft is very restricted, action is not undertaken unless the loads depart significantly from the aforemen-
tioned range.
The definition of the overturn angle can amongst others be found in Roskam (b, p. ).
A point in the flight envelope is determined by the speed and the altitude at which the aircraft is flying.
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back to a common base. Here, the trust in the take-off rating at sea-level static (SLS) ISA
conditions will be used.
Two different performance requirements are used to size the engine: the thrust required
at top of climb and the FAR OEI climb rate requirements. After all, the top of climb re-
quirement, also called the initial cruise altitude capability, will usually determine the re-
quired engine thrust for a large, long range aircraft (Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) and Dal-
huijsen & Slingerland ()) due to the fairly relaxed take-off field length requirement.
For most of the designs in the work the engine will thus be sized by this requirement. For
the twin engine designs, however, the FAR second segment climb requirement is most
likely to be the most stringent requirement (Cumpsty, , p. ). Both requirements are
reported in the first paragraph of this chapter.
As the engines are sized only by the two previous requirements, additional performance
constraints are imposed on the design space during the parametric studies of this work.
Even if the take-off and landing field length requirements appear to be relaxed, a check is
needed to ensure that the field lengths are within the limits of the mission specification.
Constraints are also added for the approach speed and to prevent buffeting of the wing.
These constraints are elucidated in the second paragraph of this section.
B.. Performance requirements
The two conditions used to determine the minimum thrust required by the engines are
reported below. First, the top of climb requirement is described. Then the FAR climb
gradient requirements are explained.
B... Top Of Climb
At the beginning of cruise some margin over the maximum cruise thrust is required to
maintain height and speed under gusty conditions. Usually a rate of climb of  ft/min
is required as a margin although airlines may sometimes specify  ft/min (Jenkinson
et al. (, p. ) and Dalhuijsen & Slingerland ()). The latter requirement is used
here to provide a small additional margin over the regulations. With this rate of climb
(RoC ) the required thrust can be determined as follows:
FN toc =Wtoc · g ·
(
1
L/D
+ RoC
vcr
)
· 1
Neng
(B.)
where FN toc is the required net thrust per engine at the top of climb, Wtoc the mass of
the aircraft at the beginning of the cruise phase, g the gravitational acceleration, L/D the
lift to drag ratio of the aircraft at the considered point, vcr the cruise speed and Neng the
number of engines of the aircraft under consideration.
An additional constraint is imposed to ensure that the mission fuel can be stored in the wing for
kerosene-fuelled aircraft as explained in section B.... Even though the buffet constraint is strictly speak-
ing not a performance constraint, but can rather be classified as a geometric limit on wing size, it is never-
theless included in this section because it significantly impacts aircraft performance and wing sizing.
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B... FAR climb gradients
Airworthiness requirements demand that certain climb gradients are met with one en-
gine failed in the so-called take-off climb. The same type of requirements is also used to
assure that a safe climb out is possible after a balked landing. The requirements that ap-
ply for the aircraft under consideration are the FAR  climb gradient requirements (FAR
., . and .). First the requirements for the take-off climb are discussed, then
the applicable landing requirements are reported.
Take-off climb
The take-off climbphase begins at lift-off andfinishes at . ft above the runway. For the
take-off climb gradient analysis, this phase is split into four segments. However, the FAR
regulations do not explicitly require a positive climb rate for the third segment. Below,
only segments ,  and  will thus be given. For all requirements, the aircraft is assumed
to be at its maximum take-offweight as stipulated by the regulations.
The settings used for the different requirements of FAR . can be found in Table B.
(from Jenkinson et al. (, pp. -) and Roskam (a, pp. -)). Even though
not explicitly mentioned in the table, the stall speed obviously depends upon the aircraft
configuration. A different stall speed thus applies for the different segments. Besides the
FAR . requirements, FAR Part  section  stipulates one additional take-off climb
requirement. This time the aircraft is assumed to be at a height of  ft above the runway,
at . times the stall speed. The landing gear is retracted and take-off flaps are assumed
(Roskam, a, p. ).
Table B.. The definition of the different take-off climb segments.
Segment Altitude Flap Landing Engine Speed Climb gradient [-]
[ft] setting gear rating  engines  engines
 - TO down TO 1.15 ·Vs . .
  TO up TO 1.2 ·Vs . .
  cruise up Max Cont 1.25 ·Vs . .
For all requirements mentioned above, the most critical engine is assumed to be inoper-
ative. The required thrust can then be determined as follows:
FN =WTO · g ·
(
CGR + 1
L/D
)
·
(
Neng
Neng −1
)
(B.)
where CGR is the required climb gradient as stipulated in the airworthiness require-
ments, The required minimum CGR is given in Table B. for each of the considered seg-
ments.
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Balked landing
Two additional climb rate requirements (FAR ) are specified to assure a safe climb out
after a balked landing; one with all engines operating (AOE) and one with one engine
inoperative (OEI). For those cases, a formula similar to equation (B.) is applicable.
This time, the maximum landing weight of the aircraft however needs to be used. The
required climb gradients and the settings used to calculate the required thrust are given
in Table B. (Roskam (a, p. ) and Torenbeek (, p. )).
Table B.. The definitions for the balked landing.
Altitude Flap Landing Engine Speed Climb gradient [-]
[ft] setting gear rating  engines  engines
AEO  land down s 1.3 ·Vs . .
OEI  approach up TO ≤ 1.5 ·Vs . .
The engine thrust used for the AEO landing requirement is the thrust obtained  seconds
after moving the throttle from minimum flight idle to the take-off position. As a full tran-
sient engine analysis is outside the scope of this work it is assumed that the engines are
capable of reaching their maximum continuous thrust at that point.
As all other parameters are known, only the landing mass still needs to be determined.
Even though the actual landing weight for the mission is known, it will not be used here to
allow a comparison in all fairness and to enable landing without excessive fuel jettisoning
when engine problems occur immediately after take-off. The landing mass is therefor
assumed to be % of the takeoffmass.
B.. Performance constraints
Besides the two requirements used to size the engines of the different designs, several ad-
ditional performance constraints are considered for the parametric studies of this work.
Below these constraints are elucidated. First, the method used to calculate the take-off
distance is explained. Then, the landing distance constraint and the approach speed of
the aircraft are determined.
B... Take-off field length
As stipulated in FAR ., the take-off field length for jet transport is the greater of the
all engines operative take-off distance and the balanced field for a one engine inopera-
tive take-off. In case of an engine failure during take-off, there namely is a most critical
point (speed) which defines the so-called balanced field length. If the engine fails at this
most critical point, called the decision speed v1, the distance to brake to a halt after the
For the AEO case obviously the last term between brackets disappears from the equation.
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engine failure equals the distance to continue take-off to an obstacle height hobs of  ft
on the remaining engines. If the engine fails before the decision speed is reached, the
pilot can easily stop the take-off. If failure occurs after the decision speed, the take-off
must be continued. The balanced field length is the maximum take-off distance with one
engine inoperative. Here only the balanced field length will be used as an indication for
the takeoff distance, as it is the metric utilized in Oelkers et al. (a) and Oelkers et al.
(b).
As described previously, the takeoff distance is usually not critical for long range aircraft.
A simplified expression is thus used to check the takeoff balanced field length require-
ment. The method adopted here is derived from (Corke, , p. ) and Raymer (,
pp. -) as it allows to take the engine bypass ratio into account.
BFL = 0.863
1+2.3 ·G ·
 WTOSw
ρ ·0.8 ·CL,max +hobs
 ·
 1
FN ,avg
WTO
−U
+2.7
+ 200√
ρ
ρSL
(B.)
where the average takeoff thrust FN ,avg for jet engines is given by:
FN avg = 0.75 ·FN , stat 5+BPR4+BPR
and FN stat is the net static thrust at the take-off altitude. U on the other hand represents
the drag produced by extended flaps and is according to Corke () and Raymer ()
given by the following expression for flaps in the take-off position:
U = 0.01 ·CL,max +0.02
Finally,G is defined as:
G =CGRcl −CGRmin
with CGRmin equal to . for two-engine aircraft and . for a four-engine aircraft.
Torenbeek (, p. ) recommends to take G equal to zero as it leads to the maximum
balanced field length. This practice is adopted here. The obtained BFL is given in meters.
B... The landing distance
For the landing distance, two methods are utilized and the maximum of both calculated
distances is taken as the landing distance.
Raymer (, p. ) gives the following expression for the landing distance:
sland = 5 · WlSw ·
1
ρ
ρSL
·CL,max
+ sa (B.)
where sa is equal to .m for an airliner type aircraft.
In Torenbeek (, p. ), the following expression is proposed:
sland = 53 ·
10 ·hobs + WlSw ·
(
1.52
ax/g
+1.69
)
ρ · g ·CL,max
 (B.)
The landing distance is calculated for an obstacle height hobs if  ft and ax/g is taken as
. as was done in equation (B.).
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B... Approach speed
The approach speed of the designed aircraft must be similar to the speed used by existing
aircraft to minimize traffic control problems. Furthermore, as the landing distance is re-
lated to the approach speed, this speed should be kept to a reasonable value to limit the
required landing distance. Based on both considerations, a limit of  kts is put on the
aircraft approach speed in the mission specification (following Oelkers et al. (a) and
Oelkers et al. (b)).
For every point of the parametric studies, the approach speed Vapp is calculated as .
times the stall speed of the aircraft in its approach configuration, as required by FAR.
Vapp =
√
2 ·Wapp · g
SW
· 1.3
2
1.13 ·ρ ·CL,max (B.)
where Wapp the mass of the aircraft at approach, ρ is the density of the air, and CL,max
is the maximum lift coefficient of the aircraft in its approach configuration. The factor
. is a statistical factor that takes the speed loss during the FAR stall maneuver into ac-
count (Torenbeek, , p. ). The mass of the aircraft at approach is determined by the
maximum landing mass which is on its term given in section B....
B.. Buffet boundary
For transonic cruise aircraft such as the jet transports under consideration, an additional
performance limit called the "buffet boundary" must also be considered during the de-
sign to assure a smooth operation for all speed and altitude conditions of the flight en-
velope. Outside the buffet boundary, the aircraft will namely be subjected to significant
separated flow, which results in noticeable shaking or "buffeting" of the structure and
flight controls. According to Schaufele (, p. ), this buffeting can be severe enough
to cause minor structural damage and can be associated with abnormal aerodynamic sta-
bility and control characteristics.
For transonic cruise aircraft, the buffet boundary shape is related to two similar, but ac-
tually different airflow conditions (Schaufele, , p. ). They are:
. wing upper surface flow separation associated with the approach to the airplane
maximum lift coefficient,
. wing upper surface flow separation associated with operation beyond the drag di-
vergence Mach number and the unsteady flow caused by strong shock waves on the
wing.
As the second type of buffet problems is already addressed by the selection of the wing
sweep (see section B...), only the limit on the available lift coefficientwill be considered
here. Two different correlations that yield a limit on the lift coefficient to avoid buffeting
are found in literature. First the limit as given in Schaufele (, p. -) is described.
Then, the version found in Howe (, p. -) is detailed

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The first limit on the usable lift coefficient is taken from Schaufele (). According to
that reference, a margin of . g to buffet onset during maneuvering needs to be assured
in the design phase through a proper selection of wing area. As the buffet onset occurs
at a lift coefficient of about  % of the airplane maximum lift coefficient, the following
criterion is proposed to avoid buffet problems:
2.3 · g ·Wcr
ρ·V 2
2 ·Sw
≤ 0.9 ·CL,max
Howe () states on the other that the cruise lift coefficient is limited as follows to avoid
buffet problems:
CL, cr ≤ 0.65 ·cosΛc/4
and comments that this is derived for a typical clean maximum lift coefficient of about
.. Comparing both limits shows that the difference between both expressions is less
than % despite the higher maximum lift coefficient adopted here. The average of buffet
limits is thus taken as the limit in this work.
B. Aircraft Direct Operating Costs
Decisions that will strongly influence the cost of both acquisition as well as operation of
the aircraft are made in the conceptual and preliminary design phase. To make sensible
design choices it is therefore important to take the cost implications of manufacturing
and operation of the aircraft into account when deciding the configuration and perfor-
mance. Aircraft operating costs are usually split into direct and indirect operating costs,
where the indirect operating costs are the costs that are not directly related to the aircraft
parameters, e.g. the costs associated with marketing and sales expenses, administration,
headquarters, overheads, ticket sale, training,. . . . As indirect operating costs are to a big
extent determined by airline management and operational aspects, they are largely out-
side the control of the aircraft designer. Accordingly, the effects of indirect costs on the
selection of aircraft design parameters is usually ignored (Jenkinson et al., , p. ).
Only direct operating costs will thus be considered here to select the optimum wing plan-
formof the aircraft under consideration. As the interest rates are included in the direct op-
erating cost calculations, the method is sometimes called DOC+I instead of simply DOC.
Here the latter is employed throughout the text though. Sometimes, so called cash DOC
values are quoted, where aircraft standing charges are omitted from the DOC. According
to Jenkinson et al. (), this is often done when an aircraft has a fuel efficiency advan-
tage over its competitors but is sold at a slightly higher price or when the bulk of the
produced aircraft are leased rather than bought. To allow a comparison between all dif-
ferent aircraft, only complete DOC costs are quoted here. After all, the acquisition price
of hydrogen fueled and unconventional aircraft will be higher than that of conventional
kerosene fueled aircraft which could play a role in the selection of the final aircraft design
point.
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First, it is explained in detail which cost contributors are considered in this work and
how they are divided into different cost components. Once these are defined, the correla-
tions used to calculate the actual value of the different components are given. Then, the
method used to bring the different components back to a common base is explained. Af-
ter all, some of the components are calculated per flight hour while others are determined
on a mission basis.
B.. Direct Operating Costs (DOC)
The direct operating costs cover all the costs associated with flying and direct mainte-
nance. These costs are divided here into three broad headings: standing charges, flight
costs and maintenance costs. Below, a brief description of each of these headings is given
and for every cost item, the assumptions made throughout this work are stated. A more
detailed elaboration of the different components is given in (Jenkinson et al., , p. -
) and Roskam (c, pp. -).
B... Standing Charges
The standing charges are the proportion of the costs that are not directly linked to the
aircraft flight but may be regarded as the ’overhead’ on the flight (Jenkinson et al., ).
Such costs include the depreciation of the capital investment, interest charges and air-
craft insurance. Even though the last two items are sometimes ignored in cost methods,
they are included here and they will be discussed first. After all, not considering these
cost contributors would shift the minimum direct operating cost point in the parametric
studies of this work, putting less emphasis on the initial aircraft purchase price, which
can be a decisive factor.
Insurance Cost
The insurance cost is directly related to the risks involved and the potential for claims
following loss. As a lot of factors play a role in the final insurance premium, the insur-
ance cost is hard to estimate. As suggested in Jenkinson et al. () the insurance annual
premium is taken as .% of the aircraft initial price.
Interest Charges
Interest charges are if possible even harder to estimate than insurance cost as they de-
pend on many variables. Additionally, they are often subjected to ’off-set’ agreements
(Jenkinson et al., ). Even though sometimes a part of the previous company profits
is invested when financing a new project, it is assumed here that interest accounts for
a complete financing of the initial aircraft price. For a  % financing, Jenkinson et al.
(, p. ) indicates an annual percentage rate of  % while in Liebeck et al. () a
value of % is used for a % financing. The latter value is retained in this work.
They are small compared to the cost of depreciation.
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Depreciation
As the aircraft is always maintained to a fully airworthy condition throughout its life, it
will have a residual value when sold. As with any capital item, the residual value will
reduce as the aircraft ages. The depreciation period depends on the accountancy policy
of the airline and the expected evolution of the routes the aircraft will serve. Typically,
an aircraft may be considered to be at the end of its useful life after - years with only
a small residual value (Jenkinson et al., ). Following Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) a
useful life of  years is used with a % residual value.
B... Flying costs
This cost element encompasses all the costs which are directly associated with the flight.
The crew cost, the fuel andoil usage and the landing andnavitational charges are summed
to give the total flying costs per hour.
Crew costs
The crew costs include the salaries for the flight and cabin staff. The number of cabin
crew members and pilots is determined in section B.., so only the hourly salary needs
to be determined to allow the calculation of the crew costs. Two different values were
found in the literature for the crew salaries. In this work, the average of both values is
used.
Jenkinson et al. () propose  USD per (block) hour as a typical cost of a pilot while
for the cabin crew a value of USD per hour is recommended. The dollars used are 
USD. Liebeck et al. (), on the other hand, indicates a value of  USD per hour for
the cabin crew. The pilot salary however depends on the maximum take-off gross weight
[lb] of the aircraft as follows:
USD
BH
=
(
482+0.590 · WTO
1000
)
where BH stands for block hour (see section B...).
Fuel and Oil cost
Next to depreciation, fuel costs represent the most significant cost parameter in the de-
sign. As this work looks into the future and predictions of fuel costs are hard to make, a
wide range of prices is adopted for both fuels. After all, the kerosene price is likely to in-
crease in the future seen the depletion of its resources. The hydrogen price is on the other
hand likely to drop as new techniques are developed and as the quantity of hydrogen pro-
duced would significantly increase if it were adopted as an aviation fuel. The prices range
The different works from which DOC data is used, adopt a different time frame. Whenever data from
Jenkinson et al. () is used, the values are given in  dollars, except for maintenance on airframe and
engine where  is used as the year of reference. Data from Liebeck et al. () are in  dollars and
data from Roskam (c) have  as basis. Finally, costs from Lange et al. () a,d Liebeck et al. ()
are given in  respectively  dollars.
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from low values around . USD per gallon (Jenkinson et al. (, p. ) and Liebeck
et al. ()) for kerosene up to several dollars. Prices are converted to a price per quantity
of energy ([$/MJ]) to allow a comparison between the different fuels. The lower heating
value of the fuel is used in this conversion.
Only the mission fuel is used to determine the fuel cost. The reserve fuel is not included
in the calculation. The reserve fuel is assumed to be present after landing the aircraft.
Landing and navigational charges
The landing and navigational charges include the so-called landing fee for the aircraft as
well as the fee for traffic control services and ground handling of the baggages and cargo.
In this work, the method from Jenkinson et al. () is adopted and a value of  USD per
metric ton of maximum takeoff gross weight per flight is used as the landing fee. The
navigation cost per flight depends on both the range and the takeoff gross weight:
USD
tr ip
=
(
lstag e
)
5
·
(
WTO
50
)0.5
where the maximum take-off gross weight is in metric tonnes and the stage length lstag e
in km. Finally, a price of USD per metric ton of payload is used for the ground handling
charges for the baggage and payload of the aircraft.
B... Maintenance Costs
Prediction of maintenance costs is complicated by the lack of definition for items to be in-
cluded under this heading. The attribution of the maintenance overhead burden forms as
such the biggest variability in the different standard methods for estimating DOC (Jenkin-
son et al., , p. ). Jenkinson et al. recommend therefor to use standardized methods
for calculating the maintenance costs as soon as sufficient data is availab.
Maintenance charges include labor and material costs associated with routine inspec-
tions, servicing and overhaul (for airframe, engines, avionics, . . . ) as well as the applied
maintenance burden. The maintenance tasks are divided into airframe and engine com-
ponents. The airframe and engine direct maintenance labor and maintenance material
costs are based on equations from Liebeck et al. (), which were developed by the Boe-
ing Commercial Airplane Group. The maintenance labor, materials and the applied bur-
den for airframe and engines will be treated consecutively.
Airframe Maintenance Cost
The airframemaintenance labor cost is based on the airframemass Waf  andhas both a
flight-cycle (FC) and a flight-hour (FH) component. The equation produces either main-
tenance - man - hour - per - flight - cycle (MMH/FC) or maintenance - man - hour - per
the airframe mass is defined as the manufacturer’s empty weight less the dry weight of the engines.
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- flight - hour (MMH/FH). Each trip consists of one flight cycle and a variable number of
flight hours.
MMH
FH
= 1.260+1.774 · Waf
105
−0.1071 ·
(Waf
105
)2
MMH
FC
= 1.614+0.7227 · Waf
105
+0.1024 ·
(Waf
105
)2
The total maintenance man hours per trip are thus given by:
MMH
tr ip
= MMH
FH
· FH
tr ip
+ MMH
FC
These hours are converted to direct labor dollars per trip by multiplying by the direct
maintenance labor rate of USD per hour (Liebeck et al., ).
The airframe materials cost also has a cyclic (MAT/FC) and a flight-hour (MAT/FH) com-
ponent. Liebeck et al. () gives the following correlations for these components:
M AT
FH
= 12.39+29.80 · Waf
105
+0.1806 ·
(Waf
105
)2
M AT
FC
= 15.20+97.33 · Waf
105
−2.862 ·
(Waf
105
)2
The total material cost per trip is then obtained as follows:
M AT
tr ip
= M AT
FH
· FH
tr ip
+ M AT
FC
Following Liebeck et al. (), the Airframe Applied Maintenance Burden (AAMB) is cal-
culated as a function of the airframe direct maintenance labor cost:
AAMB = . · Airframe Direct Labor Cost
Engine Maintenance Cost
The scaling equation for the engine direct maintenance labor is based on the maximum
rated uninstalled sea-level static thrust per engine (FN ,SLS), in pounds force, the flight
hours per trip and the number of engines per aircraft (Neng ). In contrast to the airframe,
the engine maintenance labor cost is not separated into flight-cycle and flight-hour com-
ponents.
MMH
tr ip
=
(
0.645+0.05 · FN ,SLS
104
)
·
(
0.566+ 0.434
FH
)
·FH ·Neng
The engine directmaintenance labor cost is then calculated bymultiplying theMMH/trip
by the direct maintenance labor rate which is again taken as USD.
The scaling factor for engine maintenance material cost is based on these same param-
eters:
M AT
tr ip
=
(
25+18 · FN
104
)
·
(
0.62+ 0.38
FH
)
·FH ·Neng
As for the airframe, the engine applied maintenance burden is calculated as a function
of the engine direct maintenance cost:
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EAMB = . · Engine Direct Maintenance Labor Cost
All three enginemaintenance cost elements are calculated on aper-trip basis and summed
to get the total engine maintenance cost.
B.. Aircraft price
The standing charges depend on the price of the total airplane (airframe + engines) and
its associated spares. However, commercial aircraft are often not sold on a price-per-
pound basis, but rather have a selling price that in essence represents a market-based
price (without a real relationship to cost). This makes it very hard to get a good estimate
of the aircraft price based on weight considerations (Jenkinson et al., , p. -).
To account for this, following Liebeck et al. (), the airframe and engine prices quoted
below are called study prices. They should be regarded as a ’ball-park’ estimate rather
than a real price.
Two different methods are utilized to determine the study prices. First, mass-based cor-
relations are adopted as they are easily factored to determine the sensitivity of the DOC
to aircraft price. As the hydrogen fuel tanks represent new systems inside the aircraft, the
purchase price will namely likely be higher. The study prices obtained from the mass-
based correlations are therefor factored for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft. The factor
used is varied over a wide range to analyze its influence on the direct operating cost. In
a second step, a more detailed method from Burns () is adopted. This method allows
a more detailed investigation of the different contributors to the purchase price and rec-
ommendations on how to adapt this method to hydrogen fueled unconventional aircraft
are found in Sefain (). The main drawback of the method from Burns () is that it
requires an estimate of the quantity of aircraft produced and the production rate.
B... Study Prices from correlations
First the different correlations for the airframe study price are detailed. The determina-
tion of the engine study price is reported next.
Airframe Study Price
Two different correlations are used to determine the airframe study price (Liebeck et al.
() and Roskam (c, p. ). The first airframe price correlation was developed
from McDonnell Douglas Corporations commercial transport databases through a power
curve fit of airframe study prices (ASP) versus airframe weight (Waf [lb]):
ASP = 0.7822 ·
(Waf
1000
)0.8937
The ASP is given in millions of US dollars.
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The ASP from Roskam (c) on the other hand depends on the takeoffweight instead of
the airframe weight. The correlation is based on a regression analysis which yielded the
following trendline:
log10 ASP = 3.3191+0.8043 · log10 WTO
Engine Study Price
Estimating the price of the engine is always regarded as a difficult issue because of the
many variables involved. This will especially be true for the ultra high bypass ratio and
intercooled turbofans under consideration. Volders & Slingerland () give the follow-
ing correlation for the engine study price ESP:
ESP = 25482 ·FN +276334
where the net thrust is given in kN and the price in  dollars. In Lange et al. (), on
the other hand, a distinction is made between engines with a takeoff net thrust less than
 klb for which:
ESP = 1357 ·F 0.62N
if the thrust is more than  klb however, the following relation needs to be applied:
ESP = 222 ·F 0.79N
The net thrust is in both equations given in klb and the prices are in  dollars.
B... Study Price from Burns
In Burns (), the total aircraft unit cost and direct operating costs for new develop-
ment aircraft are estimated by summing all costs associated with purchasing, operating
and supporting the aircraft throughout development and production. Costs are calcu-
lated based on a fixed production quantity and production rate as well as on an average
utilization per year. The method results in a value for the life cycle costs (LCC) for the
aircraft, that is subsequently converted into an aircraft unit acquisition cost from which
the equivalent airframe and engine study price are subsequently determined.
The life cycle cost includes all costs starting with research and development, over testing
and evaluation, acquisition, operation and support down to retirement and decommis-
sioning (Burns, ).
LCC =CDDTE +Cacq +Coper +Cdisp
whereCDDTE is the price of design, development, test and evaluation,Cacq is the acquisi-
tion cost,Coper the operations and support cost andCdisp the disposal cost. The different
contributions to the LCC are detailed below. All correlations given are derived from Burns
(), unless otherwise stated.
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Engineering hours
The total airframe engineering hours for development EHD and production EHP can be
estimated as:
EHD = 0.066 ·W 0.796a f · v1.538max ·N 0.183ac,D ·CFTF ·CFAMC (B.)
EHP = 0.066 ·W 0.796a f · v1.538max ·
(
Nac,D +Nac,P
)0.183 ·CFTF ·CFAMC −EHD (B.)
where Nac,D is the number of prototypes used in the development phase, Nac,P is the
number of production aircraft. vmax is the maximum speed at the best altitude. CFTF
is a judgement factor to account for advance technology features. CFAMC is a similar
factor for cost of advanced materials relative to conventional metal designs. Both factors
are given in Table B. for the different types of aircraft designed in this work. Their values
were either derived from Burns () or from Sefain (, pp. -) where suggestions
are made for values adapted to different technology levels and unconventional as well as
hydrogen-fueled aircraft. Waf is the airframe unit mass (in lbs). It can be estimated from
the empty weight as:
Waf = 0.431 ·W 1.05375e
To convert the engineering hours to cost, a rate Erate of $ per hour is used:
CAE ,D = EHD ·Erate ·CFs CAE ,P = EHP ·Erate ·CFs
whereCFs is a judgement factor for the cost of security. Burns () recommends a value
of  for commercial aircraft.
Development support
The development support cost CDSC consists out of all the non-recurring manufacturing
related engineering design costs during the development, test and evaluation phase. It
includes the manufacturing and materials costs to support mock ups, test components,
. . .
CDSC = 0.0356 ·W 0.903a f · v1.93max ·N 0.346ac,D ·CFTF ·CFs
Flight test operations
Flight test activity costs CFT include all costs incurred to complete the flight test, except
the cost of the actual flight test aircraft itself. CFT can be estimated from
CFT = 0.00558 ·W 1.19a f · v1.401max ·CFT T ·CFs
whereCFT T is a judgement factor for advanced technology testing. Its value can be found
in Table B..
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Tooling
The tooling cost for development and production includes the hours required for tool de-
sign, fabrication, . . .The hours depend on production rate and materials used. According
to Burns (), they are determined as:
THD = 5.083 ·W 0.768a f · v0.899max ·N 0.18ac,D ·PR0.068 ·CFAMC (B.)
THP = 5.083 ·W 0.768a f · v0.899max ·
(
Nac,D +Nac,P
)0.18 ·PR0.068 ·CFAMC −THD (B.)
where THD are the tooling hours for development, THP the tooling hours for production
and PR the production rate in aircraft per month.
The tooling cost is then determined from:
CT,D = THD ·Trate ·CFs
CT,P = THP ·Trate ·CFs
where Trate is the tooling hourly rate and is taken as $ per hour.
Manufacturing labour
Manufacturing labour encompasses the cost for machining, fabrication and assembly of
the major structures and is given by the following equations
MHD = 43.61 ·W 0.76a f · v0.549max ·N 0.554ac,D ·CFAMC (B.)
MHP = 43.61 ·W 0.76a f · v0.549max ·
(
Nac,D +Nac,P
)0.554 ·CFAMC −MHD (B.)
where MHD are the manufacturing labour hours for development and MHP the hours
for production. The manufacturing labour cost is then determined using an hourly rate:
CM ,D = MHD ·Mrate ·CFs
CM ,P = MHP ·Mrate ·CFs
where Mrate is the manufacturing hourly labour rate and is taken as $ per hour.
Quality control
Quality control involves the inspection of fabricated and purchased parts, subassemblies
and assembled components. The quality control cost needed for development CQD and
productionCQP can be estimated with:
CQ ,D = 0.13 ·MHD ·Qrate
CQ ,P = 0.13 ·MHP ·Qrate
whereQrate is the hourly rate for quality control ($).
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Manufacturing material and equipment
The manufacturing material and equipment cost covers all the raw material and hard-
ware needed for constructing and assembling the airframe. As both engines and avionics
costs are covered elsewhere, they are not comprised in this cost item. As for several of the
previously covered cost items, a distinction is made between the cost of manufacturing
material and equipment for the development programCMM ,D and the production phase
CMM ,P .
CMM ,D = 96.667 ·W 0.692a f · v0.639max ·N 0.803ac,D ·CFAMC ·CFLO (B.)
CMM ,P = 96.667 ·W 0.692a f · v0.639max ·
(
Nac,D +Nac,P
)0.803 ·CFAMC ·CFLO −CMM ,D(B.)
where CFLO is a factor to account for low observable materials. For conventional aircraft
the factor is set to . (Burns, ).
Engine
The engine costs Ceng , including initial engine development costs can be estimated as:
Ceng = 121.5 ·F 1.00161N ·Neng ·CFadv
where FN is the sea level maximum thrust (lbs), Neng the number of engines andCFadv a
factor to account for a higher engine cost for advanced engine concepts. It is introduced
following Sefain (, p. ), where a factor of . is introduced for hydrogen fueled
engines. The factor is judged to account for the increased research and development and
is based on past trends of engine cost increases (Sefain, ).
Avionics
Avionics cost Cav depends on the type of equipment used. Uninstalled avionics are esti-
mated as:
Cav = 3950 ·Wav ·CFunc
where Wav is the avionics mass in lbs and CFunc is a judgement factor to account for the
increased cost in avionics for the unconventional aircraft configuration, as introduced in
Sefain (). As a more sophisticated avionics system will most likely be required for the
twin fuselage configuration it is set to ., as suggested for unconventional configurations
in Sefain ().
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Interior
Interior costs Cint includes seats, ceiling and flooring material, lavatories, . . . For com-
mercial production jet transport aircraftis the interior cost given by the following equa-
tion:
Cint = 2000 ·Npax ·Nac,P
where Npax is the number of passengers per aircraft.
Total development and production cost
The total development and production costs are given by summation of the previous
items.
CDDTE = CAE ,D +CDSC +CFT +CT,D +CM ,D +CQ ,D +CMM ,D +Ceng +Cav (B.)
Cprod = CAE ,P +CT,P +CM ,P +CQ ,P +CMM ,P +Ceng +Cav +Cint (B.)
Acquisition unit cost
Finally, the acquisition unit cost can be estimated as:
CUA =
(CDDTE +Cprod
Nac,D +Nac,P
)
(B.)
Here the acquisition unit cost is converted into the airframe and engine study prices for
estimating the total DOC in the following way:
ASP = CUA −Ceng
ESP = Ceng /Neng
Judgement factors
For the calculation of many cost items, judgement factors were introduced to account for
advanced materials, unconventional configurations, . . .The values adopted in this work
for these variables are given in Table B.. They are derived following guidelines from both
Burns () and Sefain (). The latter work was mainly used for the unconventional
configurations. When two values are given in a single cell of the table, the value on the
left stands for the current timeframe, whereas the value on the right is used for projections
into the future.
As shown by the table, the advanced materials cost factor goes up when switching to hy-
drogen fuel to account for the tanks and hydrogen compatibility of materials. It also goes
up over time, as it is foreseen thatmore advancedmaterial will be used as time progresses.
The unconventional configurations are also subjected to a higher fraction of advanced
materials. Similar trends apply for the advanced technology features (CFTF ) and the test-
ing of advanced technology and materials (CFT T ).
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Table B.. Judgement factor for the different cost items.
Kerosene LH2
factor conventional unconventional conventional unconventional
CFAMC ./. . /. ./. ./.
CFTF . . . ./.
CFT T . . . ./.
CFadv . . ./. ./.
CFunc . . . .
B... Cost of Spares
The initial aircraft price used in the evaluation of depreciation will usually include an
allowance for the capital required to provide for spares holding. Therefore
aircraft initial price = factory cost of the aircraft + spares cost
Two references were found containing data on the cost of the spares. In Jenkinson et al.
(), it is indicated to use %of the airframeprice and %of the engine price. Liebeck
et al. () on the other hand gives values of  % of the airframe price and  % of the
engine price. In this work, an average of both values is used:
% of the airframe study price
% of the engine study price
B.. Cost Parameters
Depreciation, interest and insurance are annual costs while the maintenance costs are
calculated per trip and the flying cost per hour of flight. All the different costs thus have
to be brought back to a common base. Here, all costs are converted to hourly costs before
summing them. In order to do that, the block time of the flight as well as the annual
utilization of the airplane have to be defined. Both concepts are explained in the first
paragraphof this section. Then, as several correlations are based on adifferent references,
the cost escalation factor used to convert between the different years is explained.
B... Utilization and block time
Long-range transport aircraft usually have a fairly high annual utilization (Torenbeek,
). In the Cryoplane study an utilization of  flights per year with a range of 
nm was set forth for the DOC evaluation of the long range missions (Oelkers et al. (a)
and Oelkers et al. (b)). Both values are adopted here too.
To convert the costs per flight cycle and the costs per hour to a commonbasis, themission
block time is used (Jenkinson et al. () and Liebeck et al. ()). The block time is the
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total time spent from starting the engines till turning them off completely. The block time
tb is, according to Jenkinson et al. (, p. ), given by:
tb = tgm + tcl + td + tcr + tam (B.)
where tgm is the ground maneuver time including one minute for take-off. It is taken as
. hr. The time to climb tcl , which includes acceleration from take-off speed to climb
speed is determined from the mission profile given in Brewer (, pp. -). td is the
time required to descend including deceleration to approach speed. It is calculated based
on a cabin pressurization rate of  fpm and a cruise cabin altitude of  ft (Jenkin-
son et al., ). tam is the time for air maneuvers (no credit for distance) which is taken
as . hr. Finally the cruise time is calculated as (Jenkinson et al., ):
tcr = R +Ka +20− (Rcl +Rd )vcr
where all distances are given in statute miles (. km). R is the range or trip distance,
Rcl and Rd are the distance to climb and to descend respectively. Ka is an airway distance
increment which is according to Jenkinson et al. () taken as % of the trip distance
when the trip distance is higher than  statute miles. As recommended in Jenkinson
et al. () all DOC calculations assume a zero wind speed and standard temperature.
B... Cost Escalation Factor
As the different correlations for the cost items use different years they need to be con-
verted to a common base to take inflation into account. All prices are converted here to
 values as further data is not available at the time of writing. In order to convert data
from one year to another, a so-called Cost Escalation Factor (CEF) needs to be defined.
Following (Roskam, c, pp. -), the Consumer Price Index (CPI) is taken in this work
as the CEF. The CEF’s for the different years used in the correlations can be found in Table
B.. They were derived from reference USBoLS ().
Table B.. Values for the Consumer Price Index of different years, derived from USBoLS
().
Year CEF
 .
 .
 .
 .
 .
 .
The cabin altitude is the pressure altitude to which the cabin pressure is held. It is a compromise
between passenger comfort (volumetric oxygen content) and fuselage mass.
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Turbofan Design and Performance
Analysis Tool
A library of aero-engine components has been developed to enable the simulation of the
different turbofan cycles investigated in this work on an equal basis. The library is imple-
mented in the high-level object-oriented language EcosimproTM (Empresarios Agrupa-
dos, ). An object-oriented environment was chosen due to the modular nature of the
gas turbine engine. Creating an object for each of the physical components of the engine
namely enables the quick buildup of the particular engine configuration under consid-
eration. The different objects only exchange information through the interface, named
ports in EcosimproTM . The methods used to calculate the performance of each compo-
nent are thus hidden for the other components, which is called encapsulation. This en-
ables the gradual extension and development of the software. For specific investigations,
a more sophisticated and/or detailed model of one object could be introduced. This is
further simplified as the objects can inherit information from previously developed mod-
els. Finally, object-oriented modeling was preferred because of its polymorphism, which
allows the coexistence of different models with the same name, that can be called de-
pending on the context of the particular simulation.
Besides these general advantages of any object-orientedprogramming environment, Eco-
simpro has additional interesting features. The "tool" namely looks after the complex
programming and mathematical aspects of the problem, which allows the "developer" to
concentrate on the phenomena whose physics he can describe completely freely. This is
particularly useful for the development of a gas turbine performance analysis tool (Kurzke,
). As the tool furthermore offers wizards for boundary condition selections and sev-
eral more advanced features, EcosimproTM is retained here for the development of the
gas turbine components library. In the VIVACE project, EcosimproTM is also chosen for
the development of a similar but far more detailed performance tool, called PROOSIS
(Alexiou & Mathioudakis () and Alexiou et al. ()).
As the thermodynamic model utilized to describe the thermodynamic fluid properties is
a critical part of any gas turbine performance tool, the model adopted here is described in
the first section of this appendix. A second section then tackles the ports through which
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those fluid properties are passed on from one component to another. The component
blocks in which the models for each gas turbine component are stored are introduced
in a third section. After all components are described, the boundary conditions to be
specified in the model of a complete gas turbine are explained and the component maps
used in the off-design calculations in the work are given. Finally, the gas path analysis is
presented.
C. Thermodynamic Fluid properties
Accurate cycle calculations require a good description of the gas properties, which is even
more the case for this work. After all engines using hydrogen and kerosene will be mod-
eled and the difference in engine performance is a consequence of the dissimilar thermo-
dynamic properties of hydrogen combustion gases. Here, the working fluid in the differ-
ent components is assumed to behave like a half ideal gas as proposed in Kurzke (),
Kurzke (b) and RTO-AVT (). The specific heat, the enthalpy, the entropy and the
gas constant are function of temperature and gas composition only, but not dependent
from pressure.
The gas properties and the temperature increase due to combustion are stored in tables,
created using the computer code CEA, described in Gordon & McBride (a) and Gor-
don & McBride (b). As set forth in Kurzke (b), the specific heat, enthalpy, entropy
and gas constants are calculated considering only H2O and CO2 as combustion products.
For the calculation of the temperature increase due to combustion, however, all sorts of
combustion products as well as the pressure influence are considered. The effects of dis-
sociation on the combustion temperature increase are thus taken into account. The ef-
fects of CO, NOX and unburned hydrocarbons are on the other hand neglected, following
(Kurzke, b, p. ).
For both kerosene and hydrogen, the gas constant is stored in a table in function of the
fuel-to-air ratio (FAR), The specific heat, the enthalpy and the entropy function are stored
in function of total temperature and FAR. The entropy functionΨ is defined as (Jackson
() and Kurzke (b)):
Ψ(T, FAR)=
∫T
Tre f
cp(T, FAR)
T
dT (C.)
As for enthalpy calculations, the reference can be arbitrarily selected. The calculations of
isentropic compression and expansion processes use namely only differences of entropy
function values, not absolute values themselves. An isentropic change of state between
pressures pt 2 and pt 1 is then given by the following equation:
Ψ(Tt , 2)−Ψ(Tt , 1)=R · ln
(
pt , 2
pt , 1
)
(C.)
Although both the enthalpy and the entropy function depend on the temperature of the fluid as well
as the fuel-to-air ratio, from here on the dependency on the fuel-to-air ratio is not explicitly mentioned
anymore. The functions are written with only the temperature as an argument as the fuel to air ratio does
not vary within the component (except for the combustion chamber). This is done to simplify the writing.
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where R is the gas constant.
In the calculations, the use of the specific heat is avoided as much as possible. The en-
thalpy and entropy function are used to the fullest to increase the accuracy of the calcu-
lations. As the specific heat allows a quick comparison of the thermodynamic influence
of both fuels, Figure C. nonetheless shows the specific heat of air and combustion gases
for both fuels. The fuel to air ratios on the plot are chosen so that the energy added by the
fuel is roughly similar for both fuels. As the lower heating value of hydrogen is roughly 
times bigger than that of kerosene, a FAR of approximately a third of the FAR for kerosene
leads to a similar ’energy injection’ from the fuel.
(a) kerosene (b) hydrogen
Figure C.. Specific heat in function of temperature for different fuel to air ratios.
C. Ports
In anobject-oriented environment, the building blocks (components) only exchange data
through the connected ports, which serve as an interface. For the gas turbine design and
performance analysis tool a port is created for gas (air and combustion gases, for fuel, for
forces, for shafts and two feedback ports. Their properties are described below.
The gas port contains the thermodynamic properties of the gas entering or exiting the
components. The port passes the following properties on:
• the mass flow rate m˙
• the total pressure pt
• the total temperature Tt
• the enthalpy of the fluid ht
• the fuel to air ratio FAR
The port is modeled so that temperature and enthalpy are linked through the tables, ex-
plained in the previous section. The port furthermore ensures that incoming mass flow
rates are added to simplify the modeling of the ’injection’ of the cooling air back into the
main flow.
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The fuel port contains the thermodynamic properties of the fuel. It holds the fuel flow,
and the fuel lower heating value.
The shaft port is used to connect compressor and turbines. It holds themechanical power
of the shaft Pm and the rotational speed Ns .
The force port passes the force and the mass flow on to the monitor. It is used to pass the
ram drag on from the inlet to the monitor. The thrust from the nozzles is also communi-
cated to the monitor.
The final two ports are feedback ports used in the modeling of some specific concept.
The temperature port is used to pass the temperature from the combustion chamber,
the outlet of the nozzle guide vanes, . . . back to the cooling air component. After all, this
information is needed for the calculation of the amount of cooling air needed to keep the
turbine metal temperature to a specified limit. The cooling air fraction port passes on
the cooling air fractions to the turbines to adjust the polytropic efficiency of the turbine
to the amount of cooling air needed. The losses generated by injecting the cooling air are
namely estimated through a simple model. This is explained in detail in section C...
C. Component Building blocks
Below, a brief description of the main building blocks in the gas turbine component li-
brary is given. They are shown on Figure C.. Only the components used in this work are
shown and commented upon. Several other components were also developed for specific
studies outside the scope of this work (see for instance Rayee et al. () and Verstraete
et al. ()).
Figure C.. The main components of the developed library.
The figure also shows two abstract components: gaschannel and gasturbo. They store
methods common to other components and are used as ’parents’ from whom the ’chil-
dren’ inherit the methods. The gaschannel component for instance holds the definition
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of the pressure ratio, whereas the definition of corrected speed and mass flow rate are
defined in the gasturbo component.
C.. Inlet
The inlet component converts the flight Mach number and altitude, which are bound-
ary conditions to the simulations to a total temperature and pressure. The atmosphere is
simulated as the international standard atmosphere after Eshelby (). The total tem-
perature Tt ,out is determined through an inverse interpolation of the enthalpy table from
the atmospheric temperature Ta and the flight Mach number M ,
h(Tt ,out )= h(Tt ,a)+ M
2
2
· (γ ·R ·Ta)
The entropy function is on the other hand used to determine the total pressure for the
flight conditions under investigation:
Ψ(Tt ,out )=Ψ(Tt ,a)+R · ln pt ,outpa
As the real inlet can be considered as adiabatic but not reversible, the ram recovery is
introduced to account for viscous friction pressure losses. The inlet ram recovery or pres-
sure recovery is defined as:
RR = pt ,out
pt , in
(C.)
For design point calculations it is set as input to the routine. For off-design calculations,
the ramrecovery can either be kept constant or varied in function of flight Mach number
and relative corrected flow which is defined as(
m˙ ·$Tt
pt
)
rel
=
(
m˙·$Tt
pt
)
(
m˙·$Tt
pt
)
DP
where DP denotes the design point. The off-design variation of the ramrecovery is shown
on Figure C. for  different Mach numbers representative of take-off, climb and cruise.
Finally, the inlet momentum drag is determined as
Fram =−m˙in · va (C.)
where va is the flight speed of the aircraft. The ram drag is passed on to the monitor
through a force port.
C.. Compressor
The design point performance of the compressor is calculated from the pressure ratio and
the efficiency, either polytropic or isentropic, which are input to the simulations.
pi = pt ,2
pt ,1
(C.)
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Figure C.. The off-design variation of inlet ram recovery, derived from Jackson (,
Fig. ..).
ηi s =
h(Tt , 2i s )−h(Tt , 1)
h(Tt , 2)−h(Tt , 1) (C.)
ηpol = R · lnpi
Ψ(Tt , 2)−Ψ(Tt , 1) (C.)
where the isentropic outlet temperature is defined as:
Ψ(Tt , 2i s )−Ψ(Tt , 1)=R · lnpi
For off-design compressor calculations, the compressor characteristics are used. In order
to do so, the relative corrected speed off the design point needs to be specified together
with theβ variable (amongst others Jackson (), Kurzke (b), Ramsden (a) and
Walsh & Fletcher ()). The relative corrected speed is defined as
(
N$
Tt
)
rel
=
(
N$
Tt
)
(
N$
Tt
)
DP
β lines on the other hand are employed to facilitate loading a compressor map into an
off-design performance computer model. They are arbitrary lines, drawn approximately
even spaced and usually parallel to the surge line (Walsh & Fletcher, ). Figure C.
shows β-lines on the fan map. They are given as black dashed lines. The black full lines
are lines of relative corrected speed whereas the surge line is given as a thick blue line on
the figure. Lines of constant isentropic efficiency are on the other hand indicated as red
dashed lines. As the β-lines are useful to store the compressor maps on the computer
but have no physical meaning, they are omitted on all other component map plots in this
work.
The map of Figure C. is shown in normalized form. All values shown are given relative to
their design point value, which is for this figure taken at a relative corrected speed of .
and a β of .. For this point the relative pressure ratio and relative corrected mass flow
rate are thus .. A normalized form is chosen here as the design point values for pressure
ratio, corrected mass flow and efficiency are used to scale the turbomachinery maps for
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Figure C.. The β lines for the fan map.
each specific design. This is done by using scaling factors SF:
pi = SFpi ·
(
pimap −1
)+1 (C.)
ηi s = SFη ·ηi s,map (C.)
m˙ ·$Tt
pt
= SF m˙·$Tt
pt
·
(
m˙ ·$Tt
pt
)
map
(C.)
where the subscript map denotes the values read in the map at the relative corrected
speed and β under investigation. The scaling factors are determined in the design point
calculations and the maps are adjusted using these constant factors during off-design.
In Ecosimpro, the turbomachinery characteristic is stored in  different tables. The first
table tabulates the corrected mass flow rate in function of corrected speed and β. The
second table holds the values for pressure ratio whereas the third stores the isentropic
efficiency in function of the same variables. For the compressor a fourth table is added
to pass the surge line information to the cycle deck. The surge pressure ratio is stored
in function of the corrected mass flow rate. Figure C. gives a graphical representation
of the table for pressure ratio and efficiency of the HP compressor. The x values on both
subfigures are the relative corrected speeds whereas the y values are theβ lines. The maps
used in this work for the different components are described in section C...
C.. Fan
Fans require a slightly different treatment from other compressors because they give a
larger pressure rise at the tip than at the root. This effect stems from the blade speed
which is much lower at the hub of the fan than at the tip. Especially for large civil turbo-
fan engines, a set of characteristics is normally required for each stream. Multiple char-
acteristics are needed which are coupled to the set of characteristics of the other stream
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(a) Pressure ratio (b) Isentropic efficiency
Figure C.. HP compressor pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency as stored in
EcosimproTM .
by common values of speed and bypass ratio (Jackson, ). As Jackson () indicates,
simplified assumptions can be made in early project stages. Kurzke (, p. ) for in-
stance proposes the use of one single map as adequate for high bypass ratio turbofan
without booster stages. The data for the core stream are simply scaled from the map of
the outer part using ratio’s that are fixed by imposing pressure ratio’s and efficiencies for
both streams in the design point calculation. The pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency
of the core are then calculated as:
picore = 1+
(
pibyp −1
) ·(picore −1
pibyp −1
)
des
(C.)
ηcore = ηbyp ∗
(
ηcore
ηbyp
)
des
(C.)
As only a limited amount of fan maps is available from open literature, this approach is
adopted here too.
The bypass ratio is finally fixed in design point calculations but is allowed to vary in off-
design as needed for the compressor-turbine matching.
BPR = m˙byp
m˙core
C.. Combustion chamber
In design point calculations, the combustion chamber efficiency and the pressure drop
are imposed. The efficiency is defined as:
ηcc =
(
m˙a + m˙f
) ·h(Tt , 2)− m˙a ·h(Tt , 1)
m˙f ·LHV (C.)
where LHV is the lower heating value of the fuel. m˙a represents the airflow rate entering
the combustion chamber, m˙f gives the fuelflow rate.
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Off-design calculations on the other hand use the pressure loss factor PLF and the com-
bustion chamber loading Θ300 to determine the pressure loss and the efficiency respec-
tively.
pt , in−pt ,out
pt , in
= 1.49 ·PLF ·
(
m˙in ·
√
Tt , in
Ain ·pt , in
)2
(C.)
Θ300 =
p1.75t , in ·Vcc · eTt , in/300
m˙in
(C.)
where the pressure loss factor is composed of an aerodynamic (cold) loss and a hot loss
due to the combustion temperature rise (Jackson, , pp. -):
PLF = 40+2.4 ·
(
Tt ,out
Tt , in
−1
)
The design point is again used to scale the geometry of the combustion chamber. The
volume Vcc and inlet section of the combustion chamber Ain are then held constant for
off-design calculations and the efficiency and pressure loss vary according to the flow
conditions. Evolution of combustion chamber efficiency with loading is found in Jackson
() and Rollin (). The curves from Jackson () are adopted here.
C.. Turbine
The turbine is modeled in the same way a compressor with regards to scaling of the maps.
The selection of the correct turbine maps is however less critical for the correct represen-
tation of engine off-design than compressor maps as the turbine is usually choked over
most of the operating domain of the engine, which fixes the operating line of the turbine
to a single point on the turbine map. Similar to the compressor maps, the turbine maps
are specified as a set of  tables. The corrected flow, the turbine basic uncooled polytropic
efficiency and the expansion ratio are stored in function of corrected speed and β.
For the design point, only the basic uncooled polytropic efficiency needs to be specified.
The expansion ratio is determined from the power required by the compressor(s) that are
driven by the turbine. Design point values are used to scale the maps for the off-design
calculation.
The polytropic efficiency of the turbine, read from the scaled map and called here basic
uncooled efficiency is corrected to account for the mixing pressure loss from discharging
the coolant flow to the mainstream. According to Horlock et al. (), this pressure loss
can be modeled as either an additional pressure drop, as an efficiency loss converted
from the pressure loss, or as a combustion chamber pressure loss resulting in virtually
identical performance outcomes. Here, the pressure drop is converted into an efficiency
loss for the turbine through the following equation (Horlock et al., ).
∆ηt
ηt
=−0.125 ·ψ (C.)
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with the coolant flow fraction ψ is determined as specified in section C... This method
is preferred here over the more complex method proposed in Wilcock et al. () and
Young & Wilcock (b) for its simplicity and as it avoids additional assumptions on
where the cooling air is injected. After all, cooling air injected in the leading edge region
will have a different effect on efficiency than cooling air injected on the pressure or suc-
tion surface for instance (Kurzke () and Walsh & Fletcher ()).
C.. Nozzle
Depending on the flight conditions and engine rating, the propelling nozzles of the en-
gine are either choked or adapted (as only convergent nozzles are considered here seen
the envisaged application). When the nozzle is choked, the outlet flow is sonic and the
pressure can not adapt to the ambient conditions. If the nozzle pressure ratio drops be-
low a critical value however, the nozzle unchokes and the pressure at outlet is equal to the
ambient pressure. The Mach number at the nozzle outlet is as a consequence less than
one.
As suggested in Jackson () and Kurzke (b), the nozzle is modeled as an ideal
(isentropic) one-dimensional flow device. Corrections to the ideal case are then applied
through flow and thrust coefficients, which account for losses due to boundary layer
growth, pressure and temperature profiles and the nozzle shape. The discharge or flow
coefficient is defined as:
Cdis =
Aout , e f f
Aout
and is consistent with isentropic flow calculations (Jackson, , p. ). The thrust coef-
ficient CF on the other hand, accounts for the loss in thrust due to the nozzle losses and
is assumed to apply only to the velocity term of the gross thrust (Kurzke, b):
FG =CF · m˙out · vout + Aout ·
(
ps,out −pa
)
(C.)
For an adapted nozzle, the outlet static pressure is equal to the ambient pressure so the
second term of the gross thrust disappears. The need to determine whether the nozzle is
choked or adapted is bypassed by setting the outlet static pressure to the maximum of the
ambient pressure and the static pressure after expansion to sonic conditions.
ps,out =max
(
pa ,p
∗
s
)
where p∗s is the static pressure for which sonic conditions are attained after an isentropic
expansion. It is calculated from the corresponding static temperature T ∗s through the
enthalpy and entropy function:
h(T ∗s ) = h(Tt , in)−
γ
2
·R ·T ∗s
ln
(
p∗s
pt , in
)
= Ψ(T
∗
s )−Ψ(Tt , in)
R
If the obtained static pressure is lower than ambient pressure, the nozzle outlet pressure
is set to the atmospheric pressure and Ts,out , ps,out and vout are calculated with use of
the enthalpy and entropy function tables in a similar way.
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C.. Monitor
The monitor receives the momentum drag from the inlet(s) and the gross thrust from the
nozzle(s) and calculates the net thrust FN and the specific net thrust FN , spec
FN = FG +Fram (C.)
FN , spec = FNm˙a (C.)
The thrust specific fuel consumption SFC is the calculated from the net thrust and the
fuel mass flow rate
SFC = m˙f
FN
(C.)
To allow a comparison between kerosene and hydrogen, the energy specific fuel con-
sumption ESFC is adopted as a metric for the energy efficiency of the engine:
ESFC = m˙f ·LHV
FN
= SFC ·LHV (C.)
C.. Heat exchanger
The design and performance of a heat exchanger performance is typically assessed using
either a logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) or a heat exchanger effective-
ness % (Lienhard & Lienhard, ). As the LMTD method requires knowledge about in-
and outlet temperature of both streams in the calculation, an iteration is required for de-
sign problems. The %-NTU (number of transfer units) method in the other hand only
requires knowledge about the inlet conditions of both streams. As the method has been
developed for use in compact heat exchangers, it should only be applied in conditions
where the overall heat transfer coefficient is likely to remain fairly uniform (Lienhard &
Lienhard, , p. ). Seen the need for compactness for aero-engine heat exchangers,
the method is deemed to be applicable for this work.
The HEX effectiveness is defined as:
%= Ch ·
(
Tt ,hin−Tt ,hout
)
Cmin ·
(
Tt ,hin−Tt , c in
) = Cc · (Tt , cout −Tt , c in)
Cmin ·
(
Tt ,hin−Tt , c in
) (C.)
where the subscript h is used for the hot flow and c for the cold flow. The total heat
capacities of the flows are on the other hand defined as
Ch =
(
m˙ · cp
)
h Cc =
(
m˙ · cp
)
c
andCmin is the smaller ofCh andCc .
As equation (C.) shows, the effectiveness is the ratio between that actual amount of
heat transferred to the maximum heat that could potentially be transferred between both
streams. It follows that the amount of heat transferredQ is given as
Q = % ·Cmin ·
(
Tt ,hin−Tt , c in
)
(C.)
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The effectiveness can be related to the number of transfer units which is defined as
NTU = U · A
Cmin
(C.)
where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient and A is the heat transferring area of the
HEX.
Depending on the configuration of the heat-exchangers, expressions can be derived for
the effectiveness in function of the total heat capacities of the flows and the NTU. A dif-
ferent expression is obtained for cross-flow, counterflow or parallel flow configurations
(Lienhard & Lienhard, ). In order not to impose a heat exchanger configuration, the
number of transfer units is not calculated in this work. After all, the evaluation of the
number of transfer units requires a calculation of the overall heat transfer coefficient as
well as the heat transferring area, which are both hard to assess without detailed knowl-
edge of the heat exchanger. The effectiveness is simple assumed to be known and typical
values for aero-engine HEX are adopted. These values are significantly lower than values
found in stationary applications due to the stringent limitations on HEX size (Walsh &
Fletcher, ).
In part load conditions the effectiveness increases as the mass flow reduces while the heat
transfer areas remains constant (Walsh & Fletcher, ). According to Svensson ()
this will however only have a small effect on the off-design performance. As it is fur-
thermore conservative, leading to a slightly lower performance for the advanced engine
cycles, the variation in effectiveness is neglected here. Guidelines for inclusion of this
variation in later calculations can be found in Walsh & Fletcher ().
Besides the heat exchanger effectiveness, the pressure drop through the channels also
needs to be imposed in the model. For both flows, classical values are adopted. Again, in
off-design calculations are neglected, which is conservative.
C.. Cooling air fraction
Using different fuels in the combustion chamber will not only alter the performance of
the turbofan engines, it will also influence the amount of cooling air needed to keep the
turbine metal temperature below a specified limit. After all, the difference in combustion
gases will affect radiative as well convective heat transfer properties in the hot engine
section. As the turbine inlet temperature is furthermore extensively used in the engine
tradeoff studies, a relatively detailed engine cooling model is required.
A full calculation of the heat transfer properties in a turbine environment lies outside the
scope of this work. After all, it requires knowledge of several specific geometrical char-
acteristics of both the turbine blades as well as the cooling passages for internal convec-
tive blade cooling and the size, location and number of holes for film cooling (Rubini,
). Several empirical simplified models are found in literature. The model described
Models are amongst others found in Horlock et al. (), Kurzke (), Kurzke (), Rubini (),
Wilcock et al. () , Young & Wilcock (a) and Young & Wilcock (b).
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in Young & Wilcock (b) and Wilcock et al. () is adopted here as it accounts for
several factors despite its simplicity and can be adapted to hydrogen fuel.
As the adopted model calculates the required cooling fraction for each blade row indi-
vidually, the amount of nozzle guide vane and rotor cooling air needs to be determined
separately, which is normal practice in preliminary design (Kurzke (b) and Kurzke
()). It is hereby assumed that the NGV cooling air does work in the turbine and the
rotor cooling air does not (Kurzke (b) and Kurzke ()). In reality, additional cool-
ing flows are however present, as shown on Figure C.. As proposed in Kurzke (b),
Figure C.. The different cooling air flows, adopted from Kurzke (b).
it is assumed here that platform cooling air (stream c) and disk rim sealing air (stream
d) are added downstream of the turbine as they do not have sufficient momentum to do
work in the rotor. The rotor cooling air (stream D) and liner cooling air (stream a) also do
not perform useful work and are thus mixed downstream of the turbine (Kurzke, ).
This is consistent with the model from Wilcock et al. (). It furthermore yields accu-
rate results for single stage cooled turbines (Kurzke, ). As only the HPT and IPT are
cooled this assumption is thus valid. As the NGV cooling air is mixed before the turbine,
the turbine entry temperature is lowered by the cooling air, leading to a reduced turbine
work potential. The rotor inlet temperature, or stator outlet temperature, is namely used
as temperature at the turbine inlet.
As described in Wilcock et al. (), the cooling air fractionψ can be calculated as:
ψ= m˙c
m˙tot
= Kcool
1+B ·
(
%0−% f ·
[
1−ηint · (1−%0)
]
ηint · (1−%0)
)
(C.)
%0 is the blade cooling effectiveness, Kcool the cooling flow factor, ηint the internal cooling
efficiency, % f the film cooling effectiveness and B a factor to account for the Biot number
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of both the blade metal Bimet and the thermal barrier coating (TBC) BiTBC and is given
by
B =BiTBC −
(
%0−% f
1−%0
)
·Bimet
with the Biot number defined as:
Bi = hg · l
k
with hg the gas-side convective heat transfer coefficient, l a characteristic length and k
the heat transfer coefficient for conduction. The blade cooling effectiveness %0 is defined
by
%0 =
Tt , g −Tmet , ext
Tt , g −Tt , c,in (C.)
where Tt , g is the relative total temperature of the mainstream gas, Tt , c,in is the relative
total temperature of the cooling air and Tmet , ext is the allowable external surface metal
temperature, which is assumed to be constant over the blade (Wilcock et al., ). The
cooling flow factor on the other hand is given by
Kcool =
(
1+χ) · Asur f
Ag
· cp, g
cp, c
·Stg
Asur f denotes the blade surface area, Ag the exit flow area normal to the axial direction,
cp, g /cp, c is the gas to coolant specific heat ratio and Stg is the Stanton number of the gas
flow:
Stg =
hg · Ag
m˙g · cp, g
In both the Stanton and the Biot number, the gas-side convective heat transfer coefficient
hg is taken as the blade surface mean coefficient. χ is a factor to allow for other primary
cooling flows (mainly endwall cooling), but does not consider secondary cooling flows for
sealing, . . . (Wilcock et al., ). Kcool is "tuned" to engine data in Wilcock et al. ()
and values are proposed for several levels of technology (see Table C.).
The internal cooling efficiency ηint of equation (C.) is defined by
ηint = Tt , c,out −Tt , c,inTmet , int −Tt , c,in
where Tt , c,out is the relative total temperature of the cooling air at exit from the internal
blade passage and Tmet , int the internal surface metal temperature. ηint represents the
quality of internal cooling and a value is proposed for it in order to bypass the difficult
internal heat transfer calculation (Wilcock et al., ).
Finally, the film cooling effectiveness % f is given by
% f =
Trecov −Tad ,w
Trecov −Tt , c,out
Trecov is the mainstream recovery temperature. For nozzle guide vanes, it is taken as the
total gas temperature. For rotor blades the recovery temperature depends on the velocity
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triangles of the turbine blade. According to El-Sayed (), Kurzke (), Kurzke ()
and Philpot (), a fraction of the total gas temperature can be used in preliminary de-
sign. The fraction suggested in Philpot () is slightly higher than the ones proposed in
Kurzke () and Kurzke (). In order to be slightly conservative, the highest value is
retained here:
Trecov = 0.93 ·Tt , g
The film cooling effectiveness % f is a surface-area-averaged value which is difficult to es-
timate as it depends on the geometry and layout of the injection holes and the possible
interactions between the different cooling jets (Rubini () and Wilcock et al. ()).
Similar to the internal efficiency, the values proposed by Wilcock et al. are retained here.
They can be found in Table C..
When the mass-averaged total temperature is used for Tt , g , the predicted coolant flow
rate found from equation (C.) is lower than that used in a real engine (Wilcock et al.,
). Allowance must namely be made for the temperature non-uniformity of the com-
bustor outlet flow. According to Wilcock et al. (), this can be done by replacing Tt , g
by a temperature Tt , g ,max defined as
Tt , g ,max = Tt , g +Kcomb ·∆Tcomb
where∆Tcomb is the temperature rise in the combustion chamber and Kcomb is a "pattern
factor" depending on the type of combustor and the position of the blade row (Kawaike
et al. () and Rollin ()). Following both references, the values of Kcomb of Table C.
are adopted. For the nozzle guide vanes (NGV) the values represent a radial variation in
temperature. For the rotor blades, on the other hand, the values are representative for a
circumferential variation in temperature from the combustion chamber. As suggested by
Kawaike et al. (), the rotor pattern factor is assumed to be maintained throughout all
stages, as shown in Table C..
Table C.. Values for the combustion chamber pattern factor Kcomb.
Turbine blade row Kcomb
HPT NGV .
HPT rotor .
IPT NGV .
IPT rotor .
As mentioned earlier, different cooling technology levels can be simulated by adapting
the parameters of equation (C.). They were mainly introduced to bypass the need for
geometric details (Wilcock et al., ). Their utilization however allows to account for
different technologies and different combustion gas composition. Wilcock et al. ()
propose values for  different aeroderivative technology levels. Here, the advanced level
is assumed as the baseline.
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Table C.. Values for different cooling technology levels, as given in Wilcock et al. ().
Cooling Technology Kcool ηint %f Bimet BiTBC
Current . . . . .
Advanced . . . . .
Super-advanced . . . . .
C.. Junction
The junction component is used to mix the cooling air with the main stream. As the pres-
sure losses due to mixing of the cooling and main stream gas are taken into account in
the turbine efficiency, they are not considered here. The cooling air component therefore
only assures conservation of energy.
m˙g ·h(Tt , g )+ m˙c ·h(Tt , c)=
(
m˙g + m˙c
) ·h(Tt ,out ) (C.)
where the subscript g denotes the combustion gases (main stream), c the cooling air and
out themix of combustion gases and cooling air. Obviously conservation ofmass for both
the fuelflow and the airflow are also respected.
C. Design point and off-design modeling
As indicated in the description of the component models, a different input, called bound-
ary conditions in EcosimproTM , is required for design point and off-design calculation.
As EcosimproTM deals with the mathematical aspects of solving the governing equations,
the boundary conditions cannot be selected completely freely. However, the different
component models have been set up so that a logical choice is supported as described
below. The choice for both design point and off-design calculations is described below.
As component maps are mandatory for off-design calculations, the maps adopted in this
work are given next.
C.. Boundary conditions
To solve the mathematical set of equations of the gas turbine performance model, the
proper choice of variables and boundary conditions is of great importance to both the
usage as well as the mathematical stability of the routine. EcosimproTM offers the possi-
bility to define any parameter of the model as a variable. As the mathematical problem
needs to be well-conditioned, adding extra variables however requires extra boundary
conditions. A careful balance is thus required.
For design point simulations a ’classical’ set of boundary conditions is selected as shown
in Table C.whereas the variables are chosen so that the chosen boundary conditions can
be properly calculated. As the table shows, the ram recovery is chosen as the boundary
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condition for the inlet. The corrected relative flow is then automatically set to the cor-
responding value from Figure C.. For the compressor on the other hand, the polytropic
efficiency and the pressure ratio need to be specified for design point calculations. The β
value and the relative corrected speed are needed in addition to those so that the map can
be scaled. For the fan, the BPR needs to be specified on top of that. The turbine module
requires similar boundary conditions. However, as shown in the table, the pressure ratio
is not specified as input. It is determined from the power balance of the spool. As such the
turbine delivers the power required by the compressor. To close the mathematical set of
equations, the nozzle exit area finally needs to be set as a variable so that it is adapted to
the massflow rate under investigation. Obviously, the flight altitude and Mach number
also need to be given.
Table C.. Boundary conditions for design point simulations.
Boundary Conditions Variables
Inlet RR
(
m˙·$Tt
pt
)
rel
Compressor ηpol SFη
pi SFpi
β SF m˙·$Tt
pt(
N$
Tt
)
rel
(
N$
Tt
)
DP
Combustion Chamber pt ,outpt , in Ain
ηcc Vcc
Turbine ηpol SFη
SFpi
β SF m˙·$Tt
pt(
N$
Tt
)
rel
(
N$
Tt
)
DP
Nozzle Aout
As the scaling of the maps needs to stay constant for off-design calculations, a different
approach is needed. The map scaling factors are taken here as boundary conditions and
only one variable needs to be selected to allow the specification of the engine rating. The
relative corrected speed of any of the spools, the turbine inlet temperature and the fuel
flow rate are all viable variables. In this work, the turbine inlet temperature is chosen for
most calculations, however any of the aforementioned candidates are also possible.
Besides the boundary conditions and variables EcosimproTM requires tearing variables
to solve iterative loops. The program proposes the most adequate variables from a math-
ematical point of view. However, within limits, other variables can also be chosen but they
To allow future off-design calculations the dynamic equations are also implemented so it must be
specified that the derivative of the spool speed is zero. As inertia moments of the components are needed
and volume dynamics and heat soakage effects need to be taken into consideration for a proper transient
calculation, this is considered outside the scope of this work.
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might prohibit convergence of the calculations. As the tearing variables strongly depend
on the type of engine investigated, they are omitted here.
C.. Component maps
In order to simulate off-design behavior of engines, adequate usage of the correct com-
ponent maps is of vital importance. This is especially true for compressor maps. Turbine
maps have less influence on the outcome of the off-design simulations as turbines are
usually chocked throughout a wide operating range. Ideally, compressor maps derived
from tests would have to be used. As this data usually is not available in the preliminary
design phase, theoretical performance maps obtained through stacking of compressor
stage characteristics can also be used (Lewis () and Rizvi ()). Even though the
AAXIALB software from Cranfield University is capable of generating component maps
for a specific compressor design, this is considered to be outside the scope of this work
seen the significant amount of engines under consideration. In this work, compressor
and turbine characteristics from the public domain are therefore retained. The fan map
is derived from Freeman (). For the IPC and the HPC, the characteristics are taken
from Plencner (). The same characteristic is assumed to apply to both compressors
(scaled differently). The compressor characteristics are shown on Figure C.. Again, the
maps are shown normalized by the design point values as the scaling of the map will be
different for each design study carried out.
(a) Fan map (b) HPC map
Figure C.. Normalized fan and HPC compressor characteristics.
The HP turbine characteristic is on the other hand obtained from Stabe et al. () and
is also used for the IPT. The LPT map finally is taken from Serovy (). All map data was
converted from (Kurzke, a) and Kurzke (b), as they have been prepared specifi-
cally for gas turbine performance simulations (Kurzke, a). The turbine maps used in
this work are shown on Figure C..
The maps chosen in the work are also adopted as "standard maps" in the Gasturb soft-
ware. Their utilization leads to a good general representation of the engine operating
line over a wide range of operating conditions (Verstraete & Hendrick, ), which is the
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(a) HPT map (b) LPT map
Figure C.. Normalized HP and LP turbine characteristics.
primary reason for which they are retained here. Obviously, when component specific
issues such as surge and bleed air to avoid surge are tackled, more specific component
data is required. As this is not intended in this work, the utilization of the selected maps
is believed to be suitable.
C. Gas Path Analysis
In a tradeoff study between turbofans having a different BPR, the engine mass and size
play a key role. A gas path analysis of the engine is therefor considered indispensable.
Here, a rudimentary gas path analysis is made at the mean radius of the different compo-
nents. Several simplifying assumptions are made as is often done in preliminary design
(Cumpsty (), Ramsden (a), Ramsden (b), Rizvi (), Saravanamuttoo et al.
() and Walsh& Fletcher ()). For both compressor and turbines for instance a con-
stant axial velocity is assumed at the entrance and exit of each stage, which is often not
far from reality (Cumpsty, , p. ). The designs of the turbomachinery is also made
for either constant hub or constant tip radius whereas on the Trent engines for instance,
slight deviations are made from this approach. All in all the choices made lead to a repre-
sentative engine layout and some room is available for modifications in later steps in the
design. Possible steps to cure problems later on are for instance a deviation from a con-
stant axial velocity, adopting a slightly higher stage loading for themid compressor stages,
keeping the annulus area constant for the last stages of compressors and LP turbine, . . . .
The gas path analysis described below essentially boils down to sizing the annulus area of
compressors and turbines. For the compressors no attempt is made to calculate the an-
gles of the different stages. For the LP turbine on the other hand, some angles of the veloc-
ity diagram are calculated as they are needed to determine the number of LPT stages for a
given fan. Top of climb is selected as the design point as it is the highest non-dimensional
operating point of the engine and as such leads to the highest pressure ratios and mass-
flow rates. The temperatures and pressures at the in- and outlet of the different compo-
nents are derived from the simulations in EcosimproTM .
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The annulus sizingmethods for each of the components are described consecutively from
the front to the rear of the engine. In a last section the calculation of the engine length is
detailed.
C.. Fan
The fan dimensions can be calculated by specifying the hub to tip ratio and the fan face
axial Mach number. After all the required airflow rate is set by the thrust demanded by
the aircraft and the specific thrust as determined from the turbofan cycle calculations for
the atmospheric conditions and flight Mach number of the design point. A given axial fan
face Mach number Maxf f thus enables the calculation of the fan face area can from the
"Q function":
Q = m˙ ·
$
Tt
A f f ·pt =Maxf f ·
√
γ
R
·
(
1+ γ−1
2
·M 2ax f f
)− γ+12·(γ−1)
(C.)
as Tt , pt and γ are set by the flight conditions.
Walsh & Fletcher (, p. ) propose an axial fan face Mach number between . and
.. The higher value of this range is in line with Cumpsty (, p. ) where it is stated
that the mass flow per unit area of the fan is approximately % of that required to choke
the annulus. Williams (, p. ) quotes similar values as Walsh & Fletcher () but
indicates nonetheless that with sophisticated very thin fan blades an inlet Mach number
up to around . can be tolerated and suggests that the nacelle forebody annulus for
advanced projects could consider almost zero net diffusion of the inlet nacelle. A slightly
diffusing sector nevertheless helps to reduce the amount of turbulence at the fan face
and as such also the tolerance of the fan to pressure distortions. The axial fan face Mach
number is therefore set slightly lower than the nacelle throat Mach number. A value of
. is chosen to reflect the advances in engine technology by the time of the entry into
service of the engines.
The speed in the fan duct is set as a compromise between turbofan frontal area and duct
pressure losses. Walsh & Fletcher (, p. ) propose a range between . and . as
a good balance between those requirements. Occasionally fan exit Mach numbers up to
. can be found (Walsh & Fletcher, , p. ). The latter number is retained here to
yield a reasonable hub to tip ratio for the fan exit.
To reduce the engine frontal area the fan face hub to tip ratio should namely be set as low
as possible. However the circumference of the fan disc should be large enough to attach
the blades which places a lower limit on achievable hub to tip ratios. For very low hub to
tip ratio’s secondary losses will also be higher (Walsh & Fletcher, ). A hub to tip ratio
of . is adopted here, since higher bypass ratio fans which inherently have heavy blades
are investigated, which is the lower limit indicated in Cumpsty (, p. ).
This value for the hub to tip ratio is furthermore in line with the fan tip speed of m/s,
adopted fromRizvi (). Walsh& Fletcher () namely indicate that fan tip speeds are
For a zero net diffusion the fan face area would be set to the nacelle forebody throat area as the fan
face Mach number is equal to the inlet throat Mach number.
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limited to about  m/s for hub-to-tip ratios of . to ., whereas higher speed might
be allowed for higher ratios.
To determine the engine length, the fan chord needs to be determined. This is done by
imposing a fan blade mean aspect ratio, which is defined here as the ratio of the blade
height to the blade chord at mean radius. A value of . is utilized after Walsh & Fletcher
() where a range between . and . is suggested for fan blades without clappers.
As the BPR of the engine is fixed, the radial position of the bypass to core split is deter-
mined assuming a constant axial velocity throughout the fan. The length from the fan
blade to the split and from the split to the IP compressor are on the other hand deter-
mined from a Trent  cross-section (Cumpsty, , p. ).
To calculate the annulus of the fan and the other compressor, the annulus boundary layer
growth is accounted for by the adoption of a "blockage factor" ((Ramsden, a, p. .)
and Rizvi ()). The blockage factor is used to compensate the work loss from the low
speed boundary layer by increasing the annulus area.
Kbl = AannAann,bl
where Aann is the annulus area determined with the assumption of a uniform velocity.
Aann,bl denotes the annulus area with blockage correction. As the boundary layer in-
creases through the first stages of the compressor the blockage factor reduces throughout
the compressor as shown in Table C.. From the fifth stage onwards the axial velocity pro-
file stays more or less constant and the same value should be used for the blockage factor
of subsequent stages (Ramsden, a, p. .)
Table C.. Typical values for stage blockage factors, adopted from Ramsden (a).
Stage Kb
 .
 .
 .
 .
 .
C.. IP and HP Compressors
As is common practice in the first stages of the engine design, the axial velocity of the
air is kept constant at the inlet of each of the IP and HP compressor stages (Ramsden
(a) and Walsh & Fletcher ()). Walsh & Fletcher (, p. ), propose an axial
inlet Mach number between . and . for the core compressor. Saravanamuttoo et al.
(, p. ) quote a value of up to  m/s for advanced aero engines. As this value is
also used Ramsden (a, p. ), it is retained here.
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As the designs in this work are  spool turbofans, the IPC and HPC designs are based on
the Rolls-Royce Trent family. For the IPC a constant inner diameter design is therefore
utilized. The radial position of the IPC is then found by imposing a hub-to-tip ratio limit
of . at the outlet of the last stage. The HPC on the other hand has a constant outer
diameter design which limits the number of stages for a given pressure rise (Saravana-
muttoo et al., , p. ). Here an hub-to-tip ratio of . is imposed, as proposed by
Walsh & Fletcher (, p. ) for the last stages of HPC. If this would lead to excessive
tip losses, this could be cured in later steps of the design by imposing a constant annulus
area for the last stages.
The number of compressor stages is calculated for each of the compressors. For this the
stage loading factor is set as:
∆H
U2
= 0.35
where ∆H is the enthalpy rise of the air and U is the mean circumferential speed of the
compressor blade. This value is adopted as a reasonable compromise between number
of compressor stages and stage efficiency. Walsh & Fletcher (, p. ) shows that a
polytropic compressor efficiency slightly higher than % is feasible for this stage pitch-
line loading. As the RPM of the IP and HP spools is set by the requirement for a single
stage turbine, the temperature (enthalpy) rise per stage is set and the number of stages
can be determined.
Compressor blade aspect ratios of . for the first stage IPC progressively down to . for
the last stage HPC are adopted for both stator and rotor (Rizvi () and Walsh & Fletcher
()). A spacing of % of the upstream chord is assumed which then fixes the length
of the compressors (Onat & Klees (), Ramsden (a) and Walsh & Fletcher ()).
As for the fan to IPC duct, the length of the IPC to HPC duct is scaled from the Trent 
cross section.
C.. Combustion chamber
The combustion chamber length for kerosene fueled turbofans is scaled from the Trent
 cross section in Cumpsty (). A constant fraction of the engine length is as such
assumed for the combustion chamber. In line with current practice, it is furthermore
ensured that the combustion chamber axis is only slightly inclined by positioning the HP
turbine at an adequate radius.
C.. HP and IP turbines
As a single stage HP and IP turbine is chosen to limit engine part count, cost and turbine
cooling air losses, the HP (IP) spool RPM is set by the HPT (IPT) power required. As it was
done in the determination of the number of compressor stage, the RPM is determined
from the HPT pitchline stage loading which is set to
∆H
U2
= 2.185
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This value is judged to be high enough to enable a high work output per turbine stage to
enable the single stage design, but low enough to yield a reasonably high efficiency. In-
creasing the stage loading namely leads to a reduced turbine stage efficiency as shown on
the Smith chart (amongst others Cumpsty (), Lewis (), Ramsden (b), Taylor
() and Walsh & Fletcher ()). Even though the shape and more importantly the
level of peak efficiency and its location on the chart (set by a combination of flow coeffi-
cient φ= Vax/U and stage loading ∆H/U2) are effected by turbine design parameters as
e.g. specific work (Taylor, , pp. -), these are neglected here as only a first-order gas
path analysis is made. Despite the relatively high stage loading, the turbine efficiencies
are nonetheless fairly high, to reflect the timeframe for which the engines are primarily
intended.
The axial inlet Mach number to the HPT is kept at . as a compromise between upstream
duct losses and cooling air requirements, which are proportional to the HPT nozzle guide
vane size (Ramsden, b). The hub-to-tip ratio also also plays a role in the selection as
a too high value would lead to excessive over-tip leakage losses. A low inlet Mach number
furthermore ensurse acceleration at all points along the NGV surface (Walsh & Fletcher,
). As the mean circumferential velocity U is set by power output requirements, the
flow coefficient φ is fixed by imposing the axial velocity. As HPT’s are often designed for
flow coefficients lower than optimum (Ramsden, b), the flow coefficients are typi-
cally between . and . (Cumpsty () and Taylor ()). The designs in this work
fall within that range.
For the IPT similar flow coefficients are found in literature but Ramsden (b) indi-
cates that IPT are typically designed so that the flow coefficient is close to the "efficiency
ridge", as Taylor calls the flow coefficient that yields the maximum efficiency at a given
stage loading. Ramsden (b, p. .) gives the following equation for the optimum flow
coefficient for a given loading:
∆H
U2
= 6.5 · Vax
U
−2.90
The IPT inlet axial velocity is chosen to lie on this line here whereas the stage loading for
the IPT is set to .. The power generated by the turbine is corrected for annulus boundary
layer growth using the work done factor (Ramsden, b), which is of similar purpose
and use as the blockage factor defined for the compressor stages. A work done factor of
. is assumed for theHPTwhereas . is utilized for the IPT and LPT (Ramsden (b)
and Rizvi ()).
As is often done in preliminary design, a stage reaction of % is chosen for all turbines
(a.o. El-Sayed (), Ramsden (b), Saravanamuttoo et al. (), Walsh & Fletcher
()). Theoretically this stage reaction namely leads to the highest attainable efficiency
(Lewis () andWilson&Korakianitis ()). It furthermore leaves a high kinetic energy
flow for subsequent stages, which makes it the preferred design for gas generator stages
(Ramsden, b, p. .). For the HPT, Taylor (, pp. -) indicates a typical reaction
of . to yield reduced relative total temperature and pressure, reduced bearing loads
and less turning required in the following nozzle. As the reaction will vary along the blade
A typical range quoted for stage loadings is .-. (Taylor (, p. ) and Walsh & Fletcher ()).

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height and a more detailed calculation of the radial distribution of the velocity triangles
is in any case needed in later design stages, the % reaction, is assumed here to apply to
all turbines.
As both the stage reaction and the stage loading have been fixed, the mid radius velocity
triangles can easily be drawn. Utilising the Euler’s turbine equation, simplified for con-
stant mid radius and constant axial velocity, the angular velocity change in the turbine
stage ∆vw is obtained from
∆H
U2
= ∆vw
U
(C.)
As a % reaction (symmetrical velocity triangle) is assumed the angular velocity at the
stage outlet vw, 3 is given by
vw, 3 = ∆vw −U2 (C.)
which leads to the blade outlet angle α3 and the absolute velocity at the blade outlet v3:
tanα3 = vw, 3va (C.)
v3 = vacosα3 (C.)
Even though the direction of the gas velocity at exit from the stage is not absolutely needed
for the HP and IPT turbine annulus area from, the swirl angle α3 is important for the last
LPT stage, as shown in the next section. It is therefore calculated for the HP and IPT
also. The magnitude of the stage exit velocity allows the calculation of the annulus area
through the Q-function of equation (C.) as the pressure and temperature are known
from the cycle calculations.
The length of the turbines is calculated through the blade aspect ratio, as was done for the
compressors. For the turbines, a spacing between the rotor blades and stator vanes of %
of the upstream chord is adopted (Ramsden (b) and Walsh & Fletcher ()). The
HPT NGV aspect ratio is set to . to keep the amount of nozzle guide vane cooling air to a
reasonable level (Ramsden, b). For the HPT rotor a value of . is on the other hand
adopted. The IPT aspect ratios are set to . (Ramsden (b) and Walsh & Fletcher
()). The IPT is placed at a radial position halfway the HP and LP turbines to enable
a smooth transition from one turbine to the other. As was done for the compressors, the
turbine inter-ducts are scaled from the Trent  cross section.
C.. LP turbine
Contrary to HP and IP turbines, the LPT is often designed for higher axial velocity, leading
to flow ratio coefficients above the optimum value for efficiency (Ramsden (b) and
Walsh & Fletcher ()). The turbine efficiency is thus slightly compromised to reduce
the frontal area. According to de la Calzada (), flow coefficients around . are rea-
sonable for LP turbines with a stage loading around .. This leads to a turning of about
◦ while maintining a reasonable efficiency.
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The LPT is chosen as a constant hub design and the last  stages also have a constant
tip radius to align the flow axially into the nozzle (Ramsden, b). This practice is also
found on the Trent . The first stage hub to tip ratio is set to .. As the blade hub to tip
ratio is lower for subsequent stages, this value is considered a reasonable compromise to
keep the frontal area reasonable while obtaining acceptable final stage hub-to-tip ratios.
According to Walsh & Fletcher () the hub-to-tip ratio namely needs to stay higher
than . to limit the influence of secondary losses. Finally, the hub radius of the LPT is set
so that the tip of the last stages is at the same radius as the fan splitter that divides the fan
outlet air into core and bypass air. This is common practice for aero-engines (Ramsden
(a) and Rizvi ()).
Each turbine stage is designed for a stage loading of . and stages are added until the
power required by the fan can be delivered. The last stage is then designed for a lower
stage loading so that a more axial flow is obtained at the LPT outlet while the required fan
power is matched. If the last stage swirl angle is higher than ◦ an extra stage is added
to the LPT, which is in line with the value recommended in Walsh & Fletcher (). A
constant axial velocity is assumed as was done for the HPT and IPT and it is checked
whether the outlet axial Mach number is lower than . (Walsh & Fletcher, ). The
efficiency of the turbine stage is determined from the Smith chart provided in Ramsden
(b) to determine the outlet pressure of the different stages.
Again the spacing between the rotor blades and stator vanes of the different turbine stages
is set to % of the upstream chord. Blade stage aspect ratios are set to . for the first
stage and increase up to . for the last stage, keeping a small margin over the upper limit
of , indicated in Walsh & Fletcher ().
C.. Engine length
As indicated in the previous sections, the ducts between the different compressors, aswell
as the combustion chamber and position of the core to bypass splitter are set to a fraction
of the total engine length leng based on the Trent . The engine length is defined here
as the distance from the fan face to the exit of the last LPT stage. The adopted fractions
are indicated in Table C..
Table C.. Values adopted for the length of the different engine ducts, as fraction of leng .
Component lcomp/leng[%]
fan to IPC duct 
IPC to HPC duct 
HPT to IPT duct 
IPT to LPT duct 
combustion chamber 
combustion chamber diffuser 
fan to bypass duct splitter 
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A typical outcome of the gas path analysis is given on Figure C.. The geometry of the
ducts between the different components and of the inside of the bypass duct are adopted
from a scaling of the Trent engine and of examples of nacelle geometry from Rolls-Royce
(, p. ,). A similar practice is adopted for the nozzle cone.
Figure C.. A typical result of the gas path analysis.
As shown on the figure, the IPC to HPC duct seems fairly short, however, in the Trent en-
gine the last stages of the IPC are at a lower hub radius to start the turning of the air before
entering the duct. As indicated in the introduction to this section, this sort of designer so-
lutions are not considered here due to the preliminary nature of the gas path analysis.

